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Abstract.
This thesis presents a cultural history of the Young Socialists, a left-wing
dissident circle that was active in Moscow at the end of the Brezhnev era. Mainly
from highly placed intelligentsia and party nomenklatura families, the core of the
Young Socialists first met as students in the Faculty of History of Moscow State
University (MGU) in the early-1970s. At the time of their dissent (1977-1982) the
circle’s leaders, Andrei Fadin and Pavel Kudiukin, were graduate students at the
Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IMEMO). The wider circle,
which numbered roughly fifty people, were mainly young left-wing intellectuals in
Moscow linked by a mix of everyday life associations and underground conspiracy.
The Young Socialists published the samizdat journal Varianty (Variants), an
internally circulated theoretical almanac that was dedicated to the elaboration of a
programme of reform for the Soviet Union. The circle’s undertakings were both
domestic in scope and transnational through their efforts to establish connections
with the Polish trade union Solidarność and the Italian Communist Party.
Using oral history sources and archival materials from Russia and a number
of European countries, I reconstruct how the Young Socialists’ worldviews and
cultural practices formed under the influence of Soviet and transnational forces
during late stagnation. Locating them at the intersection of reformist cultures in the
Soviet political-intellectual establishment, the dissident movement and the social
milieu of elite youth of the last Soviet generation, I view the Young Socialists as the
second generation of socialist dissent. In doing so, I explore how they drew on the
reformist intellectual heritage of the shestidesiatniki and used the samizdat networks
and other communication channels developed by the first generation of dissidents.
In particular, at a time when left-wing ideas had fallen out of fashion among wider
society, I focus on the transmission of lived experience from older socialist
intellectuals to these younger dissidents to explain the transfer of socialist dissent
into the next generation.
Against the backdrop of Soviet decline, the Young Socialists drew inspiration
for their views from foreign leftist movements. Viewing the international landscape
at the turn of the 1980s, they perceived the existence of a European reformist Left
that was loosely linked in an internationalism that was sympathetic to Eastern Bloc
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dissent. While emphasising the advanced character of the Young Socialists’
understandings of the outside world relative to earlier generations of socialist
dissent, my account also considers their limitations. Looking ahead to Perestroika, I
consider how the experience of socialist dissent accelerated the former Young
Socialists’ adoption of social democratic and new leftist identities. This thesis
enhances understandings of socialist dissent. It introduces new perspectives on the
reformist currents in the Soviet intellectual elite beyond Gorbachev’s network of
reformers. Finally, it expands understandings of the forms of political engagement
that occurred within the last Soviet generation.
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Introduction.
In 1985, the journal Problemy vostochnoi evropy (Problems of Eastern
Europe) published a letter that responded to its previous issue’s publication of
Liudmila Alekseeva’s chapter “Socialists” from her now classical work on Soviet
dissent. Its anonymous author’s purported aim was to shed more light on the Young
Socialists, a dissident circle which had been characterised by Alekseeva as “the
second generation of socialist opposition in the post-Stalin period.”1 In the letter,
which came two years after the criminal proceedings against the Young Socialists
had concluded, its author revealed the existence of approaches in the dissident
milieu of the late Brezhnev era that anticipated the drive to “renew” socialist
ideology as would be publicly called for from 1987 in Gorbachev’s “new thinking.”2
Claiming that the circle had been supporters of “self-governing market socialism,”
the author summarised: “The specificity of the Young socialists and their qualitative
difference from other left-wing circles was that they wanted not only to return to the
roots and revive ‘true revolutionary values,’ but above all they sought to update the
socialist ideology itself.”3
The tamizdat appearance of a letter from an author intimately familiar with
the Young Socialists’ dissent hinted at the former circle’s far-reaching connections to
underground literature and a commitment to its own reputation in the eyes of an
international leftist audience.4 Launched in 1981 by Czechoslovak reform
communist émigrés based in New York, Problemy vostochnoi evropy was a socialist
forum for the exchange of experiences of reform in the different countries of the

Liudmilla Alekseeva, “Socialisty,” (Socialists.) Problemy vostochnoi evropy (9-10)
(1984), 262.
1

Mark Kramer, “The Collapse of East European Communism and the Repercussions
within the Soviet Union (Part 2),” Journal of Cold War Studies 6(4) (2004), 6.
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“Otkliki,” (Responses.) Problemy vostochnoi evropy (11-12) (1985), 311-312.

The anonymous author was most likely Boris Kagarlitskii. This estimation is based on
the similarities of the content and language in the letter to his later commentary on the
Young Socialists and the appearance of other publications that he authored in Problemy
vostochnoi evropy under pseudonyms and later openly, which establishes that he had
connections to the journal (unfortunately, he did not respond to my email request for
confirmation).
4
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Eastern Bloc.5 At home in this transnational intellectual setting, the anonymous
author noted the Young Socialists’ unusually expansive collection of foreign
ideological influences that included “the currents of Western Marxism (from
Bernstein to Gramsci, Sartre, Marcuse)” and “the experience and ideas of the Eastern
European reformers (Sik, Brus, Kornai, the reformers of the Prague Spring and
Solidarność).”6 They were interested “not only in revisionism, but also in reformist
traditions of the workers’ movement.”7
Upon their arrests, international reporting evaluated the dissident circle to
be “probably the most important underground leftist group since the Union of
Communards or Kolokol group was broken up in the late 1960s.”8 But the
anonymous author emphasised the Young Socialists’ critical attitudes towards
“party-democratic ideology” and “neo Bolshevism,” which were the ideological
trends that were typically associated with those earlier cycles of socialist dissent.
The author also distanced the circle from being purely a mission to return to the
spirit of the revolution – an aspiration that for the late socialist years has been tied
by historians almost exclusively to the shestidesiatniki (people of the sixties) and the
political and intellectual life of the period of the Thaw.9 By contrast, the Young
Socialists’ ambitions to “demonstrate the superiority of neo-Marxist methodology
and the applicability of socialist principles for solving the country’s economic
problems” appear as distinctive responses to the decline of the Brezhnev years.10

Frantisek Sil’nitskii and Larisa Sil’nitskaia, “Slovo redaktora,” (A Word from the
Editor.): https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/rus/EEProblems.html.
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A state of the field work recently reaffirmed this perception that these impulses, when
they took the form of dissent, did not extend beyond the Thaw: “The 1968 invasion of
Czechoslovakia put an end to the rejuvenation brand of dissidence.” in Stephen V. Bittner
and Juliane Fürst. “The Aging Pioneer: Late Soviet Socialist Society, Its Challenges and
Challengers,” in The Cambridge History of Communism. Volume III, Endgames? Late
communism in global perspective, 1968 to the present, eds. Juliane Fürst, Silvio Pons, Mark
Selden (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 296.
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This thesis offers a cultural history of the Young Socialists.11 The core of the
dissident circle first met as students in the Faculty of History at Moscow State
University (MGU) in the early-1970s. The outer circle, which spanned roughly fifty
people and stretched all the way to Minsk and Petrozavodsk, mainly included
intellectuals who were located around the Faculty of History at MGU and Institute of
World Economy and International Relations (IMEMO). During the years of their
dissent, they published two samizdat journals: the small circulation theoretical
almanac Varianty (Variants) and the popular propaganda journal Levyi povorot (Left
Turn)/Sotsializm i budushchee (Socialism and the Future). Though the letter to
Problemy vostochnoi evropy above overstated the circle’s ideological prowess, its
account accurately captured the circle’s intended project: the elaboration of a
scientific programme for the reform of the Soviet Union. The circle’s undertakings
were not only domestic in scope but also, as we shall see, transnational in their
efforts to establish connections with actors that they perceived to be structured
within an international reformist Left.
My thesis locates the circle’s years of dissent (1977-1982) within the broader
intellectual

and cultural contexts of the late-Soviet political-intellectual

establishment, the dissident movement and the social milieu of elite youth of the last
Soviet generation. I investigate the pre-history of the Young Socialists during their
years at MGU, where they encountered formative influences among the swirl of
social, intellectual and political currents that were in circulation, that set in motion
the critical leftist identities of the circle’s leaders. This study then takes its reader
inside academic research institutes and to private apartments and Moscow parks to
reconstruct how reformist ideas and values were formulated and transmitted back
The circle became known as the Young Socialists following international reporting on
their arrests in 1982. Accounts of their dissident activities have appeared in the
following works: Liudmilla Alekseeva, Soviet Dissent: Contemporary Movements for
National, Religious and Human Rights (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1985),
423-426; Il’ia Budraitskis, Dissidenty sredi dissidentov (M. : Svobodnoe marksistskoe
izdatel’stvo, 2017), 86-89; Petr Cherkasov, “Chapter nine: IMEMO pod udarom (1982),”
in IMEMO: Ocherk istorii (M. : Ves’ mir, 2016), 429-485; Ewgeniy Kasakow, “Dissens und
Untergrund: Das Wiederaufkommen der linken oppositionellen Gruppen in der späten
Brežnev-Zeit,” in Boris Belge and Martin Deuerlein, eds., Goldenes Zeitalter der
Stagnation? Perspektiven auf die sowjetische Ordnung der Brežnev-Ära (Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 2014), 88-92; Carole Sigman, Politicheskie kluby i Perestroika v Rossii:
Oppozitsiia bez dissidentstva (M. : Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie, 2014), 91-93;
Aleksandr Shubin, Predannaia demokratiia: SSSR i neformaly, 1986-1989 (M. :
Izdatel’stvo Evropa, 2006), 17-20.
11
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and forth across these locations by a network of intellectuals to become a project of
dissent. It is guided by the belief that the influence of reformist cultures on dissent
has been under-represented in the historiography of the later years of the dissident
movement. From this develops my claim that socialist idealism and the reformist and
internationalist discourses that sustained it provided sources of inspiration for
dissent beyond the turning point of 1968.
This thesis also constitutes an exploration of socialist dissent across the years
of late socialism. While the major socialist dissident circles of the 1950s and 1960s
have been drawn into vignettes in recent cultural histories of the Thaw, 12 these
different groups have not been taken together and systematically evaluated as a
broader phenomenon.13 Though this is not intended to be a comprehensive study, I
provide a more systematic treatment by examining the intellectual and cultural
practices of socialist dissent spanning the 1950s to the 1980s. The Young Socialists’
references to earlier left-wing circle’s underground literature in their own samizdat
publications and their personal connections to former activists reveals socialist
dissent was a living heritage in the Brezhnev years. I approach the phenomenon
through the perspective of two generations, who were separated by the break of the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, which I argue left the younger generation with a
more cynical attitude toward the Soviet leadership and made them more likely to
find inspiration for their socialist views from leftist movements outside the Soviet
Union. Despite the second generation’s more hardened oppositional attitude, I view
socialist dissent throughout the period as an expression of radical reformism, which

Robert Hornsby, Protest, Reform and Repression in Khrushchev’s Soviet Union
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 102-107, 150; Kathleen E. Smith,
Moscow, 1956: The Silenced Spring (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2017), 278297; Benjamin Tromly, “Intelligentsia Self-Fashioning in the Post-War Soviet Union:
Revol’t Pimenov’s Political Struggle, 1949-1957.” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and
Eurasian History 13(1) (2012), 151-176; E.Iu Zavadskaia and O.V Edelman,
“Underground Groups and Organisations,” in Sedition: Everyday resistance in the Soviet
Union under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, eds. Vladimir A. Kozlov, Sheila Fitzpatrick and
Sergei V. Mironenko (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011), 293-294, 302; Vladislav
Zubok, Zhivago’s Children: The Last Russian Intelligentsia (Cambridge: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2009), 156-157.
12

An important exception is Il’ia Budraitskis’ recent work on socialist dissent in the
Soviet Union, though it is mainly descriptive and is conceptualised by its author as an
initiating survey of a topic that has been under-explored. Il’ia Budraitskis, Dissidenty
sredi dissidentov (M. : Svobodnoe marksistskoe izdatel’stvo, 2017), 34.
13
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was linked by ideas and contacts to both the wider dissident movement and
reformist currents in the political-intellectual establishment.

“Politicised Semidesiatniki” and Generations in Late
Soviet Society.
“Twenty years of conscious life, which had begun with the faraway sound of
the clatter of tanks’ tracks rattling down Prague’s cobblestoned streets,” summarised
Andrei Fadin (b. 1953), one of the leaders of the Young Socialists, as he reflected on
the social and political features of the post-1968 landscape that critical intellectuals
of his generation grew up with. “Lives which passed while during the day we sat
exams on the History of the CPSU, Marxism-Leninism, and god knows what else –
while at night we read Gulag Archipelago and [The Life and Extraordinary Adventures
of Private Ivan] Chonkin.”14 Alexei Yurchak has claimed that it was precisely the lack
of political upheaval across the Brezhnev years that created the shared feeling of the
“eternal” quality of late socialism that defined the “common identity” of the last
Soviet generation.15 This thesis takes a different perspective, to argue that for a
particular subset of this generation, political transformations – invasions, wars,
overthrows and uprisings – could pose as unifying events.16 Within the particular
elite Moscow intellectual milieu under examination in this thesis, the founding event
within this generational narrative was the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, which
these individuals witnessed primarily through watching their parents’ reactions,
while understanding its larger significance only later. To be sure, the political turning
points that stimulated the hopes and disappointments of these often left-leaning
intellectuals under study all happened outside the Soviet Union and occurred against
the backdrop of stagnation at home. Nevertheless, this political element of their

Andrei Fadin, “Dubchek, Kadar i Iaruzel’ski pered sudom Makiavelli,” (Dubcek, Kadar
and Jaruzelski before the Court of Machiavelli.) Otkrytaia Zona (Special Prague Spring
Themed Issue) (April-December 1988): 166. OSA f. 300, s.f. 85, c. 9 unprocessed fond,
published samizdat.
14

15 Alexei Yurchak,

Everything was Forever Until it was No More: The last Soviet generation
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 31-32.
I am drawing on Karl Mannheim’s perspectives on generations, see Karl Mannheim,
“The Problem of Generations,” ed. Paul Kecskemeti, Essays on the Sociology of Knowledge
(London: Oxford University Press, 1952), 290.
16
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experience, which extended to critical discussions on Soviet decline, distinguished
them within their own generation.
This research provides a case study that sketches out some broader contours
for the study of critically-minded and politically engaged intellectuals of the
seventies generation, who I have termed “politicised semidesiatniki.” I view the
Young Socialists’ dissent as only one of the many possible forms of active political
engagement that occurred among this generation. Broadly conceived, the rest of this
small yet influential subsection of the last Soviet generation were intellectuals from
the upper strata of Soviet society, who followed international affairs, read samizdat
and reflected on political matters in kitchen talks mainly in Moscow and Leningrad
in the Brezhnev years. Their behaviours can be conceptualised along a spectrum,
where dissidents represented only the tiny proportion of the most radical politicised
semidesiatniki. The middle ground was occupied by politically active intellectuals,
who undertook such actions as joining the party in order to reverse the country’s
decline from inside the system. Though the majority were located at the spectrum’s
far end and confined themselves to critical discussions among trusted friends.
The Young Socialists, who were more readily visible to the historian’s eye due
to the well-publicised nature of their dissident case, represent the tip of the iceberg
of politicised semidesiatniki, whose less radical members remain a semi-submerged
tendency in the cultural history of the Brezhnev era. These intellectuals were
sympathisers of dissent, yet had been unwilling to engage in illegal activity that
would have derailed often promising careers in academic fields during the Brezhnev
years, and most were unlikely to have even contemplated it.17 Beyond the Young
Socialists, other politicised semidesiatniki appear in my first chapter as activists in
the MGU student collective, the Creative Workshop of Experimental Propaganda
(TMEFP) and in my final chapter as the first wave of street-level political activists
during Perestroika.
Where else have these critical intellectuals appeared in recent scholarship on
the Brezhnev years? Donald Raleigh’s oral history account of the classes of 1967
from privileged magnet schools in Moscow and Saratov overlaps with my account as

Carole Sigman, Oppozitsiia bez dissidentstva: Politicheskie kluby i Perestroika v Rossii
(Opposition without Dissidence: Political clubs and Perestroika in Russia.) (Moskva:
Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie, 2014), 57, 59-60.
17
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a study of well-educated and critically thinking intellectuals, though only a few of his
baby boomers would have seen themselves as politicised semidesiatniki. But the oral
history evidence in Raleigh’s study also gives substance to the broader argument that
I am making: there was more political engagement within the last Soviet generation
than has been established by the existing literature.18 Alexei Yurchak’s field-shaping
study of the last Soviet generation, which presented a semidesiatnik who was neither
oppositional, nor conformist, but simply disinterested in politics was a timely
intervention that challenged earlier liberal assumptions. Yet one of its effects was to
push the politically engaged subsection of the last Soviet generation to the edges of
scholarly inquiry. Some of the differences in interpretation on the degree of
politicisation in this generation may be put down to variations occurring across the
age cohort. Yurchak’s focus was on the younger end of the semidesiatniki generation,
which was identified by Russian political scientists as being more likely to have a
cynical attitude toward socialist ideology. By contrast, Raleigh’s subjects and my own
are both located at the older end of the cohort, whose worldviews frequently carried
some of the political hues of the shestidesiatniki.19 With this study I therefore aim to
add more nuance to the field’s understandings of the semidesiatniki generation and
its range of identities, to create a picture that is able to represent the diversity of
experiences across the age cohort.
The semidesiatnik has featured prominently in the growing historiography on
consumption under late socialism. Recurring themes in this literature have been the
post-war generation’s fascination with material goods and its rising consumer
expectations.20 Scholars contrasted the experience of earlier generations, whose
memory of the war determined their higher tolerance for the everyday difficulties
posed by the shortage economy.21 This generation gap was observed by visitors to
For example, the Saratovite baby boomers referred to political kitchen talks over
vodka. Donald Raleigh, Soviet Baby Boomers: A history of Russia’s Cold War generation
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 246.
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the Soviet Union in the 1970s, who viewed Soviet youth’s growing material desires
as an expression of declining revolutionary idealism.22 The clamour for Western
consumer products initially fell into this narrative, though in recent years, scholars
have fit these desires into the wider discursive construct of the imaginary West. 23
According to Yurchak, the consumption of foreign films, literature, music and other
cultural products in this largely closed society fostered particular imaginings of the
outside world, which created a version of the West that existed only in the Soviet
mind.24 The allure of the popular culture of the West that led to its absorption and
transformation within late Soviet youth culture has been a major focus in recent
scholarship on late socialism.25 In my thesis, I map some new imaginary geographies
of late socialism beyond the West and into the second and third worlds. In doing so,
I explore how influences that came from the outside world not only played a role in
fostering alternative cultural identities, but could also be tied to discourses of
internationalism that inspired or reinforced political identities among the last Soviet
generation.
This study offers a particular window onto the privileged forms of
consumption that occurred among elite youth, with dissenting discussions in
Moscow apartments occurring over whiskey, cognac and American cigarettes. An
unnamed visitor to a social occasion at Andrei Fadin’s apartment in the early-1980s
recounted its memorable fittings: “We examined Scandinavian souvenirs, which
were dotted around his flat: some little toy skiier figurines, trubochki, floor mats and
other things – Andrei’s father was a consultant to the Central Committee on
Norwegian matters, so it all came from abroad.”26 Mainly from elite families of the
22
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party nomenklatura and the intelligentsia, the Young Socialists’ privileged status was
manifested not only through material surroundings and the presence of hard-to-find
consumer products, but in their access to the cultural and intellectual resources of
late Soviet society.

An evening in Andrei Fadin’s apartment on Kutuzovskii in early-1984. This
was a year after the criminal proceedings against the Young Socialists had
ended and most were facing employment difficulties. Left to right (members of
the Young Socialists have an *): Natalia Bandura, Sergei Karpiuk*, Mikhail
Vediushkin*, Vera Pimonenko, Irina Korshenbaum, Aleksandr Balashov, Olga
Ivanova*, Andrei Fadin*, Igor Pimonenko (Facebook).
Their elite origins assisted in paving the way to MGU, where they were able
to cultivate networks that took them further into the upper echelons of the politicalintellectual establishment to discover even richer intellectual resources. The
regularity of oppositional attitudes among the so-called “golden youth” who actually
held political opinions (most were not interested in politics) found its way into
literary representations of the period. In the novel set in Moscow in the 1970s,
Illegible, by Sergei Gandlevskii, a contemporary of the Young Socialists, who studied
at MGU in the same years, the narrator recreated the flavour of golden youth: “In the
well brought up scion of a distinguished Soviet clan there coexisted— without strain
and, one might say, tastefully—seditious opinions and big talk along with a slackly
complaisant attitude to the dacha in the exclusive settlement [and other
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privileges].”27 In this research, I examine in detail how these elite conditions were
able to foster oppositional attitudes and even, in the particular case of the Young
Socialists, acted as some of the key ingredients for the perfect storm of dissent.

The Reformist Subject.
This thesis not only explores forms of political engagement in the last Soviet
generation, but also seeks to advance understanding of reformist cultures in the
political-intellectual establishment. One of the consequences of Western scholars’
search for traces of liberal subjectivities in the Soviet Union was that it obscured the
emergence of what could analogously be termed the reformist subject in the postStalin years.28 According to Anna Krylova, the Soviet subject was varyingly
understood to be uncritically believing, engaging in forms of liberal resistance, or
acting in pursuit of cynical self-interest. These categories left no room for the critical
believer that had consciously rejected liberal values – the reformist subject.
This had particular consequences for the study of Soviet dissent during the
Cold War, when the dissidents were frequently cast by scholars and other
commentators “as surrogate soldiers of Western liberalism” locked in a battle
against the repressive state.29 This narrative of a lone band of heroes in an otherwise
conformist society locked scholars out from analytically tying dissent to the late
Soviet social and cultural context from which it developed. In recent years, efforts
have been made to re-write this history using approaches that grounded dissent
within late-Soviet culture and identity and linked elements of the movement’s
practices to value systems that were promoted by the state.30
This study broadly conceptualises the Soviet dissident movement as an extrasystemic movement for reform, while at the same time recognising it as a broad
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church and one whose views changed over time.31 This interpretation places weight
on the movement’s origins in the impulses for reformist change that were wrought
by the Twentieth Party Congress, whose revelations propelled the anti-Stalinist
political and literary transformations of the Thaw. In this charged climate, the
limited public sphere for civic discussion of de-Stalinisation gave rise to the
politically and culturally focused conversations that forged the archetypal reformist
subject, the shestidesiatnik.32 In the 1960s, viewing the future with optimism, this
young Soviet intellectual believed in the superiority of the original “ideal project” of
Marxism-Leninism and its promise for a humanist socialism freed from Stalinist
deformations.33
At the end of the Thaw, the loudest voices for reform crossed over into
dissent. The stem of this generation that later formed the most visible wing of the
dissident movement, the pravozashchitniki (rights defenders) had mostly
abandoned socialist hopes by the 1970s.34 Scholars have rightly noted that a major
trend among these activists was disillusionment at the prospects for reform coming
from inside the system – an observation that was substantiated by increasing
numbers of the movement going into emigration in the 1970s.35 By contrast, my
reading of the dissident movement from the perspective of the lesser known period
of the late-1970s and early-1980s, when many of its prominent voices were involved
in a renewed search for tactics to generate change, suggests that a number of its

In fact, it was such a broad church that this thesis is unable to deal in detail with
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activists continued to believe in the need for political and economic reforms, even in
conditions of diminished hopes for its emergence.36
Interpreting the dissident movement through this broadly reformist lens
draws it into my focus on the search that occurred in the intellectual elite for paths
to reform in the late Brezhnev era. Placing the dissident movement on a continuum
with those shestidesiatniki who were part of the academic and party elite, I explore
how shared generational experience structured their particular reformist responses
to Soviet decline in the under-examined years before Perestroika.37 Moreover, I
argue that reformist attitudes were not restricted to shestidesiatniki actors.
Conservatives forces’ opposition to the country’s deteriorating position brought
them into action during the struggle for the post-Brezhnev leadership succession, a
process of elite in-fighting that was a dominating factor in the political landscape at
the beginning of the 1980s.38
While the presence of reformist subjectivities in the Soviet dissident
movement was camouflaged by scholars’ liberal expectations, the contours of the
late-Brezhnev era intellectual-political establishment remained opaque to most
Western outsiders.39 In a 1981 review essay, R.V. Daniels remarked, “Little is really
known, unfortunately, about the inclinations of the middle-aged individuals who are
likely to emerge from the party apparatus when the day of the succession arrives.”40
Dissidents’ appeals for reform occurred across the 1970s, see, for example, from the
beginning of the decade, Andrei Sakharov, Roy Medvedev and Valentin Turchin,
“Reformist Program for Democratisation,” March 1970, in An End to Silence: Uncensored
Opinion in the Soviet Union from Roy Medvedev’s Underground Magazine Political Diary,
ed. Stephen F. Cohen (New York: Norton, 1982), 317-327, and at the decade’s end:
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An influential exception was the leading revisionist, Stephen F. Cohen, who in 1979
conceptualised Soviet history as a pendulum swinging between the competing
influences of reformism and conservatism.41 From the depths of stagnation, Cohen
argued for an inevitable swing back to reformism, a view that was influenced by
conversations on his research trips to the Soviet Union.42

Stephen F. Cohen (sitting) signing a recently translated Russian copy of
Bukharin at an evening in memory of the victims of political repression at
MGIMO, 1988. Former TMEFP activist and MGU historical faculty student,
Aleksei Bogantsev (left, bearded) presents his copy for signing. Bukharin was
read in samizdat form by the wider circle of the Young Socialists already
during their years of dissent (Facebook).
In the late-1980s, the original reformist subject, the young Soviet intellectual
of the Thaw appeared at the forefront of Soviet history, as an elite party reformer
now in their fifties to reinvigorate the Soviet Union with the ideas that had inspired
their youth.43 Perestroika revealed the scope of reformist sentiments inside the
establishment, just as the end of the Cold War gave scholars access to interviews and
Stephen F. Cohen, “Friends and Foes of Change: Reformism and Conservativism in the
Soviet Union,” Slavic Review 38(2) (1979), 187-202.
41
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memoirs that created renewed possibilities for understanding the reformist subject
and their impact on Soviet history.44 Probing for the sources of Perestroika, Archie
Brown identified the networks of party intellectuals that formed in the Prague based
journal Problemy sotsializma i mira and Moscow’s international relations institutes,
who steadily rose through the system in the Brezhnev years, as the foundations of
support for Gorbachev’s reforms.45 In a more detailed study, Robert D. English traced
the wider range of influences that were mobilised by the shestidesiatniki reformers
in the construction of “new thinking,” framing its liberalising and integrationist
currents within a narrative of Westernising tendencies.46 At a greater distance from
the collapse of communism, Silvio Pons recently argued that Gorbachev’s reformers
were inspired by a much more complex heritage than English’s essential focus on the
democratic West was able to capture. Pons considered Gorbachev’s reform socialist
thinking to be influenced not only by the reforms of the Prague Spring and
Eurocommunism, but also more tangential ideas from the 1970s and early-1980s
connected to perspectives of reform, human rights and “third ways,” which serves as
the baseline for my own understanding of reform socialism in this thesis.47

Between Reform and Dissent.
As an investigation into cultures of reform within the intellectual elite, this
study shifts focus from the well-established case of Gorbachev’s team to examine
pockets at its lower levels that blended the activities of academic research with
dissenting views. Rather than reading the later triumph of reform back into the lateBrezhnev era, I characterise these years as a time of desperation for would-be
reformist actors, who as I will show, were exceptional rather than typical in an
environment that was marked by wider disillusionment. One of these active
See, for example, Stephen F. Cohen and Katrina Vanden Heuvel, Voices of Glasnost:
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reformist clusters was the Young Socialists, whose dissent ignited an investigation
in 1982 at the circle’s leaders’ place of work, IMEMO, that resulted in the reprimands
and dismissals of a number of its researchers.
With the story of the Young Socialists at its centre, the main focus of my
dissertation builds from the following research question: how did dissent interact
with reformist cultures to produce a second generation socialist dissident circle in
Moscow at the end of the Brezhnev era? This question is timely because until
recently, the historiography of Soviet dissent implicitly portrayed dissidents as
outsiders – isolated from wider Soviet society at least as much as from the
institutions of the state. This study of a dissident affair at one of Moscow’s premier
foreign policy institutes is intended to further scholarly agendas of breaking down
the boundaries that separated unofficial and official cultures in the study of late
socialism.48 In particular, it is guided by the premise that dissident intellectuals’
oppositional activities were not a “double life” separated from their academic
careers (or “official” lives) but these were indivisible and intertwined.
Re-positioning focus from the senior levels of the political-intellectual
establishment to its junior elements allows us to ask new questions of these
institutions to understand the range of reformist perspectives that they sheltered,
up to and including dissent. The research institutes that provided foreign policy
analyses to the Soviet leadership operated in conditions of relative freedom due to
the need for reliable forecasting unaffected by heavy handed ideological controls.49
During the late Brezhnev years, researchers’ access to foreign scholarly journals and
international media publications, holdings of specialist Western literature, and white
TASS reportage presented a more precise picture of foreign and domestic events
than was available to the average Soviet citizen.50 Here, my focus shifts from the
more general dynamics of the political engagement that occurred in the last Soviet
generation to the specificity of dissent. What effect did access to restricted
information have on the development of the Young Socialists’ dissenting worldviews
and how did it factor into the processes involved in their samizdat production and
other practical tasks?
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On the list of illegal literature confiscated by the KGB in a search of Young
Socialist Iurii Khavkin’s apartment at the time of his arrest, Academy of Science
publications on contemporary Western European politics and societies marked “for
restricted/internal use” were recorded in between samizdat entries.51 This
document prompts questions of how these types of texts that were based on
different forms of knowledge production related to each other in the construction of
the young dissidents’ worldviews. Researchers’ analyses that were produced and
circulated at IMEMO were informed by Marxist-Leninist methodology, which its
scholars wielded in policy debates as they carved out different positions for
explaining the dynamics that were at work in global developments. How did the
Young Socialists’ academic training and participation in these debates intersect with
and inform their samizdat explorations? How did they apply the analytical thinking
and models that they used to interpret their foreign specialisations – Southern and
Western Europe, Latin America and the Third World – to their samizdat project of
reform for the Soviet Union?
The Young Socialists’ dissident conspiracy reached across different
departments and levels of seniority at IMEMO. The hierarchical structure of Soviet
research institutes brought different generations together under one roof where
relationships could develop among junior and senior researchers. This circumstance
facilitated the transmission of lived experience from researchers of the
shestidesiatniki generation to the younger dissidents. Similar connections also
formed between members of the Young Socialists and socialist intellectuals who
were part of the first generation of Soviet dissent, who invited the younger dissidents
into their apartments for intellectual exchanges. My research takes this transmission
of lived experience as one of the most critical factors for explaining the transfer of
socialist dissent into the next generation. These shestidesiatniki intellectuals’ living
memories of Soviet socialism’s earlier decades of promise and vitality provided
crucial emotional sustenance for these younger dissidents in the unappealing
environment of stagnation. Their role as carriers of reform socialist and
internationalist ideas was critical at a time when these ideas had fallen out of fashion
among wider society.

“Protocol Obyska,” (KGB Search Protocol.), 6 April 1982, 5. Archive of Dissent in the
USSR, Moscow Memorial, f. 103, Iurii Leonidovich Khavkin.
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This research probes how this transmitted experience was received by the
Young Socialists and was transformed in their own thinking and practices of socialist
dissent. In doing so, I consider what set them apart not only from the ideas that some
of their shestidesiatniki mentors espoused as socialist dissidents during the Thaw,
but also the perceptions that those former dissidents held in the late Brezhnev years,
when they were middle aged intellectuals. Should the Young Socialists’ dissent be
taken as a revival two decades later of ideas that emerged from the Thaw, or, as the
author of the Problemy vostochnoi evropy letter claimed, was their dissent a
fundamental renovation of these ideas? In order to answer this question, I point to a
revealing element of the Young Socialists’ relationships with intellectuals from the
first generation of Soviet dissent, which was the role that foreign language expertise
played in their interactions, as the younger dissidents assisted the older historians’
reading of foreign literature. I look at the ways that détente brought the outside
world closer for this younger generation and how this impacted the Young Socialists’
dissent by extending their reach to a far richer collection of foreign ideological
influences than previous Soviet generations could access.
In accounting for the differences in socialist dissent across the two
generations, I also consider the importance of other transformations that occurred
in the outside world. The de-Stalinisation processes that were in their infancy among
the international Left at the time of the first generation’s socialist dissent had
matured over the two decades to produce an international communist movement
and other newly created leftist organisations that were much more critical of the
Soviet Union, whose outlook contained some similarities with socialist dissent. I
explore the Young Socialists’ reception of the international Left of the 1970s and
1980s, paying particular attention to trends that they derived inspiration from,
which influenced the dissidents’ construction of their own political identities. I
reconstruct their wider understanding of the international environment at the end
of détente to illuminate how they perceived the existence of an international
reformist Left that was loosely linked in an internationalism that was inclusive of
Eastern Bloc dissent. While emphasising the novelty of the Young Socialists’
internationalised perspectives relative to earlier generations of socialist dissent, my
account at the same time considers the limits to their understandings, including
misperceptions, which were influenced by the dissident circle being located in a
closed society.
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Methodology and Sources.
At the heart of this research is the aim of reconstructing the worldviews and
cultural practices of a socialist dissident circle and the Soviet and transnational
forces that shaped it during the late Brezhnev era. With these research objectives, I
continue down the path embarked on by other historians over the past decade and a
half, who have set out to contextualise dissent within the broader social and cultural
history of late socialism. In using a microhistorical approach, I seize on Miriam
Dobson’s recent observation of the potential of this method for engaging in a
productive dialogue with Alexei Yurchak’s conceptualisations of late socialism, while
both challenging and building on existing understandings of the last Soviet
generation.52
The Thaw era socialist dissident leader, Valerii Ronkin noted that what the
authorities had described in his interrogations as “our underground anti-Soviet
organisation” was in fact “if we speak in normal, everyday language, a friendly
kompaniia connected by generally shared views, mutual trust and sympathy.”53
Ronkin’s affective terminology points to a way of understanding dissidents beyond
their earlier starring roles in outdated Cold War narratives, to relate their
experiences to newer scholarship on late socialism that devotes attention to
everyday life. This approach was pioneered by Jonathan Bolton in his recent work
on Czechoslovak dissent, which my own study draws inspiration from. Bolton called
for a more complete picture of dissidents’ lives that went beyond entanglements
with state security to consider their everyday experiences. He stated:
I will try to reawaken a sense of dissent, not just as a political stance or
political theory, but also as a world, a form of experience and
behaviour. Dissent was a philosophy, but it was also a common set of
situations and experiences closely tied to daily life – experiences that
had little to do with politics, theory or Western reception.54
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One of the chief questions Bolton asks, which resonates within my own research, is
what was the lived experience of dissent? What comes through most clearly in my
thesis is that the bonds of friendship were critical to the circle’s formation and its
operations. Additionally, as we shall see, within the lives of dissidents of the last
Soviet generation, the political existed alongside popular culture. The KGB listed not
only illegal literature, but also several cassettes of Vladimir Vysotskii during their
search of Khavkin’s apartment.55 In the 1980s, after their dissident affair had
concluded, former Young Socialist Aleksei Sobchenko examined photographs from a
recent trip to Mexico made by two other members of the circle. While looking at a
photo of them standing in front of Leon Trotsky’s grave, the fashion conscious
dissident was most struck by the reappearance of “the easily recognisable red jacket
that Volodia wore way back in 1975.”56 Moreover, dissent existed alongside dating
and other everyday experiences. The unnamed visitor to a social occasion at Andrei
Fadin’s flat in the early-1980s remembered not only the Spanish fluency that the
young dissident displayed in conversation with a Mexican guest, but also made note
of Fadin’s legendary “success with women.”57
Oral history and memoirs are indispensable for undertaking a project such
as this. The affair of the Young Socialists is sufficiently well-known in recent Russian
history that a number of interviews of the circle’s members already existed online
and in archives that collect materials on dissent. I carried out my own oral history
interviews in Moscow in late-2016. My questions aimed at uncovering more details
of some episodes that the Young Socialists had already discussed in existing
interviews, as well as asking new questions that had been unaddressed. I attempted
to explore how the Young Socialists’ dissenting views developed under the
influences of family, friends, university studies, research institute environments, and
wider society. I was also interested in discovering how the dissident circle and its
samizdat production practically functioned and existed as an element of the Young
Socialists’ everyday lives. Other questions attempted to reconstruct interviewees’
attitudes to foreign socialist movements, their experiences of arrest and their later
55
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lives during Perestroika. My interview method was semi-structured. I compiled a list
of topics and questions in advance, but allowed room for interviewees to shape their
own narratives as far as possible, which yielded some unexpected discoveries.58
These initial interviews were usually one or two meetings that each took two hours,
which occurred in university buildings, research institutes, trade union offices and
private apartments. Numerous informal meetings in Moscow and email follow ups
occurred over 2017 to 2020 in order to expand or clarify details when my writing up
was underway.
I made contact with members of both the inner and outer circle of the Young
Socialists, though there are critical absences. This includes two members of the inner
circle, Iurii Khavkin and Vladimir Chernetskii, who authored the social democratic
text The Movement is Everything that was featured across two issues of the Young
Socialists’ theoretical samizdat journal, Varianty.59 Due to Khavkin’s death in 2000
and Chernetskii’s disinterest, their voices are only present in the thesis through
other interviewees’ recollections or archival sources. They were known to the rest
of the circle only through conspiratorial connections and had their own network of
contacts that made up another outer circle, which unfortunately has been lost to my
research.
I interviewed both living leaders of the Young Socialists, Pavel Kudiukin and
Boris Kagarlitskii, while Andrei Fadin’s widow, Olga Fadina provided crucial
information on his dissident activities and her own. I interviewed most of the Young
Socialists (five out of seven) from the section of the outer circle that studied in the
Faculty of History at MGU during 1971-1976 and frequented the dorm room 242,
whose testimonies are the source of my first chapter. This first chapter also includes
oral history testimonies from twelve former TMEFP activists. I also interviewed
Nikolai Ivanov and Aleksei Sobchenko, who were sources for the circle’s
transnational connections, whose stories feature across the three final chapters. The
rest of the outer circle and the final member of the inner circle, Mikhail Rivkin,
appear in the thesis as a result of their production of memoir texts, or appear through
In my approach, I drew inspiration from the interviewing format that was used in the
recent oral history project dedicated to chronicling the experiences of 1968-ers across
Europe, see Robert Gildea and James Mark, “Introduction,” in Europe’s 1968: Voices of
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the eyes of other interviewees. Some former Young Socialists, such as Rivkin,
produced an abundance of memoir texts about their dissident activities, while others
did not write any, which largely accounts for the different degrees of attention
afforded to different actors in the thesis. Viacheslav Igrunov’s oral history project
that recorded the experiences of dissidents and neformaly activists in the 2000s and
Vladimir Pribylovskii’s memorial publication, which chronicled some of the
experiences of the outer circle that studied in the Faculty of History at MGU from
1976-1981, were especially important sources for understanding the lived
experience of dissent.60
Oral history and memoir texts pose treacherous ground for the historian,
especially when attempting to cross the fundamental break opened up by the Soviet
and post-Soviet divide. As Polly Jones noted in a recent discussion, oral history,
particularly in the post-Soviet context, inevitably constitutes narrative that is
primarily shaped by hindsight.61 For this reason, I share Donald Raleigh’s
perspective that oral history should be used as an interviewee’s “interpretation” of
their own life from the standpoint of the present, rather than a factual account of the
past.62 This understanding allows the historian to draw on these sources to answer
questions related to subjectivity – questions that are at the heart of this thesis and
its aim of exploring political identities among the last Soviet generation.63 In
particular, I have used oral history and memoir texts to access details of everyday
experience, which in the absence of diaries, only these types of sources are able to
uncover. While using this evidence to construct my own historical narrative, I have

See “Ustnaia istoriia,” (Oral History.): http://igrunov.ru/vin/vchk-vinn_histor/remen/ and Anatolii Kopeikin and Leonid Romankov (eds.), Dvazhdy Dissident:
Sbornik pamiati Vladimira Pribylovskogo (SPb. : Zvezda, 2017).
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tried to retain a healthy skepticism, in particular towards some subjects’ tendencies
to exaggerate the impact of the circle’s dissident activities and individuals’ ascribing
of views that were developed in the later post-Soviet context to earlier actions.
Wherever possible, I compared interviewee’s accounts with testimonies from other
participants in the circle or archival documents.
One of the reasons this thesis is a cultural history rather than an intellectual
history is because of the critical absence of the Young Socialists’ theoretical samizdat
journal, Varianty in this research. Intended for small scale circulation only among the
circle itself, copies of this journal did not survive to find a place in publicly accessible
archives, nor did the former dissidents retain their copies after 1982. This is why the
ideological explorations that the Problemy vostochnoi evropy letter outlined are not
subjected to close analysis. Instead, in order to reconstruct the Young Socialists’
intellectual worldviews, I rely on an interview from the summer of 1981 that three
of the Young Socialists using the pen name “the editors of Varianty” gave to
L’Alternative, a French publication oriented towards a third way between capitalism
and socialism.64 The authors, Fadin, Kudiukin and Khavkin, declared their answers
to represent a synthesis of Varianty’s contributors’ views, which they described to
L’Alternative as ranging from socialist to Eurocommunist and social democratic. 65 I
also use the Young Socialists’ popular propaganda samizdat journal, Levyi
povorot/Sotsializm i budushchee sparingly, in order to sketch the general outlines of
the Young Socialists’ attitudes and to give a taste of their ideological influences. It is
not used more comprehensively due its considerable shortcomings as a source. This
publication was dominated by one member of the circle, Kagarlitskii, which
privileges his views in this analysis at the expense of the representativeness of the
entire circle. The journal contained simplified and propagandised renditions of the
Young Socialists’ ideas and discussions that Kagarlitskii published with the intention
of generating enthusiasm for socialist renewal among a broader public.
The original article was “L’Almanach ‘Variantes,’ Une interview de membres de la
redaction,” (The Almanac Varianty, An interview with the editorial staff.) L’Alternative
(15) (April-May 1982), 7-12. The French-language interview was translated into Russian
by Radio Free Europe and published as part of AS 4619 in their arkhiv samizdata
collection (OSA f. 300, s.f. 85, c. 9 Published Samizdat, box 111, AS 4619) which is the
text I have translated into English and relied on in this thesis.
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This thesis draws on research from multiple archives across seven different
countries. As is suggested by the consultation of such a large number of archives, my
sources were at the same time scattered across several collections and thinner on
the ground than I had hoped for. Unlike the pravozashchitniki, the Young Socialists
were not interested in publicising their ideas in the West beyond a select leftist
audience, nor was Varianty intended to circulate widely in the dissident community.
For these reasons, comparatively few of the Young Socialists’ documents found their
way to the traditional repositories of dissent, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, Open
Society Archives or Memorial. The politicised nature of my topic meant that critical
documents were off limits in the Russian state archives. The records of MGU’s
Faculty of History Komsomol meetings during the dates of Igor Dolutskii’s expulsion
and MGU party committee documents at the time of the closure of TMEFP were
sealed. The Young Socialists’ KGB files were also inaccessible to me. Under the
influence of the Young Socialists’ “legend” that the Eurocommunist parties
intervened in the their case, I visited the archives of the French and Italian
communist party archives and searched for critical sources that I could not find.
So, what did I find? The archives held some of the Young Socialists’ samizdat
texts, which I have pushed to the forefront of my research in order to tether my oral
history sources as closely as possible to primary documentation. I introduce the
state’s perspective with documentation of the Politburo’s discussion of the case and
the chief investigator’s report in a KGB training journal, which addresses the
investigative methods that were followed in the Young Socialists’ case as a model for
future operations.66 The Open Society Archives in particular contained useful
contextualising sources for the international environment of late stagnation and
Perestroika, while St Petersburg Memorial contained archival material for the other
socialist dissident circles under examination in this thesis. Finally, my last chapter
on Perestroika is an altogether different story, where the transformed political
environment equally revolutionised the degree of archival documentation available.
This allowed me to base the dissertation’s concluding arc not only on oral history
and material from repositories of dissent, but also the Moscow party archives and
material on independent political movements collected by Western researchers at
SSEES during Perestroika.
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Conclusion and Thesis Overview.
Why did a second generation of socialist dissent appear after 1968? This
thesis attempts to answer this question by examining the most consequential case to
emerge in the Brezhnev years. The Young Socialists were the largest second
generation socialist dissident circle, whose activities occurred over five years – an
extremely long time in circumstances where underground circles were typically
detected by the KGB after only a few months. They were also the most closely
connected to power. In order to understand why they engaged in dissent, I explore
not only the causes for alienation that existed among elite youth in late Soviet society,
but also the sources that inspired critical-minded socialist beliefs. I examine the
future dissidents’ formative influences of their families and upbringings through
introducing these details as the members of the circle successively enter the thesis,
which lends elements of prosopography to this study.
As these individuals entered university, what forms of political engagement
were available to them? At MGU in the 1970s, there were students who were drawn
to human rights, nationalism and other ideologies – socialism was one of many
currents. As a result, one of the key questions of this research is why the socialism of
socialist dissent persisted into the next generation. This thesis sees the Soviet Union
in the early-1970s as an essentially stable political landscape. This was in contrast to
the earlier decades of the Thaw, when socialism’s direction had been contested
under the dynamic of de-Stalinisation. The Young Socialists entered their university
years when the dust had already settled on these conflicts. The choices made by the
shestidesiatniki had created the lasting social formations of the dissident movement
and the reformist currents inside the party. In this sense, the Young Socialists
entered a pre-formulated reality where the major possible forms of political action
had already been established. As we shall see, their attempts to “reform the
Komsomol” while they were at university echoed actions that had already been taken
by the shestidesiatniki during the Thaw.
The early years of Soviet decline coincided with the prominence of Third
World revolutionary movements. One of the distinguishing features of the second
generation of socialist dissent was its attraction to foreign socialist movements, due
to Soviet socialism’s apparent lack of dynamism. In particular, this thesis examines
the overthrow of Salvador Allende in Chile in 1973 as an event that united politicised
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semidesiatniki at MGU. In analysing the concentration of student political
engagement around foreign political events, I draw on Yurchak’s concept of the
“imaginary elsewhere” to suggest that for politicised semidesiatniki, the Second and
Third Worlds existed similarly to the imaginary West – as locations that were fused
to Soviet reality and could act as sources for the construction of identities.
I view the Young Socialists’ decision to participate in socialist dissent as a
hybrid of the earlier generation’s choices, that overlapped with both, though fully
aligned with neither. The Young Socialists drew inspiration from the reformist
cultures of the shestidesiatniki. This included the older generation’s commitment to
an anti-Stalinist socialism, its critical cultivation of knowledge, its Soviet patriotism
and internationalist values and the reformist literature that this generation had
produced.67 At the same time, the Young Socialists displayed a highly critical attitude
to the authorities and drew upon the clandestine methods of communication that the
first generation of the dissident movement had already put into practice. In
accounting for the Young Socialists’ particular choices, I also ask why they believed
that their reformist views necessitated action and that they were best suited people
to carry out this action. For the answers to these questions, I examine the circle’s
elite social origins.
During the course of their political and intellectual development, the Young
Socialists’ perspectives transformed from the revolutionary romanticism of their
student years to the more mature reformist perspectives of their years of dissent. I
account for this transformation by pointing to the increased scale of resources that
were available to them as graduate students at IMEMO and the natural de-escalation
of youthful radicalism that occurs as individuals realise the complexity of the world
around them. As the Young Socialists’ worldviews were refined under the impact of
scientific training and access to restricted information, my own methodological
approach shifts from an emphasis on imaginary geographies to the study of
transnational intellectual entanglements. The Young Socialists’ turn from
revolutionary romanticism to reformism was also accompanied by a shift in the
For example, Kagarlitskii and Kudiukin recommended the readers of their samizdat
journal to familiarise themselves with well-known economists’ articles of the 1960s,
including Gennadii Lisichkin’s “Plan and Market.” Kagarlitskii and Kudiukin,
“Soobshcheniia: informatsiia, spravki, rekommendatsii,” (Communications: information,
notes, recommendations.) Levyi povorot (1) (Summer 1979), 15. FSO-01-078 Fond of
Viktor Sokirko, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa Archiv.
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regional focus of their dissident explorations from Latin America to Europe. This was
a product of changing priorities from the internationalist admirations of their
student years to the focused search in Varianty for ideological models that could
apply to the Soviet Union. During Perestroika, this agenda was further transformed
as the former dissidents viewed the social democratic tradition as a superior model
to reform socialism, when the conditions of approaching political and economic
collapse appeared to call not for reform, but systemic transformation.
The first chapter (1971-1976) is a pre-history of the Young Socialists that
explores some of the formative influences that the founding members of the
dissident circle encountered in their everyday experiences as students of the Faculty
of History at MGU. These future dissidents formed close bonds of friendship while
living together in a dorm room. Using oral history materials, this chapter examines
these young intellectuals as a window onto the sources for politically-engaged
subjectivities among elite Soviet youth in the 1970s. It explores the impact of
historical studies, while emphasising the influence of Latin America as a field of
study, which fuelled anti-capitalist discourses that countered those of the imaginary
West. The chapter goes on to examine the internationalist student collective, the
Creative Workshop of Experimental Propaganda (TMEFP) and Komsomol-led
student culture as places where students tested out developing political identities.
The second chapter (1977-1982) focuses on the lived experience of dissent.
It explores how the dissident circle and its samizdat publications took shape in the
form of a network of young intellectuals who were united by a mix of friendship,
everyday associations at the Faculty of History of MGU and IMEMO and
conspiratorial connections. Following Fadin and Kudiukin into IMEMO, I consider
how access to restricted information and scholarly training in an environment of
creative, Marxist-Leninist informed debate shaped the young researchers’
worldviews. I explore the transmission of lived experience that occurred in the
relationships the young dissidents formed with senior researchers at IMEMO and
older socialist intellectuals in the dissident movement. This chapter reconstructs the
Young Socialists’ critical attitudes towards the ability of high-ranking liberals within
the party elite and the Soviet dissident movement to act as forces for reform in the
late Brezhnev years. At the same time, it tracks how the Young Socialists’ initial
romantic revolutionary sentiment was replaced by growing disillusionment at the
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prospects of their own dissent to awaken reformist change in the depths of
stagnation.
The third chapter (1977-1982) applies a transnational perspective to socialist
dissent. It broadly analyses the internationalist attitudes and forms of engagement
with the outside world that occurred in socialist dissident circles across the 1950s1980s. It then sets the scene of the late Brezhnev era by summarising the
transnational

networks

of

samizdat/tamizdat

exchange

and

clandestine

communication channels to the West that operated in Soviet society, which had been
built by the first generation of the dissident movement at the beginning of the
decade. The Young Socialists initially used these existing networks to access leftwing underground literature. Collectively, this reading contributed to their growing
perception that a loosely associated reformist Left existed in the international
landscape at the turn of the 1980s. In the eyes of the Young Socialists, this community
was made up of reform socialists who were united by their opposition to the
orthodox Soviet viewpoint – a position that this thesis has called “dissenting
internationalism.” It then examines how the Young Socialists put these notions of
dissenting internationalism into practice in their communications with Solidarność
and the Italian Communist Party.
The postscript to dissent (1982-1983) reconstructs the KGB’s investigation
and its effects on the arrested and others implicated as witnesses in the case.
Through exploring this particular lived experience of dissent, I reflect on what the
tragic outcome of the Young Socialists’ dissident activities reveals about the nature
of socialist dissent and its place in the history of opposition to the Soviet state.
The final chapter (1983-1993) examines the afterlives of the Young
Socialists’ dissent during Perestroika in order to explore how some of the political
and intellectual developments that occurred in the late Brezhnev era became recast
in the last years of the Soviet Union. While the intellectual heritage of the
shestidesiatniki generation had been a formative influence for many politicised
semidesiatniki in the Brezhnev period, at the end of the 1980s, the relationship
between these generations of intellectuals evolved in more complex directions, as
the semidesiatniki began to create their own political and intellectual spaces. This
chapter focuses on how shifting ideas about the essence of Soviet society and
socialism transformed the identity of the left-wing of semidesiatniki-led political
groupings during Perestroika. Its secondary focuses are on the contributions of the
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wider circle of the Young Socialists to the transformation of Soviet intellectual spaces
and the experiences of those who became part of the tail end of dissident emigration.
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Young and Socialist at Moscow State University.
On Dissident Subjectivities in the Last Soviet
Generation.
Introduction.
When recalling his experience of Moscow State University (MGU) in the early1970s, the future leader of the dissident circle that was later known as the Young
Socialists, Pavel Kudiukin, reminisced about the pockets of revolutionary impulses
on the campus, which he had been a part of, “Igor Dolutskii, Andrei Fadin and I
discussed, ‘It is necessary to create a new revolutionary party. Will we invite Oleg
Kabanov and Misha Ermakov?’ ‘No, they like to drink.’ At the same time in another
room of the dormitory, Kudiukin’s course mates, Oleg Kabanov and Misha Ermakov
discussed, ‘It’s necessary to create a new revolutionary party. Will we invite Pasha
and Igor?’ ‘No, they are too young. It’s a pity to break their limbs.’”68
These romantic revolutionary musings appear somewhat out of place by the
1970s, when the dissident movement had largely renounced their socialist beliefs
and shifted to human rights based or nationalist orientations, and during a period
that has been associated with an increasing retreat of Soviet youth from enthused
political engagement to newly carved spheres of alternate interests and practices.
Those innovative forms of social and cultural life that took off in the Brezhnev years
are now integral to scholars’ reconceptualisation of the era’s long time paradigm of
stagnation.69 This chapter draws on their insights to return to the political – a
category that has moved to the periphery in newer understandings of the Brezhnev
years. It takes a fresh look at the last Soviet generation through devoting attention
to the more politicised end of its cohort that included committed socialists and
dissidents. In this chapter, I propose that one way to understand these politically
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active semidesiatniki is by viewing them as younger carriers of earlier forms of
subjectivities that recurred among the last Soviet generation in these later years.
Socialist dissidents, who displayed critical attitudes towards both capitalism
and Soviet communism, attracted less attention from Western scholars during the
Cold War than the pravozashchitniki, whose democratic and rights based positions
were viewed sympathetically and as largely synonymous with Western liberal
subjectivities.70 Socialist dissent was considered a renegade offshoot of the
revisionist forces that were unleashed during the Thaw, whose potency was
confined to the years between the Secret Speech and the fateful end of the Prague
Spring.71 The abandonment of socialism after 1968 by dissidents of the Moscow elite
eclipsed from view its revival in the emerging second generation of dissidents. Until
recently, post-Soviet scholars who were former participants in the socialist
underground of the late Brezhnev era were the most systematic chroniclers of this
later period.72
The analytical binaries that flowed from the imposition of liberal categories
onto Soviet history during the Cold War, and persisted as insufficiently questioned
assumptions in the field, were later roundly challenged by Alexei Yurchak in his
portrait of the last Soviet generation.73 From his seminal study emerged a
semidesiatnik who was neither oppositional, nor conformist, but instead was
disengaged from Soviet ideological reality and immersed in alternative cultural
pursuits. The extent of this detachment was probed by Benjamin Nathans and Kevin
Anna Krylova, “The Tenacious Liberal Subject in Soviet Studies,” Kritika: Explorations
in Russian and Eurasian History 1(1) (2000), 139.
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Platt, who questioned how this mode of existence related to dissident behaviours.74
Recent scholarship on socialist dissent has begun to address this issue by pointing to
the case of the Leningrad Opposition whose new leftist politics overlapped with a
countercultural lifestyle that was wholly evocative of what Yurchak has called living
vnye.75
This chapter offers a closer examination of the subjectivities of this
generation by considering the formative years at MGU (1971-1976) of a group of
friends who formed a socialist dissident circle a year after their graduation. The
process of becoming a dissident could arise from a multitude of causes and took
many forms,76 but much of the memoir literature has conveyed this experience
through an individualised narrative that was frequently internally driven – a
perspective that was accentuated by the source format, which left its mark on studies
of Soviet dissent by creating a sense of its isolation from broader society.77 This
isolation was observed in another context by Jonathan Bolton, who noted that the
shift from viewing socialist regimes as fundamentally repressive to more balanced
approaches that included a focus on everyday life and popular culture appeared to
render the experience of dissent as somehow unrepresentative or less relevant for
understanding late socialism.78 He called for a more complete picture of dissidents’
lives that went beyond entanglements with state security to consider their everyday
experiences, which would draw research on dissent closer to post-revisionism’s
more nuanced sense of late socialism.
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In this chapter I use oral history interviews as a way to open up these details.
Their power in reconstructing subjectivities is constrained by the substantial
passage of time between the events and their recollection, and is inevitably affected
by the shortcomings of memory and influenced by perspectives of the present. Yet
these sources are of value for approaching questions related to subjectivity – for
understanding how individuals made sense of their own everyday experiences and
interpreted them as contributing to their identity formation and life narrative. The
Soviet subject has been examined variously as a “character” constructed from
discourses, a modern actor instilled with personal agency, and as a historical
personality shaped in a dialogue between the individual and wider social forces.79 I
draw on this latter approach, understanding subjectivity to encompass an
individual’s

intellectually

and

affectively

informed

worldview

and

self-

understanding, to consider how forces at work in late socialism influenced shifts or
continuities in subjectivities across generations.80
The turn of events described in this chapter, which was part of the collective
political and intellectual development of a group of young Soviet intellectuals, was
simultaneously a story of friendship whose arc took place at MGU in the first half of
the 1970s. As the Bolshevik revolution entered old age in this decade, the collectivist
aspirations from below that had merged the public and private under Stalin were
dying out, while processes that had been underway since the late-1950s reached
maturity: the state had made a partial retreat from its regulation of private spheres
and society’s possibilities expanded to include individualising forms of
consumption.81 As part of this outwardly stabilising consensus of late socialism,
many Soviet citizens crisscrossed easily back and forth between personal concerns
For a recent discussion on scholars’ treatment of subjectivities in the Stalin era and
into the late socialist years, see: Anatolii Pinskii, ed., Posle Stalina: Pozdnesovetskaia
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and engagement with official structures.82 By contrast, the reconciling of public and
private selves acquired a new urgency among the dissident movement. Arising out
of the crucible of de-Stalinising impulses of the Thaw, dissidents’ public actions –
demonstrations, open letters and press conferences – were the illuminating trail of
lights of an inner journey to an individual voice, a process that was intimately
connected to overcoming the silence of the collective surrounding repression.83
For those who came of age in the altered context of the Brezhnev years, what,
then, were the sources of disaffection, or alternatively, engagement that contributed
to the construction of dissenting semidesiatniki subjectivities? How did these forms
of subjectivity among the emerging second generation of dissidents relate to those
of the Thaw era neo-Leninist shestidesiatnik, who had in some cases embraced
human rights dissent in this later decade, and other members of their own
generation? Finally, how were these emerging identities put into action within both
official and unofficial student culture at MGU in the 1970s?

Room 242. The Dissident Circle that met in a Dorm
Room.
The Young Socialists initially became acquainted in 1971 when its members
lived in or regularly visited room 242 on Lomonosovskii Prospekt. The dorm room
was within a khrushchëvka, a five-story building that had been built in the 1960s
where each room was shared by four or five people.84 Representative of broader
trends brought by the mass construction of housing from the 1960s, this smaller
quota of inhabitants enhanced the potential for semi-private discussion relative to
the post-war and early-Thaw years when ten or even twenty students occupied a
room.85 This more intimate living arrangement coincided with an unexpected
concentration of political passions among room 242’s accidentally assigned
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inhabitants, which created conditions for the energetic intellectual explorations that
unfolded in the room over five years, often relating to themes that recalled the
concerns of the more politicised student milieu of earlier decades.
University studies were room 242’s first independent steps away from their
families, who up until that point had been a primary influence. As Donald Raleigh has
noted, Soviet families acted as repositories of information that could diverge from
official histories.86 As children of parents that had been socialised in the Stalin era,
most of the group recalled memories where their parents had displayed reactions to
Soviet repressions. But they also remembered that it had often been not until their
university studies that they had properly understood the meaning of what they had
heard, or its broader implications sufficiently to assimilate them properly into their
worldview. Pavel Mikhailovich Kudiukin (b. 1953) was from an intelligentsia family
in Zagorsk (present-day Sergiev Posad), a town in the Moscow region. His father, a
war veteran and a party member who taught at the Higher School of People’s Art in
Zagorsk, had been a pivotal figure in the development of Kudiukin’s own critical
views. He remembered his father as displaying, “A certain degree of rebellion,
characteristic of the shestidesiatnik.”87 Recalling a memory which exhibited this and
its effect of complicating his own views of Soviet socialism, Kudiukin remembered
that at the age of ten, he had overheard his father and his uncle discussing what he
later realised was the Novocherkassk massacre. Kudiukin remembered his own
childhood reaction, “I was a normal Soviet schoolboy. I knew that when workers
strike – this is good, but those who send tanks against them – they are scum.”88 A
couple of years later on the twentieth anniversary of the victory over Nazi Germany,
when Victory Day was first celebrated as a state holiday, Kudiukin remembered his
father had pinned his medal, which bore Stalin’s face, inside out on his chest,
proclaiming, “I am unable to forgive Stalin’s betrayal of the revolution.”89
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Sergei Georgievich Karpiuk (b. 1954) was from a family of skilled workers
from Minsk. His sister had already entered the classical studies department of MGU
in 1964, and told Karpiuk about the intellectually exciting life of the Soviet capital,
which included stories of “dissidents, those who signed petitions of protest,
demonstrations and literary polemics.”90 Karpiuk instinctively understood that his
sister’s gift of a high-quality Ocean transistor radio to their father for his fiftieth
birthday was also intended as a way for him to tune into the foreign radio stations.
News of Moscow compounded the physical and spiritual restlessness he felt as he
lived on the working class margins of provincial Minsk, and he followed her to MGU.
Room 242’s eldest inhabitant was Pavel Novosel’skii, a captain who had been
discharged from the Soviet army for disloyal thought, and at that time already had
connections in dissident circles, though his views were of a nationalist orientation.91
Grigorii Nikolaevich Zaichenko (b. 1953) was from a family of Ukrainian skilled
workers whose factory had been transplanted during the war to Tbilisi, where he
grew up.92 When Stalin died, his father had said, “Dead at last, piece of shit.” But
Zaichenko remembered his more cautious mother, “from the point of security,” as
Zaichenko’s brother often said, saying, “Be quiet, Kolia. Be quiet, Kolia. Be quiet,
Kolia” when his father discussed politically inadvisable topics. As an early teen,
Zaichenko observed his father listening to the foreign radio reporting on the case of
Andrei Siniavskii and Iulii Daniel’. In later years he join him in listening to the voices,
though they were often frustrated by the frequent jamming in Tbilisi.93 His father
also shared a samizdat text with him – an excerpt of Prince Feliks Iusupov’s memoirs,
but it was only in Moscow that Zaichenko realised it had been forbidden literature.
The room’s final member, Oleg Grigor’evich Bukhovets (b. 1949) had also performed
army service, notably in Czechoslovakia during the 1968 invasion. He was born in
Kazakhstan, and had completed eight years of school before the army. After the
conclusion of his service, he relocated to his family’s native Belorussia, where they
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had returned in the meantime, and passed the final three grades in a single year of
night school before being accepted to MGU.94
Room 242’s inadvertent function as a birthplace of a future dissident circle
was a recurrence of what had already taken place in the 1950s and 1960s, when the
default meeting place of student-dissident circles was a room in a student hall or a
communal apartment. This choice resulted from the earlier circles’ considerations
that such rooms were a space of comparative privacy – participants came into
contact with likeminded peers during conversation in the public settings of the
university before inviting them to these more private gatherings where the circles
took shape.95 By contrast, room 242 was closer to an accidental coincidence because
with the exception of the room’s three frequent visitors, the members were already
preassembled in this semi-private space before they discovered their shared interest
in political topics and capacity for close friendship.
Student-dissident circles have been located as a phenomenon that had roots
in the social, political and ideological changes of the early Thaw, when the more open
public political discussions of early-1956 ceased following the crackdown of the
Soviet authorities after the Hungarian uprising, but the desire of youth to hold these
conversations persisted, and as a result, these circles formed to accommodate
them.96 According to Lev Krasnopevtsev, who was the leader of a dissident circle that
was uncovered in the MGU historical faculty in the 1950s, in these years the
Komsomol structured student collectives were used by students to create tight-knit
groupings of close friends, who shared a critical “democratic” mood.97 Their
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reincarnation in the 1970s points to these circles as an organisational format
adopted by critical youth for political discussion that endured throughout the period.
Two of room 242’s three frequent visitors were children of highly placed
party officials. The third 242 visitor, Igor Ivanovich Dolutskii (b. 1954) lived on the
same floor of the dormitory. He came from a military family from Port Arthur,
China.98 This close knit mix of dormitory dwellers and elite Muscovites was slightly
unusual as the two groups tended to be removed from each other as a result of the
Muscovites retaining their pre-existing social networks during their university
years, while for out-of-town students, the bonds of student collectives within the
dorms became socially self-sufficient.99 Moreover, the two groups tended to be not
only distanced from each other socially, but in degrees of cultural capital, which
created an added social distance. This was perhaps best exemplified by the forbidden
literature that Muscovites, through their families, had usually already read and
critically assimilated into their worldview upon entering the university, whereas the
students from the provinces often first discovered access to these texts only in
Moscow.100
The two Muscovite visitors resided in their own family’s apartments. Andrei
Vasil’evich Fadin (b. 1953) lived in an apartment building located two doors down
from Brezhnev’s on Kutuzovskii Prospekt. His father worked in the international
department as a specialist of Scandinavian affairs, and was responsible for Soviet
communications with the Norwegian Communist party.101 Tatiana Evgenevna
Vorozheikina’s (b. 1953) family lived in a nearby building to the Fadin’s on the same
street. In her father’s capacity as a Swedish specialist, he sat opposite Fadin’s father’s
Norwegian desk, and as a result Vorozheikina and Fadin had been friends since the
age of six. Vorozheikina’s father was an early MGIMO graduate, who was posted to
Stockholm in the late-Stalin years, where he met her mother, who was a
stenographer for the Soviet Ministry of Trade. Her father’s position in Moscow gave
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him privileged access to information, and she recalled some of it was discussed in
the family.102 She had learned about the plight of the Crimean Tatars from her father.
He was also the first person to tell her about the Stalinist repressions when she was
a preteen. “My father said that there were ways to get people to confess to anything.
I learned about torture from my own father.”103 While Vorozheikina heard an antiStalinist account of the past at home, Fadin’s upbringing involved his rejection of his
father’s conservative outlook. Fadin recalled at the age of 15 his father waking him
early in the morning of 21 August to tell him, “Our people entered Czechoslovakia.”
Andrei recalled he responded with the condemnation, “What right did we have?” and
then he immediately realised he and his father were on opposing sides in their
reaction to the invasion.104 The Muscovite visitors, with their exceptional
biographies that contained a close proximity to the party elite, had more information
on Soviet domestic developments and international affairs than the average MGU
student, and they shared this knowledge in conversations in 242, which stimulated
the room’s political discussions.
Room 242 had the air of a commune, and was described this way
retrospectively by its members. Zaichenko remembered, “We lived amicably, argued,
read, exchanged belongings. Did the room resemble a commune? Well, in the first
two years, it probably did.”105 Dolutskii classified himself as a communist in this
period, and cited the communal atmosphere of the room as an example of his values.
However, this perhaps can be understood as a belated romanticisation of the money
saving measures common to student living. Throughout the late socialist period,
when low stipends were a uniform fact of life at the university, fuelled by practicality
and bonds of friendship, this type of communal living was a common feature among
student collectives.106 These collectives were a staple of late socialist student culture.
The Soviet higher learning system divided the student body into groups that lived
and studied together, belonged to the same Komsomol cell and participated together
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in social events and labour projects with the intended effect of forging socialist
consciousness and comradeship among the group.107
Importantly, not all of the room was socialist, and its occupants’ views
changed over the course of their university studies, a process which was in part
driven by their conversations in the dorm room, as well as encounters with
professors and students in the other spaces of learning and socialisation on the
campus. Kudiukin entered MGU and was promptly relieved of a high school
infatuation with Stalin.108 Zaichenko recalled early conversations where Kudiukin
touted “historical necessity,” and the need for “an iron hand into the realm of
freedom,”109 though discussions at the university quickly cured him of those
views.110 Recalling this period, Kudiukin more benignly labelled himself an
“opposition Stalinist,” believing that Stalin’s rule had been free of the unfairly
distributed privileges of the Brezhnev years.111 In the first year, Zaichenko had
sympathised with Lenin and admired different portraits of him together with
Kudiukin and praised, “This one, where he has such defiantly intelligent and
penetrating eyes. Yes, this is the best portrait of Lenin.”112 But by the second or third
year of study, he had already asserted himself as an anti-communist. As Juliane Fürst
has similarly observed of youth opposition circles in the 1950s, these attractions to
Leninism and Stalinism in fact suggested their dissatisfaction with the present, and
were based on an imagined golden era of Soviet socialism, rather than concrete
knowledge of these earlier years of Soviet rule.113 But as the socialist contingent in
242’s awareness of the Soviet past was gradually refined by their study of history,
this romantic idea of an ideal socialism did not disappear, but instead shifted away
from the Soviet Union to Latin America.
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Karpiuk remembered the large amount of time room 242 was engaged in
political discussion.114 Fervent political discussions in the university dorms were
more common in the immediate post-Stalin years, and reached their apex in the
years immediately following Khrushchëv’s Secret Speech, but were decreasing in
intensity by the Twenty-Second Party Congress.115 By the 1970s, independent
political discussions in the student milieu were even less frequent, and 242’s
continued engagement with them marked it out as a distinctive company. Other
reminisces of dorm life in the 1970s by former historical faculty students instead
recalled the popularity of forbidden literature in the dorms, where uncensored
works of Akhmatova, Bulgakov, Mandel’stam and others circulated as samizdat, and
the time spent participating in the universal pastimes of student life: love and
relationships, practical jokes and charades, guitars, and occasional drinking
parties.116 Others recalled the myriad possibilities for dining and entertainment
outside in the Soviet capital, where the stretching out of stipends allowed for
occasional visits to restaurants, second-hand bookshops, concerts, and fashion
purchases.117
Despite not being a socialist and identifying most closely as a liberal, Karpiuk
found intellectual engagement during political discussions with his friends in room
242.118 In his last year of high school, Karpiuk with his sister through her Moscow
connections had sent an account of a political demonstration in Minsk to Chronicle of
Current Events, which reported uncensored news of political persecutions in the
Soviet Union through samizdat.119 This act reflected his democratic leanings and
admiration of the pravozashchitniki, but unlike his 242 companions, he was not
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attracted to any particular ideology, and was limited to the desire for more
intellectual freedom. Every week Karpiuk visited his sister and her husband, who
were active in the pravozashchitniki network, in their Moscow apartment until they
emigrated to Israel in 1975. This mix of experiences and political views in room 242
meant that, for Zaichenko, “We always argued already knowing each other’s
positions, lazily quarrelling and so teasing each other.”120 This mood of playful
intellectual exploration and informal political debate subverted the authorities’
expectations for the use of this space.
It was the political passions and uniformly close personal relations that came
to define room 242. This dynamic reached its height in Fadin and Kudiukin, who
would become the leaders of the circle’s dissident activities, and best friends and
political collaborators into the post-Soviet era. The two became friends in the second
year of their studies during military lessons where males were trained as
propagandists to the troops and the enemy population and females were taught to
be military interpreters. In a class on party political work for the troops, there was a
discussion about the revolutionary processes in the West where both Kudiukin and
Fadin expressed their opinions to the class. Kudiukin remembered, “So we found, ‘He
thinks like me,’ and it was the beginning of our friendship,” and Fadin becoming a
regular in room 242.121 But room 242 was also distinguished by the diversity of its
political views. Karpiuk confirmed, “In Soviet times, we were all opposites, and
perhaps this was the overriding characteristic [of our group].”122 While Kudiukin,
Fadin, Dolutskii and Vorozheikina identified as socialist, the others in the group did
not share this orientation. This was commonplace within dissident groupings. As
they were unable to publicly declare their political views without risk of persecution,
their search for new members was restricted to friends and acquaintances, and as a
result, friendship was a more likely basis for recruitment than like-minded political
attitudes.123 In a society that was accustomed to the presence of informers, trust was
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vital for the exchanges of personal communication that defined close friendships – a
rule which equally applied to clandestine political activities.124 These qualities
determined the division of labour and the social dynamics of their later dissent
where it was the socialists who were committed to the circle’s dissident activities,
while the other members of the circle were associated because of the degree of trust
that existed among them rather than ideological conviction.

Studying History at MGU in the 1970s.
A student of the MGU historical faculty in the mid-1970s later observed that
within the course there were those who had entered via the rabfak, or graduation
from school with a dubiously awarded gold medal, through blat, or for unclear
reasons, and then there was a contingent of students that “Had realised the dream of
their whole lives and gathered in the evenings in the dorm’s lobby to hoarsely argue
about...[historical questions across different regions and periods]. After class they
sped to the library and eagerly leafed through heavy books to find answers to
questions that arose during the previous polemic.”125 Amidst this atmosphere of
spirited intellectual exchange, the motley composition of students that gained
admission to this highly competitive course provided a source for Kudiukin’s
developing alienation. He interpreted some of his more well-connected yet
intellectually ordinary classmates to have gained their places through a system of
favours or unfairly rewarded privileges. He observed that for every student whose
sheer talent had overcome those odds, as was the case with Oleg Bukhovets, many
more had not.126 The dealings that guaranteed access to resources in conditions of
shortage, which enveloped everyday transactions in the late Soviet Union, made an
impression of injustice on the young Kudiukin, and developed his thinking in the
direction of the circle’s later more systematic critiques of the economic inefficiency
and the persistence of class hierarchies within Soviet socialism.
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The ideological conditions that applied to the study of the Soviet period in the
historical faculty often led students to select specialisations in periods and regions
remote from their country’s own contemporary history, but equally, the atmosphere
of the historical faculty attracted students who were inclined to probe the Soviet past
and present in informal discussions. The analytical skills and specialist foreign
language training, which were passed on by professors to the ambitious and
sometimes critical students that the faculty attracted into its orbit, occasioned
creative perspectives that students tested in this arena of intellectual fraternisation.
The MGU historical faculty counted a considerable number of participants in the
dissident movement among its alumni – a fact which helps to establish it as a location
that harboured critical political sentiment. Perhaps the most explicit case was the
already mentioned dissident leader, Krasnopevtsev, who according to his own
testimony, in anticipation of the course of de-Stalinisation, returned to the historical
faculty to enrol in graduate studies in 1955 because he expected that the university
would become a locus for society’s anti-Stalinist response to these transformative
political events.127 But this determination to address the legacy of Stalinism became
more unusual in a society where, as the Western correspondent, Hedrick Smith, who
was based in Moscow at the beginning of the 1970s observed, youth were commonly
cut off from this aspect of the recent past of their own society.128 These students
entered the historical faculty in a decade when the agenda of de-Stalinisation had
been officially marginalised and the partial rehabilitation of Stalin had occurred in
Soviet public discourse.129 But this only underscored to those who held anti-Stalinist
perspectives that many of the questions about the causes and consequences of
Stalinism that originated during the Thaw remained unresolved. The historical
faculty, as a centre for knowledge, was a location that attracted individuals among
the next generation, who were invested in the answers.
The faculty’s training in the skills of critical evaluation and source analysis
played a formative role in the future Young Socialists’ transitions from abstract
teenaged views to the more mature perspectives they developed in their twenties.
During the first two years of study, they engaged with a wide array of subjects, which
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included archaeology, ethnography, the ancient world, art history, several centuries
of Russian history, the history of Western and Southern Slavic peoples, and the
medieval and contemporary history of Africa, Asia, America and Europe,
historiography and historical methodology.130 Many hours were devoted to the
ideologically charged subjects of the history of the CPSU, scientific communism,
political economy, scientific atheism, and the reading of Lenin as a primary source.
In some cases, professors’ concentrated ideological approaches to their subject
obscured students’ comprehensive understanding of the historical period being
addressed. But at the same time, the tools of source analysis which were used to
draw independent conclusions in the less ideologically focused classes could provide
students with the means to critically approach the ideological precepts that were
encountered and imparted as scientific truths in the faculty’s more heavily
ideologically oriented courses.131
Foreign language acquisition was also essential to historical training. The
ancient and foreign languages departments within the faculty offered French,
German, Spanish, Italian, English, ancient Greek and Latin.132 This language training
had a considerably larger impact on their worldview than its purely academic
ramifications. Recalling his own experience of language learning in the Kyiv
historical faculty in the 1950s, Vladimir Shlapentokh reflected, “We saw foreign
languages as a window into the unknown and desirable Western world, and knowing
these languages would bring us closer to that world.”133 The sense of greater access
that language skills granted to the outside world was shared by the future Young
Socialists, who reached out to Allende’s Chile at the beginning of the decade and the
Eurocommunist parties towards its end. Their ability to read leftist materials in
different languages broadened their perspectives beyond the purely Leninist and
Stalinist references of their teens, and deepened the circle’s later sense of its
inclusion in a global democratic socialist left. This distinctive brand of
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internationalism from below, which became a defining feature of their later milieu,
was also critical for sustaining their dissent when faced with a lack of likeminded
socialist allies in their own society.
In conversations recounting their student years at MGU in the 1950s, Mikhail
Gorbachev and Zdenek Mlynar remembered the singular influence of their
professors in opening up the world of ideas to them. Mlynar, in particular, recalled
an Old Bolshevik professor, who stimulated their developing anti-Stalinist
perspectives through including his own recollections of the revolutionary era during
his lectures.134 It is perhaps surprising that there was very little testimony from the
Young Socialists that this form of inter-generational transmission of memory
impacted their developing worldviews. This may be partially explained by Karpiuk
and Vorozheikina’s admission that they did not encounter many engaging professors
at MGU,135 though those comments can also be connected to the demands of conduct
in this space. Sergei Zhuk has noted how, in the same years, an MGU professor of
American history presented the impression of a “boring orthodox communist
ideologist” to his students, while also projecting the drastically different persona of
a gregarious and openminded intellectual to American colleagues in the United
States.136 This is a more extreme example, but it opens up for consideration the
possibility that the absence of these relationships was a reflection of professors’
caution in the ideologically controlled environment of the university, or even low
regard that they may have felt in their interactions with students. Explicitly critical
political commentary from lecturers was rarely a feature of the university landscape,
while the future Young Socialists seem not to have been especially struck by
anecdotal recollections from their professors about the years of Stalinism or the
Thaw. The impression that emerges from the collective testimony is that their
professors were most influential as teachers of the methodology of historical
research, who passed on some of the skills of critical reasoning that the future Young
Socialists used to make sense of their own society and the world more broadly.
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Contrary to the accounts of students from the more immediate post-war
decades that depicted their fascination with the older members of the professoriate
whose demeanour afforded a glimpse of the pre-revolutionary era,137 the future
Young Socialists were more likely to look for hints of critical political views among
their professors, even if they seldom found them. The most overt example was
encountered by Zaichenko, who recalled his professor of historical and dialectical
materialism, B.G. Safronov, telling him in the corridor that “ostensibly” socialism was
not in the USSR, but in Sweden, and “ostensibly” it was not Marxism-Leninism that
scientifically guided Soviet society, but a religion with its own priests, divine
services, and icons.138 Though most professors’ dispositions were much more
opaque. In a conversation with Professor M.G. Sedov about his proposed coursework
for a second year class on nineteenth century Russian history, Zaichenko spiritedly
defended his choice to study the lesser-known populist revolutionaries, the Black
Repartition, as he admired their rejection of terroristic methods to change society.139
This selection had the air of a challenge as it diverged from Sedov’s recommendation
of the more historically influential People’s Will. Sedov was an authority on this
organisation, and had played a prominent role during the Thaw in the
“rehabilitation” of the populist revolutionary movement as a topic deserving of a
more balanced scholarly inquiry than it received during the Stalin era.140 As a
student, Zaichenko intuited that their conflict over his coursework had the outlines
of a debate that Sedov did not directly enter into, over whether revolutionary change
necessitated violence or a gradual transformation was more desirable.141 At the time
he had been unaware of Sedov’s enormously personal stake in such questions that
was apparent from his biography, which contained a rise to the very top of the
Komsomol structures in Moscow at the end of the 1930s, and then a steep descent
following his arrest in 1943 and twelve years in the camps before being rehabilitated
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in 1955.142 Seen through Zaichenko’s eyes, this case is a striking example of the
distance exercised by professors, which inhibited the forging of closer connections
and communication between generations, and rather created ambiguity as to
professors’ views. The professoriate was much more attuned to the risk of informers
and conscious of the university as a space that was monitored for ideological
deviation than less experienced, politically critical students, which structured the
possibilities for relationships in the faculty.
Students’ focus narrowed when they selected their specialisation from the
third year. Karpiuk deliberately pursued ancient history to evade the ideological
strictures imposed in other fields. His diploma thesis on Heredotus on ancient Greek
tyranny was a source study where he deployed the ancient Greek he had learned and
could avoid referring to the Marxist-Leninist classics.143 Ancient history was a path
chosen by some students as a conscious intellectual escape from ideological rigour,
and this choice was comparable to archaeology, where MGU historical faculty
students physically escaped on months-long expeditions to rural sites where a more
informal environment of intellectual discussion prevailed that included guitar
playing, wine drinking and poetry reading.144
Kudiukin, Dolutskii and Zaichenko chose Soviet history, considering the
study of their own society to be of singular importance. Kudiukin had initially
transferred from archaeology to Soviet history, and upon Zaichenko’s then-inquiry
as to why, he had responded, “I don’t want to be superficial.”145 Despite the popular
characterisation that the professional study of Soviet history in the Soviet Union was
a vocation only for careerists, Kudiukin and Zaichenko had opted for direct critical
engagement with the present within their studies. The validity of this approach was
partially confirmed for them when Kudiukin and Dolutskii studied a second-year
course on the history of the CPSU, led by V.I. Tetiushev, a decorated veteran, which
addressed the lead up to the Great Patriotic War. Within the class, the “fourth
partition of Poland” was raised and within sources the students consulted, there
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were quotations from then-Foreign Minister Molotov describing the “joint blows of
German and Soviet troops.”146 They had discovered what Gorbachev later called the
“blank spots” of history in plain sight.
The lessons in the faculty provided them with a starting point to consider the
contentious aspects of the Soviet past, which spilled over into the idea for Dolutskii
and Kudiukin to write “an honest history” of the Soviet experience.147 This came to
them only months before Solzhenitsyn’s tamizdat publication of Gulag Archipelago
in 1973, though they did not follow through as according to Dolutskii, “There was no
time, and there were no documents.” It was a year or two later that Dolutskii read,
concealed behind a Spanish language textbook, a samizdat copy of Gulag Archipelago
that was given to him chapter by chapter by Fadin.148 Solzhenitsyn’s historicalliterary investigation of the Soviet camp system became a source of inspiration for
another semidesiatniki band of historians, who launched a samizdat journal that
addressed the Soviet past, Pamiat’ in 1976, which signals that Kudiukin and
Dolutskii’s drive to write an independent history of the Soviet Union was not
unknown to this generation.149 However, Kudiukin’s diploma thesis, which was a
study of the failed Kosygin reforms that attempted to introduce limited
decentralisation and market elements into the planned economy in the 1960s, better
foreshadowed the Young Socialists’ intellectual output. Prospective paths to political
and economic reform in the Soviet Union became the central focus of the circle’s later
samizdat, though their intellectual explorations were more often geared to
understanding the mechanics of the more desirable reform socialist models outside
the Soviet Union. Kudiukin had concluded from his diploma thesis that there was no
easy way out from the stagnation of the Soviet party bureaucracy.150 This belief
contributed to the search for external sources of renewal that acquired different
forms over the years of the circle’s existence. The early allure of the abroad, before
it gave way to more measured reformist perspectives, was heavily influenced by the
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circle’s romantic attitude towards foreign revolutions, which they encountered at
MGU through the forms of engagement with Latin America that occurred on the
campus.

Latin America in Late Socialist Imaginary Geographies.
MGU’s growing scholarly engagement with Latin America coincided with the
years that Salvador Allende’s Popular Unity government was in power in Chile – a
development that generated hopes for democratic socialism among progressive
youth in the Soviet Union. At MGU, those sentiments brought politicised
semidesiatniki together in informal internationalist activism, while in classes on the
region, students encountered knowledge that challenged popular perceptions that
had developed from the East West divide, which inclined Soviet youth to associate
capitalism economically with glossy consumerism. By the early-1970s, links to the
outside world had become firmly integrated into the official structures of MGU. The
globalised character of the university was buttressed by visits from famous
foreigners, international scholarly cooperation and student exchange. In the case of
Latin America, in 1972 Chilean leader Salvador Allende visited MGU and received an
honorary doctorate from the university.151 In 1973, the university had agreements
for inter-institutional cooperation with seventeen foreign universities. This included
the University of Havana, where a reciprocal agreement was reached that increased
MGU’s curriculum focus on Spanish language and literature and the history and
economy of Cuba and the countries of Latin America.152
This newfound access to Latin America at MGU contributed to leftist students’
imaginings of the continent as a location of renewed socialism. This vision existed in
parallel with the Soviet imagined West,153 and was part of a whole host of imaginary
geographies conceived by late Soviet subjectivities. As Alexei Yurchak has described,
this “imaginary elsewhere” that understandings of the abroad became under late
socialism was the product of the outside world being largely inaccessible. Instead,
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particular imaginings of the abroad came to exist as a result of its representation in
Soviet news media and the consumption of foreign films, literature, music and other
cultural products in late-Soviet society. These imaginings were fused to and
dependent on the late-Soviet reality that they were produced within. Charting these
imaginary geographies and contemplating the discourses that underpinned plotted
locations and motivated their spatial relationships, including change over time, has
the potential to reveal much about late Soviet subjectivities.154
The Latin American studies curriculum at MGU brought with it sources of
knowledge that the future Young Socialists used to formulate their developing
leftism. Both Vorozheikina and Fadin, directly benefitting from these formal
scholarly ties, elected to specialise in Latin American history and studied Spanish.
Their interest in Latin America contributed to the critical attitude that they
developed not only towards Soviet socialism, but also towards capitalism during
their studies at MGU. They had begun to understand the world in the framework of
the global north and south, where capitalism could also exist in impoverished,
undemocratic conditions. This perception put them at odds with the views of many
of their generation, who were more likely to associate capitalism’s living standards
with the exciting trends of the West. The allure of the popular culture of the West
that led to its absorption and transformation within late Soviet youth culture marked
it out as a place that had a large influence, albeit indirectly, on the minds of many
semidesiatniki.155 That the West was developed by scholars as the original imagined
abroad of late socialism attests to its significance for this generation. Western music
was a background soundtrack for many while they pursued their own lives away
from the political sphere. But for the politically active Fadin and Kudiukin, the
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conception that capitalism could come in undesirable forms, which first arose in
their thinking at MGU, became a source for their leftism that extended to the years
of their dissidence and beyond the fall of the Soviet Union. This was in marked
contrast to their peers, whose romanticised notions of the West gave them a rosier
view, as well as many Soviet intellectuals who came to perceive capitalism as a cure
for the economic inefficiency of the Soviet system – developments that took on great
significance in the changed conditions of the Perestroika years. Fadin and Kudiukin’s
graduate studies at IMEMO that devoted attention to dependency theory developed
their views further. In the context of the economic decline of the late Brezhnev era,
the weight of these perspectives caused the young dissidents to conclude in informal
discussions that the Latin American capitalist states’ lower levels of development in
fact presented a picture of what a capitalist future might look like in the Soviet
Union.156
These hypothetical capitalist imaginaries were a long way from the popular
perceptions of the 1960s when socialism appeared to many in the Soviet Union to be
the system of the future that was on the rise across the globe. The spread of
revolution abroad was reflected back into the Soviet Union through the transfer of
culture from newly socialist states,157 and it was in this decade that imaginings of
Latin America popularly took hold. Soviet perceptions of Latin America were
dominated by the interacting tropes of revolutionary romanticism which most
powerfully emanated from Cuba and mythical-exoticism, where colourful scenes of
flamboyant dancers in a faraway tropical climate came to the Soviet mind,
impassioned by the consumption of Latin American music, dancing, film, art and
literature.158 Many Soviet intellectuals and members of the elite were buoyed by the
advances made by socialism globally, which coincided with the anticipated success
of a de-Stalinised socialism within the Soviet Union – their enthusiastic reception of
the romantic revolutionary elements of Latin American culture fed into this
worldview. But by the end of the 1960s, the leadership’s retreat from deStalinisation largely led the intelligentsia to abandon their faith in the success of a
156
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reformist Soviet project, and with it, their steadfast commitment to socialist
internationalism as one of the values that was a component of that project. Latin
America’s romantic revolutionary character remained alive in the representations of
that culture within the Soviet imaginary elsewhere, but popular commitment to
those ideals among the intelligentsia and the political elite had been hollowed out.
Allende’s years in power in Chile ignited romantic revolutionary sentiment
among the next generation of progressive youth in the 1970s, but for the more
critically-minded in this contingent, their enthusiasm was not accompanied by the
same optimistic view of Soviet socialism that had typically been the case a decade
earlier. Some of the dynamics of this attitude were expressed by Fadin:
It [was] […] enough just to abandon double-think and to take seriously
the values of the system to automatically become its opponent. It’s
banal. Genuine acceptance of the values of social justice, equality,
internationalism, etcetera, inevitably turned any knowledge of the Red
Terror, the famine of 1930-1933, the repression or deportation of
peoples into motivation for fighting the system […] But having reached
this conclusion, where to seek support? It was obvious for my circle in
the…1970s: in a living revolution, there, where the system still had not
developed, where “everything was possible.” This was Latin America –
the revolutionary El Dorado for twenty years, the hero, Che, a figure
who simultaneously opposed our system and the bourgeois West.159
His statement was made from the distance of the early post-Soviet years
when totalitarian interpretations of the Soviet system were expressed with less
hesitation, though nevertheless Fadin’s testimony reflects how the Stalinist past and
incomplete de-Stalinisation persisted as a source of alienation beyond the
shestidesiatniki and into the subjectivities of the politicised semidesiatnik. Moreover,
it reveals how midway through the Brezhnev years, the Latin American socialist
states represented a vital injection of revolutionary romanticism that provided
sustenance for the socialist beliefs of these critically engaged youth. In a context
where many of their own peers were indifferent to socialist politics, this allowed
them to maintain the perception that there was a larger movement behind them,
even if it was one that was distantly located. Latin American revolutionaries were all
the more welcome as imagined allies in the context of the failure of socialist renewal
in the Eastern Bloc, which was made visible by the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia,
and the dissident movement’s turn away from the Left.
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Internationalism from Below. The Creative Workshop
of Experimental Propaganda (TMEFP).
Having set out some of the formative political influences that moulded room
242, this next section will turn to one way in which these developing political
convictions were put into action. Revolutionary romanticism from below found its
way onto the MGU campus in the grassroots solidarity initiatives that were among
the future Young Socialists’ first acts of independent civic activism. Dolutskii, Fadin,
Kudiukin and Vorozheikina participated in the student collective, TMEFP (The
Creative Workshop of Experimental Propaganda), a group that was founded by
students of the physics faculty, which contained roughly fifty Soviet and a few Latin
American students from the different faculties of MGU, though larger numbers of
casual participants passed through during flashpoints of activity. TMEFP’s major
activities were the staging of propaganda exhibitions and grassroots subbotniki in
support of internationalist causes. This colourful collective attracted self-defined
leftists, who admired the revolutionary fighters of Cuba and Vietnam and the
socialist experiment taking place in Chile. Other participants were drawn to TMEFP’s
unusual self-organised and unofficial format.160 This feature marked it out as a
unique undertaking during the Brezhnev years, when youth culture became more
formalised and initiatives from below were discouraged, which was accompanied by
the concession from above of greater access to forms of Western cultural
consumption.161 The party committee’s unusually permissive attitude toward
TMEFP, which was registered with the MGU student council, can be linked to the
greater indulgence shown to children of the elite. 162 This section is not intended to
be an exhaustive history of TMEFP, but a representative portrait of their activities
and perspectives. It draws on short memoirs, visual sources and oral history
materials, including recollections from a reunion of about fifteen former TMEFP
activists that I attended in 2016.
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TMEFP’s unofficial activism was as an unusually politicised response to the
gap between state propaganda and Soviet reality that was increasingly visible to this
generation.163 Their activities illustrate how Yurchak’s performative shift was
nowhere near universal among elite youth: TMEFP’s activists continued to take
communist slogans seriously and were invested in restoring their meaning within
the wider student milieu. The collective held propaganda exhibitions and selforganised subbotniki in support of Vietnam and Chile in the years 1971-1975. These
practices of internationalism from below among youth in the Eastern Bloc during the
early years of détente have been interpreted as one of the final outbursts of socialist
idealism among this generation, though scholars have also noted the potential
challenge to the state contained in this activism, due to the critical political sentiment
that frequently lay behind this spontaneous expression of official values. 164 In the
Soviet context, the uneasy balance of idealistic political engagement against the
backdrop of sharpening stagnation carried the possibilities of “other-thinking”
(inakomyslie) that later developed among some participants – the Young Socialists
were not the group’s only members to be charged with anti-Soviet agitation for
underground socialist activities in the early-1980s.165
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Echoing the sentiments of pro-Viet Cong youth in other parts of the Eastern
Bloc, many TMEFP participants viewed the conciliatory nature of détente with a
critical eye, and saw it as confirmation of the state’s declining revolutionary
idealism.166 Though fragmentary evidence suggests that this peacemaking initiative
found support among many sections of Soviet society, for these politicised
semidesiatniki it marked a disturbing break in the state’s anti-imperialist
narrative.167 From the Soviet side, the build up of momentum for this policy shift
came directly from Brezhnev, whose desire to avoid war with the United States
carried the imprint of his generation’s memories of the destruction of the Great
Patriotic War.168 Yet as the general secretary implied in a report to the Twenty-Fifth
Party Congress in 1976, accommodation with the United States did not prevent
active support for national liberation movements – a view that was put into practice
as Soviet intervention in the Third World decisively increased during this decade.169
These conflicting policy tracks both found homes in the Soviet establishment as the
Foreign Ministry focused on relations with the United States, while the International
Department promoted Third World intervention.170 As seen on the ground at MGU,
this jumble of priorities presented a confusing view that was further complicated by
the leadership’s high degree of secrecy, which left ordinary citizens in the dark on
the specifics of their country’s foreign policy beyond the inconsistent propaganda
line.171
The student radicals of TMEFP made sense of this bewildering picture of
contradictory narratives and incomplete information by transferring their
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impressions of the dimming of revolutionary culture that they saw in everyday life
to the zone of Soviet engagement with the outside world. As a result, they viewed
détente as a more fundamental indication of the Soviet state’s ideological position
than its sustained support for Third World revolutionaries. TMEFP’s more radical
moods clashed with the prevailing orientation of those in power – the vydvizhentsy
generation, who rose through the ranks during years of war, terror and poverty, and
came to oversee policies in the 1970s that aimed at domestic and international
stability while providing increasingly attractive consumption prospects to Soviet
citizens.172 An uncomfortable byproduct of this aging generation’s distinctly postrevolutionary agenda was already apparent in the official celebrations of the fiftieth
anniversary of the October Revolution, whose messaging emphasised preserving
and defending the state’s existing accomplishments, which inevitably left little room
for continued revolutionary fervour.173 This direction was similarly evident in
theoretical elaborations of developed socialism, an ambiguous body of thought
whose conservative interpretations gained ground after 1968, which emphasised a
restrained perfection of elements of the existing system rather than a full-throttle
push towards communism as had been championed by Khrushchev.174 The outlook
of these politicised semidesiatniki came into conflict with this stabilising direction of
late socialism, even as their generation reaped the benefits of postwar prosperity.
The competing concerns of the Soviet state, which had long been present in
form of the revolutionary-imperial paradigm, provoked dissatisfaction among these
youth when the Soviet leadership appeared to veer to the side of conventional state
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interests with détente.175 As a result of their more pessimistic attitude toward the
reformist prospects of Soviet socialism, these politicised semidesiatniki felt that there
was much more at stake in the success of foreign revolutions than had been the case
for the previous generation during the 1960s. Détente became a source of
embitterment, a capitulation to the forces of global imperialism. Sergei Pudenko, a
former TMEFP activist and student of the physics faculty, later recalled this dynamic,
“Détente was called. The discharge of tension. With a capital D. 1972 marked the first
arrival of Nixon in Moscow, which coincided with a sharp aggravation of the war in
Vietnam with massive raids and a large number of victims. The Komsomol had
already begun what you could call ‘a struggle for peace.’”176 However, in line with the
state’s conflicting foreign policy priorities, during this period Soviet newspapers
were awash with reporting on the Vietnam War that emphasised Soviet support for
the beleaguered revolutionaries.177 Over the course of the conflict, the Soviet public
was bombarded with publications and broadcasts condemning the crimes of
American imperialism.178 The frequency of this coverage was illustrated by
responses that TMEFP received in an impromptu poll that it conducted in 1972 in
the MGU dorms on student attitudes to the Vietnam War, where a regular answer to
their question on the poll participant’s awareness of the conflict was, “What, are you
crazy, who does not know about this!”179 Mass meetings that condemned imperialist
violence, sessions with invited Vietnamese speakers, and fundraising for Vietnam
were regular occurrences.180 At MGU, subbotniki and evenings in solidarity with
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Vietnam were organised by the Komsomol.181 Wider evidence suggests that the
Vietnam War was a cause that elicited popular sympathy among youth across the
Soviet Union.182 Though at MGU already in the mid-1960s, the American graduate
student William Taubman observed a mass rally protesting US intervention in the
Vietnam War made up of both Soviet and foreign students, and was struck by the
evident disinterest on the part of the Soviet students.183
TMEFP’s activists considered Soviet news reporting and state sponsored
forms of solidarity to be heavily routinised to the extent that they fostered indifferent
or half-hearted attitudes to internationalist causes among their peers. Their
dormitory polling picked up on the prevalence of what they regarded to be forms of
“tokenistic” solidarity – writing wall newspaper articles or collecting wastepaper –
or more often none at all.184 These young radicals calculated that the main reason
that the Vietnam War had not found greater resonance among other youth was due
to the insincerity, or even duplicity, of the state’s revolutionary rhetoric, which they
perceived to have reached its height in the “double-dealing” of détente.185 The US
president’s first visit in 1972 made a great impression on TMEFP’s activists from
their frontline view in Moscow. As the Western correspondent Hedrick Smith
observed, along with citywide renovations and cleaning, even whole blocks of old
apartments were burned down and taken away in an effort to showcase the Soviet
capital to the Americans.186 This was accompanied by Soviet newspapers
temporarily toning down their criticism of the United States and its involvement in
Vietnam.187 The anti-imperialist student collective found themselves unwittingly
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(Beverley Hills,

caught up in this performance when TMEFP activists from the historical faculty were
assigned to a subbotnik that involved cleaning Leninskii prospekt, which they
deduced with some outrage was in preparation for Nixon’s visit.188

TMEFP’s Vietnam Exhibition, May 1972. The slogan reads, “The war is not
there, in Indochina, but here, on our Earth.” The exhibition included paintings
of American fighter planes leaving craters on the landscape of Indochina and a
list of aggressive acts committed by the US between 1898 and 1972. (Personal
archive of former TMEFP activist, Georgii Schalike.)
Evgenii Andriushin later recalled that on the eve of Nixon’s arrival, TMEFP
activist Viktor Khlebnikov had romantically cried, “I will take the Vietnamese flag
and throw myself under Nixon’s car!” But this unbridled romanticism was not
standard within TMEFP’s milieu. More characteristic was Fadin’s measured
dismissal as he reminded Khlebnikov that he would not be able to get anywhere near
the motorcade and would probably just wind up in a psikhushka.189 Instead of
engaging in acts that contravened the acceptable boundaries of youth activism, this
independent student collective was a conscious attempt to reinject ideological
vitality into political culture. TMEFP’s activists attributed the relative apathy
towards political causes that they encountered among the student body at MGU to
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the failure of state propaganda to resonate with the Soviet public, in spite of the
constant stream of internationalist reporting coming from the media. Evidence of its
diminishing impact was also a concern of the state propaganda organ, Politizdat
throughout the Brezhnev years, which identified the elimination of grey “schematic”
language and the reversal of widespread disengagement from propaganda to be its
most urgent task, even as it failed to successfully tackle these issues.190
TMEFP’s activists responded by creating their own propaganda – an intent
made clear in the student collective’s name, which consciously sought to evoke a
sense of continuity with the experimental culture of Moscow in the 1920s and such
names as the revolutionary poet Vladimir Maiakovskii and theatre director Vsevolod
Meierhold.191 Despite this call back to the early-Soviet years, the forms and content
of TMEFP’s propaganda were firmly located within late socialist culture. Drawing on
entirely orthodox themes, the collective aimed to breathe new life into
internationalism through exhibitions that were variously centred on the Paris
Commune, the Spanish Civil War, Communism in Cuba, the Vietnam War, the Italian
Communist Party and the Chilean events of 1973 – topics that were all enshrined in
the Soviet internationalist canon.192 According to former TMEFP activist and student
of the economics faculty, Aleksandr Surmava, these exhibitions, which were held in
the main thoroughfares of MGU, were designed to appeal to students by “attracting
their mind and touching their heart.”193 TMEFP replaced what they saw as
uninvigorating state propaganda with a colourful, Mexican muralist aesthetic – an
artistic form that had entered popular culture during the Soviet revolutionary
romance with Latin America during the 1960s.194 Surmava later explained, “The
place of the exposition, the selection of materials, and the style of decoration were
chosen by us not accidentally, but as a defiantly democratic antithesis to the
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conventional Soviet ideological glamour.”195 Unlike other unofficial artistic
initiatives in the Eastern Bloc in this period whose intended audiences remained
limited to circles of acquaintances, TMEFP’s centrally located propaganda displays
aimed to mobilise a wider public.196 This was reinforced by their drive to attract new
members, which they succeeded in doing through their exhibitions and by posting
signs around MGU inviting those who wanted “concretely help” Chile in the
aftermath of the Pinochet coup. The potential of Chilean socialism to ignite strong
feelings at MGU was observed by the visiting American graduate student Lewis
Siegelbaum, who noticed a number of Soviet students weeping throughout a Chilean
folk music performance shortly after the fall of Allende in 1973.197
The shortlived Chilean experiment illustrated how the bipolar logic of the
Cold War acted as a stranglehold on attempts to find a parliamentary road to
socialism – a reality that would equally apply to Eurocommunism later in the decade.
Allende’s years in power had stimulated the hopes of those on the global Left who
were engaged in a search for a democratic socialism that would pose a genuine
alternative to the Marxist-Leninist model.198 This international attention registered
with Kudiukin, who recalled in the year after the coup attentively reading the Italian
Communist Party leader, Enrico Berlinguer’s reflections in the British communist
publication Marxism Today on the lessons of Chile for building democratic
socialism.199 Allende’s violent overthrow in September 1973 amid the rise of a rightwing military dictatorship further captured the attention of this democratic Left and
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became a focus for its international solidarities,200 which were expressed in
demonstrations, lobbying of governments for sanctions against the military junta,
musical concerts and connections to Chilean exiles across the 1970s and 1980s.201

TMEFP activist, Sergei Pudenko at the exhibition to commemorate the first
anniversary of the Chilean coup d’état, Moscow State University, 11 September
1974. (Personal archive of former TMEFP activist, Georgii Schalike).
The Chilean events were also a defining moment for TMEFP. Some of the
sharp emotions that its activists experienced were expressed by Evgenii
Bunimovich, a TMEFP activist and student of the mathematics faculty, who recorded
in his diary, “12 September 1973, Wednesday. What an agonising morning! Today
we have Wednesday! We have calamity! I was unable to understand what to do!
Blunt, persistent pain. Then – Chile. I want to go to Chile and fight.”202 These
politicised semidesiatniki’s agonised reactions to the crushing of this democratic
socialist experiment echoed the shestidesiatniki’s response to the Soviet invasion of
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Czechoslovakia five years earlier.203 Though in contrast to the aftermath of the
Czechoslovak events in the Soviet Union, when a turning point for that generation’s
journey into dissent occurred, the right-wing suppression of socialism in Chile
relieved these semidesiatniki of similarly difficult decisions and validated their
protest in the eyes of the state. The Chilean cause was adopted by the Komsomol,
who organised a largescale solidarity campaign that presented the Pinochet regime
as a “fascist” dictatorship with a narrative that drew parallels between the struggle
of the Chilean people and the Soviet fight against fascism during the war.204 At MGU,
in the weeks after the coup a solidarity meeting was held that was accompanied by
a university-wide voskresnik whose proceeds went to the Fond of Peace.205
At the same time as these official displays of solidarity occurred, the fall of
Allende also connected politicised semidesiatniki in unofficial activism within the
student milieu. According to Pudenko, who kept a record of new faces, 88 students
became associated with TMEFP during the flashpoint of September 1973. 206 The
collective responded to the Chilean events by organising their own subbotniki and
fundraising for Chile. This frenzy of unofficial activity at MGU marked the revival of
the internationalist feeling of the 1960s within this small community. Though
TMEFP’s emotionally charged activism should at the same time be associated
specifically with the fully-fledged character of MGU’s links to the outside world,
which had occurred by the 1970s, as the highly personal nature of their solidarity
was connected to the relationships that they had formed with foreign students. In
contrast to some Soviet youth, who viewed students from the Third World as a
physical illustration of the state’s financing of unreliable internationalist causes at
their own expense, Soviet participants of TMEFP were particularly intrigued by this
category of foreigner.207 A student of the biological faculty who belonged to TMEFP,
203 The parallels between successive generations’ receptions of Dubcek’s Czechoslovakia
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Klavdii Kispoev recalled how he actively sought out the company of Third World
students in order to learn more about their home countries, where he imagined there
were “real communists, fighters against colonialism and American imperialism.”208
The friendships that developed between Third World students and Soviet
participants of TMEFP created what Christina Schwenkel has called “affective
solidarities,” a term that captures how these emotionally driven experiences played
a role in fostering the internationalist convictions of political semidesiatniki.209 Due
to the Soviet Union’s internationalist commitments of higher education and
specialist training for its Third World and revolutionary allies, university campuses
were a prime setting for these contacts between Soviet and Third World youth.210
Connections extended to socialising between Soviet and Third World students in the
dorms. A student of the historical faculty who belonged to TMEFP, Aleksei
Bogantsev, recalled that regular social interactions with his Vietnamese neighbours,
which included observations of the hardships in their letters from home,
personalised the conflict for him and intensified his opposition to the Vietnam
War.211 Though a majority of Third World students travelled to the Soviet Union
purely for the valuable educational opportunities on offer, a minority were
passionate supporters of the second superpower’s revolutionary ideology.212 The
Latin Americans that gravitated towards TMEFP, whose anti-American sentiments
were particularly strong, were a radicalising force for the student collective and
208
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instigated its more daring actions.213 Their presence heightened the Soviet
participants’ sense that those nations were outposts of revolution. This affective
solidarity that Chile had belatedly conjured can also be found in a cycle of TMEFP
activist, Bunimovich’s poetry. Celebrated by TMEFP, “Spanish Lesson” contained the
following lines:
A thin tiny ribbon
of a strange land,
it is as distant
as a crescent moon,
it is as splendid
as shooting stars,
and it is as sad
as birds’ nests in winter.
Your young people
came to us,
they were wearing the same shaggy
the size of a half of a room
flares,
they had the same fate
and the same songs…
Mad news
is coming:
“Five days
(and it means five years)
the university in Santiago
was standing.”
Hundreds were killed,
but the songs still could be heard from the cells.
They passed this exam.
Chile
had a Madonna-like oval face.
Chile
with whom I was dancing.
Chile
that used to sing so well,
maybe right now this Chile
is waiting
to be executed
by a firing squad…
With Chile we were shouting:
“NO PASARAN!”
Chile,
we will survive even with a thousand of wounds.
Hear me,
Earth,
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we did not grow weaker!
The ribbon of Chile
is like a wound from a sabre.214

TMEFP’s subbotniki for Chile approximated these activists’ understandings of
the ideal voluntary working day. “For the first time in my life, I found myself at a
subbotnik” that lived up to state propaganda, later recalled Aleksei Bogantsev, a
student of the historical faculty who belonged to TMEFP, unlike “our official Soviet
subbotniki [which] by this time had already degenerated.”215 Beyond the work ethic,
TMEFP’s subbotniki were all about propaganda: Chilean students brought their
national flags, volunteers displayed badges and armbands, guitars and music from
spontaneous agitprop brigades played, and activists brought Soviet and foreign
newspapers for information on the latest developments in Chile.216 TMEFP went
around the opaque Soviet foreign aid organisation, the Fond of Peace to hand their
subbotniki earnings directly to Chilean nationals with connections to left-wing
political parties, which was an unorthodox practice.217 The badges that the activists
wore to the subbotniki doubled as an additional fundraising effort and were sold at
MGU for 50 kopecks.218 They were decorated with pictures of Allende and Luis
Corvalan, the Chilean communist leader, though Pudenko remembered that ninety
percent of their badges were of Che Guevara, whose romantic revolutionary image
was perpetually in demand.219 Future Young Socialist, Vorozheikina who was on the
TMEFP subbotniki organising committee emphasised the determined planning and
negotiations with construction site managers that occurred to ensure that the
volunteers were enthused by decent salaries and good working conditions –
Vernadskii prospekt and Begovaia metro were two of the sites of TMEFP’s
subbotniki.220
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The strict ideological direction of these initiatives was at odds with other
forms of organised youth labour in this period. Though official student construction
brigades (SSOs) occasionally donated portions of their earnings to internationalist
causes, they were more typically vehicles for students to earn their own wages
carrying out summertime work, which the state welcomed as a cheap pool of labour,
especially at harvest time.221 This transactional nature of SSOs reached its height in
the major youth construction project of the Brezhnev years, the building of the
Baikal-Amur Railway, where youth were attracted to work in haphazard conditions
by an overblown propaganda campaign and incentives of foreign travel, lucrative
bonuses and automobile vouchers.222 Youth labour was routinely deployed as a
stopgap to satisfy the demands of the poorly organised Soviet economy, while
considerations from above on whether the SSO format effectively indoctrinated
youth or encouraged ideological activism were relegated to the background.223 By
the beginning of Perestroika this treatment reached such proportions that, according
to his aide, Anatolii Cherniaev, Gorbachev criticised the party’s “users’ attitude,”
which glibly treated youth as a handy source of menial labour, at a Politburo meeting
in 1985.224 The often alienating character of this work was a thread that ran all the
way through the late socialist years, though the wider circumstances of ideological
disengagement that occurred under Brezhnev exacerbated its effects from the
1970s. At MGU, students’ detached response to the demands of SSO labour was noted
by TMEFP activist and chemistry faculty student Georgii Schalike in a report for his
scientific communism class. Referencing the discussions of a general faculty meeting
that highlighted the problems of “a psychology of self-interest” and “violations of
discipline” among chemistry SSOs, Schalike outlined TMEFP’s experimental
construction brigade format as a potential solution.225
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What was behind TMEFP’s attempts to reinvigorate student political culture,
yet without carrying out any significant reinvention of the Komsomol format? At first
glance, their drive to inject greater sincerity into already established forms of
student activism tempts us to associate their activities with what some other
scholars have ascribed to the Soviet dissident movement – a lack of imagination in
calling for the improvement of the existing system instead of proposing a genuine
alternative.226 But TMEFP’s spirited re-enactment of official forms of activism
occurred precisely because its activists did not see their intentions – revitalisation
rather than rebellion – in terms of dissent and were conscious of avoiding such
accusations. According to Aleksandr Surmava, the group was determined
“comprehend and understand” rather than “rush to sit in a psikhushka or a prison
cell.”227 Instead, TMEFP used traditional forms of student political mobilisation to
bring publicity to internationalist causes that in their eyes countered the stagnation
of Soviet socialism. More promising means of contextualising their actions may be
found by looking further afield to East Central Europe where scholars have traced
the life paths of particular dissidents, whose earliest experiences of autonomous
political activity were inspired by the internationalist causes of Vietnam and Chile,
before they evolved to anti-socialist positions from the late-1970s.228 This sense of a
political and intellectual journey, where TMEFP can be conceptualised as a turning
point in an evolution towards more critical political positions equally applied to the
experience of these activists, who in some cases discovered socialist dissent later in
the decade or began political careers during Perestroika.229
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TMEFP’s mural, which was part of their exhibition to commemorate the first
anniversary of the Chilean coup d’état, Moscow State University, 11 September
1974. (Personal archive of Georgii Schalike).

The orthodox format of TMEFP’s activism, which granted its activists access
to the public spaces of MGU, was able to disguise notes of dissatisfaction in its ranks,
which were brought out by the clash of their idealism against the backdrop of an
aging socialism. This particular ambiguity

that was present in TMEFP’s

internationalism from below was most visible at their largest event, an evening in
memory of Che Guevara, when the group’s romantic revolutionary mood occupied
the space of MGU for one night. Coordinated jointly with the Komsomol, the evening
of Che Guevara was organised by Fadin and fellow TMEFP activist, Fernando Callery-Salas, a Peruvian student known to his friends as Mario, who studied in the
biological faculty and was the son of one of the founders of the Peruvian communist
party. The evening took place on 8 October 1972, which coincided with the fifth
anniversary of Che’s assassination and the annually celebrated Day of the Heroic
Guerrilla in Cuba.230 Che’s memory was commemorated that night by
representatives from the Soviet intellectual elite. Kiva Maidanik, the famous Latin
Americanist was invited by the well-connected Fadin to speak, and Sergo Mikoian,
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Latin Americanist and son of former Soviet Politburo member Anastas Mikoian,
shared his recollections of meeting Che Guevara. The evening was also marked by
the attendance of the Cuban and Vietnamese ambassadors.231
Highlighting their engagement with official spaces rather than the retreat
from them, Vorozheikina later remembered how deeply the evening struck a chord
with her, “The largest hall of MGU was absolutely full. I came, and Mario met me and
told me, ‘This is the first liberated territory of the university.’”232 Though, the
entanglement of their romantic revolutionary passions with the university’s
officialdom points to the accommodation their initiative found within the sphere of
officially promoted internationalism. This spontaneous engagement with socialism
among elite youth appeared to be a stabilising force that outwardly affirmed the
continued vitality of Soviet internationalism. But conversely, this enthusiasm could
also harbour disruptive energies for student political culture. Fadin’s activism
progressed from his organisation of Che Guevara’s memorial to his prominent role a
year later in the future Young Socialists’ attempted reform of the Komsomol that
resulted in the expulsion of one of their number from the university.

Prelude to Dissent. The wall newspaper episode.
In his address to the Twenty-Fifth Party Congress that took place during the
future Young Socialists’ final year at MGU in 1976, Brezhnev criticised Komsomol
activists’ “bureaucratic approach” and formalism that “extinguished the flame” of
communist enthusiasm in the hearts of youth.233 The stolid character of the
organisation of student political culture that attracted Brezhnev’s rebuke was
accompanied by two more adverse trends that were on the rise in the Komsomol in
these years. Policies of mass participation were bloating the organisation with a
largely apathetic membership, while the increasing regularity of Komsomol
recommendation as the path to party membership had marked it out as a haven for
careerism rather than ideological conviction.234 The MGU historical faculty had
presented a problematic setting for the Komsomol as early as the late Stalin years,
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when its organisers had declined to hold political seminars owing to their “waste of
time.”

235

In spite of the seemingly unpromising possibilities for generating

ideological enthusiasm in this space, or perhaps precisely because of their drive to
change that, the future Young Socialists chose the Komsomol as a base from which
to agitate their critical socialist views, with the broader aim of the reforming Soviet
socialism from within its own structures at a grassroots level. Following discussions
in the dorm room, Dolutskii, Fadin and Kudiukin put themselves up for election to
the historical faculty’s Komsomol committee in mid-1973, towards the end of the
second year of their studies. The committee, elected annually at a general Komsomol
meeting of the faculty, was composed of seven to thirteen members, who led student
activism and oversaw the everyday social life of the faculty.236 The trio’s efforts were
moderately successful: Dolutskii was elected to the editorship of the wall newspaper,
though Fadin and Kudiukin did not win sufficient votes to join the committee.
Active participation in the Komsomol and the expression of reform-minded
views in this official forum were a well-trodden path for those who later engaged in
dissent.237 The Komsomol’s potency as a space that attracted individuals who
expressed critical reformist views reached its height in the aftermath of the
Twentieth Party Congress in 1956.238 The unlikely renewal of its pull fifteen years
later can be attributed to the fact that the Komsomol continued to be the only real
game in town for student political activity. But evidence of a qualitatively different
political life outside of the university came to the future Young Socialists that
summer and fall in the form of press reports on the trial of Piotr Yakir and Viktor
Krasin and their televised repentance for their dissident activities, which Kudiukin
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recalled did not disgrace the dissidents in his eyes, but rather discredited the regime
for breaking these individuals.239
As the emergent second generation of the dissident movement, the future
Young Socialists observed its pioneers from a distance. Jan Wielgohs and Viktor
Voronkov have argued that the development of the human rights movement should
be understood as an outcome of the particular generational experience of the
shestidesiatniki.240 The second generation’s return to socialism may be explained by
their comparative distance from the abuses of the Stalin era and the inconsistencies
of Khrushchev’s de-Stalinisation, which preserved the ideology for them. But the
semidesiatniki’s coming of age after the invasion of Czechoslovakia also meant they
had less illusions about the Soviet leadership. This allowed them to dissent with
greater ease than the previous generation, who had undergone a long and painful
coming to terms, which had resulted in the complete rejection of socialism for some.
The semidesiatniki’s rediscovery of this ideology as a language of dissent was due to
their belief that socialism contained as yet unrealised potential, but it was also based
on what the revolution had already accomplished, even if this was not admitted as
often. They were born in the years when the Soviet Union was already a superpower
and war victor, and grew up during the most stable and prosperous period of its
existence when living standards were visibly on the rise, and socialism was
spreading in potentially inspiring forms across the globe.241 The constant presence
of socialist slogans and ideology throughout Soviet society, and especially in the
educational system, made it the most natural belief system for politically engaged
semidesiatniki to seize upon. Midway through the Brezhnev years, this ideology still
retained the power to attract critical youth from the elite.
The future Young Socialists’ wall newspaper articles were first of all
propaganda efforts that were intended to secure broader support for their critical
views at the university. This was in contrast to the wall newspapers of the earlyThaw, whose editors were caught up in the consequences of the Twentieth Party
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Congress and the reactions it caused that rippled down to the everyday life of the
faculty.242 The atmosphere of stability under Brezhnev gives the future Young
Socialists’ actions a more calculated air than the earlier generation who were led by
events. What emerged from their wall newspaper was a critical commentary of the
organisation of student life under Soviet socialism. They operated within a specific
press genre of late-Soviet culture that structured the delivery of their message, while
an audience of fellow history students tempered their choice of subjects, language
and allusions. Wall newspapers ranged from being bland and perfunctorily
composed to artistic and literary, or even gossipy in content. Those more creative in
form contained agitprop poetry and satirical anecdotes.243

Pavel Kudiukin, Andrei Fadin and Igor Dolutskii during a historical faculty
archaeological expedition in Novgorod, July 1973 during the time they edited
the wall newspaper of the Komsomol cell of the historical faculty (VK).
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Pavel Kudiukin, September 1973 (VK).
Under Dolutskii’s editorship, the poetic and satirical forms that occupied the
more ambitious end of the wall newspaper genre were used to great effect to target
what they considered to be poorly organised ideological features of Soviet life that
were experienced by MGU students. The first of these that was addressed in the wall
newspaper was the subbotnik, where it was purported that this voluntary working
day was considered an unnecessary ritual by a majority of students, and the way the
Komsomol organised it further discredited it.244 By targeting the subbotnik, the
future Young Socialists concentrated on a matter that directly affected their
readership, and made use of the wall newspaper as a propagandising platform to find
backing among the course for their broader views.
Rather than amassing support for their critical views, Kudiukin admitted that
instead their editorship of the wall newspaper had immediately caused irritation
amongst their course mates, who were exasperated by their “clever” tone and
unnecessary zealousness for Komsomol work that nobody else took seriously. The
wall newspaper was officially entitled Your Opinion, but as the editors, they had
added an epigraph from Aleksandr Griboedov’s nineteenth century satire, Woe from
244
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Wit, quoting from two characters, Molchalin and Chatskii, “In my years, I daren’t have
my own opinion,” and “I beg your pardon, we are not kids. Why should only the
opinions of others be respected?” The quotation drew parallels between Molchalin
and his sycophantic and ultimately self-serving attitude and the mindless ideological
parroting motivated by careerism often found in the Komsomol, while at the same
time juxtaposing Chatskii’s real interrogation of values, which were presumably in
line with the mission of the wall newspaper’s editors. The epigraph was also an
implied criticism of what the editors perceived as the Soviet regime’s practice of
instructing citizens’ attitudes from above rather than allowing them to
spontaneously form from below.
The third issue was a creative literary reconstruction of recent events in the
historical faculty, which turned into the future Young Socialists’ first brush with
dissent. The idea for the issue originated in September 1973 at the beginning of their
third year when the course returned from the kartoshka, a colloquialism for students
being sent to collective farms to gather the harvest alongside the farmers. Kudiukin
remembered the atmosphere, “The coup d’etat in Chile, this kartoshka, old Brezhnev,
‘Dorogie tovarishchi’” (“Dear comrades,” which was pronounced with slurred words
by Kudiukin – a reference to the speech patterns of Brezhnev in his old age)245
galvanised them.246 What resulted was Kudiukin’s account of TMEFP’s subbotniki for
Chile. Karpiuk wrote an article about the kartoshka, which concluded with the
phrase, “In ancient Rome there were no potatoes...” The allegorical meaning was that
both potatoes and slavery existed in the Soviet Union in the form of the kartoshka.
His article called attention to how this practice was ineffective as a mechanism of
instilling socialist values in students, which was not an entirely controversial
viewpoint as it had also found a platform in Komsomol’skaia Pravda in 1971, when a
letter to the editor suggested the reconsideration of this practice due to its harmful
effect on the ideological outlook of youth.247
These criticisms of the organisation of student culture were an echo of the
wall newspapers of 1956, though the editors from this earlier era targeted the
Komsomol in particular, and the question of its democratisation or independence
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from the party.248 Instead of debating the Komsomol’s reform within their wall
newspaper, the future Young Socialists had forged ahead with its infiltration. Their
actions marked them out as less self-conscious and contemplative than the
shestidesiatniki, who had been grappling with questions of the party’s post-Stalin
capacity for reform. These answers were more readily apparent for these emerging
dissidents of the next generation, who had connected the unengaging organisation
of student life to the stagnation of Brezhnev era socialism.
The final item in the wall newspaper that satirised the Soviet leadership
tipped the issue into dissent. It may be argued that caught up in their own cleverness
and taken by a sense of glamour that dissent held, these naive youth intended to
provoke in a manner that brushed against its edges, but they became carried away
and unintentionally risked the bright futures that MGU graduates could expect. The
emerging second generation of dissidents were not as unschooled as the first, who
had no precedent with which to estimate the post-Stalin authorities’ response to acts
of dissent. But their cynical attitude towards the leadership and its reformist
capabilities, which distinguished these critical youth from those of the previous
generation, burst through in a satirical portrayal of the Soviet leaders that criticised
the disappearance of genuine socialism after Lenin. This was a poem written by
Dolutskii named Mamlet:
From the editors: In this issue, we are introducing a literary column in
our newspaper, and we introduce a parody. Author’s introduction: The
act takes place in a country where, after the victory of the revolution,
reaction comes to power. The people are silent.
Mamlet Act 1, Scene 1:
Scene one at the entry to the palace cavern with two mammothsentries.
First sentry: “Since the death of mammoth number one, there has been
no truth in our coniferous forest, and some flora and fauna have
greatly changed. Something is rotten in our kingdom.”
The second mammoth: “Only the fir rots, dumped by the tusk.
Everything is as according to the will of Heaven.”
The first mammoth: “Then there is no truth in Heaven, when at first all
were ruled by only one, the Great Mammoth, then he was replaced by
some Wild Mammoth that more closely resembled an elephant of the
epoch of the Pliocene tertiary period than the leader of two-tiered
giants. Now a new leader has appeared – so where is the truth?”
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The second mammoth: “Eh, my friend, those jokes do not suit you - for
this it is possible end up in a hole, large and deep, with a broken scruff,
without wool and without tusks.”
They leave.
The end. To be continued.249

The mammoths were allegorical; mammoth one being Lenin, the great
mammoth Stalin, Khrushchev was the wild mammoth and the new leader was
Brezhnev.250 Karpiuk’s allusion to ancient Rome and Dolutskii’s satirising of
Shakespeare coupled with the elaborate literary device of the mammoth illustrated
a shared habitus in the MGU historical faculty where the wall newspaper editors
intended for their readership to understand their allusions to classical English
literature and ancient history to refer to contemporary Soviet reality. But rather than
securing the support of their peers, this act of dissent contravened the permitted
discourses of the space of student activism, and the future Young Socialists
encountered the repressive mechanisms that existed at the edges of everyday life at
the university.
As earlier socialist dissident circles had encountered, the authorities
responded particularly ferociously to what were perceived as personal attacks on
the leadership. Biographies of the Soviet leaders that made clear their complicity in
the crimes of the Stalin era were published by the Leningrad socialist dissident circle,
Union of Communards in the early 1960s in their samizdat journal, Kolokol. In a later
recollection, one of the circle’s leaders, Valerii Ronkin, detailed that upon learning
about his own biography, Politburo member Mikhail Suslov intervened to give the
Leningrad authorities permission to impose upon at least the leaders the “maximum
term.”251 Though Dolutskii’s transgression did not attract ire on the same scale, the
wall newspaper was only briefly displayed before it was removed by one of the
Komsomol Committee members, and disciplinary measures commenced. The
newspaper was taken to the Party Committee of the historical faculty, which was

This text is from Kudiukin’s memory and translated by me. He recited Mamlet nearly
identically in his interview with Konstanin Morozov in 2007 and myself in 2016. There
was one complete copy of the wall newspaper that was confiscated by the party
committee. The original copies of Mamlet written by hand and typewritten were
destroyed by Dolutskii during the time of the Young Socialists’ arrests during 1982.
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later followed by a Komsomol meeting of the historical faculty. A motion to expel
Dolutskii from the Komsomol was passed despite some resistance from his course
mates.252 Dolutskii was later quietly expelled from the university over the winter
break.253 For their role in the affair, Fadin and Kudiukin suffered severe reprimands,
while Karpiuk was issued with a warning.

Conclusion.
What does the future Young Socialists’ everyday life at MGU tell us about the
origins of socialist dissent among semidesiatniki? How did their experiences at MGU
contribute to the intellectual and organisational format of their later dissent?
The MGU years of the Young Socialists illustrate the continued presence of
politicised subjectivities among the last Soviet generation. The views that were
expressed in room 242, which varied from liberal-leaning, to anti-communist, to
socialist, demonstrate some of the range of this decade. These orientations were
reflective of the more diverse ideological currents in circulation in Soviet society
after 1968, which found their way to MGU from sources as varied as the influence of
families, the educational system, the dissident movement, sentiments in the party
and intelligentsia, and from abroad. The socialist majority in room 242, who were
committed to this ideology and at the same time critical of the Soviet leadership,
were a minority among their generation. In many ways their worldviews were closer
to the subjectivities of the shestidesiatniki. This outcome was partially fostered by
the continuity of the spaces of student culture that recreated a 1960s kompaniia in a
1970s dorm room.
The political discussions in room 242 had a mobilising effect on its socialist
inhabitants, and they spread these critical attitudes to the activist settings of TMEFP
and the Komsomol. Their confrontations with the authorities – camouflaged during
TMEFP’s evening of Che Guevara and open in the Komsomol wall newspaper – were
based on their determination to assert their own understandings of socialism and
socialist student culture. Staging these challenges in prominent spaces of MGU,
which were ideologically significant and closely monitored by the authorities,
252
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resembled the shestidesiatniki’s similar contestations during the years of deStalinisation rather than the behaviour of their own generation, who treated these
spaces as immutable and unchanging. Yet these politicised semidesiatniki’s attitudes
were responses to the conditions of the 1970s, when they observed with
dissatisfaction the growing ideological detachment of their peers that occurred
alongside the slowing of the tempo of political life in the country.
The year after their graduation, they returned again to political action. During
the summer months of 1977, at Fadin and Kudiukin’s instigation, the group
transformed from a critical-minded company of friends into an underground
dissident circle. This evolution reflected their continued determination to influence
change, coupled with their conclusion following the wall newspaper affair, that these
activities should not be carried out openly where they would immediately attract the
eye of the KGB. The romantic revolutionary mood that the circle discovered in its
encounters with Latin America at MGU was critical as the motor that powered the
Young Socialists’ dissent in its early years. But as they matured, their Third Worldist
passions increasingly gave way to the more intellectualised, reformist influences of
Eurocommunism and Solidarność, which they distinguished as having greater
application in Soviet conditions.
Not all of room 242 followed Fadin and Kudiukin into dissent. In some cases,
their will foundered in the face of changed priorities or new attitudes. Vorozheikina
had become a Latin American specialist at the prestigious Institute of World
Economy and International Affairs (IMEMO), and was more committed to the politics
of that region rather than the domestic environment of the late Brezhnev years.254
She and Dolutskii had married and had a daughter. After his expulsion, Dolutskii
served in the army, later returning to MGU where he graduated from the historical
faculty in 1979. As a high school teacher, he found teaching his values to youth to be
a meaningful form of civic activity, and lost interest in other channels.255
The two distinctive drives of ideological passions and friendship that had
animated room 242 came to determine the structure of their dissident circle. When
the network expanded in the late-1970s, as their number of politicised
acquaintances grew while they were junior researchers at IMEMO, Fadin and
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Kudiukin, together with four new conspirators were at its centre. They were
distinguished by their determination coupled with ideological positions that were
located across the leftist spectrum. The rest of room 242 became part of the outer
circle, and were readers of their samizdat, but were primarily associated with the
circle because of the degree of trust that existed among them rather than ideological
conviction. Both graduate students at MGU, Karpiuk was immersed in ancient
history, while Zaichenko continued his nonconformist intellectual explorations, and
became connected with religious dissent.256 But despite their distance from the
illegal activities of the centre of the circle, all of room 242 fell under KGB scrutiny
due to their close personal relations.
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“The Anti-Soviet Mood of the Scientific
Workers.” Cultures of Reform and Dissent
within the Soviet Intellectual Elite.
Introduction.
In a session of the Politburo on 8 April 1982, then-Chairman of the KGB, Yuri
Andropov, disclosed information that state security had collected on the “anti-Soviet
mood of the scientific workers,”257 who he named as Andrei Fadin and Pavel
Kudiukin, both junior scholars at the prestigious Moscow-based research institute,
IMEMO (Institute of World Economy and International Relations), who were then
being interrogated in Lefortovo prison. Andropov outlined their perceived antiSoviet activities and located them at the centre of a wider circle of young, privileged
and well-educated Soviet intellectuals that had been engaged in the production of
samizdat. He reported that the KGB believed their aim to be “replacing the existing
system in the USSR with so-called ‘democratic socialism in the interests of all
workers,’” and, further remarked, “In matters of practical activities, the group raises
the task of uniting disparate groups into a single organisation to secure a broad
communication between the masses within the country and abroad.”258 In a report
issued two months after the arrests, the newly appointed chairman of the KGB, Vitalii
Fedorchuk, emphasised the conspiratorial reach of the two junior researchers within
IMEMO through their dissemination of their own samizdat publications and antiSoviet literature to other scholars at the institute,259 who in turn failed to report
Kudiukin’s and Fadin’s anti-Soviet views to the authorities.
“Session of the Politburo TsK CPSU, 8 April 1982,” cited in Petr Cherkasov, IMEMO:
Portret na fone epokhi (IMEMO: Portrait against the background of an era.) (Moscow:
Ves’ Mir, 2004), 492.
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Fadin’s supervisor, Kiva Maidanik; Doctor of Science and CPSU member Viktor Sheinis;
scientific researcher and member of the Komsomol committee, Olga Ivanova (later
Fadina, Fadin’s future wife); Tatiana Vorozhkeina; Candidate of Science, who was
sentenced in 1958 for anti-Soviet activity, Marat Cheshkov, and the researchers Grigorii
Rzheshevskii, Viktor Danilov, and Vasilii Skorokhodov, in Vasilii Fedorchuk, “O khode
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The arrest of the Young Socialists occurred in the context of broader moves
by conservative forces that were designed to undermine the liberal currents within
the party elite, and to suppress the dissident movement at the end of the Brezhnev
era. The case was used to compromise the authority of the liberal-thinking institutes
during the ensuing struggle for leadership succession, and was also part of the KGB’s
final blow against the dissident movement. In the early-1980s, at the endpoint of
Brezhnev’s long ill health, politically attuned liberal and conservative forces alike
had become conscious of the decline occurring in the country and recognised that
with the approaching end of Brezhnev’s rule, the country was at a crossroads for its
future.260 Against the backdrop of the power vacuum created by the absence of
Brezhnev and other senior Politburo members due to old age and sickness,
conservative “second tier” Politburo figures and hard-line senior Central Committee
members launched attacks against the establishment liberals, which were intended
to counter reformist initiatives and to clear the path for a conservative drive to
determine the agenda of the country after Brezhnev’s exit.261 Simultaneously,
Andropov was positioning himself to succeed as General Secretary with a KGB
supported agenda that prioritised a platform of law and order, anti-corruption
policies, and an anti-Western outlook coupled with dedicated domestic vigilance.262
The conservative foreign policy troika of Gromyko, Andropov and Ustinov
successfully championed military intervention in Afghanistan, which attracted
widespread international condemnation and ended the détente of the 1970s.263
Freed from the constraint of the leadership’s sensitivity to Western public opinion
following the decline in international relations, the KGB had freer hands to increase
its persecution of dissidents. The war in Afghanistan, the Moscow Olympics and the
Polish crisis of 1980-1981 all created an environment of heightened domestic
vigilance that fed into conservatives’ desires to contain unreliable elements. 264 The
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jamming of foreign radio stations that had been minimised in the years of détente
was again ratcheted up after the invasion.265
It was in these conditions that the KGB under Andropov initiated a campaign
designed to completely suppress dissent, which commenced with Andrei Sakharov’s
exile to Gorkii in 1980.266 Over the course of that year, the internationally known
Initiative Group for the Defense of Human Rights in the USSR and the Working
Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes stopped
functioning as a result of the persecution of their members.267 From 1979-1982,
dissident arrests tripled from their levels in the mid-1970s.268 After the KGB subdued
the most active pravozashchitniki, their net extended to nationalist and religious
groupings whose breaking was presented on screen with Father Dmitrii Dudko’s
televised repudiation of his “anti-Soviet” statements in June 1980 after five months
of imprisonment.269 By 1984, virtually no dissidents remained active inside the
Soviet Union.270
The Young Socialists were arrested on 6 April 1982 in a sweep that Western
journalists interpreted to be a new phase in the campaign against dissent that
followed the arrests of the most prominent human rights groups, which targeted
“obscure political… groups that have had virtually no contact with the West.”271 On
this day in Moscow, on a scale unprecedented in the post-Stalin era, more than fifty
apartment searches were carried out and twelve arrests were made in connection
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with samizdat.272 While the Young Socialists were remote from the radar of the
mainstream Western press, their status as IMEMO researchers placed them at the
centre of these campaigns targeting the liberal establishment and the dissident
movement.
What made these privileged young intellectuals take up and continue their
dissident activities for five years in the climate of increasing repression at the end of
the Brezhnev era? What were the sources for the circle’s socialist orientation in the
late-1970s at a time when, according to most narratives, this ideology had been
discarded by the Soviet dissident movement and was losing relevance among the
Young Socialists’ own generation? This chapter addresses these questions through
locating the circle’s development within the environment of the Soviet intellectual
elite. The particular character of the Young Socialists’ milieu was forged by the
frequency of its inhabitants highly placed intelligentsia origins, and their access to
economic and cultural resources. The pluckiness required to dissent came from their
“golden youth” status that stimulated the group’s confidence in their own cleverness
and critical-minded daring, and initially convinced them of the broader social
momentum that would build from their activities.
The Young Socialists assessed the Soviet Union of the late-1970s to be in a
state of economic decline and in urgent need of democratisation and reform. They
were driven to dissent due to their skepticism that change could occur at the elite
political level without outside impetus. Their dissident activities were a reaction
against the in-system reformism of the high-ranking Soviet liberals that the Young
Socialists observed from a distance as junior researchers at IMEMO. This cohort’s
loyalty to their aging superiors while promoting progressive views in a limited
fashion appeared to the Young Socialists to have reached a dead end in the late
Brezhnev years. The Young Socialists’ activism in the socialist underground was also
a reaction against the pravozashchitniki and their absence of a political programme.
They interpreted the pravozashchitniki’s tactics of open activity and appeals to the
West to have left them isolated from the Soviet population, vulnerable to repression,
and to be incapable of triggering meaningful change.
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The Young Socialists considered their most immediate task to be the
publication of their samizdat journal, Varianty (Variants), which was a forum for
intellectual exploration that was aimed at developing the group’s scientific
understanding of the processes at work in Soviet society. In these years, members of
the circle became junior researchers at IMEMO, and the project received stimulus
from their access to the institute’s spetskhran (special storage section) that
contained foreign publications and white TASS. This information, which presented a
more precise picture of foreign and domestic events than was available to ordinary
Soviet citizens, enriched the Young Socialists’ perspectives. The training in
development and transition theories that the young researchers encountered in
their studies of Latin America and post-Franco Spain at IMEMO broadened their
analytical tool kit to develop comparative perspectives for Soviet development. The
worldviews of the circle were also developed through their interactions with senior
researchers at IMEMO including Kiva Maidanik, Marat Cheshkov, Viktor Sheinis and
Georgii Mirskii and the famed dissident historians, Mikhail Gefter and Roy
Medvedev. These shestidesiatniki intellectuals communicated elements of their lived
experience, and passed on contacts, knowledge and aspects of their generation’s
intellectual heritage to the young dissidents. This assortment of intellectual
influences and personal connections all played a role in contributing to the
maturation of the Young Socialists’ worldview over the years of the circle’s dissident
activities. But paradoxically, as their perspectives sharpened, the circle’s
revolutionary romanticism, which had been a key force for powering their activities,
was dampened and their hopes that conditions for reform would emerge continued
to fade.

The Circle of the Young Socialists: Beginnings,
Dissident Practices, and Community.
In the summer of 1977, a year after their graduation, at the initiative of the
circle’s nucleus, Fadin and Kudiukin, the group transformed from a critical-minded
company of friends who knew each other through their studies in the Historical
Faculty at MGU into a dissident circle. The circle’s network broadened and the core
began to adopt new functions. The immediate spark that ignited the transition to
underground activity was a likely KGB provocation in the form of Fadin and
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Kudiukin’s newfound acquaintance from Voronezh, Vladimir Budkov,273 who had
been introduced to the pair by the former TMEFP member, Oleg Aleksandrov.274 The
closed KGB archives have limited understandings of the role and scale of activities of
informers in the Moscow-based dissident movement, which leaves this suspicion
unconfirmed. In his observations of the Soviet Union in the 1970s, Western
journalist, Hedrick Smith noted the concern expressed by his intellectual
acquaintances about the presence of informers within their social circles, and the
cautious attitude that coloured their social interactions with less familiar people,
which suggested the existence of informers was perceived as a regular fact of life.275
But Fadin and Kudiukin, limited by inexperience and emboldened by their critical
outlooks, eagerly responded to Budkov’s encouragement. He appealed to the
incautious young graduates’ intellectual vanity and persuaded them of the
momentum their ideas would acquire when broadcast in written form to a wider
audience, and schooled the pair in conspiracy tactics and counter surveillance
techniques.276 In contrast to many Soviet youth, who consciously retreated into
smaller communities of private discussion to explore interests that were rarely
political, Kudiukin recalled the duo’s desire for their ideas to reach a broader public:
We could discuss our ideas, our hopes, our hesitations about the Soviet
reality in very close friends’ circles…These conversations in closed
circles might be quite endless – until the end of the Soviet Union…But
it was a push for more dangerous activities... It was some feeling of
necessity to do something. And when we prepared the first issue of
Varianty [in autumn 1977] and it circulated, we also began to search
within a wider community. 277

Among the circle there was later speculation after their arrests that Budkov was in
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The two leaders’ search for other members to participate in the inner circle
occurred over the coming months. Their decision to find participants outside of their
MGU circle of friends reflected the duo’s desire to collaborate with other young
intellectuals who shared their orientation and commitment. Their MGU friends from
room 242, who were part of Varianty’s readership and were later witnesses in the
criminal case, were part of the wider circle and maintained close personal relations.
However, they were distanced from the heart of Fadin and Kudiukin’s dissident
endeavours due to differences in views and lack of interest in underground activities.

Andrei Fadin, likely late-1980s (Moscow Memorial).

Pavel Kudiukin, July 1981 (Facebook).
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The inner circle first expanded in January 1978 when Fadin was introduced
through a school friend, Andrei Kaplin, whose father was the Soviet ambassador to
Ireland, to the mining engineer, Mikhail Germanovich Rivkin (b. 1954). Rivkin was
told by Kaplin that Fadin had the bold intention to “attempt to organise in the
country a deep conspiratorial underground organisation of opposition.”278 He later
recounted that he had been searching for an active human rights-oriented
organisation to join, but had been unable to make contact. Rivkin did not share
Fadin’s socialist views, but was struck by the desire to translate his feelings of
opposition to the Soviet system into action.279 In their first meeting, Rivkin recalled
Fadin’s bursts of radicalism that gave the impression that, “He was ready to go to the
barricades with whoever wanted to follow him.”280 The sense of immediacy of action
that Rivkin gleaned from Fadin’s revolutionary rhetoric attracted him into the
circle’s orbit. Rivkin remembered, “By that time, I was already tired of chatter.”281
Kitchen talk that was critical of the regime was a regular feature of conversation
within companies of elite youth in Moscow in the 1970s, but it was almost always
uttered without any further intent.282 Among Donald Raleigh’s Moscow based baby
boomers, most reported sympathy for the dissident movement, but were never
driven to participate themselves.283 By contrast, Rivkin had strongly admired the
dissidents from an early age. He remembered, “It seemed to me that this was some
kind of ‘Order of the sons of the light’ and to join it was the highest honour and
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happiness.”284 He reserved particular adoration for Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn whose
acts of public opposition, rather than his literary publications made an impression
on him. Rivkin had been fifteen years old when he first heard a foreign radio
broadcast of Solzhenitsyn’s open letter on the occasion of his expulsion from the
Union of Soviet Writers. He recalled, “[It was] like hearing a favourite poem as he
repeated the lines of the letter: ‘The blind are leading the blind,’ ‘Your watches are
behind the times.’”285 The dissidents’ defiance contrasted with the inaction that
Rivkin saw in everyday life. Into adulthood he observed that despite the critical
attitudes of his elite friends and family, they would continue to live the “normal” lives
of the Soviet intelligentsia – his friends would pursue careers and find success within
the system, and in time would occupy the position of their parents.286
Rivkin’s generation had characteristically turned to self-interest rather than
self-sacrifice in the name of public, societal goals.287 The Washington Post
correspondent who was stationed in Moscow in the 1970s, Robert G. Kaiser,
similarly observed that Soviet intellectuals were frequently focused on the pursuit
of individual interests that enriched their private lives, while those who considered
the need for changes to the political system were usually convinced that protests
were doomed to failure, which made Rivkin’s outlook truly exceptional.288 Because
Rivkin was neither a socialist, nor a writer, he did not contribute to the Young
Socialists’ intellectual work, but was a driving force behind the practical tasks of the
circle: the conspiratorial training of new members and the facilitation of samizdat
exchanges and clandestine communication.289
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The next recruits to the inner circle occurred in the summer. Fadin was at a
birthday party of a friend from his first year at MGU when he was enrolled in the
evening course. At the party, a fellow guest, Lena, asked him conspiratorially if he
was “doing business” and shared with him that she had some friends that were doing
the same. 290 Through this connection, the Kudiukin and Fadin met Iurii Leonidovich
Khavkhin (b. 1949) and Vladimir Nikolaevich Chernetskii (b. 1950) in a clandestine
meeting in the countryside where the young people exchanged views and realised
that they were in step. Chernetskii and Khavkin, both scientific researchers at
Moscow institutes, were school friends, who held right-social democrat views.291

Left to right: Alena Chernetskaia, Vladimir Chernetskii, Viktor Davidov, Iurii
Voronin and Marina Voronina not long after Chernetskii’s release from
Lefortovo in 1983 (Facebook).
The inner circle was joined in autumn 1978 by the younger Russian Institute
of Theatrical Art (GITIS) student, Boris Iul’evich Kagarlitskii (b. 1958). He was
engaged in his own search for people who shared his oppositional socialist outlook,
when he was introduced to the group by a member of the outer circle, Fadin’s friend
290
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from the MGU Historical Faculty, Aleksei Sobchenko.292 Kagarlitskii and Sobchenko
had met through their mutual acquaintance, Viktor Miziano, who was a student of
the MGU Historical Faculty and the grandson of one of the founders of the PCI that
had found refuge in Moscow in the 1920s.293 Kagarlitskii was from an elite
intelligentsia family: his father was a theatre critic and H.G. Wells specialist, who
taught as a professor at GITIS, while his mother was a translator of classical English
literature.294 Boris grew up speaking English in an environment where the wellknown British theatre directors, Peter Brooke and Trevor Nunn, were guests when
they were in Moscow. The neo-Leninist kitchen table introspections of his parents
and their shestidesiatniki friends about how the full potential of socialism could be
realised in the Soviet Union had a strong influence on him.295 The leftism of this
generation was transferred to the younger Kagarlitskii and parsed with the Western
neo-Marxist influences that he sought out to expand his analytical worldview. The
potency of his leftist views caused him to view the dissident movement’s turn away
from socialism with a critical eye. From the distance of Perestroika, he confided to a
Western leftist journalist:
I was not attracted to the dissidents. I respect Sakharov, for example,
very much, but he made declarations in the 1970s that seemed to
justify the United States policy in Vietnam and this made me very
angry. Solzhenitsyn began to express his reactionary views and this
also disgusted...[me]. There was a contempt for democracy and
enlightenment in his ideas that was reminiscent of the Party
ideologists.296
The members of the inner circle, Fadin, Kudiukin, Rivkin, Kagarlitskii,
Chernetskii and Khavkin, who were all later imprisoned in Lefortovo, were the
editors and most active contributors to the group’s theoretical samizdat journal,
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Varianty, and their popular-propaganda samizdat journal Levyi povorot. They were
also the driving force behind other initiatives such as the recruitment of members
and development of contacts, the Young Socialists’ appeals to Solidarnosc and the
Italian Communist Party, and the intention to create the Organising Committee for
the Federation of Democratic Forces of a Socialist Orientation. The outer circle
contributed to the content, preparation and distribution of the group’s samizdat
journals as well as being their readers, and discussed ideas and exchanged other
samizdat with the circle both in conspiratorial and everyday settings. The circle was
concentrated in Moscow, but its reach stretched to young historians in Minsk and
Petrozavodsk – locales which will be featured in the upcoming chapters.
The inner circle and members of the outer circle, who were mainly young
intellectuals associated with the History Faculty of MGU or IMEMO, devoted
considerable

time

to

training

in

underground

practices,

though

the

compartmentalisation of contacts and knowledge, which was central to the
conspiracy, was complicated by co-conspirators often already knowing each other
through regular social networks. The circle’s underground methods also extended to
the use of fake names between members of the circle who were not already known
to each other, the invention of cover stories for purely underground associations,
and codes for meeting times and places.297 They also practiced counter surveillance
exercises against the KGB by tailing each other and challenging the followed
individual to escape their surveillance.298 A snapshot of how this conspiracy
functioned in practice was illustrated by Vladimir Valerianovich Pribylovskii (b.
1956), a member of the outer circle, who shared the group’s socialist orientation and
participated in the circle’s activities to further his interest in fuelling samizdat
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reading and distribution.299 He contributed to Varianty, and reproduced the group’s
samizdat and distributed it at MGU,300 where he was a historical faculty student and
keen archaeologist with a samizdat library located in his dorm room.301

The MGU historical faculty students, Igor Torbakov (left), Vladimir
Pribylovskii (centre) and Anatolii Kopeikin (right) at the end of 1982 or early
1983 – Pribylovskii and Kopeikin were both members of the outer circle of the
Young Socialists (Facebook)
Pribylovskii’s “underground” contacts in the inner circle included
Kagarlitskii, who using the invented name Volodia briefed him on conspiratorial
techniques. His second “underground” contact was Rivkin, where the two had a
standing appointment at the statue of a man with a grenade at Kresnopresnenskaia
metro twice monthly to exchange samizdat.302 Pribylovskii’s friend Sobchenko
punctured the conspiracy and exposed its ordinariness to him when he informed him
that his MGU course mates, Vladimir Vediushkin and Nadin Kevorkova, were also
involved, and Kudiukin, who he knew as a former fellow member of the faculty’s film
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club, was their leader.303 This “double life” of conspiracy amid the normality of
everyday routine was part of their lived experience of dissent, which was closely
incorporated into the circle’s participants’ everyday lives at MGU and IMEMO.
The most important source for the dissident activities of the Young Socialists
and their underground format was the elite intellectual milieu the group inhabited,
which granted access to the economic and cultural resources that stimulated their
ideas and eased their rebellion.304 Youth from less privileged backgrounds, and
especially those from the provinces, were less likely to step out of line for fear of
losing the momentum of upward mobility to destinations that the elite took for
granted.305 As a professor in the similar environment of MGIMO, Georgii Mirskii
observed the ease which accompanied the young elite, where “the offspring of Soviet
nobles openly reached out to everything American – from rock music, slang,
demeanour to ‘glad rags’ – how they easily told anti-Soviet jokes and listened to the
songs of Galich and Vysotskii.”306 While the circle of the Young Socialists and their
acquaintances were not moved in the same way by the Western popular culture that
captured the imagination of many of their peers, they shared their carefree
confidence in their own cleverness and critical-minded daring. This was what
enabled the wider network of friends and acquaintances to push their risk-taking
friends in Fadin and Kudiukin’s direction, which was a precondition for the circle
taking shape. This was accompanied by the inner circle’s assurance of their own
intellect, which was a powerful force for convincing them that their ideas would find
wider resonance. The members of outer circle were more likely to be attracted by
the principles of friendship and the intellectual engagement brought by samizdat
exchange and discussion.
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The experience of the circle demonstrates that there was more direct
engagement with socialist ideas among the last Soviet generation than was
previously considered by scholars. The circle’s existence brings to light the presence
of pockets of political activity in an unlikely place. The group contained more than a
few “golden youth,” a pejorative label in Soviet society for the children of the elite,
who pursued a Bohemian lifestyle while benefiting from their families’ privileges
and connections.307 This affluent cohort played an outsize role in the transmission
of foreign influenced trends in the university setting.308 However, golden youth were
almost never interested in politics, which set the group apart from their peers, who
were more often characterised by their enthusiastic consumption of Western
cultural products as was observed by Mirskii above. It also distinguishes them from
conceptions of the last Soviet generation, which were popularised by Aleksei
Yurchak, where this generation was characterised by its disengagement from
socialism, and its members’ pursuit of non-political escapist interests and
lifestyles.309 By contrast, the circle of the Young Socialists were driven by their
sustained commitment to socialist ideas and political interests demonstrated by
their enthusiastic reading and reproduction of political samizdat texts.
The decision to establish conspiratorial measures may be understood in the
context of the young people’s desire to safeguard the professional futures that their
elite status promised. At the same time, the move to conspiracy placed them within
a longstanding revolutionary tradition, which was romanticised by the state itself
through its celebration of the Bolshevik legacy,310 and was a continuation of the
underground socialist circles of the Thaw that the group admired.311 Moreover, they
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had observed the severe sentences of prison and exile levelled at the publicly active
dissidents throughout the 1970s. Their calculations of the state’s response, for which
the parameters were well-established by the late-1970s, influenced the group’s
selection of its activities. One of the main acts that socialist dissident circles carried
out in the 1950s and 1960s was the distribution in public spaces of oppositional
leaflets that aimed to win wider support for their ideas.312 These groups were
harshly repressed by the KGB typically after a few months of existence, whereas the
Young Socialists evaded arrest for five years. The circle stopped short of such actions,
partially as they believed the conditions did not yet exist for these initiatives to find
support among the working class, and also because they accurately predicted that
they contained a high likelihood of detection and arrest.313 The KGB largely regarded
samizdat to be an undesirable phenomenon, but one which was contained to the
intelligentsia,314 while attempts to reach the wider Soviet public through leaflet
distributions provoked concerted reaction. The glamour of the underground and the
selection of activities that contained lower calculated risk helped to maintain the
fiction that what they were doing would not be regarded as seriously anti-Soviet by
the state, and contributed to the group’s unfounded belief that they had limited the
risks of their activities.
The format of a socialist underground circle was remote from the more visible
trends taking place in the dissident movement in Moscow in the late-1970s. In
response to the appearance of the humanitarian articles of the Final Act of the
Helsinki Accords in Soviet newspapers, the pravozashchitniki reorganised to form
the Moscow Helsinki Watch Group in 1976, which monitored and publicised Soviet
human rights violations.315 This was a continuation of the spiritual journey that this
generation of dissidents had travelled in the wake of the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia, which had led to their abandonment of socialist ideals and the
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embrace of the moral code of human rights.316 A different path was taken by Russian
nationalists, who were a growing movement in many different spheres of Soviet
society the late-1970s. The dissident adherents of Russian nationalism, whose
spiritual leader was Solzhenitsyn, with tones of authoritarianism regarded the
return to traditional forms of ruralised Russian culture and the renewal of faith in
Orthodox Christianity to be the balm for the ills facing Soviet society.317 In the late1970s the dissident groupings of Russian nationalists were in the throes of a
religious revival whose most visible centre was the Christian Committee for the
Defence of Believers’ Rights in the USSR.318 While these larger movements had
turned away from socialist influences, a development in the late-1970s that has not
yet received much attention in the historiography of dissent, was the emergence of
groups that focused on workers’ rights and labour violations and aspired to form
Soviet independent trade unions.319 The most well-known of these organisations, the
Free Inter-Professional Association of Workers (SMOT) was formed in October 1978
at the same time as the Young Socialists were entering into dissident activities.320
SMOT aimed to fulfil similar functions to the successful example of the Workers’
Defence Committee (KOR) in Poland, which had been established two years earlier,
through the provision of legal, moral and financial help to its members, though due
to repression and its limited network, these aspirations remained unfulfilled. 321 Its
main activity was the publication of a bulletin that reported on socioeconomic issues
such as workers’ rights violations, food shortages and rationing, police abuses, and
elite privileges and corruption, and later dedicated attention to the rise of
Solidarnosc.322 Among its founding members, who were mainly intellectuals, was the
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lawyer Vsevolod Kuvakin, who had contact with the Young Socialists through
Kagarlitskii.323
In the autumn of 1978, Kuvakin requested the group to document their own
understanding of the most immediate tasks that faced intellectuals who were
attempting to create a successful worker-intellectual alliance. Kudiukin responded
to this call and authored a program that was an early expression of the Young
Socialists’ ideas.324 Kudiukin’s analysis reflected his perceptions of the difficulties
that Soviet conditions posed for the creation of a workers’ movement. He understood
the initial challenge to be the workers’ own lack of understanding of their class as a
subject of historical action, which required their self-education and the intervention
and education of workers by intellectuals, and this needed to be linked to the broader
goal of the democratisation of society.325 He attributed the workers’ own absence of
activity in the late-1970s to the lack of an existing tradition of a Soviet labour
movement that had exacted concessions from the state. This was related to what he
perceived to be the second challenge, which was the repressive apparatus of the
state where, “any active form of struggle, even for particular demands, leads to a total
collision with the full power of the system,” which was on display in Novocherkassk
in 1962, and continued to limit prospects for independent activity to the present
day.326 Kudiukin proposed three courses of action: workers’ struggle for the
democratisation of official trade unions, the formation of committees from below
that would negotiate their legality and attach themselves to the official trade unions,
and the creation of illegal or semi-legal trade unions. While the Young Socialists had
identified the working class as a force within Soviet society that had the potential to
mobilise into a broad movement for reform, the missing link was how to reach the
workers themselves in the context of their own disinterest, and the mechanisms of
repression in place that prevented making contact. The group anticipated an
approaching economic crisis in the Soviet Union that would be accompanied by mass
323
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social unrest, which they considered would create the conditions to establish contact
with the workers, 327 but it had not yet arrived.
In these circumstances, the Young Socialists instead concentrated their
practical efforts on the publication of their samizdat journal, Varianty (1977-1982).
Rivkin later outlined its intended purpose:
As a result of the exchange of views through the almanac – theoretical
elaboration, as a result of some kind of debate, discussion, we would
already have had a solid theoretical base on which we would be able
to build a scientific program, not just a cry of the soul, but a scientific,
well-grounded program. This was a matter for the distant future. This
was understood as the final phase of work.328
The journal was an annually produced professionally stitched and interlaced
leatherette notebook of approximately 100-150 pages per issue.329 The circle
produced six copies of each issue,330 which were created according to the typical
samizdat practice of one round of typing with six thin tissue papers inserted into the
typewriter to produce six copies of the same page at a time.331 The main typist was
Ivanova, who produced the issues on her own fancy East German-made Erika in her
family apartment.332 She took on the task after Fadin had alarmed her with his
recklessness by initially intending to contract the work to a paid typist. Kudiukin’s
neighbour, Ida Fridliand and Kudiukin’s younger sister, Maria, who was an MGU
History Faculty student in those years were also typists.333 Over the life of the circle,
four issues were produced. Two more issues reached preparatory stages, but the
first, which addressed problems of culture, was destroyed by the group in 1980 in
advance of an expected search, and the second, which was to be the fifth issue of
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Varianty was seized by the KGB upon the circle’s arrest. The Young Socialists
intended the small circulation of six copies per issue to be a size whose distribution
could be monitored.334 Varianty was conceptualised as an intellectual project and
stimulant for discussion whose readers were their own circle, which developed their
understanding of the processes at work in Soviet society while awaiting the
conditions through which momentum for a reform movement would build.
The Young Socialists’ secondary samizdat publication was Levyi povorot (Left
Turn) (two issues in 1979-1980) and Sotsializm i budushchee (Socialism and the
Future) (fourteen issues, 1980-1982). These were the same publication, which was
simply renamed and even continued without changing the issue sequence, in
response to the KGB’s detection of Levyi povorot.335 As a consequence of the KGB’s
interest, in January 1980 Kagarlitskii was called in for a prophylactic chat.
Prophylactic measures were an increasingly favoured tactic of the KGB to contain
dissent.336 They were designed to caution people against the “politically harmful”
nature of their actions before they escalated to a level of “criminal intent” that
necessitated arrest and imprisonment.337 Kagarlitskii was told to stop publishing
Levyi povorot. As a substantive warning measure to prevent further activity that
could attract his arrest, he was expelled from GITIS and the CPSU, which had made
him a candidate member the previous year at the age of nineteen.338 The circle
reacted by destroying the material it had prepared for the fourth issue of Varianty,339
Their monitoring turned out to be unsuccessful as during the criminal case, Kudiukin
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but when no further repercussions occurred, they resumed their activities. In his
new career as a postman, Kagarlitskii had more time to dedicate to underground
activities and renamed and resumed the samizdat journal. His continuation in the
face of a KGB warning that had already lost him his social standing may be
understood as an act of naïve misunderstanding of the logic of the KGB. Rivkin later
characterised Kagarlitskii as a person who was “rebelling with a party card in his
pocket.” He considered that Kagarlitskii had estimated that because he had been a
party member, he was friends with Eurocommunist figures, and he had seen how
Roy Medvedev had never suffered any persecution as a socialist dissident figure that
his case would be dealt with via internal party discipline, and he never expected
actual arrest.340

Boris Kagarlitskii, mid-1980s (Google).
As the KGB had ascertained, the initiative for Levyi povorot/Sotsializm i
budushchee came from Kagarlitskii. He conceptualised the group’s second samizdat
journal as “something more frequently issued, activist-oriented, and above all,
popular.”341 These journals were more propagandistically focused and simply
written, though they remained restricted to circulation amongst the intelligentsia.
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Visually, they were minimalist in appearance, typewritten and varyingly single and
double-spaced on tissue paper. By 1982 between all of the issues of both journals,
approximately one hundred copies existed.342 According to Western reporting of the
prosecution’s case against the Young Socialists, by April 1982 copies of the journals
had been found in Leningrad, Kiev, Smolensk and Petrozavodsk as well as in
Moscow.343 At the beginning of the 1980s, Pribylovskii wrote a review of Levyi
povorot/Sotsializm i budushchee that was intended for publication in Varianty, which
established and differentiated between some of the perspectives that were
contained within both publications. Pribylovskii’s commentary praised Levyi
povorot/Sotsializm i budushchee’s propagandistic intent to reach a broader public,
while at the same time criticising its staunch leftism (“Is it worth it… to compete with
Pravda in a common critique of American imperialism?”) and limiting sectarian
vocabulary.344 His review illuminated some of the features of socialism were
attractive to the Young Socialists, as well as their perspective of the nature of its
reformist potential:
It is hard to object to socialist ideas of economic collectivism, justice
and political equality, or indeed to the theory of class struggle…if in
general any reforms in our country are possible, then in the
foreseeable future they are only conceivable within the framework of
IDEOLOGY. If we understand ideology…[to be] genuine Marxism, a
system of positive political and economic viewpoints worthy of
discussion. Marxist collectivism itself does not contradict either
democracy or economic efficiency.345
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Above all, Pribylovskii’s analysis underscored that the group’s orientation was
attached to their conviction that socialism was organic to Soviet society, and that it
was the only ideological banner under which the public could be rallied towards
widespread support for democratisation:
It is precisely a program in socialist colours that has or could have
some chances of public sympathy; more so than any other program.
The immediate task now is to win the support of the “silent majority,”
even if this support is, in the first instance, passive…Our population is
used to thinking in Marxist categories…The rejection of the capitalist
system is a characteristic feature of the worldview of the Soviet citizen.
Anti-socialist propaganda is futile.346
But Pribylovskii shared the calculations of the other Young Socialists that the
conditions for the path to reform that was propagated in Levyi povorot/Sotsializm i
budushchee did not yet exist in Soviet society:
While [Varianty’s] editors do not rule out any potential path or form of
renewal, at the forefront of their system of priorities is the basic idea,
“REFORM FROM ABOVE UNDER PRESSURE FROM BELOW.” This is an
irrefutable thesis, although frankly it is unlikely that it will soon
become a social reality.347
This statement captured the tension that was at the heart of the Young Socialists’
activities,

which

would

become

more

pronounced

over

time.

Levyi

povorot/Sotsializm i budushchee was an outlet for the Young Socialists’ youthful
enthusiasm and revolutionary romanticism. But this mood was out of sync with the
group’s own analysis of Soviet society, where they did not foresee real prospects for
their dissident activities until broader economic and social crises developed.
The lack of practical application for the agitprop contained in Levyi
povorot/Sotsializm i budushchee accounted for why so few members of the circle
participated in this secondary project. Kudiukin and Kagarlitskii were the sole
authors of Levyi povorot, and Kudiukin typed the original copies of the issues. The
first issue of the journal was typed by Kudiukin in Kagarlitskii’s apartment when his
parents were out of town, and the second was typed in Kudiukin’s apartment.
Kagarlitskii was responsible for producing Sotsializm i budushchee.348 Sotsializm i
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budushchee contained a lot of information on the Soviet economy, which was
communicated in conversation to Kagarlitskii by Kudiukin’s later co-worker at
IMEMO, Andrei Danilov,349 who was the son of the famous Soviet historian of
collectivisation, Viktor Danilov. The end of 1978 saw the two leaders of the newly
formed dissident circle enter IMEMO as graduate students. At IMEMO, Kudiukin and
Fadin’s network expanded to include senior researchers of the shestidesiatniki
generation, who shared valuable intellectual and experiential knowledge with them.
The group’s intellectual explorations in Varianty also received a new stimulus from
the greater levels of access Kudiukin and Fadin had to information on Soviet society
and the outside world through the institute’s spetskhran.

The Reformist Milieu of IMEMO.
In the post-Soviet era, IMEMO was popularly remembered by Soviet
intelligentsia figures as an “island of academic freedom” in the late-Soviet Union.350
It was the first research institute for foreign affairs that was opened as a result of the
Soviet Union’s renewed engagement with the outside world following the Twentieth
Party Congress amid the post-Stalin leadership’s recognition of the urgent need for
new expertise in foreign affairs.351 IMEMO was a resurrection of the interwar
Institute of World Economy and World Politics (IMKhMP) that had been closed in
1947. Under the directorship of Hungarian born economist Evgenii Varga, IMKhMP
had provided Stalin with cautious prognoses on the fate of the capitalist economies
during the years of the Great Depression that contrasted with the louder ideological
narrative of impending capitalist collapse, and remarkably drew on the thinking of
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American economists even in the climate of ideological dogmatism and Soviet
international isolation of the 1930s.352 According to Kyung Deok Roh, the institute
had played an important role in providing expert economic knowledge that informed
Stalin’s foreign policy thinking, and its closure at the beginning of the Cold War was
not the result of the Soviet leader turning against the institute’s theoretical
perspectives as had been erroneously assumed by earlier historiography. Instead,
the closure occurred within the broader Soviet domestic context in the 1940s of
Russian nationalism, Soviet patriotism, generational rivalry and anti-foreign feeling.
This atmosphere drove Andrei Zhdanov and his followers to target the institute
because of its “cadre problem,” as its researchers were largely of the generation who
came of age before the revolution and were foreign born or educated abroad.353 In
these late Stalinist years, the expert knowledge produced by the institute’s
researchers became collateral damage of the anti-cosmopolitan campaign.
The impulses of isolationism and suspicion of the outside world, which
figured in the Zhdanovshchina, and active engagement in global affairs, coexisted in
the Soviet project.354 The major shift in Soviet ideological and foreign policy thinking
toward peaceful coexistence that was signalled at the Twentieth Party Congress
embodied this second trend, and created the conditions for the reestablishment of
the institute.355 A key Politburo supporter of de-Stalinisation Anastas Mikoian,356
who as Minister of Trade required expertise on foreign trade with the second and
third worlds to inform the ministry’s policy, oversaw the reorganisation of the
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institute.357 IMEMO’s first director, Anushavan Arzumanian (1956-1965), had close
ties to Mikoian, and from 1952 had worked with Varga at the Institute of Economics
of the USSR Academy of Sciences.358 Together with Varga and several former
researchers of IMKhMP as well as a younger generation of recently graduated
economists and historians, Arzumanian’s newly established IMEMO performed
policy consultancy for foreign trade before the institute expanded its focus to analyse
broader world affairs.359
During the institute’s initial years, Arzumanian navigated the dogmatic
ideological thinking that persisted in the Soviet late-1950s with the mission of
renewing the culture of the critical, evidence based Marxist analyses of foreign
affairs that had guided the output of the earlier Varga years. The institute was tasked
with providing accurate information to the International Department of the Central
Committee for the construction of Soviet foreign policy, which necessitated
researchers distancing themselves from the hostile, propaganda-influenced
understandings of the outside world that had been infused into Soviet society during
the Stalin era.

360

This evolution was a process that occurred in tandem with

Khrushchev’s limited de-Stalinisation of Soviet domestic politics that awakened a
generation of Soviet intellectuals to anti-Stalinist and reformist convictions, which
found resonance among IMEMO’s researchers. Nonetheless, the often opposing
concerns of ideologically correct thinking and the critical evaluation of global affairs
continued to factor as a challenge for the work of the institute until late Perestroika.
Tensions between the mission of the Ideological Department of the Central
Committee and IMEMO’s production of scientifically calculated information for the
International Department occasionally arose, as when its researchers predicted the
continued existence of capitalism in the year 2000 in the 1960s,361 but largely the
institute continued to submit its findings to the leadership, and pursued its research
without great problems until the affair of the Young Socialists.
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Under the institute’s second director, Nikolai Nikolaevich Inozemtsev (19661982), IMEMO was one of the primary sources of support for Brezhnev’s turn to
détente in the 1970s. In these years the institute accumulated political, social and
economic knowledge of the outside world that steadily built on the foundations of
the Thaw.362 Inozemtsev (b. 1921) was a decorated war veteran who joined the party
at the front, and was part of the idealistic frontoviki contingent that entered Soviet
higher education after the war.363 He graduated as an Americanist from the newly
established Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) in 1949,
which was a year that produced an exceptional number of the key policy advisers of
the Brezhnev period.364 Inozemtsev’s career followed a rapid upward trajectory. He
entered IMEMO in 1957 as head of the Department of International Relations, and
two years later was made deputy director of the institute.365 He was evaluated by the
leadership as highly ideologically reliable, and at forty years of age was made deputy
editor of Pravda in the final years of the Thaw.366 By 1971, he was a candidate
member of the Central Committee.367 Inozemtsev was a Soviet patriot who had
substantial experience abroad. He was a frequent traveller in Soviet scholarly and
press delegations to both the socialist countries and the West in the 1950s and
1960s, and by the late-1970s his foreign trips were most frequently as a
representative of the Supreme Soviet to conduct relations with governmental
representatives or foreign socialist and communist parties.368
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Inozemtsev’s career had reached the heights of what was possible for a
liberal scholar in the political establishment of the Brezhnev era.369 As a personal
advisor and speech writer for Brezhnev, Inozemtsev was well-versed in the political
culture of the top Soviet leadership and was privy to information that presented an
overall picture of the state of the country. According to Margarita Maksimova, Head
of the Department of External Economic Problems of Capitalism at IMEMO in these
years and Inozemtsev’s wife, Inozemtsev’s familiarity with the Politburo leaders led
him to consider Brezhnev as far from the worst possibility for the top position, a
perception was determined by his strong support for Brezhnev’s commitment to
détente, and his awareness of the hard-line tendencies within the leadership that
Brezhnev kept in check.370 In the final Brezhnev years, Inozemtsev’s high political
status afforded him a front row seat to observe the aging Politburo’s stubborn
inability to face the mounting problems in the country. An entry of Anatolii
Cherniaev’s diary in 1980 documented Inozemtsev’s exasperation at the Politburo’s
unwillingness to accept uncomfortable facts in their response to a draft of
Brezhnev’s report on the 1981 plan to the Central Committee plenum, which
Inozemtsev had prepared together with the other high-ranking liberals, Georgii
Arbatov and Aleksandr Bovin. The speechwriters did not gloss over the realities of
the food problem and the decline in agriculture with the usual platitudes of victories.
For the first time in thirteen years, Brezhnev categorically rejected the text, and
passed on his views to the Politburo members that he could get on the telephone,
who returned their copies of the draft with the critical remarks crossed out and
insertions of “Komsomol style enthusiasm for grandiose achievements.” At the
plenum Inozemtsev complained quietly to his sympathetic colleague, Cherniaev,
“They cut off our balls.”371 Despite Inozemtsev’s high-ranking status, he had
negligible success in the communications of his perspectives to the leadership on the
declining domestic and international situation that the Soviet Union was facing at the
beginning of the 1980s. This was echoed by the broader failure of IMEMO and the
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other research institutes that provided foreign policy recommendations to influence
the leadership to alter the hard-line course it pursued in Afghanistan and Poland.372

Nikolai Inozemtsev (Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences).
Inozemtsev’s biography was a representative portrait of the broader cohort
of Soviet liberals who had risen to the highest levels of the party and academic
establishment in the Brezhnev years. This group owed its success in the system to
the onset of de-Stalinisation and the state’s demand for educated specialists to
contribute to the managing of relations with the outside world.373 These Soviet
liberals had developed faith in the theories of Marxism-Leninism and the reformist
potential of Soviet socialism in their youth, when this was a widely held view among
their intelligentsia peers during the Thaw. Their convictions persisted into the early1980s, despite the fact that by these years these beliefs no longer possessed a
commanding influence in the Soviet intelligentsia, nor were they popular within the
upper reaches of the establishment. But their journey through party and state
institutions had led to the understanding that the post-Stalin era portended
increasing complexities for the governance of the Soviet economy and society. They
were convinced that their role as carriers of Marxist Leninist ideas and their practical
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experience could help the country to face these challenges.374 In his evaluation of
Inozemtsev’s life, the Director of ISKAN and a fellow Soviet liberal, Georgii Arbatov,
explained the cohort’s perception of their own role in the system:
[The outlook of the high-ranking Soviet liberal was to] to understand
and accept the “rules of the game,” penetrate the system, and rise in it
as high as possible so as to try and influence its evolution from inside,
gradually changing the vector of movement, putting the brakes on the
negative impulses and promoting all that was positive and
innovative.375
These high level officials were in a position to intercede in disputes in the cultural
and academic spheres. They acted as patrons for the cultural Left at the Taganka
theatre when it was under fire in 1968, and found shelter for critical-minded
intellectuals in their institutes.376 In the foreign policy sphere, they used their expert
stances to promote the course of détente. At the same time, they acted cannily with
awareness of the limitations of their power and the boundaries for the expression of
critical attitudes. Broadly, they tried to humanise the system and to increase its
efficiency as far as their limited influence could reach. These high-ranking liberals
rejected the need for the party’s tight ideological controls, and the rigid attitudes and
dogmatic approach of the leadership, but they fully accepted the legitimacy of the
system.377 Historians have conclusively argued that this highly placed cohort
constituted the “backstory” of Perestroika,378 whose presence in the establishment
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provided the support for Gorbachev’s reforms.379 But in the final years of the
Brezhnev era when the country had reached a state of visible decline, the Soviet
liberals’ two decades of hopes for a return to the course of the Twentieth Party
Congress remained unrealised. The early-1980s, when the outlines of Perestroika
were far from visible, constituted dismal years for this group, and none more so than
Inozemtsev.
IMEMO was one of the “oases” identified by Vladislav Zubok where critical
intellectuals could find a haven populated by like-minded individuals within state
structures,380 which continued to function in part due to Inozemtsev’s role as a
moderator between IMEMO researchers’ critical output and the more conservative
tendencies of the leadership. What contributed to the preservation of this milieu
until the case of the Young Socialists was its inhabitants’ understanding of its limits,
and their own active measures to quell any potentially dissenting actions and remain
within accepted boundaries. Most researchers cautiously manoeuvred within the
sphere of autonomy allotted to them, and guarded against any behaviour by
colleagues that overstepped the perceived permitted boundaries for fear that the
negative attention of the authorities could usurp this limited freedom even further.
In line with these practices, Inozemtsev oversaw the institute according to a
“gentlemen’s agreement,”381 as it was described by Petr Cherkasov, the institute’s
official historian, where researchers understood a freethinking atmosphere was able
to prevail without interference from outside conservative elements, insofar as they
did not engage in “reckless behaviour,” which Inozemtsev personally monitored and
cautioned. This behaviour took the form of such activities as unauthorised meetings
with foreigners,382 and extended to the research produced by the institute. German
Diligenskii, who headed the Department of the Socio-political Problems of Capitalism
that Kudiukin worked for, and was forced to leave IMEMO for the IMRD in the wake
of the affair of the Young Socialists, recalled Inozemtsev’s cautious attitude to
contentious findings. In one memorable episode, Inozemtsev criticised Diligenskii’s
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group for not seriously addressing the issues of the international communist
movement in their research. The researchers responded by putting together an
entire monograph, which Inozemtsev received enthusiastically, and then
permanently locked in a safe due to his concerns that “they wouldn’t be able to accept
it.”383 These actions prioritised the preservation of pockets of liberalism at the
expense of attempting to enlarge them for fear of losing them altogether, and they
acted as a self-censoring stopgap against the development of dissent or any
challenges to the authorities from their ranks.
During his later KGB interrogation, in contrast to Inozemtsev’s careful
perception of the fragility of the institute’s freedom, Kudiukin characterised IMEMO
as an environment where samizdat could be fearlessly offered to ninety percent of
the institute’s researchers.384 Inozemtsev’s accountability to the leadership from the
top of the institute was remote from the everyday of these young dissident-minded
researchers, who were far less attuned to the strength of the KGB and the party’s
conservative forces. The Young Socialists found employment at IMEMO through the
intelligentsia connections they had formed during their studies at MGU, which was
characteristic of the primacy of contacts and social networks for status mobility in
late Soviet society. Tatiana Vorozheikina was invited to IMEMO by Kiva Maidanik,
who had supervised her diploma thesis, and entered the graduate school of IMEMO
directly in the graduate distribution from MGU in 1977.385 Andrei Fadin arrived one
year later after an invitation from Maidanik with Vorozheikina’s recommendation.386
According to the best traditions of blat, Ivanova was accepted to IMEMO on the merit
that her mother was Inozemtsev’s secretary.387 Konstantin Baranovskii and Oleg
Kudriavtsev, who were course mates of the group in the historical faculty at MGU
and later part of the wider dissident circle of the Young Socialists, were already at
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IMEMO when they told Kudiukin in the spring of 1978 that Diligenskii’s department
was looking for an aspirant to research the Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party.
Kudiukin passed the entrance exam and was interviewed by Petr Cherkasov and
Andrei Klimov, who were acting as representatives for the IMEMO graduate school
admissions. Klimov had been Kudiukin’s third year professor of political economy at
MGU, who had praised Kudiukin’s paper on workers’ participation in the
management of self-government at an MGU student conference, and had
sympathetically inquired to him about Dolutskii in the wake of the wall newspaper
affair.388
The Young Socialists encountered an intellectual haven at IMEMO whose
exceptional status was bolstered by access to restricted information on the Soviet
Union and the outside world. The years of détente were accompanied by an increase
in the international affairs research institutes’ subscriptions to foreign scholarly
journals and international media publications, holdings of specialist Western
literature, and the distribution of white TASS reportage, which all presented a more
precise picture of foreign and domestic events for researchers than had been
available to previous Soviet generations of scholars.389 In their everyday research
duties, the Young Socialists had access to these resources with their permits for
spetskhran, the restricted room in the IMEMO library.390 The hierarchised control of
information was an aspect of Soviet life that was keenly observed by Western
correspondents. In his account of the Soviet Union in the 1970s, Hedrick Smith
described the classifications of news bulletins that were distributed to different
groups in Soviet society. These included red TASS that contained extremely sensitive
reporting which was intended for the highest levels of the party and government.
One level below was white TASS, which was available to IMEMO researchers as well
as government ministries and party headquarters. It included more comprehensive
Soviet and foreign accounts of global and domestic affairs than regular blue and
green TASS media reporting for the Soviet general public, which was affected to a
greater degree by propaganda influenced narratives and censorship.391 According to
post-Soviet recollections of employees of the Central Committee, white TASS
388
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extended to articles from the foreign press that reported negatively about the actions
of the Soviet Union and its leadership.392 The contributors to Varianty absorbed the
wider range of information that they encountered within spetskhran and everyday
conversations at IMEMO, and incorporated it into their own thinking when they
wrote their samizdat articles, though they did not copy and include statistics or
quotations from these materials. The exception was occasions when they translated
documents for circulation and discussion, but not for wider dissemination in
Varianty.393 But the cumulative effect of this increased access to information was the
stimulation of the young researchers’ intellectual creativity, and it provided sources
for the verification and maturation of their dissenting socialist worldviews.
The opportunities at IMEMO for access to foreign publications that offered
alternative reporting, interpretations and analysis, which differed from Soviet
narratives of domestic and foreign affairs, introduced other perspectives that added
complexity to the young researchers’ worldviews. Olga Iur’evna Ivanova (later
Fadina) (b. 1953) worked in IMEMO’s Department of Information where she
assembled the institute’s reference collection for the French left-wing parties,
including the then-Eurocommunist Parti Communiste Français (PCF).394 She had
attended an elite magnet school on Kutuzovskii Prospekt that trained its students
intensively

in

English,

where

the

other

pupils

included

Brezhnev’s

granddaughters.395 According to Ivanova’s recollections, some of its teachers were
the wives of former Soviet ambassadors to English speaking countries, who brought
toys, books and other materials from the West to their classes.396 Ivanova’s father
had studied with Inozemtsev at MGIMO and in the final years of his career was the
dean of the faculty of English languages at the Maurice Thorez Institute of Foreign
Languages (Thorez Institute) before he passed away in Ivanova’s childhood.
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Afterwards, her father’s friends had helped her mother to find work and eventually
she was appointed as Inozemtsev’s secretary. This had negative repercussions for
the director after the Young Socialists’ arrests, when it was discovered that Varianty
had been typed on a machine that was registered to Inozemtsev’s own office.397

Olga Ivanova, early-1980s (Facebook).
A graduate of the Thorez Institute, Ivanova had initially intended to pursue
postgraduate research in philology and literary studies, but the experience of writing
her diploma thesis on Walt Whitman dissuaded her because she felt ideology had
thoroughly permeated independent analysis in this field. Ivanova related, “You were
not allowed to come up with any of your own ideas…You had to repeat some very
accepted…orthodox ideas about the socialist realist approach.”398 Instead she was
drawn to IMEMO as a result of its intellectually exciting environment, which she had
first witnessed firsthand when she performed interpreting duties at an IMEMO
conference at the end of her university studies. Her background of language and
literary training confined her to the Department of Information, while she
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simultaneously read intensively to accumulate the historical and political knowledge
necessary for independent research that IMEMO’s researchers, who were typically
graduates of MGU or MGIMO had already acquired. Her position involved close
reading and translation of the French leftist media until she transferred to the
Department of Western Europe after three years as a specialist of contemporary
France,399 where she wrote a Kandidat thesis that addressed the influence of
economic conditions in De Gaulle’s France, and examined the municipal,
parliamentary and presidential elections to detect the influences of inflation,
unemployment and other local factors.400
Ivanova’s disregard for ideologically influenced analysis and her immersive
experience with foreign scholarly sources from the very beginning of her career
were attributes that were common to scholars who entered the international affairs
research institutes during détente. The increased possibilities for analysis and
understanding of the outside world that were brought by the spike in foreign
scholarly sources, which came with détente and remained in place after its collapse,
coincided with the emergence of this younger generation of scholars, who were
typically less preoccupied with incorporating ideological perspectives into their
research than their elders. The older generation whose careers began in the late1950s often displayed a shallower understanding of the outside world as the
influence of Marxist structures of thinking and analysis induced them to search for
evidence that supported their preconceived notions in their research, which was a
feature of their thinking that continued into the late-Brezhnev era, although it
occurred with lesser intensity than in previous years.401 According to the
contemporarily observing political scientist, Jerry Hough, these younger scholars,
who were born in the post-war years, analysed the world with a more differentiated
outlook and often probed for local explanations for developments.402 The Young
Socialists were at the tail end of this younger generation of researchers, who have
been termed “the children of détente” by English.403
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While generation influenced the way in which Soviet scholars cast ideological
frames on the outside world in their research, it had a more complex and
multilayered significance for shaping their perspectives of their own society.
Historiographical interpretations and historical actors themselves later assessed the
scholarly environment of IMEMO to have been a milieu whose reformist impulses
overlapped with dissent in the years that the Young Socialists were at the institute.
Its inhabitants have been varyingly termed as “enlightened apparatchiks,404 figures
of “in-system dissent,”405 “within-system reformers,”406 expressions of “altruistic
intra-structural dissent,” “liberal conformists,”407, “inside dissidents,”408 and “intrasystemic dissidents.”409 These terms were most often used within narratives that
reconstructed the processes within the establishment that contributed to the origins
of Perestroika, and referred to a particular grouping of shestidesiatniki, the highranking liberals who became leading political figures after 1985.
By reading backwards into the Brezhnev years of this milieu from the
outcome of Perestroika, Western scholars’ narratives privileged the perspectives of
the high-ranking liberals as a result of their prominence as historical actors in the
later period. The continued belief in the reformist potential of socialism that was
upheld by the high-ranking liberals and their active engagement with these ideals in
the late-Brezhnev era in fact placed them in the minority within their own generation
and the succeeding one in this milieu in the early-1980s. The Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia that took place more than a decade earlier had left the mark of
disillusionment in the prospects for the reform of Soviet socialism among many
other shestidesiatniki, who turned away from their earlier ideals,410 and this echoed
into the younger generation, who came of age in the aftermath of this embitterment.
404
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Dmitrii Furman, who had been a researcher at both IMRD and ISKAN in the Brezhnev
years, observed that from the early-1970s he rarely came into contact with any
Marxists, reflecting that while there had been “plenty of such people in the 1960s. In
the 1980s there was none,” and instead his acquaintances lacked any orientation, or
had evolved into Westernisers, Orthodox Christians, or in different escapist
directions.411 The common absence of belief in Marxism-Leninism, despite its
prominent role in everyday public speech, had also reached this milieu. In his postSoviet memoirs, Georgii Il’ich Mirskii (b. 1926), the Head of the Department of the
Economics and Politics of Developing Countries at IMEMO, who was later
reprimanded and demoted for his role in the affair of the Young Socialists, described
the prevailing outlook of hopelessness and cynicism that he observed among the
Soviet intelligentsia in these years:
The overwhelming majority of Soviet intellectuals were limited to
what could be called entirely pacified opposition [komnatnaia fronda].
They saw everything and understood it all, had no illusions, but
realised that “You can’t break through a wall with your forehead”… All
that remained was to adjust to this reality and to hope that within the
framework of this hateful system it was possible to live more or less
decently and with some purpose at least – to pronounce all the
necessary words while not believing in them a bit – to vote “like
everyone else,” without demonstrating any enthusiasm that would
bring feelings of shame upon yourself or to you in your family’s eyes.412
In these institutes this development was thrown into sharper relief than in other
parts of society because of the daily ideological work demanded by research on
global affairs, which took place in close proximity to the highest levels of the party,
and more importantly, they were a space where the sense of profound belief had
existed among a large proportion of researchers in earlier years. The vantage point
of Perestroika, when the values of the high-ranking liberals became inscribed in
Gorbachev’s policy agenda, obscures this wider disengagement from socialism that
already existed among many Soviet intellectuals at the end of the Brezhnev era. But
despite the cynicism that had developed to varying degrees among its researchers,
the institute maintained its reformist agenda. Cherkasov, who was a researcher at
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IMEMO from the late-1960s, placed great emphasis on the progressive nature of the
institute’s professional output, and considered the environment to be one of “liberal
conformism”:
[They] made up the overwhelming majority of the IMEMO research
staff. Regardless of their personal convictions, the liberal conformists
never spoke against the existing system, limiting themselves to more
or less cautious criticism of its “individual defects.” They saw their
mission as contributing to the improvement of “real socialism,” its
political democratisation as well as its social and economic efficiency
(through the memos, forecasts, and other analytical materials that
they sent from the institute to the CPSU Central Committee).413
Ivanova, whose hope for gradual reform remained in line with those espoused by the
high-ranking liberals in these years, recalled of her then-views, “I fully believed in
the evolution of the regime… that people like Nikolai Inozemtsev, Evgenii
Ambartsumov, Aleksandr Bovin, they are already members of the Central
Committee, they can influence Brezhnev, they can influence the authorities.”414 She
was drawn to participate in the Young Socialists’ dissident activities out of
fascination with the intellectual character of their samizdat, and was a typist of
Varianty in order to minimise her friends’ risk of KGB detection.415
The Young Socialists’ beliefs that led to their drift into illegal activity can be
partially interpreted as a reaction against the disengagement from socialism that
they encountered even within this environment. However, the greater impetus for
their activities that was derived from this setting was the opportunity to observe at
close range the lack of influence of reformist impulses at the top of the system, which
was especially present in the foreign policy decision making that ended détente.
Unlike Ivanova, the editors of Varianty expressed skepticism towards the wisdom of
the high-ranking liberals’ gradualist approach. In an interview with the French
publication, L’Alternative, in 1981 which will be explored in detail later in the
chapter, they concluded that not only did the high-ranking liberals lack the strength
to push through their desired agenda, but the system as it existed had in-built
blocking mechanisms against reform in the form of its bureaucracy:
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The timid reformist impulses “from above,” where they exist, are
countered by the inertia and conservatism of the mid-level
bureaucracy, actively exercising their right to a “bureaucratic veto,”
both when submitting information to the top, and when executing
orders that have emanated from there. This mid-level bureaucracy is
not interested in any changes towards greater rationality and
efficiency.416
The perception that the high-ranking liberals were insufficient in number and weak
in authority, and that their minimal influence was further negated by lower level
actors, was also a factor that drove the group towards dissent. Despite broadly
sharing the high-ranking liberals’ vision for the reformist evolution of the Soviet
system, the Young Socialists’ activities were a reaction against the perceived
complacency of this milieu, which did not appear to them to be capable of bringing
about reform.
IMEMO was a differentiated milieu, which contained researchers who were
to varying degrees privately cynical and held different gradients of reformist views.
In this environment, the young dissidents gravitated towards senior researchers
who shared elements of their leftist views, or were critical-minded and enjoyed
intellectually sparring with the enthusiastic young people. The senior researchers
who the Young Socialists associated with, Marat Cheshkov, Viktor Sheinis, Kiva
Maidanik, and Donald Maclean, were all figures that occupied the more critical end
of reformist views at the time they came into contact with the young researchers.
Marat Cheshkov was a former participant in the Krasnopevtsev circle of the 1950s,
a neo-Leninist dissident group that had formed in the historical faculty of MGU.
Named after its leader, the young history lecturer, Lev Krasnopevtsev, the group
initially discussed contemporary political issues and the history of Soviet
communism.417 This was during the momentous year of 1956. The group were
supporters of the Twentieth Party Congress and held critical attitudes to the Soviet
crushing of the Hungarian uprising. The following year, they distributed 300 leaflets
around MGU and on buses that called for the removal of Stalin’s accomplices from
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the leadership, the withdrawal of article 58 on counter-revolutionary crimes from
the criminal code, and demanded that workers be given the right to strike. The group
was detected by the KGB when its foreign contacts were discovered and after a
member of the group dropped a briefcase on the streets of Moscow full of the
clandestine leaflets and passers-by helped them to pick it up.418 Cheshkov was
sentenced in 1958 to eight years under article 58-10, for counter-revolutionary
agitation and propaganda, and served his sentence in a camp in the Mordovian
Republic. At the time of his arrest, he had been working at the Institute of Oriental
Studies. While in the Mordovian camps, Cheshkov continued his historical studies.
He was able to receive newspapers and journals, and had an academic supervisor.
With these resources in the camp, Cheshkov completed his candidate dissertation on
the economy of colonial Vietnam, supplemented by scholarly literature sent to him
by his friends.419 After his release on pardon in 1963, he no longer aspired towards
any dissenting activities, but was eager to continue his scholarly career. Cheshkov’s
research interests became oriented towards the Third World and the history of
science and global problems, and he found satisfaction in these pursuits at IMEMO.
In an example of an application of Inozemtsev’s “gentlemen’s agreement,” Cheshkov
was permitted to write a nominally unorthodox article whose reach would not
extend beyond the desk drawer, where he demonstrated that the Vietnamese
Communist Party had nothing to do with communism as defined by Marxist
orthodoxy.420
Cheshkov became acquainted with the Young Socialists through working in
the same department as Fadin at IMEMO. Fadin and Kudiukin were inspired by
Cheshkov’s research on the Third World and he was a reader of their samizdat. By
the mid-1970s, Cheshkov began to elaborate on a concept that he termed etakratiia,
which may be approximately understood to mean “rule by the state apparatus.”
Cheshkov used the concept of etakratiia to explain the social nature of the state
sector and modes of production in the countries of the Third World.421 The Young
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Socialists seized on this concept. In a 1980 article in their second samizdat journal,
Sotsializm i budushchee, Kagarlitskii used the term to describe the Soviet system,
“State property is used by the etakratiia for the exploitation of the working class, the
peasants and the intelligentsia… The existing system, in accordance with the
terminology, should more accurately be called not socialist, but etakratiia, or at best
transitional.”422 In the post-Soviet years, Kagarlitskii explained in greater detail that
for the Young Socialists, Cheshkov’s etakratiia captured the essence of the Soviet
system itself. It described a type of production that emerged on the border of
capitalism and non-capitalism, and was characterised by state control over property
with the simultaneous absence of public control over the state, which in fact acted as
a collective exploiter. Under this system, the bureaucracy evolved to become a “classtype community,” while the working people remained largely a declassed mass of
“producers”, deprived of power and property.423
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structures that was nominally developed to apply to non-Soviet levels of
development, but which the Young Socialists reconfigured to reference Soviet
reality, and then circulated within the dissident sphere. The academic environment
of IMEMO proved fertile ground for the Young Socialists to imbibe concepts that
described external phenomena, and then to apply them to local conditions. It also
illustrated the presence of shestidesiatniki networks within the institute and their
intellectual influence on the Young Socialists. These shestidesiatniki transmitted
their ideas to the Young Socialists, and informed them of their own generational
experience that was shaped in the Thaw. Cheshkov’s communication of his lived
experience of dissent extended to actions that he recommended to Fadin and
Kudiukin for what to do when they faced arrest. After the duo returned from prison
and came to the institute to collect their documents, they encountered Cheshkov,
who was eager to learn about the conditions of their imprisonment to compare them
to his own.424 With some irony, Kudiukin remembered, “For him, it was a kind of
possibility to remind him of his own youth.”425
Viktor Sheinis was another IMEMO researcher with a dissident past who
became a reader of the Young Socialists’ samizdat. In 1957, while a postgraduate
researcher at the Institute of Oriental Studies in Moscow, he had written a critique
of the Soviet invasion of Hungary entitled, “The Truth about Hungary” for which he
was expelled from his studies.426 He then became a metal worker for six years at
Kirov factory in Leningrad.427 His punishment was much milder than Cheshkov’s
years in the camps perhaps because Sheinis’ samizdat was burned and the ashes
flushed down the toilet in the haste of a KGB search rather than distributed on the
streets of Moscow.428 From 1964 he resumed his studies and achieved the status of
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Candidate of science at Leningrad State University (LSU) with a dissertation on the
theme of “Portuguese colonialism in Africa, economic problems of the last colonial
empire.” He taught at LSU until the mid-1970s when he was dismissed for political
unreliability. He was then invited to IMEMO. In his view, his appointment to a
prestigious research institution after his dismissal from LSU was the result of the
peculiarity of the Soviet scientific establishment that arose from the demands of the
state. He reasoned:
Our system of scientific and educational institutions fulfilled two
functions: the first one — distribution of propaganda in the communist
spirit (for example, Leningrad State University) and the second — the
investigation of real processes and transferring the gained information
to directive bodies. In other words, IMEMO was one of these centres
that had to present the real information for the Central Committee etc.
That’s why there were lots of people who were politically
unreliable.429
He arrived at IMEMO as a senior researcher one year before the Young Socialists. At
IMEMO, Sheinis studied the economic growth and social processes that were taking
place in the Third World. He was in fact critical of the use of “Third World” as a
framework for analysis, and considered it an abstraction and useless concept, as he
perceived the differences between the Third World countries to often be more
significant than the differences between the Third World and developed
countries.430 He was a contrarian and did not hold leftist views in common with the
Young Socialists, but was a friend and debater to the group, and influenced their
thinking on the Third World. Vorozheikina remembered him as a classical Soviet
liberal as he favoured the introduction of market elements into the Soviet economy
and gradual democratisation,431 who was always arguing with her Guevarist
passions.432 Sheinis was heavily critical of the arrests of Fadin and Kudiukin, and
later described the situation in a post-Soviet interview: “Two young people were
arrested, who were capable, energetic, talented young people, and they were
accused, in fact, of sympathy for Eurocommunism.” He continued, “It was no
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coincidence that our authorities were not afraid most of all of sworn enemies of
Soviet power, but the Eurocommunists, who were ideologically closest.”433
Another Eurocommunist sympathiser, Donald Maclean, also came into
contact with the Young Socialists. Maclean was part of the Cambridge Five, the group
of upper class spies who worked in highly-placed positions in the British diplomatic
service, and famously passed information to the Soviet Union from the 1930s to the
1950s. Maclean himself gave intelligence to the Soviets on the Western atomic
project while a member of the Anglo-American atomic committee, and defected to
the Soviet Union in 1951.434 Upon his arrival, he spent two years interned in the
provincial city of Samara (Kuibyshev in Soviet times), purposely hidden by the Soviet
authorities from foreign detection, as the climate of high Stalinism still dictated
uncertainty for the fate of foreign agents.435 By 1956, Maclean returned to Moscow
and announced his presence in the Soviet Union at a press conference to foreign
journalists. Unlike the other Cambridge defectors, Guy Burgess and Kim Philby,
Maclean acclimated into Soviet life and became a productive member of the society.
During the 1960s, he was purportedly a presence in the apartment salons of the
shestidesiatniki, where literature and anti-Stalinist politics were excitedly discussed.
He formed contacts among the Soviet intelligentsia, including the dissident historian,
Roy Medvedev, who shared his book manuscripts with him and valued his
commentary.436 In 1961, he became a researcher in the section for external policy
and a lecturer at IMEMO. His biographer, Robert Cecil, on the basis of testimonies
from those who knew Maclean in Moscow, speculated that Maclean considered his
work at IMEMO to be of equal importance to his earlier espionage and believed that
his capacity to communicate Western understandings of the world to young Soviet
students of international relations was an important contribution to the democratic
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evolution of Soviet socialism.437 Olga Ivanova worked alongside Maclean in the
department of Western Europe. She had friendly relations with him, and
remembered him as a very British gentleman who was beloved by the department.438
Though he primarily socialised with Soviet intellectuals, he remained in
contact with Moscow based British communists, and communicated to them his
disappointment that the Brezhnev era leadership had failed to build on the reforms
of the Khrushchev era.439 While remaining a faithful communist, later in his life
Maclean believed the Soviet Union needed to evolve in a “Eurocommunist” direction
for socialism to be truly realised in the country.440 In 1972, he took the step of writing
a letter to Andropov in protest against the prison sentence given to dissident
Vladimir Bukovskii and the Soviet abuse of psychiatry for political purposes.441
Maclean was able to carry out this relatively exceptional act as a result of his unusual
status as a decorated foreigner within the Soviet intellectual establishment. By the
early-1980s, he had become disillusioned by the possibility of a Soviet intervention
in Poland and the Soviet polemics against Eurocommunism. In a 1983 interview with
the British Moscow based Observer correspondent, Mark Frankland, which Maclean
only permitted to be published posthumously, he commented on the case of the
Young Socialists at the time they were imprisoned in Lefortovo and awaiting trial.
Maclean asked the interviewer about “the expected trial of six young
Eurocommunists,” who shared his views and added, “They were serious and
interested in the right problems.”442 He disclosed that he did not know those in
Lefortovo personally, but knew their friends, which referred to the members of the
wider circle of the Young Socialists, Ivanova and Konstantin Baranovskii.443
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director Konstantin Stanislavskii and the grandson of a White Army general.445 He
was from a long-standing intelligentsia family where French was the second
language spoken at home. He had studied with Fadin and Kudiukin in the historical
faculty of MGU and then worked in the Western European department at IMEMO,
and like Ivanova, was implicated in the case of the Young Socialists in the capacity of
a witness.446 The Young Socialists’ association with Maclean and his reference to
their arrests in his final interview with the Western media confirmed the
prominence of their case, and the sympathy their ideas attracted within parts of the
in-system reformist milieu of IMEMO. Despite venturing into dissent, which was an
inimical stance within that setting, their reform socialist direction nevertheless
reflected the intellectual trends and convictions among the actively engaged midlevel reformists in this milieu.

Konstantin Baranovskii with his wife and son (Facebook).

Latin America, the Revolutionary El Dorado.
At IMEMO, Tatiana Vorozheikina and Andrei Fadin were junior researchers
under the supervision of the famous Latin Americanist, Kiva Maidanik, in the
Department of Economics and Politics of the Developing Countries. The Young
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Socialists’ interest in the Third World was largely centred on Latin America as a
result of Vorozheikina and Fadin’s long-term enchantment with the continent that
had begun in their teenage years. But by their late twenties, this romantic attachment
was nuanced by academic training, and the two were fluent Spanish speakers and
well-informed, sympathetic Latin Americanists. Soviet Latin American studies was
an environment where Marxism-Leninism and understandings of development were
creatively applied in academic debates, and were treated as a living and evolving
body of thought by scholars. The relative unimportance of Latin America to Soviet
interests enabled greater academic freedom, and Latin Americanists own frequent
personal commitment to these ideas contributed to the field’s ideological dynamism.
This contrasted with other sections of area studies, where serious engagement with
Marxism-Leninism was more often a dead letter. This was frequently the case for the
more politically relevant Soviet American studies, where many scholars followed
ideological clichés out of regard for political conformity, or employed internalist
narratives that relied on analysing documents without using any theoretical
conceptualisations as a means of escape from ideology.447
While the scholarly environment of Soviet Latin American studies still
contained a heavy dose of revolutionary romanticism, the youthful passions of Fadin
and Vorozheikina’s student years were tempered by their own engagement within
the field’s concentrated study of Marxism-Leninist theories of socio-economic
development. The young scholars’ introduction to these ideas and their professional
study of the region gave them a broader corpus of thinking that added greater
complexity and matured their interpretations of Latin America. This knowledge also
broadened their perspectives for understanding Soviet development, and they
searched for comparative models in the region that held lessons when contemplating
the Soviet path to reform.
Fadin and Vorozheikina’s academic supervisor, Maidanik, played a
considerable role in the young scholars’ intellectual journey. Tobias Rupprecht has
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conceptualised Soviet Latin Americanists to be carriers of the idea of Soviet
internationalism, noting that a number of these “mezhdunarodniki” (international
specialists), who were born in the 1920s, continued to idealistically support concrete
forms of Soviet solidarity with leftist movements globally even into the 1980s.448
Maidanik was a prominent figure among the mezhdunarodniki, who was also a
patron of Vorozheikina and Fadin and an enthusiastic reader of the Young Socialists’
samizdat. Their relationship was an instance where internationalist ideas,
knowledge and contacts were passed from the mezhdunarodniki to members of a
younger generation of Soviet intellectuals.
Kiva L’vovich Maidanik (b. 1929) was part of the first generation of postStalin internationalists born in the 1920s, who retained romantic memories of the
Spanish Civil War, which had taken place in his early youth. A Soviet Jew, he
graduated from Moscow State University in 1951 during the anti-cosmopolitan
campaign. It was only after the Twentieth Party Congress that he was permitted to
begin his graduate studies at the Academy of Sciences, where he worked under the
supervision of the former Soviet ambassador to Britain turned historian of
nineteenth century Spain, Ivan Maiskii, who had recently re-entered academia after
two years of imprisonment in the gulag.449 Maidanik’s dissertation was on the theme
of the Spanish Civil War. He criticised anarcho-syndicalism and the anti-Stalinist
Workers’ Party of Marxist Unification (POUM) that fought in the Spanish Popular
Front, but then perhaps not accidentally had reproduced POUM’s concept of the
revolutionary war and the necessity to deepen the revolution for victory in the war
in his thesis. He was severely criticised by the Spanish communists who resided in
Moscow, and apparently there were even letters to the Central Committee of the
CPSU that complained that the dissertation contained too many political mistakes
and was not in accordance with the views of the Communist Party of Spain.450 From
1963, Maidanik worked in Prague as deputy head of the Latin American department
of Problemy mira i socializma (Problems of Peace and Socialism). As was addressed
earlier in this chapter, many of the famous reformers of the Gorbachev era were
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alumni of this Prague based journal, which acted as a space of socialisation for the
high-ranking liberals of the Brezhnev years, who came to power during
Perestroika.451 During Maidanik’s time in Prague, his work continued to provoke.
The editors of Problemy mira i sotsializma and the Central Committee of the CPSU
received letters, particularly from the Argentinian communist party, that “pointed
out the mistakes of comrade Maidanik” because he was critical of the dogmatism of
some Latin American communist parties and predicted that their position would
lead to the loss of their vanguard position in the revolutionary movement.452 In
Prague, he established friendships with many Latin American leftists including the
later leader of the Salvadoran communist party, Schafik Handal, the Salvadoran poet
and revolutionary, Roque Dalton and the Dominican communist party leader,
Narciso Isa Conde. These friendships continued when the Latin Americans visited
Moscow. Many of them stayed in his home, and at one point the Dominican
communist party Central Committee was even storing their archive in his Moscow
flat.453 After his return to Moscow in 1968, Maidanik entered IMEMO as a political
scientist and historian, and became a prolific contributor to the debates of Soviet
Latin American studies.
In the late-1970s and early-1980s, Soviet Latin Americanists were primarily
engaged in theoretical debates about the mechanisms of Latin American
development and their relevance for nations where leftist insurgencies and
revolutions were breaking out. These discussions were prominently on the pages of
Latinskaia Amerika, the official Soviet journal of Latin American studies. Soviet
scholars from different institutions, as well as occasional Latin American authors,
contributed to the journal, which was a forum for published debates, news, articles
and interviews with Latin American political figures that was published in both
Russian and Spanish.454
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In the mid-1970s, Soviet Latin Americanists developed different theoretical
models to account for the authoritarian regimes on the Latin American continent.
For Maidanik, these regimes were fascist examples that resulted from “the structural
crises of middle development capitalism” (MDC). MDC was a phenomenon that
occurred in countries where capitalism had latently developed, was of a “dependent
character,” and its crises directed the country towards either socialism or fascism, as
in Spain and Greece and the Eastern Bloc.455 This “dependent character” referred to
the country being located in a subordinate position within the international
capitalist system, which was dominated by the advanced countries. This had a
restrictive effect on the less advanced countries’ development; the extent of which
was debated among the Soviet Latin Americanists. By contrast, other scholars, such
as Aleksandr Galkin of the IMRD took a historical perspective and conceptualised
these authoritarian nations as a modernised reappearance of the classical military
dictatorship typical in Latin America and therefore a continuation of a certain type
of Latin American political culture. These regimes were not considered to be fascist
because Galkin considered fascism a phenomenon specific to developed countries.

Maidanik with Che Guevara (Google).
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Soviet Latin Americanists also contended with the larger question of the
precise models of development that should be applied to Latin America. Essentially,
it was a question of whether Latin America best conformed to Asian and African
levels of development or whether the continent was closer to southern European
levels, and from this, which models should be applied to interpret Latin American
political developments.456 Central to this question was also the degree of
dependency of Latin American capitalism and whether this dependency was the
definitive factor and restricted Latin America from attaining higher levels of
development, which could only be achieved after the overthrow of capitalism, or
whether it could attain a higher level of development while under capitalism.
Eventually, the majority of scholars accepted that the level of Latin American
development was positioned between that of the advanced capitalist countries and
Africa and Asia, and two new questions emerged. Firstly, whether MDC countries
were especially conducive to revolution, as in the case of mid-nineteenth century
France and early-twentieth century Russia, which was the view of Maidanik.
Secondly, whether there was a group of countries in Latin America and Southern
Europe whose shared commonalities were more important to study than Latin
America’s Third World-like characteristics for interpreting Latin American political
developments, which was the position of Sheinis.457
The discussions of laws of development, the effect of local political culture
and dependency based global economic relationships within Soviet Latin American
studies were symptomatic of the complex reconfigurations that had taken place after
post-war decolonisation, where the world expanded and diversified beyond prior
Marxist-Leninist calculations. Moreover, the socialist revolutions that had taken
place in countries such as China and Cuba often followed divergent logics, and for
scholars working within the framework of laws of scientific development, this
proved a scramble to decode. Fadin and Vorozheikina became familiar with these
modes of thinking about the outside world and were trained in a setting where these
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discourses were developed by respected senior scholars. They themselves
participated in their evolution in articles that came out in Latinskaia Amerika before
and after the arrests of the Young Socialists.
Fadin’s first articles considered the significance of the Latin American
revolutionary experience for developed societies through his study of the French
intellectual, Regis Debray. This exploration of the transfer of elements of
revolutionary experience to non-revolutionary conditions may be understood to be
connected to his search for sources of change in the Soviet Union. Debray (b. 1940)
was from a Parisian intellectual family, and received his education at the prestigious
Ecole Normale Superieure, which produced many of the famous French public
intellectuals and philosophers, particularly on the left, of the twentieth century.458
The famed Marxist, Louis Althusser, was Debray’s philosophy tutor at ENS. As a
young man in his twenties, Debray travelled to Cuba after the revolution in 1959, and
returned in 1961, when he met Castro. He later travelled widely across Latin America
and alongside Che’s guerrillas in Bolivia. He was imprisoned by the then-rightist
Bolivian government with a thirty year sentence after Che was captured and killed,
but was released after three years due to the amnesty granted by a new government,
and found refuge in Allende’s Chile.459 In Chile, Debray interviewed Allende a number
of times and published The Chilean Revolution. He returned to France after the
Pinochet coup. The bulk of his writing from his Latin American period addressed
Cuba and revolutionary conditions in Latin America, and elaborated on the foco
theory that was developed by Che and Debray, where a small and dedicated band of
guerrillas would serve as a motor to set in motion a popular movement in the
countryside, which would foment the revolution.460
Debray’s writing transmitted firsthand the experience of Latin America and
perspectives on the revolutionary situation and methods of that continent to the
Western Left. In the excitement of 1968, the British leftist historian, Robin Blackburn
speculated that the foco strategy could be transferred from the Latin American
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jungles to the urban environments of factory and university occupations in Europe
and the United States.461 However, Debray himself clarified that:
If this body of new ideas were to be transposed from one set of
historical conditions to another, for instance, from certain Latin
American countries where it has roots to the United States or Western
Europe, there would of course be a danger of emptying it of its
practical meaning, of reducing what it affirms as a revolutionary policy
to something that appears as pantomime or simply romantic
radicalism.462
In the Soviet Union of the early-1980s, Fadin reached similar conclusions. Rivkin
recalled that Fadin brought Che Guevara’s diary of his experience in the Latin
American jungle for their circle to read, but the Young Socialists understood the
circumstances of Latin America to be quite removed from the industrialised
metropolis of Moscow.463 The internationalism that had animated the activism of
their student years remained an alluring force for the group that played an important
role in sustaining their emotional commitment and romanticised perception of leftist
dissent. But the Young Socialists increasingly understood that actions that stemmed
from revolutionary romanticism did not have any immediate application for
dissident activities under the conditions of late socialism.
In his Latinskaia Amerika article, Fadin probed without success for insights
from Debray for the path to democratic socialism in post-revolutionary conditions.
He interpreted Debray to be a “distinct European ‘mirror’ of the Latin American
revolutionary process in which the position of the left-radical intelligentsia and left
wing of the socialist and social democratic parties are reflected,”464 from which it
was possible to develop understanding of the Western European Left’s perspectives
on revolutionary developments in Latin America and to gain insight into the effect of
Latin American developments on conditions among the Western European Left.
While Debray was seen somewhat uneasily as a left radical in the official Soviet
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view,465 Fadin instead praised, “[Debray’s] direction leaves the impression of a
sincere, laboured and fruitful scientific search for an explanation of events in
contemporary society.”466 However, he gave the following caveat:
Debray remains without an answer to one of the fundamental
questions of the revolutionary processes in the developing world –
about the correlation of objective long-term interests of the middle
stratum and the imperatives, laws and logic of the development of
socialist revolution.467
Fadin’s criticism of Debray’s failure to decipher this relationship marked his
disappointment that this Western leftist intellectual lacked insights for a problem
that also had application in more developed societies. Understanding the
relationship between the concerns of developing societies’ middle strata and the
laws of development that governed socialist revolutions was central to discovering
the path to democratic socialism. The leftist experiments of the 1970s in Allende’s
Chile and what later proved to be the flash in the pan of Eurocommunism both
unsuccessfully attempted to attract the vast majority of society to socialism; both
rejected the classical overthrow of the bourgeoisie by the Leninist vanguard in the
name of the proletariat as inevitably leading to violence and entrenched, antidemocratic governance, as demonstrated in the Soviet model.
Fadin’s question demonstrated his internalisation of the existence of laws of
development and his belief that a relationship existed between them and his desired
form of democratic socialist development. His choice to investigate Debray was
motivated by both personal and scholarly interest, and his examination of Western
European leftists’ outlooks on the Third World should be seen as part of the Young
Socialists’ search for a scientific program of reform. Despite Fadin’s more detached
analysis that concluded there was an essential disconnect between Latin American
revolutionary tactics and the conditions of late socialism, his research was likely
partially driven by romantic revolutionary trappings as Fadin to an extent resembled
Debray. Both were ardent Latin Americanists and young European intellectuals of a
privileged background. This would not have been lost on Fadin, who undoubtedly
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romantically imagined himself performing Debray’s forays into the Latin American
jungle with Che’s guerrillas.
In addition to developing models for analysing what was happening in Latin
America, Soviet Latin Americanists also discussed what was to be done. Maidanik,
who believed that revolutionary conditions were present in Latin America,
supported a left united front to overcome the military dictatorships, but once this
was achieved, did not see the need for an ongoing alliance with the moderate left,
which he believed could lead to the abandonment of the revolution.468 He supported
these views by referring to what he considered to be analogous cases, earlytwentieth century revolutionary Russia and the Spanish Civil War. At the other end
of the spectrum were Boris Koval’, deputy director of the IMRD and Anatolii
Shulgovskii of the ILA, who believed that democracy first had to be strengthened
before socialism could be achieved, and the current choice was in fact between
bourgeois democracy or fascism.469 Therefore, the role of the communist movement
was to promote the moderates and democratic growth while it coincided with their
own interests, and socialism remained a distant prospect. In the conditions of late
socialism, where the Soviet leadership promoted peaceful coexistence and were
wary of the financial costs of support for a new Third World revolution, Koval’ and
Shulgovskii’s position was much closer to that of the Soviet leadership, while
Maidanik was more radical.
Maidanik’s theoretical conclusions in Latinskaia Amerika that a revolutionary
situation existed in Latin America coincided with his personal hopes and convictions.
Nicknamed the “Soviet Che Guevara,”470 his rooting for the Latin American
revolutionaries from a Soviet research institute in the 1970s and 1980s was as out
of step with the mood of the Soviet leadership as Che’s own revolutionary
“adventurism” had been for them in the 1960s. As a result, Maidanik’s position began
to clash with the authorities. His privately held view that the Stalin period signified
a Soviet Thermidor, accompanied by his public use of Trotskyist terminology to
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criticise the rehabilitation of Stalin were ill-accepted positions.471 Many of his
publications did not survive the censors. A booklet on ultra-left liberation
movements in Asia, Africa and Latin America which was circulated within IMEMO by
Maidanik prefaced with the warning, “for internal use only,” was regarded to be so
ideologically incautious that it was burned by the most senior staff of IMEMO.472
Maidanik was protected by the patronage of Sergo Mikoian and prominent foreign
communists, who enabled his continued presence in IMEMO despite his highly
critical anti-Stalinist and unfashionable internationalist views.473 It took his
involvement in the case of the Young Socialists for his expulsion from the party in
1982.
The Young Socialists regarded Maidanik as a revered teacher. He supervised
Vorozheikina and Fadin and had close friendships with both. Vorozheikina
remembered of him:
He was my teacher in the big sense of the world. He is a person who
made a very great impact on my life and personality, although we did
not coincide on major Russian and Latin American issues…He had a
colossal influence on me. I am not able to say that I am his faithful
student, because already during his lifetime we related to many things
differently.474
Vorozheina’s position was more ambiguous than Maidanik’s. Emotionally, she
shared his critical attitude toward Soviet socialism from the left. She recalled that at
this time, “I was a left communist. I was ultra-left. I felt very critically towards Soviet
history.”475 She was a supporter of the armed conquest of power in societies on the
brink of regime change.476 But the revolutionary passions of her student years had
become more moderate when it came to post-revolutionary societies, which
included the Soviet Union. For Vorozheikina, in the 1970s and 1980s she felt the
governments of Chile and Nicaragua had correctly approached the economic and
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political questions of the relationship between market and society and how to
overcome social, economic and political exclusion. In her view from that time, many
of the shortcomings of the Soviet system could have been remedied through
introducing partial market mechanisms and political pluralism. This essentially
reformist position has typically been considered to be to the right of Brezhnev era
Soviet socialism. The embrace of this unusual combination of both left and right
views appears more consistent when interpreted as a critical response to the
bureaucratised socialism of the late-Soviet Union, which she understood no longer
contained true commitment to socialist ideals, as well as being burdened by manifest
economic inefficiency. It may be understood that in the hierarchy of beliefs that made
up her worldview, her devotion to internationalist solidarity was foremost, which
led her to identify as a left communist.477 Her view also underscored the
differentiated perspectives that the Young Socialists held toward different examples
of socialism that held attraction for them. While Vorozheikina was a supporter of
revolutionary conquest in Latin America, she did not understand it to have
application in Soviet conditions. She interpreted the Eurocommunist model, which
foregrounded the importance of democratic rights, as containing greater relevance
for the Soviet Union.478
Kudiukin, whose dissertation at IMEMO was on the subject of the Spanish
socialist workers’ party in the period of the post-Franco transition, was informally
advised by Maidanik. He had borrowed Maidanik’s third edition of Lenin’s works that
were in his bookshelf at the institute and remembered:
Kiva was a devoted communist, but not an official communist. For him,
Lenin was a great person and a great theoretician... [When I read his
copy of Lenin] I saw many underlined notations. It was very
interesting. It was his critique of the Soviet experience and Soviet
reality from the left, from the classical communist left.479
Maidanik played the role of an academic advisor to the Young Socialists in both in
their professional and unofficial and illegal academic pursuits. Kudiukin
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remembered Maidanik as “very energetic, very open in conversation” with himself,
Andrei and his other followers. He read their samizdat and discussed it with them.480
On one occasion, he was given to scold an article in the second issue of Varianty,
whose author was either Fadin or Konstantin Baranovskii, for mistaking the date of
the end of the NEP as coinciding with Lenin’s death in 1924, when it was in fact some
four or five years later. This episode led Fadin to express some embarrassment about
the scientific level of the journal.481 They also passed on other samizdat to Maidanik.
Together, they discussed a Russian language edition published in Florence of Leszek
Kolakowski’s Thesis on Hope and Hopelessness, which contended that self-formed
social groups could expand civil society under totalitarianism. Kudiukin
remembered that Maidanik uttered, “The natural enviousness of Russians toward
the Poles,” concerning the more advanced civil society structures in Poland, a phrase
that Fadin and Kudiukin were to repeat many times in the 1980s.482
In the late-1970s and early-1980s, a revolution took place in Nicaragua and
leftist insurgencies were active in Guatemala and El Salvador, events which were
enthusiastically received by Maidanik, Fadin and Vorozheikina. In 1979, the
Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio Somoza was overthrown and the Sandinistas, who
were the dominant force in the anti-Somoza coalition, led a revolutionary
government. At the same time, encouraged by the Nicaraguan example, the
Salvadoran leftist Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberacion Nacional (FMLN),
finally joined by the Salvadoran communist party, fought a campaign of resistance to
the government and the country was engulfed in civil war. These events appeared to
vindicate Maidanik’s position of the revolutionary conditions on the continent, and
generated discussions in Latinskaia Amerika on the tactics of armed struggle and the
strategies for leftist alliances that should be used in the Central American
environment.483 In El Salvador, Maidanik and Vorozheikina argued that the
Nicaraguan experience could be repeated and the tactics of wars of national
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liberation should be encouraged until a revolution broke out.484 Maidanik contended
that the Chilean experience had proven the hopelessness of the “peaceful path to
power” and armed resistance was the only means to overcome entrenched
dictatorship in Central America and successfully defend the revolution.485 Koval’ and
the KGB affiliated Nikolai Leonov had similar insurrectionary advice to pass on.
Koval’ believed the Nicaraguan experience affirmed the correctness of foco theory,
while Leonov recommended the FMLN to secure the support of segments of the
army.486 By contrast, head of the ILA, Viktor Vol’skii and Shulgovskii were less
revolution-ready and considered the Nicaraguan case non-analogous because
Somoza had lost all support, while the Salvadoran leader, Jose Duarte, still retained
the confidence of the Salvadoran middle class, the army and Washington. They
believed the best hope was for the resistance to negotiate with the government to
produce the peaceful transformation of El Salvador.487 While Volskii and Shulgovskii
represented the more cautious voices, the Salvadoran debate also brought out those
whom Rupprecht had termed “desk revolutionaries.” Responding to events in El
Salvador, these older Soviet academics in the unexciting conditions of developed
socialism romantically prescribed guerrilla warfare techniques to faraway
movements. Vorozheikina’s own contribution to this dialogue demonstrated an
instance of these romantic revolutionary values being passed on to the younger
generation of scholars.
When the Salvadoran communist party (PCES) joined the FMLN in the wake
of the Nicaraguan revolution, it disavowed its previous position of a peaceful road to
socialism and announced its support for an immediate war of national liberation.
PCES leader, Schafik Handal, declared that the party had always been ready to carry
out revolutionary warfare at the right time, and that “the right moment is now.”488
He ruminated on the failure of most of the Latin American communist parties,
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including the PCES before 1981, to become a real vanguard force in the struggle
against dictatorship, and encouraged the formation of new alliances of Latin
American communist parties with other movements on the left.489 These reflections
received a mixed reception from Moscow. For some Soviet Latin Americanists,
Handal had departed too far from the certain general revolutionary principles of the
presence of objective conditions necessary for the revolutionary struggle and the
vanguard role of the communist party.490
In two articles published in July and August 1982 in Latinskaia Amerika,
Vorozheikina supported Handal’s conceptions and advocated the PCES’s alliance
with the broader Salvadoran left. Vorozheikina argued that Lenin’s dismissal of “leftwing communism as an infantile disorder” was not relevant to the Salvadoran “new
left,” as it should not be applied within countries of dependent capitalism.491 She
rather caustically observed that in the “sad” case of Nicaragua where the “armchair”
Nicaraguan communists had upheld this thesis, they had accused true
revolutionaries of being Maoists or ultra-leftists so as to avoid their revolutionary
duty.492 Rather the PCES’ alliance with other leftist forces would renew its historic
significance as a revolutionary vanguard. Following on from Maidanik’s predictions
of the late-1960s that the Latin American communist parties would lose relevance
unless they abandoned their restrictive dogmatism, Vorozheikina noted that in the
case of the PCES, the party’s decision to join the armed struggle that was initiated by
groups to the left of it was a commendable decision, and saved it from the irrelevance
the Nicaraguan socialist party confined itself to by its absence in the struggle against
Somoza.493 In her July 1982 article, she explored the role of the left radical forces in
the revolutionary processes of the region, and what this might mean for the
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communist parties, whose rigid Marxist-Leninist worldview was proving obstructive
where they were waiting for objective conditions to arise, which simply were not
appearing, and the nature of events of the ground was bolstering the prestige of the
left radical forces.494 In keeping with the broader trajectory of Soviet Latin American
studies, Vorozheikina looked for what a specific case study revealed about the
general laws of development of revolutionary situations, and how they might be
seized upon by the leftist movements to bring about successful revolutionary
circumstances in the region. Vorozheikina’s article displayed the transfer of
knowledge, internationalist values and concerns, and an unorthodox approach to the
study of the region that she received from her training under Maidanik.
Maidanik practically encouraged the Young Socialists’ internationalist values
and unorthodox scholarly perspectives through his organisation of an unauthorised
meeting with Schafik Handal. Handal was in the Soviet Union for two visits in 1980
in order to seek assistance in the ongoing Salvadoran civil war.495 He received a
muted reception from Soviet officials. The deputy head of the Latin American section
of the Central Committee’s International Department was the highest ranking official
to receive him.496 The Soviet Union was reluctant to involve itself in the affairs of a
nation that was a proximate security concern to the United States.497 According to
Maidanik, in an article written after the end of the Cold War, the Soviet leadership
had considered the Salvadoran conflict less clear cut than the Nicaraguan case, and
as a result resisted direct engagement.498 The fact that the PCES only had an
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estimated membership of 1000 in these years,499 while the majority of the factions
in the FMLN were in fact anti-Soviet was a likely influence on their thinking.500
While Handal’s mission to secure substantial Soviet assistance was
unsuccessful, he made a significant contribution to the KGB’s developing case against
the Young Socialists. He participated in a clandestine meeting with them in a
subsequent visit to Moscow in September 1981 that unbeknownst to all of the
attendees was recorded by the security services. This meeting took place in
Vorozheikina’s flat where she, Fadin, Kudiukin, Maidanik, Grisha Rzheshevskii,
Galina Dubrovskaya and Igor Dubrovskii were in attendance.501 For all of the Soviet
attendees, this meeting constituted an unauthorised contact with a foreigner, which
was a violation of Inozemtsev’s so-called “gentleman’s agreement.” The events of the
meeting have been communicated in different versions, a testament to the
problematic nature of oral history and memoir based historical evidence. On the
basis of the Dominican communist party leader, Narciso Isa Conde’s tribute, Kiva
Maidanik, Rupprecht produced the following account of the meeting:
Handal delivered a blazing speech about the prospects for socialism in
El Salvador, on which Fadin, even more a leftist than his academic
mentor, commented trenchantly, “This is all very well with your heroic
struggle, but I may ask Comrade Schafik: all these sacrifices, these
values, these political possibilities, all this heroism – only to finally live
in the same shit system as we do here in the USSR??”502
Another secondary account of the meeting was provided by Georgii Mirskii in his
memoirs, which Cherkasov follows in his history of IMEMO. He recalled Fadin’s
leading question to be slightly less provocative than in Rupprecht’s account, though
nevertheless deeply problematic to the Soviet security organs. According to Mirskii,
Fadin has asked, “Where is the guarantee that the victory of communism in El
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Salvador will not install a regime of the Stalinist type?”503 Vorozheikina, who was
present at the meeting unlike the authors of the other accounts recalled Fadin’s
question to be much more complex. He had asked, “What would be your position in
the case of a Soviet intervention in Poland?”504 This was three months before the
imposition of martial law. She later remembered, “This question was extremely
awkward for one of the Salvadorian guerrilla chiefs who received political and
military support from the Soviet Union,” 505 and at the same time, revealed the chasm
of experience between the Eastern Bloc and Latin American communism.
Vorozheikina recalled the feelings the question ignited in her friends at the meeting:
He [Handal] wouldn’t have liked to discuss it, and I personally think he
was not sensitive to these kind of problems, and we were because it
was after [the Soviet invasion of] Czechoslovakia…That’s why for us
the Polish story was important, while for Schafik Handal, it wasn’t…I
also felt that Andrei’s question was out of place, but I understood why
he asked.506
Fadin’s question captured the change over time that had taken place in the imaginary
geographies that informed the Young Socialists’ world views. The refinement of their
knowledge at IMEMO added greater complexity to their perspectives, which took
them beyond the uncritical revolutionary romanticism of their student years, to
more discriminating approaches. At the same time, as their worldviews matured in
a reformist direction, Eastern Europe increased in significance, as will be explored
in the following chapter.

The Young
Community.

Socialists

in

the

Soviet

Dissident

By the early-1980s, the Young Socialists had established a network of
contacts within their own social milieu and the academic community of IMEMO. They
also attempted to form links within the dissident movement, but these connections
remained limited in scope. The circle’s search for other socialist underground
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currents was inhibited by the minimal presence of this orientation in the movement,
and the difficulty for outsiders without the resources of the KGB to identify and
contact groups that operated clandestinely. These difficult conditions also
occasioned missed opportunities. In these years, at least four other dissident groups,
who were influenced by the Western new left and inspired by “revolutionary
Marxism in the spirit of Che Guevara,” were active in the Soviet Union.507 In 1979,
the Young Socialists were contacted by a member of one of these groups, Youth for
Communism, but they suspected he was a KGB agent and mutual activities never
developed.508 The Young Socialists also attempted without success to contact Valerii
Ronkin and Sergei Khakhaev, the leaders of the well-known socialist dissident circle
of the 1960s, the Union of Communards/Kolokol.509
The Young Socialists failed to locate collaborators for their dissident
activities, though they did find intellectual interlocutors and mentors in two figures
who were well-known within the Soviet dissident community, Roy Medvedev and
Mikhail Gefter. These historians both played leading roles in the de-Stalinisation of
their profession during the Thaw, and were forced into dissent by the earlyBrezhnev years. The Young Socialists’ relationships with these intellectuals were
founded on the exchange of their multilingual abilities to translate foreign language
works on Soviet history that were of interest to the older historians. During their
visits, the Young Socialists conversed with these shestidesiatniki, who passed on
elements of their accumulated knowledge and lived experience, and exchanged their
views with the young dissidents on the nature of Soviet society and its historical
experience. Unlike the Young Socialists’ relationships with the senior researchers at
IMEMO, these connection were formed outside of official academic structures and
occurred privately in the spaces of the intellectuals’ apartments where conversation
on controversial political themes was more easily discussed. These connections
formed another bridge to the older generation that grounded the Young Socialists’
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worldviews and produced their broader awareness of the experience of socialist
intellectuals in earlier periods of Soviet history. The original impulses for post-Stalin
era socialist dissent stemmed from the hopes generated by the Twentieth Party
Congress, which were central developments in these two historians’ biographies,
and as a result they deserved to be examined in detail.
Roy Aleksandrovich Medvedev (b. 1925) came from a party-intelligentsia
family that had been marked by repression. His parents, in the revolutionary spirit
of the early Soviet years, had named him after M.N. Roy, a co-founder of the
Communist Party of India. His twin, Zhores, was named after Jean Jaures, the French
socialist.510 The twins’ father had been a senior lecturer of dialectical and historical
materialism at Leningrad State University before falling victim to arrest in 1938, and
was condemned to an eight year sentence in the camps, from which he did not
return.511 Unlike Zhores who studied biology and later became a famous biologist,
Roy followed in his father’s footsteps, and studied history and philosophy at LSU
from 1946-1951. As a son of an “enemy of the people,” he was unable to pursue
postgraduate studies, and upon graduation was posted as a history teacher to a
school in the Urals. Medvedev had returned to the Leningrad region, when he heard
the Secret Speech read out during a party meeting, where he was in attendance as
part of the local school’s teaching staff. The speech was a major event for Medvedev
and started his deep introspection on the origins of Stalinism and the path for the
return to the original goals of the revolution. 512
The beginnings of Medvedev’s independent research that explored the
causes and consequences of Stalinism coincided with Khrushchev’s appeal to
historians at the Twenty Second Party Congress that called for their study of Stalin’s
personality cult.513 The resulting manuscript, Let History Judge, was written with the
aid of Soviet press articles from the late-1950s and early 1960s that documented
Stalinist excesses, and oral history testimonies and critical commentary on the
manuscript from Old Bolsheviks, historians, well-known writers and members of the
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intelligentsia.514 However, Medvedev’s scholarship was already a test of the limits of
official de-Stalinisation during the Thaw, and the party’s change in ideological course
at the end of the 1960s placed his work outside of the limits of official history. At this
juncture, Medvedev faced the choice of abandoning his research or continuing
without hope for official publication in the Soviet Union, which resulted in his shift
to dissemination within samizdat.515 Following Khrushchev’s fall, Medvedev began
to produce the liberal Marxist samizdat journals, Politicheskii dnevnik (Political
Diary) (1964-1970) and Dvadsatyi vek (Twentieth Century) (1975-1976), which
were intended for small scale circulation among like-minded intellectuals.516
However, the audience of intellectuals who shared Medvedev’s socialist convictions
grew smaller over time.517
Medvedev was expelled from the party in 1969 following the discovery of his
Let History Judge manuscript, though he remained employed as a pedagogical
researcher at the Academy of Sciences. Although Let History Judge had always been
intended for a Soviet audience out of Medvedev’s hope for its political impact in his
own country, in the same year as his expulsion from the party, he sent the manuscript
to the West. This was partially out of the estimation that the international
recognition that would result from the work would afford him protection against
repression, which proved correct.518 Together with Zhores’ internment in a
psikhushka as a measure against his own dissident activities and the wide-scale
campaign for his release that accompanied it, these events achieved Western
celebrity for the twins.519 Under the shelter of Western recognition, Medvedev
continued his dissident activities, while at the same time maintaining caution for the
limits he should not overstep to maintain this uneasy modus vivendi with the
authorities.520
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Roy Medvedev (right) with Zhores Medvedev, 1970 (Moscow
Memorial).
Despite the relative isolation of his views among dissidents, Medvedev’s fame
in the West also amplified his position within the dissident movement for the urban
centres of Moscow and Leningrad as his opinions were broadcast into the Soviet
Union by the foreign radio stations. In a report in 1976, the Head of the Fifth
Directorate of the KGB, Filip Bobkov noted that according to sociological research,
eighty percent of university students with “more or less regularity” listened to
foreign broadcasts.521 In 1970, Medvedev had collaborated with Sakharov and
Valentin Turchin in an open letter addressed to the Soviet leadership, which called
for the democratisation of Soviet society.522 But when it became clear that the regime
was not prepared to enter into a dialogue with the dissidents, Medvedev maintained
521 While of course many tuned in for the music, political programmes were intentionally
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his loyalist position while the developing human rights movement gradually turned
to the West. Medvedev was further distanced from mainstream dissent by his
willingness to publicly criticise the tactics of the pravozashchitniki when its activists
faced repressions.523
Medvedev’s own views developed over the course of the 1970s in response
to the fading prospects for reform. In his 1972 work, On Socialist Democracy, which
was an analysis of Soviet society where he also set out his desired form of democratic
socialism, he remained hopeful that the liberals would find wider support within the
party to bring about a reformist course.524 He also identified the intelligentsia as a
force for leading broader society in a struggle for democratisation. But this was a
theoretical assessment that was not grounded in the present reality as he evaluated
the current dissident movement as too weak,525 and was manifestly critical of the
pravozashchitniki’s tactics of appealing to the West. 526 He estimated the process
would occur over ten to fifteen years.527 In 1977, the Moscow correspondent for
Corriere Della Sera, Piero Ostellino, pressed Medvedev on how the potential forces
for change he had identified five years earlier could be mobilised. Medvedev
responded:
When I spoke of “democrats” in the party, I had in mind a relatively
restricted group of functionaries, present on all levels but without
organisational contacts, who took their stand against rehabilitating
Stalin and favoured a restructuring of the hyper-bureaucratic system
of party state and leadership. But these men are far fewer today than
they were a decade ago… and they are in no position to change the
party by themselves or to effect a democratic conversation; to achieve
that, the support of a solid following at the party base would be
indispensable.528
It may be understood that Medvedev’s views were founded upon his lived experience
of the 1960s, when he observed firsthand the presence of democrats at different
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levels of the party and society. The gloomier picture of the late-1970s limited him to
predicting circumstances that might create the conditions for a renewal of
democratic views within the party. He now foresaw an even longer term timeline in
the form of generational change in the party leadership:
I hope that the contradiction between the demands for technical and
scientific progress and for improvements in the mass information
media, on the one hand and the government’s immobility on the other,
will stimulate such a movement…How and when this might come
about is unpredictable because history gives us no precedents to go
by… I hope that the next generation of leaders will be more sensitive
to the problems posed by changing times and conditions, and thereby
encourage the rise of true socialism.529
In December 1981, the editors of Sotsializm i budushchee posed their own
questions to Medvedev. They did not share Medvedev’s continued though muted
hopes for the reformist currents in the party to bring about change, nor were they
considering a timescale of generations. Unlike Medvedev, as will be explored later in
this chapter, they saw an eventual broader socio-economic crisis as the harbinger of
change,530 though Medvedev’s identification of the problem of scientific and
technical slowdown may be understood as one component of that. The Young
Socialists had established contact with Medvedev through the provision of their
language skills. Sobchenko and Kagarlitskii assisted Medvedev through translating
English language works on Soviet history for the older historian,531 though in reports
after the arrest of the Young Socialists, Kagarlitskii was identified in the inflated role
of Medvedev’s secretary.532 Their interview questions to the more experienced
dissident were a testing ground for their own ideas, as well as an attempt to find
guidance for their dissident activities, and were above all a form of agitprop for their
readership. The agitprop purpose of the journal shaped the questions to a great
extent, which created the impression that the interviewers were much more
optimistic about the possibilities for socialist dissent than they were in actuality.
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The interview demonstrated the importance of Medvedev’s lived experience
of the 1960s and the early dissident movement for informing his views. When the
editors opened the interview with the question of whether the crisis of the dissident
movement could be exclusively explained by repressions, in the core of his answer,
Medvedev shared this lived experience with the younger readership:
Answer: the period 1979-1981 was not as difficult as the period 19691971 when various forms of repression became greater, and when all
of the oppositional tendencies had more participants, than at the end
of the 1970s…In general, the democratic movement has achieved a lot,
if you take into account the conditions of our country. It prevented the
rehabilitation of Stalin, it created in our country the rudiments of
independent societal opinion, it created much of spiritual
value/various forms of artistic and scientific works, etc. It created its
own parallel culture, it created a kind of unformed political opposition,
and despite the weakness of this opposition, the authorities cannot
ignore it.533
He sensibly cautioned the young dissidents against overestimation of the potential
strength of a socialist opposition and the risky pursuits that the editors’ agitprop was
boldly directed toward:
Question: Many of us today talk about the need for socialists to work
out their own democratic platform to achieve unity and stand out
within the democratic movement as a special force… that such a
consolidation of the left will give a new incentive for the development
of the democratic movement. What is your attitude to this?
Answer: In the majority of practical questions, for example, the
exchange of information, literature, mutual material help, etc., no
separation is required for the supporters of socialism, everyone should
help each other as much as possible…I don’t think that today it would
be possible to talk about any kind of “consolidation” of supporters of
socialism. This would be a step towards organisation, and the situation
today is in no way favourable to the creation of any oppositional
organisation. The work of individual groups, circles and individuals
connected with each other only by means of direct or even indirect
information creates a more flexible and less vulnerable system for the
authorities.534
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The editors also posed the difficult questions to Medvedev that their own circle
grappled with. But the short-answer format restricted his response to the secondary
aspect of the question, which confirmed the difficulty of the challenges the circle
faced in its own search:
Question: Is it possible to say that our country should follow the path
of socialist reformism? Is it possible that there is a reformist path,
which would not be opportunistic?
Answer: I am confident that just what is needed in our country is
socialist reformism. Any other path for positive change will not lead to
success. If reform achieves its goals and improves the political, social
and material conditions of the life of the people, then this is not any
kind of opportunism.535
In contrast to Medvedev’s loyalist position,536 at the time the Young Socialists
encountered Mikhail Gefter, he was increasingly disillusioned about the future of the
Soviet Union, and left the party in the same year as the circle was arrested.537 Mikhail
Iakovlevich Gefter (b. 1918) began his outstanding professional academic career as
a student in the MGU Historical Faculty in the years 1936-1941.538 Anatolii
Cherniaev, the high-ranking liberal who entered this chapter earlier, was a fellow
Historical Faculty student two years below Gefter. He remembered Gefter as an
esteemed student at the university, who in his public speeches as the Secretary of
the MGU Komsomol Committee brought to life the ideological orthodoxies set out in
Stalin’s Short Course with inspiring sincerity.539 When the war broke out, Gefter
commanded the MGU student battalion that dug anti-tank ditches and built defensive
weapons, and then volunteered for the front following his graduation from MGU.540
In the post-war years, the young veteran entered the Institute of History at the
Academy of Sciences as a graduate student and was later a researcher. By 1964,
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Gefter was named the director of the newly established Sector of Methodology at the
Institute of History, which became an important centre for de-Stalinisation within
Soviet academic structures. The sector’s work was dedicated to overcoming the
legacy of Stalinism, which had imposed rote learning and vulgarised MarxistLeninist concepts as absolute, undeviating truths that produced methodological
analyses that were divorced from historical reality. Its mission included the
development of new methodological approaches, which would assert greater
explanatory power for contemporary and historical events than existing Soviet
dialectical and historical materialist paradigms. In the eyes of the committed
Marxists of Gefter’s generation, there was an urgent need for this analysis in the face
of global developments unforeseen by Marxism-Leninist theory such as the post-war
anti-colonial revolutions failing to coincide with the decline of capitalism in the
developed world.541 The sector’s implicit but unstated objective, which was of even
greater importance for its historians, was to understand the historical origins of
Stalinism.542 For Gefter, whose worldview as a young history student at MGU had
been shaped under the ideological hegemony of Stalin’s Short Course, the repudiation
of these paradigms held great personal significance. As was characteristic of the
experience of the shestidesiatniki, his intellectual journey led to his rediscovery of
Leninism, which became Gefter’s guiding authority for analysing the contemporary
world.543
Gefter was the leading figure in the critical work of the sector, which became
directed at revising Soviet scholarly approaches to Leninism to treat it as a living and
evolving body of thought that could be creatively deployed by scholars to objectively
analyse the contemporary world. These aspirations came into conflict with highranking party ideologues, who were highly critical of revisionism in the field of Soviet
history.544 Gefter attracted further negative attention from the authorities when he
walked out of the room at the Institute of History when the vote was called to support
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the invasion of Czechoslovakia.545 In 1969, a publication of the sector that contained
its key intellectual postulates, Historical Science and Some Problems of the Present,
suffered severe criticism within the press and academic and party structures, who
dissolved the sector in the same year.
The sector’s ideological revisionism, which emerged from its historians’
attempts to follow the decisions of the Twentieth Party Congress to their logical
intellectual conclusion, was interpreted by party ideologues as synonymous with
sedition during the gradual restoration of conservatism in the Brezhnev years.546
Gefter was reposted to the newly established Institute of Global History, where he
became engaged in the work of the short-lived Sector of Economic History, but his
continued exploration of revisionist methodological approaches reached the end of
the line within the institutional setting when party ideologues again put an end to
his research, and he retired as a professional historian in 1975.547

Mikhail Gefter with Gleb Pavlovskii, March 1982 (Colta).
After Gefter’s retirement from the Institute of History, he transferred his
intellectual explorations to the dissident sphere, and continued his scholarship as an
independent historian. The legacy that was left by the Sector of Methodology made
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its way into younger hands when Kudiukin read Historical Science and Some
Problems of the Present, and found inspiration from Iakov Drabkin’s discussion of the
nature of social revolutions, which the young historian read with interest for its
application to Soviet conditions.548 But the greater impact on Kudiukin’s worldview
came from his personal relationship with Gefter. At the end of the 1970s, he worked
as his research assistant on a biography of Lenin’s thought that had been
commissioned by the leftist Italian publishing house, Einaudi.549 During this time,
Gefter was preoccupied by Lenin’s NEP writings that he considered to have revealed
pluralistic implications for Lenin’s views on the economics of the transition
period,550 which held relevance for potential Soviet economic reform in the late1970s. At Gefter’s command, Kudiukin collected materials relating to the transition
to the NEP, and closely read Lenin’s works to find evidence of his thinking that led to
this turning point in Soviet history:
I worked very thoroughly, through closely reading the complete works
of Lenin – [in] the third edition, there is a wonderful appendix and
comments – in order to carefully follow the evolution [of Lenin’s
thought]… Because back in December 1920 and even in January 1921
he said, “These are all henchmen of the bourgeoisie demanding all
kinds of additional taxes, and even more so free trade”...And then a
change occurs when he attended a non-party working conference in
Moscow, and despite his presence, the conference adopts an SRMenshevik resolution. And here, apparently, Lenin suddenly
understands something important. He lost the ground beneath his feet,
and he literally changed his mind in one night, and wrote the theses,
“Yes, we must stop prodrazviorstka,” And I just tracked this change,
and Gefter was very grateful that it was possible to track it down to the
day.551
Though the inclusion of scientific communism in the curriculum led to nominal
engagement with Lenin in Soviet higher education institutions, serious close reading
of his texts was an unusual activity in the 1970s and 1980s. Cherniaev recorded
dismissively in his diary that “not only have the main leaders of the CPSU not picked
up Lenin’s works in decades (I will not even mention Marx), but even their highly
548
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educated assistants do not know Lenin and could not care less.”552 Within the
dissident movement, close reading of Lenin was an experience more closely
associated with the 1960s, when it became a popular turning point on the road to
the rejection of socialism, as developing dissidents concluded from it Lenin’s lack of
principles and frequent recourse to violence.553
While Kudiukin’s own reading of Lenin occurred in the form of historical
investigation rather than transformative discovery, it exposed him to the place of
Lenin for the socialist intellectuals of Gefter’s generation. The opportunity to come
into contact with this important aspect of the intellectual heritage and experience of
the 1960s for that generation was now a rarity. This helps to explain the influences
that set the Young Socialists apart from Yurchak’s conception of their generation.
Kudiukin also created summaries of the first two parts of Isaac Deutscher’s classic
English-language biographies of Trotsky, The Prophet Armed and The Prophet
Unarmed for Gefter to read. Gefter shared other foreign literature on Soviet history
with Fadin and Kudiukin including an unpublished Russian translation of Stephen
Cohen’s Bukharin. He was an interested reader of Varianty, though warned the group
in every way against sloppiness.554
The conversations between the older historian and the young dissidents in
Gefter’s apartment addressed topics that contributed to the formulation of their
worldviews, especially concerning the history of philosophy and social theory and
contemporary political developments. These conversations had an important effect
on Kudiukin’s intellectual development, who recalled, “I consider Gefter to be one of
my teachers of free thought.”555 Kudiukin recalled that though he believed the flat
was likely to be bugged, they spoke quite freely. But when more sensitive topics were
broached, they brandished the children’s toy, the volshebnyi ekran (Soviet Etch a
Sketch) where text could be written and then it quickly vanished. During these
consultations they were sometimes joined by other people, though they were not
always formally introduced. Gefter had a very wide circle of acquaintances that
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spanned generations. Among his friends were Anna Larina, Nikolai Bukharin’s
younger wife, who remained an articulate proponent of his ideas in her late-sixties
in the early-1980s and A. Zimin, an Old Bolshevik in his eighties, who had been a
member of the Left Opposition of the 1920s.556 Gefter was also linked to other young
intellectuals as an advisor and contributor to Pamiat’ (Memory) (1977-1982), a
historical themed samizdat journal edited by a cohort of young intellectuals of a
similar age to the Young Socialists.557
Gefter was also a founder and contributor to the samizdat journal Poiski
(Searches) (1978-1980). Poiski was intended to be a “reset” of dissent that was
aimed at reconciling its different currents for collaborative work for a new and more
effective program. Coming towards the end of the dissident movement’s existence
and just a few years before Perestroika, this is a publication that has not yet received
sufficient attention in the historiography of dissent. Poiski was a cross-generational
project that united elderly reform communists with younger non-communist
intellectuals.558 A number of its editors had already pursued dissident activities over
decades and suffered imprisonment and exile. The process that led to Poiski’s
creation was explained by one of its editors, Petr Abovin-Egides (b. 1917) in an
interview given shortly after his exile to the West for his role in the publication. His
idea for a new samizdat journal had emerged after his parting of ways with Roy
Medvedev, who he had collaborated with in the earlier mentioned Dvadtsatyi vek.
Abovin-Egides had concluded, “I found it too loyalist and evasive in its critique of the
system. My fundamental disagreement with Medvedev…lay in the fact that he saw
socialism as existing in the USSR, whereas, in my view, it is not at all socialism which
exists here.”559 Both reform communists, Abovin-Egides and Raisa Lert (b. 1906),
had intended to publish a more critical socialist samizdat publication together. But
Poiski’s pluralist direction began to take shape when Abovin-Egides was introduced
to the younger liberal-humanist Christian, Valerii Abramkin (b. 1946) by his former
cellmate in Butyrki Prison when both were imprisoned for dissident activities,
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Vladimir Gershuni (b. 1930).560 The group decided to publish a journal together.
They were joined by the socialist, Gleb Pavlovskii (b. 1951), the pravozashchitnik,
Iurii Grimm (b. 1935) and Viktor Sokirko (b. 1939), who was a supporter of the
market economy, and Gefter.561 Poiski was a thick journal, intentionally modelled on
the format of Novyi mir, filled with poetry, literature and social and political
commentary. Eight issues were published over two years before the repression of its
editors ended the journal.562 Its literary endeavours included texts from the famed
writers Vladimir Voinovich and Fazil Iskander.563 But its political project was its
most significant aspect. The first issue opened with an invitation:
We invite everyone who stands for mutual understanding to
participate in our journal… Since 1953 we have gone through the
entire range of hope and disillusionment and have rid ourselves of
illusions both old and new… This period…which was cut in two in 1968
has come to an end…Looking at our own dead ends, and placing a
finger in our wounds, who would dare to say with complete conviction,
“I know the cure, I see a way out”? Bitterness and enmity between
those seeking solutions have made the general impasse even deeper
and more aggravating. The editors of Poiski appeal for give-and-take
and patience in the interests of looking for a way out of our general
misfortune.564
The editors’ recognition that the dissident movement and Soviet society at large had
reached an impasse was in many ways in keeping with the Young Socialists’ own
outlook. But the two groups’ search for solutions differed. Poiski’s call for a renewed
collaboration of different political orientations for the development of new methods
in a journal that mostly published the names of its editors and authors contrasted
with the Young Socialists’ underground activities.565 The Young Socialists read
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Poiski.566 But as may be ascertained from their earlier question to Medvedev in
Sotsializm i budushchee on the prospects for socialists becoming a special force in the
dissident movement and the left’s consolidation as a new impetus for dissent,567
their socialist orientation entirely determined their activities. Moreover, Kagarlitskii
even detected condescension towards socialists in Poiski’s pluralistic orientation. In
The Thinking Reed, Kagarlitskii’s historical account of the Soviet intelligentsia that
was published with acclaim in the West in 1988, which was largely written during
the years immediately following his 1980 expulsion from GITIS, he unjustly
commented, “The meaning of [Poiski’s] dialogue was that the liberal part of the
editorial office presented the requirements and conditions that the left had to meet
in order to be accepted into decent society.”568
The distance of the Young Socialists’ perspectives from the Poiski editors may
also be understood through the prism of generational experience. Poiski’s editors
typically had long years of participation in the dissident movement already under
their belts by the end of the 1970s that included personal experiences of hardship
and repression. The comradeship that was fostered through these mutual
experiences disposed them to collaboration with different orientations and
overcame ideological differences. By contrast, the Young Socialists lacked this lived
experience and had not yet encountered repression and defeat.
The Young Socialists were part of the second generation of the dissident
movement, who were too young to have directly observed the difficult journey of its
earlier years. This generational distance was an important factor that partially
accounted for their critical approach to the views and tactics of the pravozashchitniki.
In the mid-1960s, when the dissident movement first took shape, the
pravozashchitniki were at first buoyed by the feelings of mutual solidarity and civic
strength they derived from their public stand against the state’s lawlessness. But as
an almost inevitable consequence, they began to perceive themselves as the true
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heirs of the best traditions of the nineteenth century Russian intelligentsia,569
elevated above the broader conformist Soviet intelligentsia.570 This attitude
distanced them from their wider networks of friends and potential allies among the
educated elite, who were not yet ready to make the personal and professional
sacrifices that participation in the movement inevitably entailed. The rejection of the
path of dissent by the broader intelligentsia then isolated the movement from a
support base within its own society. Under fire from the KGB, the pravozashchitniki
was forced to turn to the West for assistance as a last resort, not as a first preference,
as the Young Socialists’ critique of this strand of dissent appears to have assumed. 571
In the setting of the authorities’ intensified repression in mid-1981, the
Young Socialists pronounced the failure of the pravozashchitnik current of dissent:
A serious blow was struck at the base of the human rights wing, which
has so far been the most significant and prominent part of the
[dissident] movement. It is obvious that there is a crisis of dissent in
its traditional forms... The settings of traditional dissent – the priority
of the development of legal and half-legal public organisations –
turned out to be low in effectiveness – the rights defenders’ movement
to an excessively great degree was forced to be a self-defense
movement. Emphasising the non-political character of the movement
by many dissidents was also not justified. They proceeded from the
principal of the renunciation of the struggle for power and advocated
that the organisation struggle only against the abuse of power, against
the authorities’ violation of their own laws... Although the rights
defenders understand that abuses are an inalienable property of the
authorities, they are politically disarming before them, hoping to get in
return the legality and sympathy of not only political groups in the
west, but of the entire public opinion of the West, educated in liberal
traditions. They succeed in the mobilisation of the Western public, a
disappointing rebirth of the emancipatory tendency of the first
“socialist” state. However, for this success, the dissidents pay with
their dependence on the authorities and on the Western press...
Legalism forever puts them outside Soviet society and outside
conspiracy. 572
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This statement was part of an interview that three of the Young Socialists using the
pen name “the editors of Varianty” gave to L’Alternative, a French publication
oriented towards a Third Way between capitalism and socialism, during the summer
of 1981.573 This was the first major communication of their views to an audience
outside of the Soviet Union, though it was only published after their arrest.574
L’Alternative was conceived by its editors to be a “platform of dialogue” that would
transcend Cold War vocabulary, and introduce thinkers from the “other Europe” into
the discursive landscape of Western intellectuals.575 It provided a forum for the
major currents of dissent across the Eastern Bloc, though its own leftist orientation
was what especially attracted the Young Socialists.576 The authors, Fadin, Kudiukin
and Khavkin, declared their answers to represent a synthesis of Varianty’s
contributors’ views, which they described to L’Alternative as ranging from socialist
to Eurocommunist and social democratic.
The different scenarios forecasted by the Young Socialists for the road out of
stagnation were influenced by the paradoxical position the circle occupied as
dissident intellectuals whose analytical perspectives induced them to see no
immediate prospects for their own dissident activities. In response to L’Alternative’s
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invitation to evaluate whether Soviet dissent had encountered a crisis, they
proposed a solution that contained space for their own agency: “The exit from the
crisis of dissent may be the creation, in the foreseeable future, of political
organisations of various orientations and their appeal to the grassroots with a
concrete social program,” though they acknowledged, “a change in the general
spiritual climate in the country” was required for such a development.577 This was
accompanied by an unusually optimistic prediction of the potential upswing of civil
society, for which there seemed few grounds to expect in 1981:
Alongside the traditional rights defender dissidence will be the
creation of various types of legal non-conformist groups, primarily
made up of youth. Clubs, movements, organisations, etc, will expand.
The activities of underground political groups will intensify, among
them there will be a tendency to create party-type associations;
oppositional activity of a trade union nature will become a fairly
widespread phenomena. While supporting all of these movements, we
consider that the most important task is to unite all the supporters of
democratic socialism.578
Yet in an alternate, more clinical forecast issued towards the end of the interview,
the influence of Kudiukin and Fadin’s experience as specialists of post-Franco Spain
and Latin America clearly came through. This analysis closely anticipated the
scenario of their own future paths in Perestroika – yet contained no role for them in
the present:
The experience of all successful and unsuccessful attempts at
democratisation and liberalisation in the 1960s and 1980s:
Czechoslovakia, 1968-1969, Spain after 1976, Brazil after 1978,
Poland after 1980 and so on, show that that part of the previous
regime’s establishment always plays an important role in such
processes, as well as the opposition, emerging from the depths of the
regime itself. In conditions of a rather acute crisis, the ruling bloc itself
is breaking up, and a certain part of it is going to cooperate with the
opposition. For us, this, of course, is not a matter of the near future.579

Conclusion.

What made these young intellectuals from the Soviet elite dive into the
socialist underground during the final years of stagnation, despite the authorities’
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intensifying persecution of dissent and the fading appeal of socialism among their
generation? In a society where social distinctions were founded on degrees of access
to material goods and other types of resources, the Young Socialists’ upbringing in
privileged intelligentsia families guaranteed them with cultural and economic
access, whose consumption stimulated possibilities for steadily greater levels of
access. This can be seen from the circle’s climb from MGU to IMEMO in this chapter
through connections that they made during their university studies.580 Their “golden
youth” status not only granted access to the intellectual heights of late Soviet society.
It also imparted the sense of rebellion required to contemplate active opposition, not
to mention the self-assurance that convinced them they were the right people for the
job.
The job – writing a scientifically based socialist programme for the reform of
the Soviet Union – got a powerful boost from the resources that the Young Socialists
encountered at IMEMO. The circle’s use of spetskhran enhanced their understanding
of the Soviet Union and the outside world. Their immersion in the environment of
Latin American studies, where Marxism-Leninism was used creatively and often
applied with enthusiasm, increased their analytical abilities and solidified their
leftist worldview. The Young Socialists’ personal relationships with shestidesiatniki
mentors – Maidanik, Cheshkov and Sheinis – who passed on critical knowledge,
including precious lived experience of the Thaw, inspired the young dissidents’
creative imaginations. Their contacts with Medvedev and Gefter were equally
influential for allowing them to see socialism as a living idea, as it appeared in the
eyes of these dissident intellectuals, despite its decline among wider society.
The Young Socialists’ dissent was also based on their calculation that both of
the groups they identified as potential forces for reform in Soviet society – the highranking liberals and the dissident movement – were incapable of succeeding. Yet
they too found themselves faltering in the face of the immovability of the working
class, just as they were under fire from the authorities’ heightening campaign against
dissent. By 1981, three years had passed since Kudiukin’s programme for the
creation of workers’ trade unions, but it was not any closer to being realised. The
socio-economic crisis that the Young Socialists had predicted would create
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conditions for a broad movement of reform to appear had not occurred, although it
still appeared to be potentially on the horizon.
As they matured from student radicals animated by revolutionary
romanticism to young scholars with more complex, reformist worldviews, the Young
Socialists’ hopes for change dimmed over time. Their dissent instead became
sustained by developments taking place outside the Soviet Union. The shining
example of the worker-intellectual alliance between KOR and the Polish strikers, and
the growing mass movement of Solidarność in Poland inspired continued hope for
the Young Socialists. The major actions of the circle became directed to contact with
Poland and leftist movements outside the Soviet Union, which will be the focus of the
next chapter.
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Dissenting Internationalism. Eurocommunism,
early-Solidarność and the International
Reformist Left.
Introduction. The Internationalist Outlook of Socialist
Dissent.
On Italian television in December 1981, two days after the enforcement of
Martial Law in Poland, the leader of the Italian communist party (PCI), Enrico
Berlinguer, gave an interview where he reflected on the broader implications of this
development and pronounced: “What has happened in Poland leads us to consider
that finally the capacity for the development and renewal of the societies set up in
Eastern Europe has been exhausted – a renewal that started with the October
Revolution. Today we have reached the point where that phase is over.” He later
expressed his belief that democratic change in Eastern Europe was dependent on the
resumption of détente and would be set in motion if “a new socialism [could] be
achieved in the West, based on the principles of liberty and democracy.”581
These observations present a perspective of Soviet socialism at the beginning
of the 1980s from one of the leading lights of the Western European reformist Left.
Two associated assumptions stemmed from Berlinguer’s words: the sense of the
interconnection of events between East and West, and the importance of what had
occurred in Poland for all on the Left. These perceptions were largely shared by a
loosely configured transnational alignment of reform socialists that existed in an
embryonic state from the late-1970s for about a decade without ever solidifying into
a coherent movement with defined power centres. From its first years until the early1980s – the period under examination in this chapter – the Soviet and Eastern
European intellectuals that were part of this diffuse network were mainly dissidents
and émigrés, who participated in the occasional conferences and collaborative
publications that marked the grouping’s existence until it was thoroughly
transformed by reform socialism officially coming to power under Gorbachev. In the
late-1970s when Eurocommunism appeared as a potential game changer in the Cold
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War, the outlines of this network became visible to scholars through the mutually
supportive public statements issued by left-leaning dissidents and the
Eurocommunist parties, which fleetingly appeared to be a potential instigator of
change in the Eastern Bloc.582 However, the connections that made up this loose
coalition were never systematically evaluated, nor fully discernable contemporarily,
and have remained ill-defined in the literature as a result of the Soviet collapse
decimating this current.
As Silvio Pons and Michele Di Donato have pointed out, reform socialism as
an ideology never had clearly formulated strategies, nor was it a coherent body of
thought. Rather, it was a fragmented and disparate set of concepts, practices and
people who were committed to the reform of Soviet style socialism from above and
the democratic evolution of communism.583 At the most idealistic level, reform
socialists were engaged in a search for a reformed model of socialism free of the
Stalinist legacy that fully realised the ideology’s democratic and humanist potential.
But the economic thinking that originated in Eastern Europe, which was directed to
the more immediate and pragmatic task of improving the functioning of the poorly
performing Soviet-type economic model, was also a central feature. Reform
socialism developed into a political project gradually over decades in the wake of the
revelations of Stalin’s crimes at the Twentieth Party Congress in 1956, and advanced
at an uneven pace between East and West in Europe. Its influential moments were
during the Prague Spring in Czechoslovakia in 1968, the rise of Eurocommunism
among the Western European Communist Parties during 1975-1979, and the years
of Perestroika in the Soviet Union. Reform socialism has frequently been understood
in connection with the Soviet collapse, and interpreted as a turning point to the end
to Marxist revolutionary traditions in Europe,584 and a transitional movement that
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became a bridging force for European reconciliation in 1989.585 This chapter takes a
different approach: to reconstruct reform socialist thinking and its European
networks in the late-1970s and early-1980s, in order to explore how it provided
sources for socialist dissent in the late-Soviet Union before the onset of Perestroika.
This chapter therefore extends its focus beyond the Soviet context to
consider the wider international setting that existed during the twilight of détente
and the beginning of the Soviet Union’s final decade. The Young Socialists were a
relatively isolated trend within Soviet society as socialist dissidents who believed in
the necessity of reform. But in the first years of their dissent, they derived intellectual
inspiration and feelings of support from their knowledge acquired through reading
texts that originated within the Western Left and Eastern Bloc socialist dissent,
which they perceived to be linked in a loose internationalism. Three years into the
circle’s existence, the explosion of the Polish strikes in August 1980 altered the
landscape of late socialism. The Young Socialists viewed the rise of a powerful
workers’ movement that was supported by a worker-intelligentsia alliance in a
neighbouring Eastern Bloc country as a promising sign for socialist renewal. These
developments revitalised the reformist hopes of the Young Socialists, and pushed
them forward to new activities and a different audience. The circle continued to
await the approaching economic crisis that they predicted would spark greater
prospects for dissident activities in the Soviet Union. But after the excitement of the
Polish summer, the Young Socialists’ renewed drive for dissident activities instead
became directed outside of the Soviet Union.
During the years of their dissent, the Young Socialists’ most stimulating
sources of inspiration were foreign movements that they found ideologically
attractive, and which also appeared to them to have the potential to be sufficiently
influential to eventually awaken reformist impulses in the Soviet Union itself. In the
late-1970s, this was the Italian Communist Party (PCI) that was at the height of its
electoral popularity. By the early-1980s, Eurocommunism had already lost its
electoral strength. But the PCI’s criticisms of the Soviet Union in the PCI-CPSU
polemics that erupted in response to the imposition of martial law in Poland in
December 1981 resonated with the Young Socialists, and the conviction that their
own critical views of the Soviet leadership were shared by the largest communist
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party in Western Europe provided sustenance for their dissent. In these same years,
the emergence of a workers’ movement in Poland also presented a vision of a
potential Soviet future. The Young Socialists eagerly digested all of the information
about Polish developments that they could. They disseminated propaganda on this
topic in Sotsializm i budushchee, and initiated plans to distribute the Twenty-One
Demands of the Polish Interfactory Strike Committee in the working class suburbs of
Moscow, as well as forming the embryonic Organisation of the Committee for the
Creation of Free Trade Unions in the USSR. Their enthusiasm for the outlook and
direction of Eurocommunism and Solidarność culminated in the Young Socialists
sending letters to these movements in 1981 and 1982 to communicate that there
was support for them in the Soviet Union.
Why did the circle decide to engage in this particular form of dissent? What
were the practicalities that were involved in organising these communications? And
what was the impact of their actions? This chapter reconstructs these acts as
expressions of dissenting internationalism, and asks the broader question of how
their perspectives of the outside world fit into the thinking and practices of socialist
dissent. This interpretation follows scholars’ recent interest in popular expressions
of internationalism from below in the Eastern Bloc,586 and what Quinn Slobodian has
called “alternative internationalism,” which was distinguished by its expressions of
support for causes that were unaligned with the state’s internationalism.587
Socialist internationalism and internationalist solidarity were prominent
elements of the revolutionary culture of the early Soviet state, when world
revolution appeared to be on the horizon.588 In the late Brezhnev years, these ideas
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remained officially promoted values that influenced perceptions of global affairs
among Soviet citizens, although indifference to them was also often a common
response. The post-Stalin era Soviet orientation toward peaceful coexistence,
economic integration and active participation in world affairs altered the make up of
socialist internationalism from its earlier predominantly politicised revolutionary
form so that in these years this concept also signified engagement and exchange with
the cultures of other countries.589 In the Soviet Union and across the Eastern Bloc,
James Mark and Peter Apor observed, “Socialist culture became infused with
knowledge of the wider world both to a degree and with a nuance unknown in the
Stalinist period.”590 This greater awareness coupled with its limits also shaped
socialist dissidents’ perceptions of the outside world. But in line with their critical
approach to Soviet socialism, they possessed interpretations of socialist
internationalism that they understood to be distinctive from official late-Soviet
forms by virtue of their restoration of political rigour and sincerity to these values.
Their practices of internationalist solidarity were often also distinguished from
those of the Soviet state through their support for movements whose ideological
positions were considered to be unfavourable or even anti-Soviet in the eyes of the
authorities.
The “Helsinki narrative,” which documented the role of the pravozashchitniki
and their connections to Western journalists, NGOs and politicians within the
development of a transnational human rights network in the 1970s that contributed
to the fall of communism, is well-known.591 By contrast, socialist dissidents appeared
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to be an insular current whose determined reflections on the historic roles of Lenin
and Stalin in the outcome of the October Revolution, and their arguments for the
democratic potential of the Soviet model of socialism remained largely rooted in
their domestic context. This perception was also influenced by the fact that when
socialist dissidents did establish foreign contacts, they were not as readily visible to
outside observers as the often deliberately public context of the pravozashchitniki’s
interactions. Moreover, transnational connections among the Left seemed to melt
away as a topic of significance for scholarly investigation at the end of the Cold War.
However, renewed attention has been devoted to the international
dimension of communism and the role of the Soviet Union’s extensive engagement
with the outside world in shaping identities and experience when writing the
cultural history of the late Soviet Union.592 The recent boom in transnational studies
has demonstrated the enriching potential of this approach where themes and source
material, which during the Cold War were used by political scientists to construct
arguments about geopolitical influence, are now being redeployed by historians to
address questions of Soviet identity and subjectivity. 593 Moreover, moving beyond
East West paradigms, scholars have began to develop an intra-bloc history of dissent,
which conceptualises the national dissident movements as part of a loose bloc-wide
community, while sketching out shared perspectives and instances of
cooperation.594
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Transnational perspectives can also be extended to studies of the socialist
dissent of underground circles whose thinking and activities involved engagement
with leftist ideas and movements that were active outside the Soviet Union. This
approach enables this international element, which was a critical factor in the
worldview and activities of some socialist dissidents, to come to the fore, and
connects socialist dissent to broader developments that occurred in the history of
the international Left.595 The exploration of these internationalist currents also
facilitates better scholarly understanding of the intellectual make up of socialist
dissent. The transnational approach provides a methodological framework to
capture the internationalist outlook of these socialist dissidents, while at the same
time allowing room to probe the degree to which they were truly connected with the
international Left through their thinking and contacts, or whether they remained
limited and aspirational in nature.596
Many embryonic underground socialist groupuscules were in fact totally
restricted to Soviet frames of reference. This resulted from a combination of their
specific concerns and limited knowledge of foreign thinkers, as well as their
shortlived existence of typically a few months before the KGB detected and arrested
them, which limited their evolution.597 But the most well-known socialist dissident
circles, which existed for at least two years and were composed of intellectuals, were
all to varying degrees internationalist in outlook and influenced by foreign leftist
thought and movements. Their expressions of dissenting internationalism occurred
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on a spectrum from being intellectually based, abstracted or aspirational to more
concrete. They ranged from being values that formed part of their worldview to real
life interactions, and can be differentiated by whether the international character of
their activities was driven by the appeal of foreign ideas in domestic circumstances
or connected to their desire to establish connections with the outside world. The
circles’ different degrees of access to the abroad were the greatest determining
factor for shaping the form of these interactions. The following vignettes, which
address the socialist dissent of the Krasnopevtsev circle (1956-1957),
Kolokol/Union of Communards (1963-1965) and the Leningrad Opposition (19751978), highlight these elements of their experience.
The Krasnopevtsev circle that formed in the historical faculty of MGU in the
mid-1950s, which was discussed in the previous chapter in connection to the
participation of Marat Cheshkov who was an informal mentor to the Young Socialists
at IMEMO, developed connections to Polish intellectuals. The circle’s discussions
were centred upon explorations of the Russian and Soviet revolutionary past and
present and informed by their interest in Plekhanov, Lenin and Martov, but they
were also influenced by foreign thinkers that included the PCI leader, Palmiro
Togliatti, the Yugoslav theorist of workers’ self-management, Edvard Kardelj, and
the reformist leader of the Polish October, Wladyslaw Gomulka.598 During trips to
Warsaw as part of a Komsomol delegation in 1956 and 1957, the Krasnopevtsev
circle’s members sought out likeminded Poles to better understand Polish conditions
and to share their views of events in the Soviet Union.599 They formed connections
with the young Polish intellectuals located around the reformist publication Po
Prostu that continued after the circle’s members returned to Moscow through the
exchange of each other’s publications. The Krasnopevtsev circle’s admiration for the
Polish variant of reformism led by Gomulka increased their critical attitudes towards
what they perceived as the unevenness of Khrushchev’s de-Stalinisation, which they
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observed in the violent suppression of the Hungarian revolution.600 The following
year, the young intellectuals renewed their conversations when the Poles journeyed
to Moscow in a delegation for the World Youth Festival of 1957.

Lev Krasnopevtsev in 1958 (Sakharov Centre).
The anti-bureaucratic attitudes that were at the heart of the Union of
Communards/Kolokol’s dissent were formed by a combination of their observations
of everyday life and the influences of Soviet and foreign thinkers. The circle, which
was made up of friends who had met through a Komsomol brigade at Leningrad
Technical Institute in the mid-1950s, published the samizdat work From the
Dictatorship of the Bureaucracy to the Dictatorship of the Proletariat in 1964. It
interpreted the Soviet Union to be a post-capitalist state under the class rule of the
bureaucracy, and called for a new socialist revolution in the Soviet Union.601 Robert
Hornsby has noted how dissident texts from the early-1960s displayed similarities
to Milovan Djilas’ ideas in The New Class (1957), and pointed to the Yugoslav
dissident’s work as an influence on the Kolokol’chiki.602 As early as 1957 Radio
Liberty broadcast a Russian translation of the work into the Soviet Union, which was
read at a deliberately slow pace in order to encourage its transcription and further
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distribution by Soviet listeners.603 However, although The New Class was circulating
in samizdat at the time the circle wrote From the Dictatorship,604 according to
Kolokol’chik, Valerii Smolkin, they were only aware of Djilas’ work at that point and
had not yet read it.605 One of the circle’s leaders, Sergei Khakhaev recalled that they
spent a year working on the theoretical basis of the text. 606 They made up for their
gap in samizdat connections with public library membership, which contributed to
the inclusion of other influences in addition to Djilas. The Italian communist, Antonio
Gramsci appears as the most commonly cited foreign thinker.607 Il’ia Budraitskis
traced the strands of From the Dictatorship’s argumentation that the Soviet Union’s
transition to a “bureaucratic formation” was the consequence of a wider global
process of bureaucratisation to the American Trotskyist turned conservative James
Burnham’s work, The Managerial Revolution (1941). The circle’s leaders, Valerii
Ronkin and Khakhaev, reached Burnham by gleaning his arguments through
references made to them in the works of Soviet scholars that they borrowed from
the library.608 The circle’s idea of internationalism, which was closely connected to
its anti-bureaucratic outlook, was expressed in the first issue of their samizdat
journal:
For us proletarian internationalism is a living, close concept...we know
that the workers of all countries and nationalities have common goals:
the fight against exploiters - the feudal lords in Afghanistan, the
bourgeoisie in Germany and Italy, the bureaucracy in the USSR, the
People's Republic of China and the United Arab Republic.609
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The Kolokol’chiki, reunited 10 years after their arrests, in 1976 (Fond Iofe).
The Leningrad Opposition published a radical new Leftist samizdat journal,
Perspektiva (Perspective) in the late-1970s whose lifespan overlapped with the first
years of the Young Socialists’ dissent. The core of the circle were the Leningrad State
University students Andrei Reznikov, Aleksandr Skobov and Andrei Tsurkov.610
Tsurkov was attracted to aspects of Maoism and interpreted the Chinese cultural
revolution as a struggle against the nomenklatura for popular democracy.611 He
discovered Maoism chiefly from subtracting the condemnatory film coating it in
Soviet polemics to deduce its general ideas and also listened to Chinese radio
broadcasts.612 Skobov was drawn to social democracy. He recalled that although all
three condemned the Soviet invasions of Central Europe, he argued with Reznikov
and Tsurkov, who were opposed to market economic relations, about whether the
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events in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968 were attempted restorations
of capitalism or movements for a new socialism.613

Aleksandr Skobov (left) with Feliks Vinogradov at the Leningrad State
University Faculty of History about 1976-1977 (Fond Iofe).
At the time he was involved in the circle’s dissent, Skobov was living in a
commune on the edge of Leningrad that celebrated Western counterculture.614 The
Leningrad Opposition were all heavily interested in the Western new Left including
its most radical end – Tsurkov went as far as to propose a protest outside the West
German consulate against the trial of the Red Army Faction – but they had almost no
access to their ideas. Reznikov admitted that their lack of languages stopped them
from reading works of the Western new Left in public libraries where the Russian
translations were restricted. Their poor connections to samizdat networks and the
lack of interest in this topic among foreign radio broadcasters meant they also could
not discover their ideas through these clandestine channels.615 They were restricted
to sources that produced fragmented and romanticised impressions: Reznikov
recalled his collection of Soviet books entitled Critique of bourgeois approaches to...
that he read between the lines to learn of foreign leftist ideas and his photograph of
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Patricia Hearst, the beautiful hostage of the American left-wing terrorist group, the
Symbionese Liberation Army.616
What does the collective experience of these circles tell us about the
international dimension of socialist dissent and where do the Young Socialists fit in?
The factors of social milieu, age, and the different domestic and international
conditions of the Thaw and the late Brezhnev years that separated shestidesiatniki
and semidesiatniki experiences of socialist dissent, all affected socialist dissidents’
interactions with the outside world. The Krasnopevtsev circle shared with the Young
Socialists an elite status that made possible their experiences of interactive
dissenting internationalism. As postgraduate students in the historical faculty at
MGU, they possessed language skills and access to specialist literature, while their
highly placed Komsomol involvement was a ticket to the rare experience of travel
abroad in the 1950s. These attributes afforded the Krasnopevtsev circle the
opportunity to visit Warsaw where they gained a developed picture of Polish
reformism and formed internationalist connections, which were later recognised by
the Soviet prosecutors in their criminal case as “ties to international revisionism.”617
In addition to the elite milieu they occupied, the Krasnopevtsev circle shared
reformist views in common with the Young Socialists and were similar in age.
This was in contrast to the Kolokol’chiki and the Leningrad Opposition, who
held revolutionary perspectives that were set against a romanticised picture of the
outside world. The Kolokol’chiki were the most inward facing dissident circle due to
their critical attitudes largely occurring in a dialogue with Soviet socialism, as was
more characteristic of the shestidesiatniki generation. As Soviet socialism declined in
its appeal as the Brezhnev era wore on, the socialist dissidents of the semidesiatniki
generation became increasingly inspired by foreign leftist thinking in their criticisms
of the Soviet system. The Western radical Left captivated the Leningrad Opposition,
despite their limited access to these thinkers. The relative youth of the Leningrad
Opposition, who were on the threshold of their twenties during their years of
dissent,618 contributed to their radicalism. By contrast, the period of the Young
Socialists’ dissenting internationalism as it is conceptualised in this chapter was long
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after the revolutionary romanticism of their MGU years, and took place when the
core of the circle, with the exception of the younger Kagarlitskii, were all in their late
twenties or early thirties.
The socialist dissidents of the semidesiatniki generation were active at the end
of détente, after the Soviet Union had already reached the peak of its opening to the
outside world before Perestroika. Despite the worsening climate of international
relations, the information networks that Soviet intellectuals used to engage with the
abroad largely remained in place. These conditions gave a greater international
dimension to socialist dissent than had existed among the earlier generation. The
proximity of the Young Socialists to elite intellectual structures that brought
information about the outside world into the Soviet Union, which included the
research environment of IMEMO and samizdat networks in Moscow, gave them a
much greater chance to capitalise on the opportunities for engagement with the
international Left brought by détente than the Leningrad Opposition.
By the late Brezhnev years, the decline of the Soviet Union’s prestige had
occurred among the international Left, which was readily observed by the Young
Socialists. The de-stabilisation of Hungary and Poland that occurred as part of the
immediate fall out of the Twentieth Party Congress motivated the dissident activities
of the Krasnopevtsev circle. Though over the longer term, the events of 1956
stimulated movements for reform among the communist Left that had crystallised
by the years of the Young Socialists’ dissent.619 The Krasnopevtsev circle’s dissent
occurred during the years that the Soviet Union remained the undisputed leader of
the still strong international communist movement. By contrast, in the late Brezhnev
years a broader reformist Left that was critical of the Soviet experience existed,
which appeared to the Young Socialists to share many of their dissenting views.

Reading Reform Socialism. Constructing an Imagined
Community of Dissenting Internationalism, 1977-1980.
The Young Socialists’ dissenting internationalism was made possible by what
Gyorgi Peteri has called the “nylon curtain” that divided Europe during the Cold War.
Peteri’s updating of the classical metaphor reflected new research on the economic,
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cultural and political interactions between East and West during the Cold War, which
indicated that rather than being forged from iron, a transparent and flexible border
divided the Eastern Bloc from Western Europe.620 These conditions had enabled the
first generation of Soviet dissidents and their Western facilitators to find points of
elasticity in the curtain, where the transfer and exchange of samizdat and tamizdat
and other forms of political and literary communication occurred.621 By the time the
Young Socialists began their dissident activities, these cross-border forms of
communication were a regular practice among Moscow dissidents. They were made
possible by three interrelated processes that occurred in the late-1960s and early1970s: the rise of samizdat domestically, the development of personal relations
between dissidents and sympathetic Western journalists and scholars in Moscow,
and the emigration of the first numbers of dissidents to the West.622 According to
Peter Reddaway, who was a prominent Western participant in these networks, the
transfer of Khronika tekushikh sobytii (Chronicle of Current Events) and other
samizdat to the West practically functioned by a pravozashchitnik handing a copy to
Western scholars or journalists, an act filled with considerable risk. These
sympathetic Westerners travelled with the illegal documents themselves or
persuaded a diplomat to do so, and across the border these papers were often sent
on to émigré publishing houses and media offices.623 Solzhenitsyn’s tamizdat
publications and his correspondence with foreign publishers followed a similar
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route with the help of a Swedish foreign correspondent, who used the Norwegian
diplomatic pouch to send and receive documents from abroad.624
The impact of the samizdat sent to the West was multiplied in scale by the
airwaves of

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL), which converted

clandestinely distributed texts into more widely accessible broadcasts.625 The
Eastern Bloc’s ability to tune in to what was colloquially known as “the voices”
contributed to the broader intelligentsia’s familiarity with underground literature
and dissident repressions.626 Émigrés were well-represented among the RFE/RL
staff, and played other vital communicative roles in the transnational network of
dissent. Kacper Szulecki has labelled them “dissident interpreters” out of recognition
for their regular practice of transmitting messages from dissidents inside the Eastern
Bloc to Western politicians using vocabulary understandable to the power centres of
their newly adopted countries.627 They also acted as channels of communication to
other dissident contacts and Western media that mitigated the natural difficulties
experienced by dissidents inside the Eastern Bloc, and provided access to financial
resources and publishing houses.628 The dissident émigré communities particularly
in New York and Paris also enlivened the samizdat scene in Moscow and Leningrad
through creating new publications in the freer conditions of their exile or giving
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renewed life to established ones, which travelled through clandestine routes back to
the readership in the Soviet Union.629
In contrast to the first generation of dissidents, who primarily used these
transnational networks in the 1970s to attract the attention of Western governments
and publics, the Young Socialists drew on these established forms of contact and
exchange to pursue connections with the reformist Left in Western Europe and the
other countries of the Eastern Bloc. In the circle’s early years, this occurred at the
level of reading and discussion. Their positions at IMEMO were critical in this
endeavour, where Kudiukin’s research specialisation on contemporary Spanish
leftist politics and Ivanova’s role of compiling the reference collection for the French
leftist parties made them especially well-informed observers. They also used the
networks of samizdat and tamizdat that had been pioneered by the first generation
of dissidents to access a large volume of left-wing reformist literature, and
familiarised themselves with its debates and concerns. According to a report
published in 1984 by the chief investigator of the Young Socialists’ case, Fedor
Pokhil, in the house searches that targeted the circle the KGB seized over a thousand
anti-Soviet publications and more than a hundred photographic films that included
copies of works published abroad.630 Among this sizable collection of samizdat and
tamizdat, at Khavkin’s address the KGB search recorded Russian language copies of
Stephen Cohen’s Bukharin, texts that addressed the East German leftist dissident
Rudolf Bahro’s The Alternative in Eastern Europe, documents of the Socialist
International, a summary of the French Leftist Richard Gombin’s study, The Radical
Tradition (1978) on workers’ councils as a communist model of governance, several
Academy of Sciences publications marked for restricted/internal use that addressed
contemporary Western politics and societies, and in a link to the first generation of
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dissidents, a copy of Vladimir Bukovskii’s memoir, And the Wind Returns published
by Valerii Chalidze’s Khronika Press in New York.631
The circle also directed its attention to Eastern European reform socialist
economic thinking, which was especially visible in Sotsializm i budushchee, where
economic ideas were frequently discussed and Kagarlitskii urged readers to absorb
themselves in “the lessons of Yugoslavia, the reforms of 1963-1968 in
Czechoslovakia, 1968 in Hungary, but we should also attentively study the work of
Marxist theoreticians: Rezső Nyers, János Kornai, Włodzimierz Brus, Ota Šik, and
others.”632 Another indication of the Young Socialists’ growing engagement with the
reformist Left through reading was a special attachment to the first issue of Levyi
povorot in 1979, which was not continued in later issues. It contained a list of
recommended reading that mainly related to the publications of Soviet reformist
economists of the 1960s in Novy mir and Literaturnaia gazeta, as well as articles from
the Polish one time revisionist, Leszek Kolakowski and the British communists who
were critical of the Soviet Union, Monty Johnstone and Bert Ramelson.633 There was
also commentary based on the foreign leftist press, which included excerpts from the
Italian communist daily L’Unitá on price rises that were indicative of a deteriorating
economic situation in the USSR, which was not portrayed in the same terms by the
Soviet press, and reports of protests by Spanish leftists in solidarity with persecuted
East German dissidents.
This reading formed the initial poles of the Young Socialists’ dissenting
internationalism. It reinforced their attraction to reform socialism, and helped to
define the constellation of parties, movements and thinkers that they considered
themselves in solidarity with, whom broadly shared their own outlook. As Ann
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Komaromi has observed, samizdat reading and production also took on social
functions, where these practices could support the crystallisation of new group
identities.634 This occurred among the Young Socialists as their wide reading
persuaded them that they were not as isolated in their thinking internationally as
they were in their own society. The circle began to view themselves as part of a
broader international community of “dissenting internationalism” that was made up
of reform socialists who held positions that opposed the orthodox Soviet viewpoint
and sympathised with dissent in the Eastern Bloc.
The Young Socialists’ perception that the reformist Left was held together in
a loosely linked internationalism – that, in reality, was indistinct to the point that it
was rather a fleeting association – was informed by their awareness of the
collaborative publications and occasional conferences that occurred among this
community. By the end of the 1970s, Eastern Bloc dissidents were participants in
these networks – a development that the Young Socialists became aware of through
reading Western leftist publications that contained articles penned by these
dissident authors. The Young Socialists recorded their approval of these connections
during their own interview with a French leftist publication, “We also positively
evaluate publications in Western leftist journals of the work of representatives of the
Eastern European opposition, especially in the journals New Left Review, Das
Argument and Neues Forum.”635 These journals were part of a broader number of
Western publications that had a new Left or reform socialist orientation, which
included dissident authors or addressed questions of how the Western Left should
support dissent in the Eastern Bloc.636 One of these publications, the British Labour
Focus on Eastern Europe, aimed to provide information to Western leftist readers on
developments among the opposition in the Eastern Bloc with a focus on its working
class or socialist currents.637 In 1982 its editors translated and published
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Pribylovskii’s anonymous review of Levyi povorot/Sotsializm i budushchee that was
addressed in the previous chapter and issued detailed news of the Young Socialists’
arrests.638 In a nod to the manner in which the Young Socialists benefitted from the
samizdat/tamizdat networks established by the first generation of dissidents,
Leonid Pliushch, a left-leaning pravozashchitnik, who emigrated from the Soviet
Union to France in 1976 following a worldwide campaign for his release from forced
psychiatric treatment, was a sponsor of the bulletin.639
The Young Socialists’ view of a loose reform socialist unity that differed in
form from Soviet-led proletarian internationalism occurred in tandem with the PCI’s
announcement of its policy of a “new internationalism” in 1976, which received
publicity in L’Unitá.640 This new internationalism was a continuity of the PCI’s efforts
to distance itself from the Soviet imposed direction of the international communist
movement, and intersected with the Young Socialists’ conception that
internationalist solidarity existed among the reformist Left through its commitment
to seeking alliances among European communists, and other socialist and reformist
forces.641
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The Young Socialists’ picture of a loosely connected reformist Left was the
product of the circle’s access to resources that provided information on foreign
political developments and non-Soviet leftist thinking. The circle’s language skills,
together with their access to IMEMO’s spetskhran and connections to Moscow’s
samizdat networks, provided them with a detailed working knowledge of political
movements outside the Soviet Union. This allowed them to gain a developed sense
of the identities, concerns and debates of the reformist Left, which they considered
themselves to be a part of. Their identification with the reformist Left abroad was as
much the behaviour of solidarity seeking leftists as it was a search for external allies
triggered by their isolation within their own society. However, despite the circle’s
uniquely detailed knowledge, their perspectives were limited by how closed Soviet
society remained, which impeded their ability to understand the outside world
accurately. This contributed to a rosier perception of the degree of unity and
prospects for success that existed among the reformist Left than was the case in
reality – an impression that was also influenced by the romantic and idealistic
qualities of the circle’s outlook that initially led them to dissent. What was
particularly missing from the Young Socialists’ perceptions of the reformist Left was
understanding of some of the factors that contributed to its fragmented state, which
included the degree to which its individual groupings were influenced by specific
domestic issues and electoral concerns. The circle’s lack of familiarity with the
dynamics of other societies was an effect of Soviet isolation, which led them to
overestimate the importance of developments in the Soviet Union and dissent in the
Eastern Bloc to this loose community of solidarity. This was reflected in their
assertion to L’Alternative that “the leftist forces of the West are foremost vitally
interested” in publicising dissent in the Eastern Bloc because they “are suffering
from their identification with the so-called ‘real socialism.’”642 This statement
highlighted their hampered understanding of Western society and its different forms
of media reporting and reception, which especially for the Eurocommunist parties
that remained allies of the Soviet Union, made the issue a double edged sword.
The Young Socialists approached the many currents of reform socialist
thinking with what Silvio Pons has termed “hierarchies of sense” that were formed
by the distinctive concerns that motivated their dissent. This distinguished the
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particular composition of the circle’s ideological influences from those of the
reformist Left located outside the Eastern Bloc.643 In their wide reading, the Young
Socialists encountered texts that had a substantial impact on the Western Left, but
were not part of the Soviet canon. In the case of Trotsky’s, The Revolution Betrayed
(1940), they read a French edition that they had received through Sobchenko’s
connections in the late-1970s.644 Though in the West Trotsky was regarded as a
primary theoretician for Marxist critiques of the Soviet Union,645 for the Young
Socialists, he was a stopping point on the road to more influential critiques that
addressed contemporary Soviet conditions. This trajectory could be observed in an
article in Sotsializm i budushchee from 1980, when Kagarlitskii referred to Trotsky
during a discussion of whether the elimination of private property conferred
socialist qualities onto society. He acknowledged the scale of Trotsky’s contribution
to the analysis of the bureaucracy under socialism, but broadly concluded of his
work, “As history shows, many of Trotsky’s ideas turned out to be erroneous.”646
Kagarlitskii followed these comments by returning to his broader question of
whether the Soviet Union was a socialist state, and continued with admiring
appraisals of the arguments contained in the above mentioned work, Kolokol/Union
of Communard’s From the Dictatorship of the Bureaucracy to the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat (1962) and Mikhail Voslenskii’s Nomenklatura: Anatomy of the Soviet
Ruling Class (1980).647 This approach was in keeping with the other dissident
Marxists in the Eastern Bloc after 1968, who were more invested in a “historical
sociology” of really existing socialism on its own terms, rather than the earlier
critiques or analyses that primarily emphasised doctrinal departures from Marxism
that were more often favoured by the Western Left.648
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By contrast, The Revolution Betrayed made more of an impression on
Kudiukin, who was struck by the similarity of his own views to the conclusions
reached by Trotsky nearly forty years earlier, and recalled that this pushed him
further, in the direction of analyses that classified the system in the Soviet Union as
a form of state capitalism.649 He remembered his impressions at the time were that
“we had in Russia either some kind of state capitalism or some new formation that
was not envisaged by Marx. It was after capitalism, but not socialism.”650 The search
for an adequate Marxist explanation for Soviet development was one of the most
difficult issues that the Young Socialists grappled with during their years of dissent.
In an indication of the prominence that it was accorded by the circle, in the summer
of 1979, in the first words of the introduction to the first issue of Levyi povorot
Kagarlitskii confronted this problem using the overly resolute tone that was
characteristic of this popular-propaganda samizdat journal:
“Our worst internal enemy, said V.I. Lenin in 1922, is the bureaucrat,
this communist, who works in a position with high responsibility, and
then in a position with close to no responsibility...” (V.I. Lenin, Collected
Works, volume 45, p. 15). Since then this enemy has not only
strengthened and multiplied, but has become the new master of the
country, enslaving it. The recently formed division between the
labouring “lower classes” and the bureaucratic “upper circles”
exploiting them with the help of the state can in no way be called
socialism. Therefore, Comrade Santiago Carrillo, the leader of the
Spanish Communist Party, is obviously correct in saying that the Soviet
Union is not a working class state, but is located somewhere between
capitalism and socialism (Marxism Today, October 1978, p. 302).651
This intermediate position of our country creates quite a difficult and
peculiar political situation. In front of us is the question – forward or
backwards? Towards genuine socialism or towards shamefaced,
diguised, renamed capitalism?652
Despite Kagarlitskii’s confidently framed question of backwards, or forwards to an
ideal socialism, even the sense of direction displayed in this question was far from
settled among the circle. Kudiukin recalled that at the beginning of the 1980s, in a
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discussion with Kagarlitskii he argued that the dead end reached by Soviet society
meant that the Soviet Union would need to return to capitalism for a time before
moving forward to socialism once again, while Kagarlitskii suggested that the Soviet
dead end could be conceptualised as a fence that encircled them, which the state
could jump over somehow.653
These questions of Soviet development were considered by the wider
community of the reformist Left at the conference “Power and Opposition in PostRevolutionary Societies” in November 1977 in Venice. The conference was dedicated
to critically understanding the experience of “really existing socialism” and its
implications for the Western Left. It was organised by Il Manifesto, an influential
Italian new Leftist newspaper that was published by a splinter group from the PCI,
which engaged critical voices from the socialist and communist parties, members of
the extra-parliamentary left, student activists and feminists.654 This was an event
that contributed to the Young Socialists’ perception that a loose internationalism
that was supportive of Eastern Bloc dissent existed among the reformist Left, which
they observed through the participation of Eastern European dissidents in the
conference. They later noted to L’Alternative that the conference was an important
event and a desirable form for the expression of Western leftist solidarity with
dissent.655 The circle became aware of it through Kudiukin, who encountered a
summary article in a Spanish newspaper that he read as part of his research at
IMEMO that addressed the Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party in the post-Franco
years.656 The conference attracted high profile leftists, including dissident émigrés
from the Eastern Bloc – among them, Leonid Pliushch, Jiri Pelikan and Istvan
Meszaros, and a larger number of Westerners, many of whom had left the communist
party due to its pro-Soviet positions and those who occupied autonomous leftist
positions – including Franz Marek, Charles Bettelheim, Franco Fortini, as well as a
considerable number of other public intellectuals and scholars.
Though the PCI was favoured as the leading international force for reform
socialism in the late-1970s by the Young Socialists, it was regarded by most
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attendees of the conference as much closer to orthodox communism than they were.
This was one of the reasons for the conference organiser and Il Manifesto director,
Rossana Rossanda’s characterisation of Eurocommunism in her opening speech as
“that poor man’s version of the Gramscian approach to revolution in the West.”657
Nevertheless, the PCI was represented by the MP and historian, Rosario Villari, who
sidestepped the leading question of the conference on whether socialism existed in
the Soviet Union, and instead asserted, “The real and fundamental problem is the full
development of democratic structures and of liberty.”658
The discussions at the conference on the format of class relations within
Soviet socialism, which resembled Kudiukin and Kagarlitskii’s conversations above,
demonstrate how the Young Socialists’ ideological influences overlapped and their
thinking fit into a shared intellectual framework with the reformist Left. In his
conference address, Boris Vail’, the Soviet dissident who had recently emigrated to
Denmark stressed, “I and my co-thinkers in the USSR have for a long time been in no
doubt about the correctness of the term state capitalism.”659 Vail’ had participated
in the illegal Marxist circle around Revol’t Pimenov in 1956 and spent long years in
the camps due to his continued dissident activities that had become oriented to
human rights.660 Vail’s’ analysis of state capitalism centred on the following factors:
“(1) In the Soviet Union, the means of production is owned by the state...(2) The
workers’ labour power has remained a commodity...(3) Added value and the means
of production are used by those who control the state without the producers having
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the slightest say or control over their disposal. (4) The state serves the interests of
the ruling class.”661 Another speaker, Fernando Claudin reiterated the difficulties
involved in analysing the Soviet Union from a Marxist perspective, where the
classification of state capitalism could be countered by the possibility that the
Eastern Bloc regimes “are a new type of class society with antagonistic interests –
one that is neither socialist nor capitalist.”662 Claudin was a Spanish civil war veteran
and a former high ranking communist, who in the late Stalin period had spent several
years of his exile from the Franco dictatorship in Moscow. He was expelled from the
Spanish communist party (PCE) in 1964 for his anti-Soviet positions that prefigured
the party’s later Eurocommunist direction, and in the late-1970s was an astute critic
of the Soviet Union from the Left, who displayed sympathy for dissent in the Eastern
Bloc.663
The Young Socialists regarded Claudin as a Western advocate of their vision
of “dissenting internationalism.” They concluded to L’Alternative, “We consider that
in the Western press, the question of solidarity with our struggle [Soviet dissidents]
was correctly delivered, in particular, by Fernando Claudin in the article “Soviet
Expansionism” Zona Abierta (2-3) 1980.”664 In this essay, which was written in the
aftermath of the invasion of Afghanistan, Claudin was highly critical of the Soviet
Union, though his words also contained an implicit challenge to the PCI:
The Italian communist party, for example, launched at its last congress
the idea of a new internationalism that must include all the currents of
the Western Left along with the anti-imperialist forces of the Third
World, but did not include the movements that fight for democracy and
socialism in the countries of the East... If the Kremlin organises a
conference of the communist parties that exercise dictatorship in the
East together with the satellite communist parties of Western Europe,
why can’t the Eurocommunist and socialist parties, along with other
progressive forces of Western Europe, organise a large conference in
which the democratic forces of the Polish, Czechoslovak, Soviet
661
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opposition, etc. are also represented?... It is necessary, yes, a new
internationalism, but against the two imperialisms.665
This internationalism was on display in Il Manifesto director Rossana
Rossanda’s opening of the “Power and Opposition in Post-Revolutionary Societies”
conference. Rossanda outlined the reformist Left’s newly adopted support for
dissent, “Solidarity with these comrades [in Eastern Europe] is a moral duty on
which the European left has defaulted all too often...those who advance a nonapologetic view of the USSR are no longer disregarded. The isolation of internal
dissent [in the Eastern Bloc] has...ended.”666

Rossana Rossanda (Jacobin).
Rossanda linked the Western reformist Left’s newfound solidarity with
dissent in the Eastern Bloc to the above question of the existence of socialism in the
Soviet Union. She argued that this question was almost as urgent for the Western
Left as it was for dissidents in the Eastern Bloc and contended, “This is not an
academic question...it affects our political options.”667 Rossanda asserted that if the
Eastern Bloc societies were new social formations that were not defined by capitalist
relations, the Western Left needed to appeal to the countries’ leaderships to
encourage those societies’ democratisation. But if the societies embodied capitalism
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of a new type, they should instead engage the opposition and promote class struggle
in the Eastern Bloc.668 This concentrated introspection on the nature of the societies
in the Eastern Bloc was a reaction to the failure of socialism to take hold in the West.
Rossanda reflected:
The show trials, prisons, and mental asylums constitute only the tip of
the iceberg. We view this as our problem, an aspect of our own future
revolutions. We believe that the answer to the question, “Why have all
the revolutions thus far come to grief on the key problem of the state
and freedom?” must be sought in the same theoretical and political
obstacles that have impeded the revolution in the West.669
As was expressed by Berlinguer at the beginning of this chapter, Rossanda shared
the sense that Eastern and Western Europe were interconnected in their prospects
for democratic socialism, which was a powerful motivation for the Western
reformist Left to engage dissent: “if the societies of Eastern Europe will not change
without revolution in the West, there will be no revolution in the West without a
thorough critical examination of the experience of the societies of the East.”670
While the conference was remembered by British and West German Leftists
for Louis Althusser’s intervention that the Left was gripped by a crisis of Marxism,671
it also marked a fleeting highpoint for solidarity between the Western reformist Left
and dissent in the Eastern Bloc. Their cooperation was formalised in a conference
motion, which declared that its attendees would continue their “active solidarity”
with dissent and “support the struggle for democracy [in the Eastern Bloc],” which
they demonstrated in a concrete form through their appeal to public opinion to call
for the GDR to release the East German socialist dissident Rudolf Bahro. 672 They
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pledged to meet again six months later in Barcelona during the tenth year
anniversary of the Prague Spring to discuss the origins and outcomes of the
Czechoslovak reformist experiment.673 However, in an indication of the
indeterminate nature of this community, this second occasion and other future
meetings never materialised. The Prague Spring anniversary was instead recognised
by the PCI, who held a conference at the Gramsci Institute’s Centre for the Studies of
Socialist Countries in Rome. The more ambiguous attitude of the PCI towards
dissent, which was tied to its fraternal relations with the Soviet leaders, reshaped
the conference’s attendance where in contrast to the solidarity displayed at the Il
Manifesto conference, there were no invitations extended to the former reformers of
the Prague Spring or other names of Eastern Bloc dissent.674 The dissenting
internationalism of the PCI organised reformist Left gathering was limited to the
expression of ideas rather than active cooperation or solidarity. In a clear echo of
Rossanda’s above comments, Lucio Lombardo Radice, the mathematician and PCI
Central Committee member who had attended the Il Manifesto conference as an
observer, remarked how the Prague Spring demonstrated that the paths to
democratic socialism in the East and West were “parallel” and “two interconnected
processes.”675
As Rossanda had acknowledged in her opening speech, this cooperation
between the Western reformist Left and dissent in the Eastern Bloc was a recent
development in the late-1970s. These interactions were the result of two longer term
post-war phenomena that had occurred among the reformist Left in Western
Europe: the loss of illusions about the authoritarian, anti-democratic qualities of the
socialist regimes that had emerged from the Soviet experience,676 and linked to this,
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the search for a program of democratic socialism.677 This connection was made clear
by another conference that was held by this fledgling reformist Left community in
early-1979. Hosted by the communist and socialist-dominated Florence City Council,
it addressed the experience of dissent and democracy in Eastern Europe, and was
attended by dissident émigrés and leading names of the Prague Spring.678 These
conferences also illustrate how the Western Left’s identities had come a long way
from the early decades of the Cold War. The barriers that had long precluded contact
with dissidents, which were not only physical but overwhelmingly mental for the
Western reformist Left – many of whom were former communists, had fractured.
The earlier ideologically imposed divide had primarily stemmed from the Western
European Communist Parties’ allegiance to the ruling parties in the Eastern Bloc as
the vanguard of their societies. But the upheavals of 1968 in the East and West had
challenged the orthodoxy of the socialist and communist parties of the old Left, and
given birth to a diverse new Left that contained both radical Third Worldist trends
and reformist currents that were critical of the Soviet Union and sympathetic to the
dissident experience.679
For the Young Socialists, who were observing these developments of the late1970s from the distance of the Soviet Union, the PCI was the most influential current
in the reformist Left and the leading force of dissenting internationalism. While the
circle admired figures such as Fernando Claudin, who held heavily critical positions
towards the Soviet Union that were closer to Kudiukin and Fadin’s own dissenting
views, the PCI’s fraternal relations with the Soviet Union and its status as a mass
party – both factors which increased its ability to influence the Soviet leadership –
made it a more visible and consequential force. The scale of its platform in Soviet
society was apparent during Berlinguer’s speech in Moscow on the sixtieth
anniversary of the October Revolution in 1977, when he declared to the Soviet
audience watching on state television that democracy and socialism were
inseparable and universal values.680 Anatolii Cherniaev similarly observed the
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authority of the Eurocommunist parties in a 1976 diary entry, which recorded a
scene of Andropov’s displeasure at the French communist party’s (PCF) defence of
Pliushch, and his view of its negative effects on the mood of Soviet society. 681 These
practical considerations of the PCI’s comparative leverage over the Soviet leadership
and its strong domestic support in the West outweighed closer ideological affinities
and unabashed support for dissent in the Young Socialists’ identification of the PCI
as the main power centre in the West for dissenting internationalism.
Moreover, in conditions where the Young Socialists had sufficient knowledge
to form an awareness of the differentiated positions of the Western reformist Left,
but not enough to follow its regular developments and the more critical thinkers in
depth, the PCI was a more immediate influence. It was embedded in everyday
political and intellectual life in the Soviet Union and was part of the communist
world. These were factors that contributed to its stronger influence on the Young
Socialists than currents within the Western reformist Left that were more actively
supportive of Eastern Bloc dissent. L’Unitá could be found in IMEMO’s spetskhran
and was publicly available as a limited circulation newspaper. Within the critical
intellectual milieu that the Young Socialists occupied, there was a culture of reading
these more liberal foreign communist newspapers to gain different perspectives to
those contained in the Soviet press, which the circle was exposed to within their
families or from their MGU years.682 This long term association of the PCI with
progressive views predisposed the circle to a natural identification of the Italian
communists as leading allies of dissenting internationalism.683 The perception that a
common agenda existed between the PCI and the Young Socialists was expressed by
Kagarlitskii in Sotsializm i budushchee in 1981, in one of his propagandistic passages
that wildly exaggerated the degree of unified support for Soviet reform socialism,
“In 1980, Berlinguer called for the creation of a united front of democratic socialist
forces across Europe. In our country this new unity began to take shape long before
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that. We share a common enemy – the bureaucracy, and common goals – to
democratise political life.”684
While practical considerations took precedence over ideological details,
within the circle’s range of left-wing views, Kagarlitskii was especially attracted to
Eurocommunism. Rivkin later recalled that for the younger socialist, the
Eurocommunists were “cult figures” that they often argued about while walking on
the snowy streets of Moscow.685 Kagarlitskii remembered that he found the
Eurocommunists’ expositions were “radically different to the over chewed gum that
had long since lost its taste of Brezhnevite agitprop,” and by contrast appeared both
engaging and even radical.686 Kagarlitskii’s interest in the Italian Marxist tradition
led him to Gramsci, who he quoted from frequently on the pages of Levyi povorot and
Sotsializm i budushchee. He recalled that Gramsci’s work, which had provided the
ideological foundations for Eurocommunism,687 was translated into Russian and was
freely accessible, although only a small print run had been allocated to The Prison
Notebooks.688
This contrasted with the difficulty of accessing information on right-wing
social democracy, which was the ideological current favoured by Chernetskii and
Khavkin. The effects were apparent from Khavkin’s statement to L’Alternative where,
similarly to the articles of Eastern Bloc dissidents that were published in journals
that were further to the left, which the circle had interpreted as an expression of
solidarity with dissent above, he requested, “We would like such materials to be
published in journals related to social democracy.”689 In fact in the case of the Italian
Left, dissent in the Eastern Bloc received stronger support from the Italian Socialist
Party (PSI) than the PCI. This was particularly evident during the conference on
democracy and dissent in Florence in 1979 described above, which was co-organised
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by Italian communists and socialists and attended by dissidents. During the
proceedings, the socialists signed a declaration in support of dissent, whereas the
communists held back, and instead declared that dialogue with the “opposition”
would not be possible, if it developed to the detriment of the “whole of Soviet
society.”690
The PCI was more restrained in its public pronouncements, and its support
for dissent more often took the form of behind closed doors communications with
the Soviets.691 However, this approach stymied the possibilities for cooperation
between the PCI and Eastern Bloc dissidents. By contrast, the PSI’s public support
for dissent had positive domestic effects for the party as it asserted itself as a more
desirable left variant than its communist challenger, who was connected to the
Soviet state. But in spite of these considerations, defending the dissidents was not
just a domestic weapon for the PSI, but a cause that their leaders demonstrated
commitment to.692 Chernetskii and Khavkin, who were limited to inconsistently
accessible reading material and “the voices” to detect support for dissent, were
unable to decode this full gamut of issues that affected developments within the
Western Left. This inhibited their ability to accurately perceive the forms of
solidarity that emanated from the social democratic movement, just as the PCI’s
fraternal relations with the Soviet Union, which afforded it a high degree of visibility
in Soviet society as a progressive ally, allowed the circle to over-identify the degree
of the PCI’s sympathy for dissent.
During the Young Socialists’ early years of dissent in the late-1970s, the PCI
was at the peak of its Eurocommunist energies. Berlinguer had tactically distanced
his party from the Soviet communist model not solely from ideological conviction
but also as an appeal to the wider Italian electorate, which in the short term appeared
to be achieving success as the favourable international environment of détente
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seemed to entertain the possibility of the PCI ascending to power.693 The
Eurocommunist program included the acceptance of the parliamentary road to
socialism and the legitimacy of democratic rights that were formerly considered
“bourgeois” including the persistence of a multiparty pluralist system once the
construction of socialism had begun. However, the PCI’s electoral defeat in June 1979
signalled the endpoint of its domestic rise. By the end of that year, the added weights
of the failure of détente and the collapse of the alliance between the Eurocommunist
parties sapped the PCI of its earlier energies.694 But the attractiveness of
Eurocommunism for the Young Socialists outlasted the timespan of its electoral
appeal in Italy, and as late as 1981, the circle described themselves as
Eurocommunists to L’Alternative.695 However, as a new decade began, the Young
Socialists’ attention was diverted from the Western Left to developments much
closer to home, as a powerful strike movement that was achieving victories against
the state sprung up in Poland.

Poland, August 1980. Eastern Europe in the Soviet
Dissident Imagination.
In 1980 the joke went around Moscow that the Olympics were being held that
year in place of the communism that Khrushchev had promised would be built by
then.696 The Young Socialists later remarked more seriously to L’Alternative that in
spite of the many jokes associated with the Olympics, the real litmus test for the
mood of society was its strong backing of the Soviet leadership’s condemnation of
the US-led boycott of the games, which they linked to a widespread imperial
pyschology that reinforced support for the regime.697 The system’s guaranteed job
security and the benefits of the welfare state were also foundations for working class
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docility, despite overall declining economic performance.698 The effects of the
collapse of détente were experienced more painfully by the internationally facing
parts of the intelligentsia. The prominent Americanist Nikolai Bolkhovitinov
described the prevailing atmosphere of xenophobia as “reaction fitting the
depictions of the city of Ibansk” the fictitious town of dissident Aleksandr Zinoviev’s
brilliant satire of late Soviet reality The Yawning Heights.699 Creeping economic
difficulties were reported by Roy Medvedev in the Western new Left publication
Socialist Register, where he asserted that in 1979 the country had entered “a third
period of ‘the Brezhnev era’” that was characterised by “renewed social and
economic crisis.”700
In spite of these encircling difficulties and the deep freeze of anti-foreign
reaction recorded by critical intellectual observers, at the beginning of the 1980s to
many the Soviet system appeared indestructible. In the conditions of the last
rounding up of dissent, the sentiment contained in the statement of Aleksandr
Skobov, the Leningrad Oppositionist who was interned in a psikhushka in that year,
reached its height, “All of the fighters against the existing system have always had
some subconscious feeling that this system is eternal and that there is no force that
can shake it, and this whole fight is useless.”701 As the previous chapter concluded,
the Young Socialists were struck by a similar mood at this juncture. The
Eurocommunist leaders, who from the trappings of government could have
influenced reform in the East, had stalled in their ambitions to take power in the
West. Within the Soviet Union, the circle were of the view that neither liberal forces
in the establishment, nor the wider dissident movement were capable of instigating
reform, and as they told L’Alternative, “a change in the general spiritual climate in
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the country is needed” to transform the complacency of the working class into a force
that they could harness to build a worker-intellectual movement for reform.702
But the Young Socialists were shaken out of their initial pessimism when they
witnessed a strong workers’ opposition taking shape across the border in Poland in
August 1980. Elements of the Polish intelligentsia and the working class had united
in an atmosphere of popular unrest, which provoked a reformist course from above
in the Polish United Workers’ Party (PZPR). Nationwide strikes were initiated as
workers protested the rise in meat prices and demanded wage increases.703 The
Workers’ Defence Committee (KOR), a group composed heavily of intellectuals,
assisted by publicising information about the strikes in the face of false reporting
from the state media and offered financial and legal support to strikers.704 After a
month of striking the Inter-Factory Strike Committee (MKS) was formed to
coordinate the strikes, uniting strikers in Gdansk, Gdynia and Sopot. Led by Lech
Walesa, its demands included the right to form independent trade unions, which
resulted in the founding of Solidarność in September 1980.705 The strikes forced the
PZPR to the negotiating table. On 31 August 1980 Walesa and Mieczyslaw Jagielski
signed the Gdansk agreement, which legalised the right to strike without reprisal and
to form independent trade unions, the right to freedom of expression, and provided
for pay increases and better working conditions.The following month Stanislaw
Kania replaced Edward Gierek as first secretary of the PZPR and began to pursue a
conciliatory and reformist course.706 The tactics of an intelligentsia-worker alliance
appeared to have generated success.
The August strikes in Poland were greeted with enthusiasm among the wider
Soviet dissident movement, which was accompanied by their introspection for the
reasons for their own failure to create similar momentum. These reflections marked
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the continuation of a longer term discourse that had developed within Soviet dissent
– that extended to parts of the wider critical intelligentsia – which at the level of
politics, perceived Eastern Europe as a more advanced laboratory of reform with
societal dynamics that gave rise to periodic popular protest against the authorities.
Michael David-Fox has described how the Soviet superiority complex, which
inculcated into Soviet citizens that their own society was the most advanced, was
challenged when they viewed the more developed conditions of Eastern Europe.707
By contrast, in the 1950s and 1960s the shestidesiatniki remained convinced of
Soviet socialism’s great potential, while at the same time collectively recognising the
inspiration that could be drawn from the reformist impulses that had arisen in
Eastern Europe. These took the form of intellectual trends concentrated around
particular thinkers and intellectual circles, popular protests that some
shestidesiatniki interpreted as being directed against Stalinism, and policy initiatives
or broader programs that developed among party reformers.
Unlike dissidents’ links to the West that relied on breaching porous borders,
Soviet society was connected to Eastern Europe through extensive bloc relations.
The Moscow intelligentsia of the Thaw was acquainted with the cultural and
intellectual life in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and the other states of the
Eastern Bloc. Among many shestidesiatniki there was a feeling that they occupied a
shared cultural space and had common agendas.708 The intellectuals of the Budapest
School and the Warsaw School of intellectual historians shared the same sense of
purpose and conviction of the superiority of the original “ideal project” of Marx over
Western liberal democracy.709 In their quest to inject greater democracy into the
Soviet model, these Central European intellectuals’ debates of the 1960s were
structured by many currents that overlapped with those that were studied and
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discussed by the shestidesiatniki.710 Intra-bloc scientific cooperation stimulated links
of travel between the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe that gave Soviet visiting
scholars in depth knowledge of these neighbouring states. This extended to firsthand
experiences of reform in action, which notably occurred among the Soviet highranking liberals stationed in the Prague office of the journal Problems of Peace and
Socialism during 1968.711
By the 1970s and 1980s, Soviet intellectuals’ views of Eastern European
reformism had shifted. The voices that openly advocated following the experience of
Eastern European reforms had become mainly limited to groupings of economists in
Soviet research institutes and isolated currents of dissent. These Soviet scholars
followed Eastern European economic thinking in institutional settings and some
became advocates of Hungarian and Polish policy innovations in Soviet scientific
journals.712 The Young Socialists’ dedicated reading of Eastern European thinkers
referred to above was an unfashionable current of dissent in these later years.
Among the broader Soviet dissident movement, the protests that signalled stronger
support for opposition that intermittently arose among intellectuals and workers
especially in Poland aroused their envy, and replaced their admiration for Eastern
Europe’s earlier promise of party-led reform.
Meanwhile, many of the Central European socialist intellectuals of the 1950s
and 1960s had also shed their illusions about Marxism, or their ideas had sharpened
in oppositional directions. Jacek Kuron and Karol Modzelewski, who had published
the well-known Djilas influenced Open Letter to the Party that inspired the Polish
student protests in 1968, had become leading personalities of KOR and the Polish
strike movement.713 Gyorgy Bence and Janos Kis, who in the 1960s had been young
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intellectuals associated with the Marxist philospher Gyorgy Lukacs and the Budapest
School, were prominent figures in the Hungarian democratic opposition by the late1970s.714 The common elements of the spiritual journey travelled by those
shestidesiatniki who had turned to dissent, and the concerns that united them with
the Central European opposition, resonated among these activists of different
national dissident movements. This was demonstrated through announcements of
solidarity and proposals of cooperation from the late-1970s between such groupings
as the Moscow Helsinki group, Charter 77 and KOR.715 Though differences in
experience were also felt. Hungarian dissidents perceived that the more liberal
atmosphere under Kádár meant that they were dealing with other dilemmas
connected to securing the broader support of society rather than the harsher level
of repression that overwhelmed Soviet dissidents.716
In conditions where personal communications between Soviet dissidents and
the Central European opposition were stunted by the strength of the state security
organs, samizdat-tamizdat circulation and foreign radio broadcasting were the main
sources through which they gained access to each others’ views.717 The KOR activist
Zbigniew Romaszewski, who visited Sakharov in Moscow in 1979 in a rare example
of a personal meeting, noted that the esteemed dissident initially learned of KOR and
Charter 77’s solidarity with Soviet dissent from the radio. This distant form of
reception underscored the disruptive influence of repression on these networks. The
different social realities – that were not only driven by contrasting levels of
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repression – that divided the experience of Soviet dissent from the flourishing Polish
opposition were also acknowledged by Romaszewski: “When I told him about the
circulation, the literary periodicals, or the activities of the TKN (underground lecture
series), I began to feel like an alien from the other side of the Iron Curtain. Another
curtain runs along the Bug river.”718
The sense of a common agenda together with the greater successes of
democratising movements in Eastern Europe made the years of upheaval in these
societies before Perestroika – 1956, 1968 and 1980 – closely observed events filled
with exhilaration and despair for the Soviet intelligentsia. Understandings of Eastern
Europe as a laboratory for reform and popular protest first developed around the
Polish October and the Hungarian Revolution in 1956. The workers’ riots in Poznan
came up in Komsomol meetings, which first alerted the members of the
Krasnopevtsev circle that was discussed at the beginning of this chapter, to the
growing momentum of developments in Poland.719 A few months later the events of
the Polish October brought the reformist Wladislaw Gomulka to power, which was
received enthusiastically by those critical Soviet youth who were supporters of deStalinisation.720 Some followed these events by learning to read Polish newspapers
and they translated particular articles of interest and circulated them among
friends.721 Polish students studying in Soviet universities were also sources of
information, who communicated their typically more seditious views to their Soviet
course mates.722 The Krasnopevtsev circle turned to Polish newspapers not only for
news from Poland, but also to gain a different perspective on the Soviet Union in light
of the revelations contained in the secret speech.723 On the suggestion of their
lecturer in the historical faculty, K.F. Miziano, the circle also began to read L’Unitá for
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the same purpose.724 The Polish October was followed by the tumult of the
Hungarian Revolution. Scattered protests against the invasion occurred in Soviet
universities where critical youth interpreted the Hungarian events as a popular
revolution against Stalinism that had been brutally suppressed by their own
authorities.725 At Leningrad State University, a young Viktor Sheinis, who appeared
in the previous chapter as one of the Young Socialists’ informal mentors at IMEMO,
penned the samizdat essay The Truth about Hungary, which conveyed his view that
the invasion was a betrayal of Leninism.726
The chain of hopes and disappointments of the Thaw culminated twelve
years later in the Prague Spring, which provoked optimism among the intelligentsia
that the reforms that were occurring in Czechoslovakia would spill over into the
Soviet Union. The pravozashchitnik Petr Grigorenko recalled how conversations
about events in Czechoslovakia evoked profound interest within his milieu in this
period.727 The shestidesiatniki viewed the more developed conditions of
Czechoslovakia with its history of democratic traditions as a location from which a
more humane socialism could spread across the Eastern Bloc.728 But the turning
point of the Soviet invasion was a devastation for many. Following his six year
sentence in the camps, the Krasnopevtsev circle member Marat Cheshkov, who
entered the previous chapter as an informal advisor to the Young Socialists at
IMEMO, remained a Leninist until 1968. He remembered, “These views lasted a long
time – both in the camp and afterwards – until the end of the 1960s, when the tragic
events occurred in Czechoslovakia.”729 The blow that the shestidesiatniki
experienced when the Czechoslovak reformist experiment ended was intensified by
the fact that it was their own country who carried out its suppression. The weight of
this responsibility was felt by seven Soviet citizens, who participated in the famous
protest against the invasion on Red Square. The demonstrator Natal’ia
Ibid, 119-120; It is worth noting that K.F. Miziano, the son of one of the founders of
the PCI who found refuge in the Soviet Union in the 1920s, was the uncle of MGU
historical faculty student, Viktor Miziano, who introduced Kagarlitskii and Sobchenko 25
years later.
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Gorbanevskaia remembered, “We wanted to have a clear conscience.”730 For many of
the shestidesiatniki, until 1968 Eastern Europe had represented a source of reformist
hopes, whose stronger elements of progressive political culture had the potential to
lead the Soviet Union further along the path of de-Stalinisation to a democraticised
socialism. The comparative dynamism of these societies, which the shestidesiatniki
observed in these episodes of unrest and moves to reform, contrasted with the Soviet
Union’s own failure to more systematically de-Stalinise and the seeming inertia of its
population. The hardline political culture of their own leaders that culminated in the
invasions of Hungary and Czechoslovakia aroused bitter emotions and extinguished
hopes for socialism among many in this generation after 1968.
The Polish strikes of 1980 generated excitement among a new generation of
socialist dissidents. The former members of the Leningrad Opposition, who were all
imprisoned in 1980, interpreted the events as a success for opposition to
communism across the bloc, rather than as a turning point towards Soviet reform as
had been more typical of the previous generation’s reception of the Prague Spring.
Aleksandr Skobov (b. 1957) later reflected on this alignment:
For me personally, and I think, not only for me, the Polish Revolution
of 1980 was an important event. Each generation of dissidents had one
such event. For the first generation, this was the revolution in Hungary,
for dissident human rights activists it was Czechoslovakia in 1968. But
my generation did not remember anything, I was born a year after the
revolution in Hungary...Such an event in one of the countries of the
socialist camp demonstrated that the regime is still vulnerable, and a
large opposition movement is possible. If it is possible there, then it is
possible with us.731
Skobov’s recollection and the following socialist dissidents’ reflections emerged
from Tatiana Kosinova’s Memorial affiliated project “Dialogue: Polish-Russian
Dissidents’ Connections and Interactions,” which was mainly carried out during the
immediate post-Soviet years, and must be regarded carefully because of the difficulty
of disentangling dissidents’ consciousness of the recent Soviet collapse from their
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statements about the meaning that they attributed at the time to the appearance of
the Polish strike movement.732 According to Leningrad oppositionist Arkadii
Tsurkov (b. 1959), who was serving his sentence in a camp in Perm in 1980, he
viewed these events as a possible turning point for Soviet dissent, “The Polish strikes
really raised our spirits during that time. I thought that if they managed to get rid of
the communists in Poland, then that would become a strong platform for the
democratic

movement

in

the

Soviet

Union

both

practically

and

propagandistically.”733
The Young Socialists’ reception of the Polish events was more complex. In a
manner that was reminiscent of the shestidesiatniki’s hopes in 1968, they calculated
that the strikes could signal that Poland was moving towards democratic reform,
which would eventually positively influence the Soviet leaders to pursue their own
reformist agenda. But their perceptions were also tinged with an oppositional hue,
and they considered that the Polish authorities’ concessions to the workers
confirmed the correctness of the tactics of reform from above under pressure from
below that they had formulated in their theoretical discussions. Though they
continued to assert that the mood first needed to shift in the country, they remarked
positively to L’Alternative that an underground movement “has great chances to fight
for public support.”734 They saw the way forward for their own activities to be using
tactics that mirrored the concerns of the strike movement: “Now a focus on society
from below in everyday work is needed – exposing specific social evils: thefts by
bosses, environmental and economic crimes, flagrant mismanagement and
inefficiency, with the promotion of social alternatives.”735
By contrast, former socialist dissidents of the shestidesiatniki generation
were more likely to view the strikes within the framework of the recurring cycle of
Eastern European upheaval and Soviet invasion, and were thoroughly pessimistic
Kosinova collected interviews from former Soviet dissidents between 1991-2005,
where the majority were conducted in the early 1990s. She partially published the oral
history testimony and her analysis in Russian in the polit.ru article used in this chapter,
though her research was published fully only in Polish in Tatiana Kosinova et al., Polski
mit: Polska w oczach sowieckich dysydentów: 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980 (Krakow: Instytut
Ksiazki – Nowaja Polsza, 2012).
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about the state of Soviet dissent after long years of struggle. In 1980, the Kolokol
leaders referred to earlier in this chapter, Valerii Ronkin (b. 1936) and Sergei
Khakhaev (b. 1938) had completed their camp sentences and exile, and were living
the state-enforced 101 km away from Leningrad in the town of Luga, where they
maintained connections to dissent and participated in the samizdat journal Poiski.736
Memories of the earlier Soviet invasions of 1956 and 1968 shaped Ronkin’s response
to the August strikes, and he recalled that he feared for the Poles in anticipation of
an explosive situation created by Polish armed resistance to a Soviet invasion.737
Struck with exhaustion, Khakhaev’s internationalist sentiments had waned, “In 1980
against the backdrop of the total failure of the democratic movement, a feeling of
depression prevailed... There were too many disappointments, and there was no
longer enough strength to be selflessly happy for the Poles.” 738

Valerii Ronkin and Sergei Khakhaev in 1976 (Livejournal).
The success of the Polish strikes reinforced perceptions that the
pravozashchitnik current of Soviet dissent had reached a dead end. From the mid1970s the Soviet authorities pursued a harder line towards opposition, gradually
Valerii Ronkin, Na smenu dekabriam prikhodiat ianvari: vospominaniia byvshego
brigadmil’tsa i podpol’shchika, a pozzhe politzakliuchennogo i dissidenta (In the place of
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decimating the human rights activists with successive arrests, internments in
psychiatric institutions, exile and forced emigration that reached a climax at the end
of détente.739 This increasing repression occurred alongside the movement’s
growing sense of its own isolation. Symptomatic of this thinking, as was detailed in
the previous chapter, was the appearance of the samizdat journal Poiski in 1978,
which involved the participation of many well-known names of dissent whose
discussion was directed to a “reset” of the movement and a collaborative search for
new methods. The Polish strikes brought this trend into even sharper relief, and a
conversation occurred within the dissident movement in 1980-1981 about the
reasons for the Polish success and their own failure.
The enduring perception that Eastern Europe was a space of comparable
dynamics and experience, yet simultaneously a more advanced setting for the trends
of reform and opposition, made the wide gulf that separated the turning points
reached by the two movements in 1980 to be a watershed moment for Soviet dissent.
Soviet dissidents devoted attention to the social conditions that had contributed to
the growth of the Polish opposition, which can be viewed in distinct contrast from
the atmosphere of the initial post-Stalin decades of the Soviet Union that shaped the
emergence of legalist dissent. The uniquely unifying role of the Catholic Church in
Poland and the shorter and milder form of communist rule in Poland were common
features in their discourse.740 Though the more repressive regime in the Soviet Union
and its negative impact on infrastructures of opposition came most clearly into focus
in dissidents’ accounting. The pravozashchitnik, Aleksandr Lavut (b. 1929) was in
Butyrka prison awaiting transfer to the camps for his role as an editor of Khronika in
August 1980. A year earlier, he had attended the meeting with the KOR activist
Romaszewski in Sakharov’s apartment that was mentioned above, when
Romaszewski gave them Jacek Kuron’s phone number. During those years, Kuron’s
telephone was permanently staffed by activists and served as KOR’s communication
point to receive local and international calls and to transmit information to other
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Polish activists, as well as contacts abroad.741 Lavut recalled his impression: “This to
us was the height of liberalism. [In our country] one chat on a line from abroad, one
conversation about things like that – and the phone would be disconnected.”742
Though many dissidents attributed the different scales of repression that the
movements encountered as a core explanatory factor for the different outcomes,
more critical voices also came to the fore. Echoing the Young Socialists’ criticisms
from the previous chapter, a samizdat author claimed that the pravozashchitniki’s
inability to find wider support was the result of poorly chosen tactics. He derided
their open and public stance that in his view only made the KGB’s work easier and
the naivety of their appeal to legality: “Wherever laws are not applied – and are not
even made with the intention that they should ever be applied – legalistic squabbling
is only a substitute for more productive forms of thinking.”743 Vasyl Stus, a prominent
figure in the Ukrainian national movement and a member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
group also viewed the question of dissidents’ tactics as being at the heart of the issue:
“In light of the Polish events, the weaknesses of the Helsinki movement become even
clearer, in particular, its cowardly respectability. Had it been a mass movement of
popular initiative with a wide programme of social and political demands, had it
aimed at eventually taking power, then it would have had some prospect of
success.”744 The relatively small number of scholars who have addressed the final
years of Soviet dissent have emphasised the state’s increased policies of repression
at the expense of examining this dialogue that occurred within the movement on its
failure to win domestic support or affect change. This remains an underresearched
period in the history of the dissident movement, which has attracted little attention
as it fits uneasily into arguments about the contribution of human rights activism to
the collapse of communism.
In their own comparisons of Soviet and Polish conditions, socialist dissidents
were fascinated by the strikes as a display of class consciousness among workers.
The shestidesiatniki generation of former socialist dissidents never returned to their
own youthful programs for workers’ self-government, but some cheered on
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developments in Poland. The former dissident leader, Lev Krasnopevtsev, who was
a factory worker in Moscow in 1980,745 was especially struck by KOR’s discovery of
the magic ticket that had eluded socialist dissidents in the Soviet Union – the path to
a worker-intellectual alliance.746 But those who reached out to Soviet workers
following the Polish strikes came to share the perception that Kudiukin had
expressed two years earlier in his Program for the Economic Struggle of the Working
Class, that in the immediate term the workers lacked the consciousness for political
struggle. The former Kolokol leader Sergei Khakhaev later noted that in 1980 the
Luga workers had “no chauvinistic moods, but there was no interest either, much
less the desire to do something.”747 Zbigniew Wojnowski has attributed Soviet
workers’ immovability in the face of Polish unrest to the unifying qualities of Soviet
patriotism and Soviet citizens’ continued sense of their stake in the system at the end
of the Brezhnev years.748
The Young Socialists, who were exponents of the dissident discourse that
viewed Eastern Europe as a space of more advanced reformist and oppositional
trends, asserted: “Of course, to reach the Polish level, we still have to grow and
develop – it should be kept in mind that Poland was the least totalitarian society in
Eastern Europe.”749 But the August strikes pushed them forward to a clearer
program of action to carry out once the economic crisis that they were awaiting
broke out:
The main lesson [of the Polish summer of 1980] should be the
following: to find the basis for our activities in real, specific issues, and
not the abstract, and to examine in detail the needs of society, to
conduct specific criticism and put forward feasible programs. The
opposition needs...concrete social, concrete political directions.
Because so far, unfortunately, the Secretary of the District committee
is incomparably closer to real everyday life than Sakharov and the
Helsinktsy. And, of course, one of the lessons of Poland is the need to
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combine the mass movement with the covertly created structures of
social and political organisations.750
The Polish strikes elicited wild enthusiasm from the semidesiatnik Aleksandr
Skobov. Following his release from forced psychiatric treatment for his activities in
the Leningrad Opposition in mid-1981, he was electrified by the developments in
Poland and again returned to dissent. He recalled his views at that time, which were
more radical than the reformist-minded Young Socialists: “I saw this as the longawaited popular revolution, which would overthrow the ruling class of the partystate bureaucracy and establish true socialism...the ‘third way,’ a system based on
collective ownership of the means of production and self-government.”751 During his
psikhushka internment, Skobov encountered the veteran social democratic-leaning
pravozashchitnik, Vladimir Borisov, who had endured many long hunger strikes and
episodes of forced psychiatric treatment until he was forcibly exiled from the Soviet
Union in 1980.752 Borisov was a founder of the Free Inter-Professional Association
of Workers (SMOT) that contained views across the political spectrum, and aimed to
replicate the activities of KOR.753 Skobov joined the organisation, whose lack of
working class connections restricted its activities mainly to an information bulletin
that was dedicated to reporting on socio-economic issues.754 He also tried to reach
the workers on his own while he was employed at a ceramics factory in Leningrad
after his release. Skobov unsuccessfully attempted to agitate on the theme of the
Polish workers. He later remembered the Soviet workers’ responses as being
“imperial-chauvinistic” and filled with anger: “The bastard Poles! They do not want
to live the way we live!”755 In December 1982 he was arrested after he graffitied
dissident slogans in central Leningrad in support of arrested SMOT members, and
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was again subjected to forced psychiatric treatment until the general amnesty for
political prisoners of Perestroika in 1987.756

Taking Action. Letter to the First Congress of
Solidarność, 1980-1981.
Following the decline of Eurocommunism, the Polish opposition became the
next great hope among reform socialists for socialist renewal coming from abroad to
influence the Soviet Union. The August strikes and Solidarność’s months of vibrant
activism that followed gave new life to the Young Socialists’ dissent, and took their
activities beyond reading and discussion to action. In an analysis that was inspired
by their earlier theoretical discussions, the circle identified the Polish workers’
protests to be a response to the class exploitation and other systemic deformations
of really existing socialism: “It should be emphasised that it was not economic
difficulties that played a large role (they are more likely to be a background cause or
a catalyst for events), but a protest against the class character of the social structure,
incredible corruption, inefficiency of management, etc.”757
The Young Socialists’ interpretation of Solidarność as a force that could
overturn these distortions and spearhead the democratisation of socialism in Poland
was broadly shared by the loosely configured international community of reform
socialists at the beginning of the 1980s. The PCI also held hopes for socialism with a
human face appearing in Poland before the catastrophe of martial law in December
1981.758 Characteristic of this eager reception of the emergence of Solidarność in
September 1980 was the statement issued by the editors of the British bulletin
Labour Focus in Eastern Europe:
The great strike movement of August and the subsequent growth of
Solidarity, the new national trade union, have unleashed powerful
forces of democracy, socialism and working-class control...It is the
socialist left that has cause to celebrate the workers’ breakthrough in
Poland. Here at last is the start of a practical alternative both to
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Stalinism and to capitalism, a real change to the status quo of East and
West.759
Among some reform socialists, this optimism extended even further. The Polish
émigré and European correspondent for the progressive US weekly The Nation,
Daniel Singer had attended the Il Manifesto conference in 1977 and addressed the
theme of Soviet dissent in his presentation, which in similar terms to the Young
Socialists had criticised the pravozashchitniki for focusing on excessively abstract
issues rather than outlining a concrete social program that addressed popular
concerns.760 In his book of 1981 that focused on the opposition in Poland and the
Soviet Union, he predicted that workers’ movements would spread beyond Poland
throughout the bloc, and a powerful socialist opposition would emerge.761 The wellconnected Singer, who was a guest at the founding congress of Solidarność in late
1981, recorded hearing “nationalist and reactionary notes” in some delegates’
discussions. But he dismissed them as discordant voices of “old prejudices” and “new
ones bred by thirty-five years of identification with the ruling regime and the Soviet
Union” set against a diverse and essentially progressive mainstream.762 The
Trotskyist Fourth International, who had had contacts with Polish dissidents from
the 1960s, maintained connections with leftist currents around Solidarność and
therefore heard reports from Poland through this lens.763 Leftist views were present
in the Polish strike movement as one of many currents, but they declined in influence
by the mid-1980s.764 In this initial period when they were still strong, it was far from
clear that Solidarność’s successes were one of the signs that a broader shift away
from the left was underway in Europe. Moreover, reform socialist thinking contained
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assumptions that affected the range of interpretations that its supporters were able
to ascribe to political developments in the Eastern Bloc, and induced them to view
an oppositional trade union as a breakthrough for the Left.
This view of Polish developments as a left-wing phenomenon was also
influenced by the prominence of the left-leaning intellectuals, Adam Michnik, Jacek
Kuron and Karol Modzelewski as spokesmen for the Polish opposition. These Polish
intellectuals regularly addressed themselves to left-wing audiences and received
platforms in the reformist Left publications, Il Manifesto, Labour Focus in Eastern
Europe, L’Alternative, and others.765 They also directly engaged the PCI. In 1976
Kuron wrote an open letter to Berlinguer urging him to intervene during the PZPR’s
crackdown on workers’ protests against rising food prices, which the PCI leader the
acceded to.766 Michnik later remembered his sentiments during this period that
marked him out as a particularly astute practitioner of dissenting internationalism
and increased his visibility within the loose network of reformist socialists, “I am a
man of the left and I am going to speak with people of the left. And I’ll demand that
they take a stand.”767
The view that the August strikes marked the beginning of democratic
socialism developing in Poland was enthusiastically promoted by Kagarlitskii in
Sotsializm i budushchee. The Young Socialists’ well-connected status permitted close
up reporting on Poland in the form of an interview with a Polish socialist. The
samizdat publication’s propagandistic energy was in high gear as the interviewer’s
questions were directed to learning about the strikes – their causes and the reasons
for their success, the strikers’ moods and demands, and the connections between
workers and intellectuals – with the clear intention of providing information to help
its readership replicate them in the Soviet Union.768 But the Pole also expected that
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a “revival and democratisation of the PZPR” would soon be underway,769 which was
reflective of the reformist aspirations of party members who had links to
Solidarność, and the critical attitudes held by many PZPR rank and file towards the
leadership.770
The Polish socialist considered, “This is a new Prague Spring – not from
above, but from below,” in an acknowledgment of the central role of the August
strikes in stimulating the internal party reform that he was predicting. 771 These
statements from a Polish source countered official Soviet narratives of an anti-Soviet
nationalist uprising, and encouraged the Young Socialists’ wider milieu to interpret
what was happening in Poland as a reform socialist event on the scale of the Prague
Spring. Though unlike the Czechoslovak reforms whose impetus came from inside
the party, events in Poland were following the pattern that the Young Socialists had
earlier advocated of reform from above under pressure from below. The Polish
strikes indicated that points of vulnerability were present in the really existing
socialist regimes, at a time when the Soviet system had begun to appear thoroughly
immovable to the maturing Young Socialists, whose activities had continued without
conceivable results for three years. They initiated real hope within this milieu that
the same impulses could be awakened in Soviet society, even if it took place on a long
timescale. Kagarlitskii’s propaganda hit home in this issue with the Polish socialist’s
assurance, “Take note: the democratisation of political and economic life in the
Soviet Union is equal to the possibility of democratic change in Poland.”772
Solidarność’s strike victories and civil society initiatives in 1980-1981 were
eagerly followed by the Young Socialists, whose discussions were enhanced by the
inclusion of a new participant in their circle who was a regular visitor to Poland.
Nikolai Ivanov (b. 1948) was introduced to the circle’s conspiracy in 1979 by his
colleague at the Institute of History of the Belarusian Academy of Sciences, Oleg
Bukhovets, who had been a dorm mate in room 242 during the Young Socialists’ MGU
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years and was posted to Minsk in 1977. 773 During the course of the friendship that
developed between the two young scholars, Bukhovets sensed that Ivanov shared
his friends’ critical attitudes, and he told the older Belarusian of the wall newspaper
affair at MGU and Fadin and Kudiukin’s new dissenting endeavours.774
Ivanov’s critical views were more novel in the provincial setting of Minsk
than in cosmopolitan Moscow. At that time, he held neo-Leninist views,775 though in
the conditions of the Soviet periphery, he seized on Belarusian national culture and
identity as a language of resistance to signal his non-conformism and discontent with
Brezhnev era socialism.776 The tendency for scholars and Cold War era
commentators to treat human rights, nationalist and socialist views as discrete
currents in the Soviet dissident movement means that dissidents who fused the
celebration of national cultures with socialist perspectives have remained an underresearched phenomenon. Rather than rejecting socialism in favour of nationalist
ideologies, these dissidents maintained that the suppression of national cultures was
part of the wider deformation of socialism.777
Symptomatic of the Sovietisation policies that emanated from the centre, the
status of the Belarusian language and culture was declining in the Belarusian public
sphere.778 It had become a reserve for those with critical views, which Ivanov
expressed primarily through his activities as a historian.779 His first book, Critique of
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the Falsification of the History of the Construction of Socialism in the BSSR, 1921-1937
(1980), which emerged from his postgraduate dissertation of 1977, made non-Soviet
histories of Soviet Belarus and scholarly arguments of the destruction of nonRussian national cultures under Soviet rule more accessible to Belarusian
scholars.780 This practice of engaging with foreign scholarship under the pretext of
criticising its ideological perspectives was a typical device for evading censorship
and bringing new ideas into circulation in late-Soviet academia.781 Ivanov found
another outlet for his “other-thinking” as a young associate professor at the
Belarusian State University in the late 1970s, where he delivered his lectures on the
history of the Soviet Union in the Belarusian language.782

Nikolai Ivanov (IPN).
Ivanov’s association with the Young Socialists radicalised his views and took
him down the path of dissent. He was introduced to Fadin and Kudiukin in 1979 by
Bukhovets during one of their periodic trips to Moscow to carry out research in the
For example, Ivanov introduced Robert Conquest’s work on Soviet nationalities
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central archives. The luxurious setting of Fadin’s home on Kutuzovskii prospekt and
the delicacies and fine alcohol that accompanied the Young Socialists’ kitchen talks
impressed the young provincial scholar, but what made the greatest impression on
him was the erudition of their political discussions that stemmed from their elite
access to Moscow’s incomparable intellectual resources.783 Samizdat production and
its reader networks were largely Moscow-centric, while the lengthy lines outside the
reading rooms of Moscow and Leningrad libraries attested to the concentration of
scholarly literature in the two capitals.784
The provincial scholar’s association with the circle opened a channel for his
own access to these materials. The samizdat that he received from Fadin and
Kudiukin, which detailed a Soviet past that was hitherto unknown to him as a
professional historian made an enormous impression. He was deeply affected by the
revelations of the Red Terror during the Russian civil war and the establishment of
the Solovki camp in the 1920s. Ivanov recalled of the Gulag Archipelago, “Every
single word of this book, it was…just a great event.”785 In Moscow after his days in
the archives, Ivanov was introduced to the circle’s conspiratorial methods when he
met Fadin and learned KGB counter surveillance techniques from the more
experienced dissident, which involved Fadin tailing him and challenging him to
escape his surveillance.786 His experience of dissident life in Moscow emboldened
him to create a samizdat journal in Minsk in 1979 with Bukhovets and their older
colleague, Zolotnikov,787 which Kudiukin also reproduced and distributed in
Moscow.788 Ivanov recalled his mood: “as a Belarusian...it was very important for me
to tell the world that our nation is not silent – that we also have people who do not
think like communists.”789 The trio’s samizdat journal, Novaia nasha niva, whose title
was a reference to turn of the century newspaper Nasha niva (Our Cornfield), which
had been dedicated to deepening Belarusian cultural identity, had four to five issues
783
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that were circulated among trusted friends.790 Novaia nasha niva was written in
Belarusian language and promoted the Belarusian cultural heritage with profiles of
notable historical figures and independent accounts of the nation’s history.791
In 1980, Ivanov’s dissident activities took on a transnational form as he began
to colloborate with the Polish opposition. He had made regular journeys to Poland
from 1978 under the aegis of Polish-Soviet scientific cooperation at the University of
Wroclaw, and married a Pole a year later with whom he had a son in May 1980.792
His experience as a recurrent visiting scholar in Poland notably contrasted with the
rigidly structured conditions typical of regular Soviet tourism in Eastern Europe that
prevented free and open contact with local populations.793 Though the extensive ties
that connected the Eastern Bloc included large numbers of Soviet tourists travelling
to Eastern Europe,794 the “outer empire” remained distant, as was revealed by the
label malen’kaia zagranitsa (small abroad) that was used in Soviet popular
parlance.795 This was a contributing factor to the Polish workers’ movement
attracting little sympathy or understanding among the Soviet population outside
sections of the intelligentsia, while Ivanov’s unusually close connections sparked his
participation in another Eastern Bloc opposition. Following his awakening to dissent
in Moscow and the events of the Polish August that brought new possibilities for
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oppositional activities in Poland, he made contact with Solidarność activists. Though
his Soviet citizenship made many Poles understandably cautious, Ivanov formed
connections and later a close friendship with Kornel Morawiecki, who was a
Solidarność organiser and co-edited Biuletyn Dolnoslaski (Bulletin of Lower
Silesia).796 The Polish independent press had exploded in 1980, when its reach
expanded to hundreds of thousands of readers – a publishing capability and
audience beyond the wildest dreams of Soviet samizdat publishers.797 Ivanov began
to contribute to Biuletyn Dolnoslaski as its “Soviet correspondent” under the
pseudonyms I. Mickiewicz, Jan Mickiewicz, W.S. Sidorow and Polak zza Buga on a
schedule that was in sync with his trips to Poland.798
From Moscow, the Young Socialists cheered on the growth of Polish civil
society as the milestone of Solidarność’s founding congress was approaching in
September 1981. Kudiukin had learned Polish at MGU out of interest in Slavic
archaeology, which had a rich literature in that language. He once again broke out
his university language textbooks to read Polish language reporting on
Solidarność.799 The circle also read detailed news on Poland in the white TASS
reporting that was accessible at IMEMO, while the Paris-based Soviet émigré journal
Kontinent that had close links to Polish intellectuals became another important
source of information. These materials were a source for their discussions on how to
apply the Polish experience to Soviet conditions, which confirmed the direction of a
program of social demands to build a broad underground coalition. Yet their
prospects seemed no better than in 1978 when Kudiukin admitted that the workers
lacked consciousness, and actions to approach them contained even greater
certainty of arrest in the climate of heightened repression. This intensified their gaze
abroad, to forces of change from outside to whom they could communicate
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encouragement, and they seized upon Ivanov’s connections to Poland. They selected
the occasion of Solidarność’s founding congress in Gdansk, where the trade union’s
leadership and organisational structures would take formal shape, for their
internationalist greetings to have maximum impact.800
On one reading, this expression of dissenting internationalism was the
product of the bleak forecast for dissident activities in their own society, which
restricted them to contacting Solidarność in the hope that democratisation in Poland
could influence a turn to reform in the Soviet Union. It was an uncomfortable echo of
the pravozaschitniki’s turn to the West a decade earlier. But these actions also arose
from the circle’s location at the intersection of the leftist traditions of
internationalism and Eastern Bloc dissent, whose national dissident communities
had developed a sense of mutually shared experience that included a broadly
common agenda, which was acknowledged through expressions of solidarity from
the late-1970s. These elements of the circle’s identity underpinned their decision to
compose a letter: Ivanov later recalled that Fadin had argued for the necessity of
communicating to Poland that there were people in the Soviet Union for whom
workers’ rights remained a vital cause, who shared the aspirations of Solidarność.801
The process of drafting and delivering the letter to Solidarność brought the
circle’s conspiratorial measures back in force. Following the decision to carry out
this act of dissent, Ivanov’s contact with Fadin and Kudiukin transformed from a
common friendship to an underground association. They ceased speaking on the
phone and only met in pre-appointed locations, while Olga Ivanova acted as the
“chief conspiratorial liaison” between them.802 On the day the letter was composed,
Fadin and Ivanov travelled for hours in the metro, hastily changing their route
several times until they were assured that they were not being followed. It was
drafted in code by the pair in a Moscow park, and Ivanov memorised it before his
trip to Poland. Once in Wroclaw, he typed the letter up and transferred it to
Morawiecki, who translated it into Polish and delivered it.
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The Warsaw branch of Solidarność received the Young Socialists’ letter via
Telex in late August 1981.803 The trade union published it in the week leading up to
the congress in their nationwide bulletin, which was distributed to the editorial
offices of trade union magazines, regional Solidarność structures and its factory
committees.804 The short letter lauded the more advanced state of the Polish
opposition, “We can only dream of what the Polish proletariat has achieved,” and
carried the steady internationalist refrains, “Your struggle for the interests of the
working people of Poland is also our struggle... Long live the international solidarity
of free workers!” 805 To increase the authority of the letter and its impact, Fadin and
Ivanov had signed it “Organisation of the Committee for the Creation of Free Trade
Unions in the USSR,” though such a structure was entirely aspirational in character.
In the most explicit statement that illustrated the circle’s dissenting
internationalism, they declared:
Now this is only a dream, but the day will come (we firmly believe in
this!), when Polish and Russian workers will go hand in hand to meet
democracy and progress. Today Solidarność is a signpost to us. At the
cost of persecutions, blood and sufferings the Polish workers have
broken the shackles of the regime trade unions.806
The Young Socialists’ letter was part of a larger volume of correspondence
sent by Soviet dissidents to Solidarność on the occasion of its founding congress and
in the months beforehand. The scale of attention that Solidarność attracted was an
The British embassy in Warsaw internally circulated and discussed quotations
translated into English language of the Young Socialists’ letter after it was reported to
them that Solidarność had received this letter in a telex signed by the Founding
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expression of the collective euphoria felt by the dissident communities across the
Eastern Bloc for the inroads made by the Polish opposition for broader change. The
Hungarian democratic opposition focused almost entirely on Poland in their major
samizdat/tamizdat publications of 1980-1981. Though leading Hungarian
dissidents’ passports had been confiscated, younger intellectuals eagerly made
contact with the Poles.807 In late-August 1980, Sakharov and nine other
pravozashchitniki had sent a letter of support to the strikers.808 A few months later
the Russian Committee to Aid Polish Workers formed and pledged to agitate among
Soviet workers on behalf of Poles. A declaration of solidarity with Polish workers
from SMOT was published in the Paris émigré publication, Russkaya mysl’ (Russian
Thought).809 RL/RFE played an important role in disseminating these messages and
other instances of working class discontent and pro-Solidarność leaflets at Soviet
higher education institutions in its broadcasts to Poland.810 The Polish success
became a focal point for the mutual solidarity that had crystallised among dissident
communities in the Eastern Bloc. On the fourth day of the congress, an overwhelming
number of delegates voted to issue their own provocative call of dissenting
internationalism:811
To the Working people of Eastern Europe. Delegates of the
Independent Self-Governing Trade Union Solidarity assembled at their
First Congress in Gdansk send the workers of Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Romania, Hungary
and all peoples of the Soviet Union their greetings and words of
support. At the first independent trade union in our post-war history,
we are deeply aware of the community of our fate. We wish to assure
you that in spite of the lies spread in your countries, we are the
authentic representation of 10 million workers, which has emerged as
the result of workers’ strikes. Our aim is the improvement of the living
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standards of all working people. We support all of you who have
decided to take the difficult path and fight for free trade unions. We
believe that soon your and our representatives will be able to meet to
exchange our union experience.812
Radio Liberty repeatedly broadcast the appeal into the Soviet Union, which Ivanov
listened to with a giddiness that the trade union had acknowledged the Young
Socialists’ letter.813 Lech Walesa, when questioned about the appeal, simply replied
with the rejoinder: “We didn’t invent proletarian internationalism.”814 But
international observers viewed the appeal with alarm. A cable from the British
ambassador reported it as a risk to Poland’s territorial integrity.815
It became a turning point that transformed Soviet leaders’ views that
Solidarność contained moderate currents to the perception that it was a uniformly
hostile organisation.816 In a telephone conversation with PZPR leader Stanislaw
Kania, Brezhnev charged, “Solidarność...is attempting to impose its subversive ideas
on neighbouring states and to interfere in their internal affairs.”817 Archival
documents on the Politburo’s discussions on Poland from this time demonstrate that
fear of anti-socialist contagion reaching the Soviet Union and the other states of the
Eastern Bloc dominated their attitudes before martial law began.818 They reacted to
the appeal by ordering an orchestrated campaign of letters from Soviet workers’
collectives to condemn Solidarność in the Soviet press.819 A letter addressed to Polish
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workers was published in Izvestiia from workers of the V.I. Lenin tractor factory in
Ivanov’s locale of Minsk. The letter decried the appeal as a “heinous document.”820 In
Moscow Zil factory workers similarly condemned, “There is nothing in it but malice
against socialism.”821 The Young Socialists read these letters with outrage and
concocted a plan to distribute leaflets with the appeal in suburbs where ZiL workers
predominantly resided, though it never concretely materialised.822 The idea
resurfaced in the final months of 1981 when the Young Socialists began to anticipate
the Soviet invasion of Poland. According to Rivkin, he urged the printing of leaflets
to demonstrate to the authorities that popular opinion was against an invasion,
though Fadin and Kudiukin argued more cautiously that it should only be done in
protest if an invasion took place.823

Darkening Clouds and the Limits of Dissenting
Internationalism. Letter to the PCI, 1982.
Across Poland during the night of 13 December 1981, doors were broken
down by SB officers and militiamen during the often violent arrests of thousands of
Solidarność activists as martial law was enforced and the opposition was driven
underground.824 The reformist Left reacted with horror to what it perceived as
Jaruzelski’s coup d’etat and the establishment of a military dictatorship at the centre
of Europe. The exception was the French communist party, which had back pedalled
from its earlier Eurocommunist agenda to side with the Soviets on both Afghanistan
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and Poland.825 Martial law in Poland precipitated the final rejection of the Soviet
experience by the Spanish Eurocommunist leader Santiago Carrillo, and was equated
by many in his party with the failed putsch of the post-Franco military ten months
earlier.826 Labour Force in Eastern Europe responded with a wide coverage of events
that condemned the actions of the PZPR and provided detailed news of solidarity
campaigns in the United Kingdom that included sponsoring imprisoned Polish
workers.827 The PCI reacted by decisively breaking ranks with the Soviet Union and
the international communist movement.
Berlinguer, the loudest voice of dissenting internationalism in the eyes of the
Young Socialists, declared that the progressive energies that had emanated from the
October Revolution were exhausted, and the societies of the Eastern Bloc that were
led by the Soviet Union had lost their ability to move forward.828 The day following
the declaration of martial law, in an unsigned front page article in L’Unitá, the PCI
expressed the personal hopes it had invested in the reformist course that had been
pursued in Poland prior to its military suppression: “[The Polish experience of
renewal] gave space and breath to the development of socialism as a real process of
advancement of the workers and for the growth of freedom. Several times we
repeated that the attempt at Polish renewal directly involved us and all the Western
left wing.”829 That same week in the PCI organ, Rinascita, eight articles addressed
Poland in a nine page edition. In one, the leader of the PCI affiliated trade union, the
Italian General Confederation of Labour (CGIL) Luciano Lama dismissed the French
communist party’s assertion that Solidarność could be blamed for provoking the
military takeover, and levelled a concerted accusation directly at the Soviet
leadership:
The decisive responsibility for having brought Poland to this extreme
political and economic crisis lies essentially with the political regime,
the political system, which rejects the participation of the masses in
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the construction of the state and in which there is neither democracy
nor liberty…the citizens tried to use Solidarność to democratise
political life in a country where there is no freedom…There is no doubt
that this method of acquiring and exercising power developed in the
Soviet Union.830
By 29 December, the Central Committee of the PCI had issued a 17 page resolution
that criticised the use of military force by a socialist regime to resolve workers’
unrest and attributed “negative influence” to the Soviet Union.831 The resolution
reached the conclusion:
The necessity for a “third way” for Europe is borne of this historical
situation and theoretical re-examination. The model adopted in the
Soviet Union and transferred to the Eastern Bloc countries is
unrepeatable and any separation between socialism and democracy is
unacceptable.832
The CPSU replied with a private letter that the PCI ignored.833 The Soviets
then proceeded to return fire through their press organs Pravda, Kommunist and
Novoe Vremya (New Times) in late-January 1982. They were backed up by a broader
chorus of pro-Soviet communist parties, who published their own condemnations of
the Italians in the Soviet press.834 An unsigned article in Kommunist accused the PCI
leadership of using the difficulties in Poland as a sneaky and false pretext to propel
the party further along an anti-socialist path they had foolishly begun to venture
down some time earlier. The author’s condescending invective continued:
Using the terminology of the enemies of socialism and the Soviet
Union, the PCI leaders permitted themselves to state the degeneration
of the countries of the socialist community…Unfortunately, it must be
noted that the leadership of the PCI defines its position in such a way
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as to put itself effectively in the same camp as the forces struggling
against socialism. This is truly to be regretted.835
For most Soviet readers the polemics were one-sided, due to the CPSU declining to
publish the PCI’s systematic responses to the Soviet blasts.836 Even the few copies of
L’Unitá normally on sale in Moscow’s news stands were unavailable during this
period.837 In another unsigned Kommunist article in March 1982, the CPSU continued
to lambast the PCI leadership’s perspectives. Addressing the PCI’s criticism that
there was an absence of democracy in the Soviet Union, the article speculated, “What
do they want? ‘Dissident’-type criticism and freedom for unbridled defamation of the
socialist system on the part of individual renegades?”838
Martial law had been a devastating blow to the Young Socialists’ own hopes
for the Polish workers’ movement and its seeming promise for change in the Eastern
Bloc. The PCI’s forceful condemnation and its accompanying criticism of the Soviet
leadership fully reflected the Young Socialists’ own feelings. This anger was
transformed into action when early in the morning of April 1, Kudiukin woke up to
read the March Kommunist issue. He reacted with fury to its criticism of the PCI and
penned an emotional letter of support to the party, that for the time being remained
in his flat. The following month, a simplified and paraphrased Italian translation of
this letter would appear in the loosely PCI-affiliated publication Paese Sera in May
1982,839 and again in the left-leaning Italian magazine, L’espresso, in March 1983 at
which time the Young Socialists were still in prison awaiting trial.
By early-1982, a new issue of Varianty had not appeared for over a year.
Fadin later admitted to an interviewer that at this point, their dissident activities
were winding down.840 Kudiukin had successfully concluded his graduate studies at
IMEMO and had attained the rank of junior researcher the year before. Fadin,
“Kommunist Text on PCI,” Moscow TASS International Service in Russian, 27 January
1982, 5. OSA, f. 300, s.f. 80, c. 1, box 327, Italian Communist Party.
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Chernetskii and Khavkin were all fathers to young children. What had begun in their
early twenties as a romantic revolutionary fuelled adventure seemed increasingly
irrational to these more mature intellectuals with professional standing and
personal responsibilities, especially in the face of the total failure of external forces
of reform and the unrelenting intransigence of the regime. Rivkin later speculated
that their conspiracy continued up to the point of arrest mainly because nobody
wanted to be the first to call it off and admit that all of their efforts had been
pointless.841 Yet the Young Socialists’ political views remained unchanged. Although
they did not know at the time that it would be their last rodeo, the circle went out in
a final blaze of dissenting internationalism in this letter of support to the PCI.
At this time, other processes were moving forward. In March 1982 the KGB
directorate approved the initiation of article 70 criminal proceedings against Fadin,
Kudiukin, Chernetskii, Khavkin and Kagarlitskii.842 Probably not coincidentally, this
was the same month that the Young Socialists’ L’Alternative interview, which they
had prepared answers for in the summer of 1981, came out in Paris. This fact was
prominently noted by the chief investigator of the Young Socialists’ case, Fedor
Pokhil, in an article that showcased the investigative and interrogative tactics used
against the Young Socialists as a model for future KGB operations against dissident
circles. The KGB interpreted the Young Socialists’ open discussion of oppositional
tactics in a foreign publication and their call for internationalist solidarity with
Soviet dissent in an especially negative light, and decried their responses to
L’Alternative as “strategies for the undermining and weakening of Soviet power, as
well as calls for intervention by foreign reactionary forces into the internal affairs of
our country.843
The Young Socialists had been on the KGB’s radar at least since Kagarlitskii’s
first interrogation and expulsion from GITIS for publishing Levyi povorot in January
1980. That action had prompted the circle to lie low, but when nothing occurred after
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two months, they resumed their activities. As Rivkin recognised in retrospect, “We
had no real idea of the time scales that were at work in the KGB.”844 In the short term
lead up to the Young Socialists’ arrests, from March 1982 the KGB dedicated
considerable personnel and resources to the pursuit of the circle. A special taskforce
was selected from officers of the Fifth Directorate that focused on combating dissent,
as well as the Second Directorate, the Investigative Department of the KGB of the
USSR, and the Directorate of the KGB of Moscow and Moscow region.845 This
concentration of resources enabled the mass sweep of arrests and house searches of
both the inner and outer circle of the Young Socialists that occurred on 6 April 1982,
which will be addressed in more detail in the postscript to dissent section.
These searches and arrests that occurred less than a week after Kudiukin had
drafted the letter to the PCI took the Young Socialists totally by surprise. In
circumstances where the circle’s leaders were all jailed in Lefortovo, the outer circle
stepped in to publicise the group’s repression. In a strange episode, Kudiukin later
related that during the search of his apartment, a KGB officer disdainfully showed
his sister the PCI letter as evidence of his supposed criminality. Maria Kudiukina
memorised this letter as best as she could and Aleksei Sobchenko set up a meeting
between her and the Paese Sera correspondent, Franco Pantarelli.846 Sobchenko (b.
1954) had studied in the Faculty of History of MGU from 1976-1981 and was a fluent
Spanish and Italian speaker. He had a social personality and had befriended Italians,
Latin Americans and Spaniards in the MGU environment, who had introduced him to
connections further afield in their national communities, including left-wing
journalists.847 Sobchenko left his own witness interrogation on 6 April and
immediately went to sound the alarm. Drawing on the conspiratorial training that he
had learned from Kagarlitskii, he travelled in the metro for hours to lose a possible
tail before finally commuting to his intended destination of the MGU dormitories to
warn the Faculty of History postgraduate student Vladimir Pribylovskii about the
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circle’s arrests.848 Together Pribylovskii and Sobchenko drafted a press
announcement of the Young Socialists’ arrests and Pribylovskii’s Mexican girlfriend,
Laura, went outside to relay its contents to Pantarelli via public phone.849 That night,
in a pre-arranged agreement, Pribylovskii’s friend Anatolii Kopeikin came and took
the samizdat archive that Pribylovskii had amassed in his dorm room.850 In the
coming days, Pribylovskii would withdraw his diploma thesis from the MGU Faculty
of History storage. This was out of concern that the KGB would connect it to the
typewriter that he had used to produce the samizdat materials that he expected had
been confiscated in the Young Socialists’ house searches.851

Conclusion.
After the unusual conditions of the Young Socialists’ release from Lefortovo,
rumours spread that the Eurocommunist party leaders had intervened in their case,
which in the coming years were accepted into the dissident circle’s official history.852
In the early-1990s, two of the Young Socialists’ leaders repeated on separate
occasions to interviewers that this had occurred.853 Though according to Rivkin’s
estimation, this version of events was the product of the KGB’s meddling, that was
designed to elicit testimony from the Young Socialists while they were imprisoned
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in Lefortovo.854 As Jonathan Bolton has recognised, conditions of surveillance and
censorship placed the late socialist opposition in an environment driven by
uncertainty, speculation and rumour. As dissident groups crafted a shared identity
on this murky terrain, over time and especially retrospectively, individuals’
experiences were reimagined into larger mythologies that emphasised the
participants’ sense of purpose and cameraderie over other memories. Bolton
concluded that it was the historian’s task to analyse these stories and legends, to
delve into deeper questions about what these constructed narratives revealed about
dissenting identities.855
The legend of Eurocommunist intervention – how the Young Socialists could
have believed it happened and why it attained a place in the circle’s mythology – had
its roots in the circle’s dissenting internationalism.856 As this chapter has argued, the
Rivkin recalled that during his pre-trial imprisonment in Lefortovo, a fellow inmate
who he believed to be a stool pigeon told him, “For some reason Volodka [Chernetskii]
is sure that there will be an appeal from the Western communist parties.” Rivkin
deduced that Chernetskii, who was imprisoned and unable to receive outside
information from the Western communist parties, could not have known about their
intercession with any accuracy, and instead had expressed a false hope, which was
circulated by the KGB to the other arrested Young Socialists. Rivkin, “Interv’iu Alekseiu
Piatkovskomu i Marine Perevozkinoi ot 1990 goda.”
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In my oral history interviews with the Young Socialists, I probed them on why they
believed an intervention had occurred and they did not have any particular evidence.
I interviewed Giuletto Chiesa via Skype in 2015. He was the Moscow correspondent for
L’Unitá in 1982 and in his duties he also reported directly to the PCI directorate. Chiesa
reported the arrest of the Young Socialists to Berlinguer, but he was not aware of any
follow up by the PCI, nor did he believe it would have happened.
The surviving relevant members of the PCI that I contacted via email were Claudio Ligas,
who was secretary to Giancarlo Pajetta, the PCI’s head of foreign relations with other
communist parties in 1982, email correspondence with Claudio Ligas, 21 February 2016.
I contacted Giorgio Napolitano, who was chairman of the PCI in the Chamber of Deputies
in 1982. He did not know of any intervention. He also asked Antonio Rubbi, who was
head of PCI foreign relations, who provided the same answer, email correspondence
with the Office of Giorgio Napolitano, 21 March 2016. It was not possible to contact
Enrico Berlinguer, who died in 1984.
The archives of the Gramsci Institute contained detailed records of meetings between
PCI and Soviet representatives in 1982, which included the participation of Rubbi and
Ligas, though the Young Socialists’ case was not mentioned. Within the PCF archives,
there were appeals written by Soviet citizens, especially refuseniks, for the PCF to
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Young Socialists’ views of the international landscape at the turn of the 1980s were
informed by their reading and discussion of left-wing samizdat, Soviet scientific
publications and white TASS media reporting. This reading led them to believe that
a loose internationalism linked the reformist Left in the West and dissidents in the
Eastern Bloc, though in reality, these connections were flimsy and aspirational,
rather than concrete. The Young Socialists’ impressions were guided by the strength
of their own internationalism, that they imagined was equally as potent across the
reformist Left, and their desire to make a mark on the international environment.857
Despite their enhanced knowledge relative to earlier generations, the effects of
Soviet isolation still limited their understandings of other domestic and international
considerations that affected the Western reformist Left, which outweighed dissident
affairs in importance, or made them unable to effectively engage. Although the Young
Socialists’ arrest did arouse lower level reactions among the international reformist
Left. Labour Focus on Eastern Europe held a solidarity campaign for the Young
Socialists at the end of 1982 that involved distributing leaflets and writing letters to
the Soviet embassy in London to demand their release, which belatedly linked the
circle to the reform socialist community of solidarity that it had observed and
constructed through reading.858
This chapter has used the concept “dissenting internationalism” not only to
emphasise the existence of international reformist tendencies that opposed
orthodox Soviet viewpoints, but also as a shorthand for the mutual solidarity that
occurred across the national dissident movements in the Eastern Bloc. During 19821983, detailed accounts of the Young Socialists’ case were reported by the
pravozashchitniki publications, Khronika tekushikh sobytii and Vesti iz SSSR, while
news of their arrests was broadcast on the pillar of the transnational network of
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dissent, Radio Free Europe.859 The wave of euphoria that had gripped dissidents
across the Eastern Bloc during the founding congress of Solidarność proved to be a
precursor for what was to come under Perestroika. As the next chapter will show,
the hazy character of the reformist Left that was explored in the preceding pages was
a reflection of its growing weakness. With the rise of neo-liberalism and laissez faire
economics, the tide was turning against the Left in Europe. However, although in the
late-1980s, the Young Socialists would turn their backs on reform socialism due to
its ties to the communist experience, Perestroika would deepen their connections to
Poland and the transnational solidarities of dissent in the Eastern Bloc.

In oral history testimonies and memoir texts, Mikhail Rivkin, Vladimir Pribylovskii
and Sergei Karpiuk all reported hearing the Young Socialists’ case broadcast on the
voices in the months after April 1982. One of the Radio Free Europe reports on the case
has been uploaded online, see “Dokumenty i liudi,” (Documents and People.), Munich, 27
July 1982: https://catalog.osaarchivum.org/catalog/osa:93e45eaf-f9f8-4657-b703ef65437d81d1.
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Postscript to Dissent. Arrest, Investigation and
Trial.
On 6 April 1982, the mass sweep of arrests and house searches took the inner
and outer circle of the Young Socialists totally by surprise. Fadin, Kudiukin,
Chernetskii, Khavkin and Kagarlitskii were arrested and imprisoned. The outer circle
were searched and taken to Lefortovo prison for interrogation as witnesses, where
they were pressured to give evidence against the accused. The chief investigator of
the Young Socialists’ case, Fedor Pokhil later noted the positive results achieved
through the simultaneous seizure of witnesses and accused for obtaining maximally
reliable evidence.860 Though the KGB’s wide net also caught witnesses who were
associated with the circle through friendship rather than conspiracy, including
Sergei Karpiuk whose close personal relations with Fadin and Kudiukin continued
after their years at MGU in room 242. As he later recalled, “I did not really know
anything about the underground organisation, although I could guess at its
existence.”861 Brought into the KGB’s orbit through his association with Fadin and
Kudiukin, he had been overheard by an informer declaring that the party was not
capable of governing Soviet society – a scene that was described in Andropov’s
report to a Politburo meeting two days after the circle’s arrest.862 Following a search
at Nauka’s editorial office for Eastern literature where he worked, Karpiuk resigned
from his job in order to prevent the publishing house’s liberal management suffering
any further repercussions.863 He faced employment difficulties for three years, but
Fedor Pokhil, “Organizatsiia rassledovaniia antisovetskoi agitatsii, provodivsheisia
gruppoi lits,” (Organisation of the Investigation of Anti-Soviet Agitation Carried out by a
Group of Individuals.) Sbornik statei ob agenturno-operativnoi i sledstvennoi rabote
komiteta gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti SSSR (Collection of Articles about AgentOperative and Investigative Work of the USSR KGB.) (101) (Moskva, 1984), 50, published
online by The Genocide and Resistance Research Centre of Lithuania:
https://www.kgbdocuments.eu/assets/books/journals/sbornik/101.pdf?fbclid=IwAR
03HVAAfVrFAyVWbpSuw84uMm_ZYUF18aEcIwhcrMnRXEQawePy2T9K0OQ.
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by late-Perestroika his fortunes changed and he was appointed to the Institute of
General History of the Academy of Sciences.
Caught by surprise, Grigorii Zaichenko answered the door to the KGB totally
naked.864 By 1982, this second room 242 alumni was a graduate student in the MGU
historical faculty. He had also continued the nonconformist intellectual odyssey that
had characterised his earlier MGU years, and was associated with a circle of religious
dissidents whose most active members were arrested and imprisoned on the same
day as the Young Socialists. Zaichenko was arrested as a witness who linked both
cases.865 This intensified the KGB’s interest in him, and for good reason: he had acted
as a messenger between the two groups in negotiations for the transfer of a copier
to the Young Socialists when the religious dissidents wanted to get rid of it after they
felt the eyes of the KGB on them.866 He was subjected to three weeks of interrogations
followed by a month long break before they resumed. The heavy KGB surveillance
that accompanied him as he carried out his daily affairs,867 along with the news that
another religious dissident had been moved from witness to accused in the case
forced him to consider his options.868 Rather than betraying his own moral code by
testifying, or facing the risk of similarly going from witness to accused and getting a
possible camp sentence, Zaichenko opted to run. He escaped to a remote town in the
Moscow region and worked as a lift operator until early-1984, when he judged it safe
to return.869
The KGB’s real work began during their interrogation of the core circle. The
investigators initially relied upon psychological portraits, before the seized
materials from the searches allowed for more detailed, individualised interrogation
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tactics.870 In the case of Kudiukin, the investigators drew heavily from a drafted letter
to his wife that was discovered during the search.871 According to Pokhil:
It openly slandered the constitutional democratic principles of the
Soviet state, justified the position of the need to fight the “existing
regime” in the USSR, emphasised personal participation in
organisational activities and expressed the determination “to join the
ranks of organised fighters anew when the political and social
situation changes (for example, as occurred in Czechoslovakia in 1968
or in Poland in 1980).”872
In keeping with the KGB’s overall perception that dissent arose from the influence
of the hostile West,873 Pokhil recorded that the investigators were determined to
detect whether the circle was acting “on the instructions of foreign intelligence
agencies or ideological centres of the enemy.”874 As they were seeking to understand
the reasons for the Young Socialists’ “hostile mood,” the KGB prioritised the
identification of the circle’s foreign contacts, and in particular the sources of their
communication channel to L’Alternative abroad. While tracing the circle’s
participants and the extent of its reach, including its samizdat production, Pokhil
noted that the “main focus” was to work toward the “ideological disarmament and
reeducation” of the accused by using theoretical literature and concrete examples to
“expose the anti-Soviet essence of the activities of revisionists.”875 The Young
Socialists’ investigators attentively read their samizdat publications and the antiSoviet literature seized in the searches and used them to construct their
interrogation questions.876 This approach, which involved debating reform socialist
ideas with the arrested, occurred as a result of Andropov’s initiative of training the
KGB to combat dissent intellectually from the late-1960s.877 This careful treatment
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was also a reflection of the Young Socialists’ status as children of the elite. Kudiukin
recalled that the polite approach of the interrogators was combined with
psychological manipulation.878 He began to give candid testimony to the
investigators at the end of April, and Fadin and Kagarlitskii followed from the end of
May. This evidence led to Mikhail Rivkin moving from witness to accused and his
imprisonment in Lefortovo on 8 June.
In early-1983, the Kremlin politics of succession once again intervened to
affect the case. When the outcome of the post-Brezhnev power struggle was decided,
the Young Socialists were no longer useful as pawns to compromise the liberals.
They were permitted to petition for clemency in order to be released without trial.879
With the newly installed general secretary Iurii Andropov at its head, the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR took the decision to grant a pardon to the young
intellectuals upon their written repentance – which was then unprecedented in the
state’s treatment of dissidents.880 Kagarlitskii recalled that when he first heard news
of this decision, he assumed the investigators were asking for televised repentance
as occurred in the infamous case of Piotr Yakir and Viktor Krasin, which had
thoroughly demoralised the dissident movement a decade earlier.881 But along with
Fadin, Kudiukin, Chernetskii and Khavkin, he accepted the more muted form of
signing a paper that included a pledge not to continue anti-Soviet activities.
In an acknowledgement that his behaviour departed from traditional
dissident ethics, Kagarlitskii later reasoned, “I was not a dissident, I was a political
activist.”882 On one level, this can be read as an exculpatory statement designed to
gloss over the shame of testifying and the fear the inexperienced young dissident
likely felt when confronted by KGB interrogators and the prospect of a bright future
Interview with Pavel Kudiukin, Moscow, 1 December 2016; these tactics were given
less attention in Pokhil’s report, though he noted that the leadership of the KGB of the
USSR approved funding for “maintaining a well-organized in-cell development of the
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lost to a camp sentence. But it also aligned with the reformist and constructive bent
of socialist dissent, where its practitioners generally understood themselves to be a
loyal opposition. This picture is complemented by the experience of earlier socialist
dissident circles, who cooperated with their KGB investigators and the camp
authorities following their arrests,883 and Roy Medvedev’s loyalist position toward
the regime that was coupled with his willingness to publicly criticise other
dissidents.884
But the leaders of the Young Socialists had attracted into their orbit others
who had a different conception of dissent. Mikhail Rivkin and Andrei Shilkov held
views that were closer to the pravozashchitniki and upheld the concept of inner
freedom.885 In the absence of connections to human rights oriented groups, the two
dissidents had separately found their way to the Young Socialists through different
mutual friends.886 Due to his disinterest in socialist ideology, Rivkin was not invested
in the circle’s intellectual project. But his determination to act against the regime
drove him to train new recruits in conspiratorial methods and he attempted to
procure means for mass printing – practical actions that truly alarmed the KGB.887
Rivkin and Shilkov’s fates intersected when on Fadin’s instruction, the young mining
engineer travelled to Petrozavodsk to receive a font for mass printing from Shilkov,
a history graduate of Petrozavodsk state university who worked as an operator of an
Era copier at an industrial institute.888 This episode became one of the cruxes of the
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investigation, though it received little attention in Pokhil’s report due to its
unsuccessful outcome for the KGB. During Rivkin’s interrogations, he refused to give
up the location of the font and he declined to request a pardon, which brought the
full force of the state’s repressive apparatus of the Brezhnev era down on him.
Rivkin’s trial in July 1983 was a tragic ending to the Young Socialists’ years of
dissent. By then Shilkov was already serving a three year camp sentence for illegally
copying samizdat at his workplace,889 which was unrelated to the Young Socialists’
dissident activities, though likely uncovered by their testimony.890 In a grievous turn
of fate, Fadin, Kudiukin, and Kagarlitskii acted as witnesses to the court. Reports
indicate that the trio attempted to defend Rivkin and refused to answer questions.891
In response the prosecutor read aloud the testimony that they gave during their
interrogations, which contributed to the court ordering the maximum sentence of
seven years in the camps and five years in exile. After Rivkin returned to Moscow in
1987 following Gorbachev’s amnesty for political prisoners, he and Shilkov
published in the informal press a widely circulated account of Fadin, Kudiukin and
Kagarlitskii’s role in his fate, whose repercussions will be explored in the following
chapter.
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The Afterlives of Socialist Dissent during
Perestroika.
Introduction.
In January 1990 in Tallinn, the founding congress of the unionwide Social
Democratic Association (SDA) was attended by representatives of seventy groups
across the Soviet Union who were in the process of forming republic-based political
parties and members of European social democratic parties, who came as guests. 892
In this moment of flux during late-Perestroika, numerous communist party members
were present as observers, including the popular politician Iurii Afanas’iev, who
continued to push for the establishment of a social democratic faction inside the
CPSU. In a CPSU sponsored scholarly roundtable later that year, a senior adviser to
the international department approvingly commented that those who had been in
Tallinn “knew the experience of Western social democracy” and had presented a
vision whose “goals and values differed from communist ideals...of the prePerestroika times.”893
The transformative though ultimately shortlived influence of social democratic
ideas in the Kremlin and the emerging civil society of the late-1980s had seemed an
unlikely prospect only a few years earlier. Some of the former Young Socialists were
at the head of this process as organisers of social democratic structures from below
including the SDA that developed into the Russian Social Democratic Party (SDPR)
in 1991, while other former members of the circle became participants in the new
academic and journalistic opportunities of Perestroika, and a few seized on the
greater freedom to emigrate. Before addressing these experiences, this chapter
briefly sets out how Gorbachev and other high-ranking liberals of the shestidesiatniki
892 Konstantin Selizerstov, “Sleva ot Gorbacheva,”
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generation applied reform socialist thinking during their years in power and its
transformative effects on the domestic and international contexts. I then turn to
Soviet society and the different responses of the semidesiatniki to Perestroika’s
democratisation before returning to the Young Socialists’ story at the point they
were released from prison in 1983.
This chapter examines the afterlives of the Young Socialists’ dissent during
Perestroika as a way to explore how some of the processes that were underway in
the political and intellectual spheres in the late-Brezhnev era became recast in the
final years of the Soviet Union. While the worldviews of the shestidesiatniki
generation had acted as a formative influence for many politicised semidesiatniki in
the Brezhnev years, during the late-1980s the relationship between these
generations of intellectuals shifted and developed in more complex directions, as the
semidesiatniki began to carve out their own political and intellectual spaces from
below. This study is less concerned with tracking the twists and turns of political
activism during Perestroika, its primary focus is rather on how changing ideas about
the nature of Soviet society and socialism transformed the identity of the left-wing
of semidesiatniki-led political movements during Perestroika. Its secondary focuses
are the shifting dynamics of intellectual spaces and the final wave of Soviet
emigration.
A trio of young Soviet historians observed at the time: “In 1988 the accepted
overview had collapsed: the past was just a set of pieces, and nobody could quite
understand the whole.”894 Under glasnost, those in the former Young Socialists’
wider milieu, due to their familiarity with samizdat and other forms of uncensored
knowledge, had less difficulty repositioning the pieces into a recognisable picture
than many other Soviet citizens. Yet their views, too, were significantly reshaped as
they accepted the newly ascendant interpretation of the “totalitarian” essence of
Soviet reality that proliferated among the intelligentsia. The limitations of reform
socialism that were revealed during Gorbachev’s disastrous attempt to implement
socialism with a human face caused them to revise the views that they had held in
the Brezhnev years, as they moved to social democratic and new leftist positions.
Integral to the development of these new identities was the lifting of censorship and
Daria Khubova, Andrei Ivankiev and Tonia Sharova, “After Glasnost: Oral history in
the Soviet Union,” in Memory and Totalitarianism, ed. Luisa Passerini (New Brunswick:
Transaction Publishers, 2005), 96.
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the greater ability to establish connections with foreigners, including via overseas
travel: the door to the outside world was finally flung open. This placed other leftwing identities beyond reform socialism within easier reach, as well as transforming
the careers of Soviet academic researchers, and encouraging some of the former
Young Socialists to choose emigration. This chapter, then, primarily asks: how was
the experience of socialist dissent connected to the former Young Socialists’
evolution to social democratic and new leftist identities during Perestroika?

Reform Socialism Comes to Power.
In contrast to the Young Socialists’ earlier predictions that a broad economic
crisis would trigger a mass movement of pressure for socialist reform, change
instead came from inside the party in the form of a shestidesiatnik general secretary.
Gorbachev’s revolution from above began at a point when the Soviet economy was
under strain yet still stable.895 Soviet society was without significant strikes or riots,
or other displays of social dissatisfaction.896 Dissident opposition had been
contained to the point where Western scholars wondered during early-Perestroika,
“Whatever has happened to the Soviet ‘dissident movement’?”897 The end of the
Brezhnev era did not come from the breaking points outlined in Marxist theory, but
instead biology intervened to force the old guard’s departure. Sovietologists had
registered from afar the advanced aging of Brezhnev and his entourage (“does the
Soviet Union simply have a leader who is incapable of firing anyone or who has he
decided to keep himself surrounded with people whom he feels comfortable as he
ages?”).898 But while Western scholars anticipated the possibility of generational
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succession coming together with a dramatic shift to policies reminiscent of the
Prague Spring, few openly expected it.899
The Soviet turn to reform socialism in the mid-1980s was guided by the
shestidesiatniki’s hopes of returning to the promise of socialism at the time of their
youth during the Thaw. For scholars of the late-1980s neo-Leninism was the most
outwardly discernible ideological foundation for Perestroika, as a result of
Gorbachev’s many public statements that framed his reforms as a “return to Lenin,”
which were wholly within the confines of Soviet authoritative discourse.900 But the
influences that Gorbachev took from the reform socialist canon and declared “new
thinking” were a much broader set of ideas that his generation of reformists had
absorbed over the three decades, which spanned the years of their university studies
and careers in the fields of high politics and international relations.901 This thinking
went beyond neo-Leninism and the anti-Stalinist spirit of the Twentieth Party
Congress to include the Prague Spring’s “socialism with a human face,”
Eurocommunist thinking and approaches to international relations borrowed from
the West.902 In addition to occasional trips abroad, from the distance of the provinces
as first secretary of Stavropol, Gorbachev had accessed Western shades of “new
thinking” through conscientious reading of restricted “white books” issued by
Progress publishers that contained Russian translations of works by Western
European communists and social democrats.903 Yet while his vantage point as a highranking liberal at the time of the late Brezhnev era gave him a more informed picture,
Gorbachev began his years in power without a clearly formulated understanding of
how to apply these reform socialist ideas to solve the challenges the system was
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facing. In his early steps he moved slowly to maneuver around party conservatives,
but he was also inhibited by the limitations in his own thinking and practice that
came from decades spent immersed in the political culture of conservatism and
careerism at the top of Brezhnev’s establishment.
The reform socialist experiment that had never been fully put to the test
during the decade of the Prague Spring had distastrous consequences in the Soviet
Union of the late-1980s. The delay of twenty years created a much less favourable
economic context and the optimism that lit up the socialist idea in the 1960s had
given way to cynicism among large parts of the Soviet population in light of the failed
promises of communism. The introduction of economic measures that were inspired
by Kosygin’s reforms of the 1960s became a vehicle for cynical self-enrichment that
drained much-needed state resources, while other ill-advised policy choices that
were intended to bring “socialism with a human face” instead produced endless lines
and the disappearance of goods from stores by 1990.904 As Gorbachev’s thinking
radicalised, he began what he and his supporters later called the “real Perestroika”
in 1988 with the transformation of the rubber-stamping Supreme Soviet into an
energetic parliamentary institution that was inspired by the Council of People’s
Commissars of Lenin’s time.905 Perestroika’s highpoint arrived with the atmosphere
of euphoria surrounding the first free elections in nearly seventy years, but it quickly
pirouetted into decline in the same year as central institutions became chronically
destabilised without being replaced by credible new forms of governance and the
specters of political polarisation, ethnic separatism and economic disintegration
grew ever stronger.906 Glasnost let loose increasingly horrifying revelations about
the Soviet past and present, which were incessantly discussed in the media as
Gorbachev’s reformers faced the same dilemma that the leaders of the Prague Spring
encountered twenty years earlier – the impossibility of stopping liberalisation part
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way.907 In contrast to the reformers’ conviction that greater freedom of speech would
have a rejuvenating effect on Soviet society, the cumulative weight of glasnost’s
revelations destroyed the state’s legitimacy to the extent that even many among the
intelligentsia who had been supporters of reform socialism at the beginning of
Perestroika came to disparage the entire Soviet experience as irredeemably
totalitarian. The capitalist alternative that had been unthinkable two decades earlier
entered popular consciousness as the vast gulf in prosperity between the systems
became clear.908
By 1991, there were not enough people who remained committed to the
Soviet project to sustain its socialist essence, or even the Soviet state’s territorial
integrity.909 The Baltic states were the first to express separatist attitudes at the
Congress of People’s Deputies in 1989, when their representatives adopted an
openly oppositional stance to the Moscow-centred party structures and aligned
themselves with Russia’s democratic movement.910 This portended the rise of ethnic
national separatist movements across the country, which had been totally
unforeseen by Gorbachev and those who had been convinced of the strength of
reform socialism’s appeal.911 The breakdown of the union gained steam with the
prospect of a massive run on the bank, as the new republican elites that emerged
from the elections in 1990 intuited that if republican territorial lines became
national borders, they would gain full control of the state property on their
territory.912 As economic catastrophe mounted and the coming Soviet collapse came
clearly into view in late-1991, the dissolution of the union acquired the air of
inevitability to much of the Russian public.913 Movements for independence gained
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ground in the Soviet heartland as Yeltsin’s star rose in the wake of the communist
hardliners’ bungled August coup, and as RSFSR president he signed the Belovezha
Accords to dissolve the union in December 1991 together with the leaders of the
Ukrainian and Belarusian SFSRs.914 Instead of breathing new life into socialism,
Gorbachev’s attempt to realise reform socialism brought the end of Soviet power.
Perestroika equally transformed the international landscape. The communist
world was recast as the shestidesiatniki reformers attempted to refashion its
dynamics. In 1985, Anatolii Cherniaev, a deputy head in the international
department who was soon to take a leading role in foreign policy under Gorbachev,
recorded in his diary impressions that were broadly shared by all of the reformers:
“The international communist movement has no future: it is vanishing, the parties
are falling apart one after another.”915 The new Soviet leadership’s attempt to
reverse this process and modernise the communist identity was in the main met with
resistance from orthodox communist parties.916 But close relations with the Italian
communists were restored as newly aligned perspectives allowed the two parties’
leaders to reflect on issues of shared concern.917 Aldo Agosti has used the term
“border identity” to capture the uneasy duality of the PCI’s continued presence in the
communist movement when the party’s reformist values and agenda brought it
closer to social democracy.918 This problem of striking a balance between visions of
change and the preservation of communist identity acquired similar urgency for
Gorbachev, who found himself unable to secure Perestroika’s humanist turn without
delegitimising the Leninist revolutionary experience that defined Soviet communism
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– an issue that will be returned to later in this chapter.919 In the field of international
relations, Gorbachev’s reformist influences worked to overcome the “two camps”
theory that had dominated Soviet perspectives for decades, as he moved to ideas of
interdependence and the “common European home.”920 In contrast to the Brezhnev
era leadership’s sense of pride in the achievement of nuclear parity, Gorbachev
evoked apocalyptic images of “nuclear suicide” to convey the peril that the
superpower arms race had wreaked on the world.921 The turning point away from
Cold War rivalry to peaceful cooperation came at the Reykjavik summit in 1986 as
Reagan and Gorbachev embarked on wide-ranging arms control negotiations. This
outcome was the first in a chain of radical foreign policy shifts that ended the Cold
War, which included the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan and the
relinquishment of the Brezhnev doctrine even as the communist establishment in
East Central Europe imploded.922
Soviet society responded with amazement to these rapidly paced political
developments. In the developing social and cultural history of Perestroika, the
semidesiatniki have appeared alternately as adjusting citizens, budding political
activists, and wily enterpreneurs, or at times as subjects overwhelmed by the scale
of breakdown in a society in the midst of transformation. This highly educated and
urbanised Soviet generation that had grown up in the relative prosperity and
security of the Brezhnev years possessed diverse interests and increased awareness
of the outside world.923 On the eve of Perestroika, these attributes had encouraged
greater expectations than those of previous generations, who had grown up in closer
proximity to the war years, and a readiness for innovation after an entire adulthood
lived without political change at the top.924 Most semidesiatniki had a stake in a
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reformist agenda that opened new possibilities for career mobility and
entrepreneurial pursuits. The oldest members of this generation were nearly forty
years of age at the beginning of Perestroika. Meanwhile the younger end of the
cohort, who were born in the mid-1960s were approaching the end of their
university years or occupying junior positions in their fields. Unlike the
shestidesiatniki, who were in their fifties and sixties and gambled their all on
Perestroika,925 this generation’s lower level status in public life coupled with its
greater flexibility and relative youth allowed its leading personalities to see futures
for themselves beyond Perestroika and the Soviet system.
A shared element of semidesiatniki subjectivity which ran through this
generation’s distinctive though sometimes overlapping responses to Perestroika
was outlined by Yurchak, who posited that many educated urbanites of this
generation believed that the Soviet state was eternal right up until the final years of
the Soviet Union, when their perceptions quickly flipped to view the collapse as
inevitable when it occurred.926 The sheer deluge of new information during
Perestroika that undermined existing worldviews was a powerful force for
determining this shift. In the first years of glasnost the changes in the media
landscape were subtle – events such as natural disasters in the USSR began to receive
coverage and Soviet hippies were shown on television.927 But from 1987 many
semidesiatniki became transfixed by the disclosures of uncensored journalism that
gradually piled up and cumulatively pummelled the state’s perceived legitimacy. One
of Donald Raleigh’s baby boomers from Saratov recalled “Did you read it?” became a
sacred question, at a time when he judged that about sixty percent of what was
discussed in the media shocked his circle of acquaintances.928 Those among
Yurchak’s subjects who had been communist believers used the term “break of
consciousness” to describe the rupturing of their long-held beliefs in the face of this
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unrelenting bombardment of reporting that had often painfully forced them to adjust
their worldviews.929
The transformations of Perestroika created excitement at MGU, where
information boards appeared in the lobby of the main building in 1989, which were
made by a student club who encouraged the university community to put up texts
that freely commented on any issue that came to their mind.930 Though, as was
observed by an American who came to the university as a visiting lecturer of Marxist
theory in 1990, the spirit of democratisation eventually brought to light the rejection
of Marxism-Leninism in this milieu.931 This stood in marked contrast to the Thaw,
when the university had been filled with fervent supporters of socialism to embolden
the reformist Khrushchev. The open crisis of Marxism-Leninism at MGU was part of
a union-wide trend among youth as 2.5 million left the Komsomol between 19871988.932 The organisation’s in-house destruction then proceeded apace as its central
committee cynically used the Komsomol’s property and financial assets, which as the
sum of decades of grassroots membership dues came into billions of roubles, to
finance their private business ventures in line with Gorbachev’s enterpreneurial
reforms.933 This behaviour embodied the semidesiatniki stereotype of being “totally
cynical and preoccupied with ‘making it’ in both the old and the new way” that was
described to the Taubmans, the American Russianist couple who visited Moscow
when Perestroika was in full swing.934 But a frequent response of the semidesiatniki
to the final years of Perestroika was disorientation and despair in the face of the
economic and social collapse occurring all around. In her anthropological study of
Perestroika era conversation, Nancy Ries detailed what she called Soviet speakers’
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“litanies of hopelessness” that invoked the image of a road to nowhere amid
impending Soviet collapse.935
The semidesiatniki activists who entered street-level politics at the beginning
of Perestroika had spent the Brezhnev years orbiting critical intellectual milieus.936
In addition to the former Young Socialists, one such example was Iurii Skubko (b.
1953), a junior researcher at the Africa Institute turned liberal democrat, who told a
British journalist in 1988, “In the 1970s, I read the usual samizdat [Sakharov,
Solzhenitsyn and Medvedev]... and agreed in a vague way without ever doing
anything about it, without ever thinking about how any of what I read actually
related to me.”937 Another was the translator turned social democrat Vladimir
Kardail’skii (b. 1948), who joined the party at the height of stagnation in 1978 in
order to promote change from within, yet had despaired during those years in
private letters to a friend that it was impossible to carry out real action to reverse
the country’s decline without being put in prison.938 This mood of the first wave of
neformaly activists had remained an undercurrent among the semidesiatniki
intelligentsia in the Brezhnev years, when most had been unwilling to engage in
illegal activity that would have derailed often promising careers in academic
fields.939 Gorbachev’s legalisation of independent associations that came in the same
year as Sakharov’s return to Moscow in 1986 brought this submerged tendency into
the open, as these economists, historians, philosophers, mathematicians,
sociologists, and jurists came forward to participate in Perestroika from below.940
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With the support of prominent shestidesiatniki patrons, early neformaly
(informal clubs) passionately debated questions of contemporary politics and
published legal samizdat in the spaces authorised by the party authorities, while
attempting to expand their influence and social impact in conditions of fledgling
democracy.941 The clubs’ ideological perspectives initially ranged from neo-Leninist
to social democratic to post-pravozashchitnik.942 Though glasnost’s revelations
ripped through this milieu and became a powerful radicalising force that caused
many of its socialists to take the ideological journey that the pravozashchitniki had
made two decades before at a much accelerated pace as they condemned Leninism
and rapidly moved to support classical liberalism or even anticommunism.943 This
pushed the clubs from discussion halls to the streets as rallies against Soviet
repressions developed into the broader initiative of the founding of Memorial.944 As
the political authority of the democratic movement gained ground, the clubs grew
into popular fronts and unionwide alliances in advance of the Nineteenth Party
Conference in mid-1988.945
The momentum of the election campaigns that surrounded the Congress of
People’s Deputies brought a second wave of neformaly activists into the movement.
These newcomers were mostly semidesiatniki that had eschewed critical intellectual
environments during the Brezhnev years, while typically pursuing scientific careers
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and conventional paths of social promotion through the party.946 This cohort entered
informal politics only when they felt assured Perestroika’s reforms were genuine
and unlikely to be reversed, yet they quickly became vocal advocates of a market
transition and the engineers of more radical forms of oppositional activism. 947 The
election atmosphere sparked popular mass rallies at Luzhniki and voters
associations mobilised at both the union and republic level over 1989-1990 as
alliances formed among candidates, who were backed with the grassroots support
of the democratic movement. This broader coalition of rising politicians and
democratic activists that opposed the communist party and tied their star to Yeltsin
grouped into the broader Democratic Russia movement in January 1990.948 A month
later amid mass demonstrations Gorbachev revoked article six of the Soviet
constitution and announced the coming of a multi-party system.949
Though Western political scientists primarily interpreted these events
through a framework of democratisation, in fact only a small percentage of the
population became caught up in the democratic politics of Perestroika: in August
1991, less than sixty thousand demonstrators came to defend the White House in a
city of ten million.950 Yet, this was an altogether different image from the
demonstration of seven people on Red Square almost twenty five years earlier,
illustrating the thoroughly changed environment that the former Young Socialists
found themselves in following the transition from milieus of dissent to the mass
politics of Perestroika.

Intellectual Spaces of Perestroika.
When Kudiukin and Fadin left prison in early-1983, they faced the dispiriting
atmosphere of Moscow’s last years of stagnation with no obvious end in sight. Their
wider circle was in a state of dejection. Many of their friends and families’ careers
had been derailed by their dissident activities, while some were left traumatised by
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the affair.951 The two discovered that all of the doors of academic institutes were
closed to them, and eventually found jobs as industrial sociologists in a factory and
in the oil processing ministry.952 The first bright spark that reoriented their career
trajectories came in 1984, when Olga Ivanova, while serving as an interpreter, came
into contact with the American nuclear scientist, Michael May, who hearing of some
of her troubles, offered to grant her an interview – a valuable commodity in the lateSoviet Union.953 The resourceful Ivanova brought the interview, which addressed
themes of American and Soviet scientific cooperation, to Vek XX i mir (The Twentieth
Century and Peace), then the little-read bulletin of the Soviet Peace Committee, and
traded it in return for a job at the publication.954
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But it was Perestroika’s atmosphere of liberalisation that decisively changed
the wider circle’s fortunes and returned them to prominent places in the Soviet
intellectual establishment. In early-1987, Ivanova was able to also find work at the
journal for Fadin and their new friend, Gleb Pavlovskii.955 Pavlovskii (b. 1951) was a
graduate of the faculty of history at Odessa State University and ran in unofficial
leftist circles in the early-1970s. By the end of that decade, he had formed contacts
in the Moscow dissident community, where he became known as one of the editors
of the samizdat journal Poiski and was a close confidant and intellectual collaborator
of the famed historian, Mikhail Gefter.956 Following the authorities’ suppression of
Poiski, he was sentenced to three years exile in a case that ran in parallel with the
affair of the Young Socialists.957 By mid-Perestroika, the talented former dissidents,
Fadin and Pavlovskii, had joined Vek XX i mir ’s editorial board and recruited other
likeminded intellectuals as its core contributors,958 including Gefter, Viacheslav
Igrunov, who was Pavlovskii’s fellow dissident from Odessa, the sociologist Simon
Kordonskii and legal scholar Nina Beliaeva.959 This collective influenced the
publication’s turn from Soviet anti-war propaganda to a forum for intelligentsia-led
debate on the domestic and international dimensions of Perestroika.
Vek XX i mir’s metamorphosis occurred amid wider transformations in the
field of Soviet journalism. The initial impulse for the liberalisation of the media
landscape came from the new Soviet leadership, yet this mission was in the main
enthusiastically accepted by editors. From mid-1987, conversations commenting on
revelatory articles in the Soviet press could be heard not only in Moscow kitchens,
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but also outside on the streets and in the metro.960 Soviet television began to show
material never seen before on air including performances of songs by the bard
Aleksandr Galich and interviews of former dissidents. Victims of Stalin era
repression came on screen to discuss their experiences.961 In 1987-1988, two
shestidesiatniki publications that became glasnost’s trail blazers, Ogonek and
Moskovskie novosti, publicised the conditions in the massive camp system of the
Stalin era and revisited the Moscow trials of the 1930s to call for Bukharin’s
rehabilitation.962 According to the fascinated Taubmans, as glasnost progressed
Marxism-Leninist philosophy was disparaged in the press as “neither Marxist nor
Leninist nor philosophy.”963 The Soviet present also came under scrutiny as
unflattering comparisons with the United States became public knowledge and
cracks in the everyday conditions of Soviet life were publicised.
These developments undid the previous veil of secrecy that had shrouded
official data and prevented society’s access to a comprehensive picture of Soviet
decline.964 Though after years of positively spun propaganda, this rush of negative
information made a balanced assessment equally difficult and instead fostered
crippling mass disillusionment with the Soviet system. These circumstances drove
Anatolii Cherniaev to despair in his diary at the end of 1988: “In the newspapers,
journals, and on television, there is the total discord...of our entire seventy year-long
system. None of the terminology is shunned anymore—down even to
totalitarianism.”965
Stephen Lovell has remarked how Perestroika era journalism represented
the circulation in wider society of the political discourses and literary texts that
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already were familiar to the critical intelligentsia from the time of the Khrushchev
and Brezhnev years.966 Highlighting the case of Ogonek, he argued that this
publication made “the liberal ideology of the shestidesiatniki accessible to the mass
intelligentsia.”967 Though high-ranking liberals like Cherniaev above, who were
invested in gradual democratisation, were quickly unsettled by the cumulatively
radicalising effect that anti-Stalinist editors’ critiques of the Soviet past had on
society at a time when broader economic and political destabilisation was underway.
Fadin and Pavlovskii and other semidesiatniki, who had occupied a space at
the oppositional end of this same cultural field during the Brezhnev years, welcomed
this radicalisation. Remote from the political levers of power, these semidesiatniki
with a continuing critical attitude to the party leadership saw a chance to participate
in the transformation of society through the cultural sphere of journalism. Pavlovskii
remarked to a Western source in 1991:
[Vek XX i mir ’s editors and core contributors] were united by the
project of a cultural and at the same time individualistic alternative to
the policy of liberalisation from above – ‘Perestroika.’ [They] rejected
the belief, which was widespread in the Moscow liberal environment,
that the totalitarian system was superficial and would be responsive
to reforms.968
The liberalised conditions that, in Pavlovskii’s words had permitted “the editor-inchief of Vek XX i mir Anatolii Beliaev” to bring a “convicted samizdatchik into the
editorial office” provided these former dissidents with a sizeable audience. Vek XX i
mir began the Perestroika years with a circulation of 25,000,969 which grew to
100,000 from 1987-1991 – a scale incomparable to their former experience with
samizdat production.970
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Vek XX i mir’s journalists with the economist Iavlinskii. Left to right: Mikhail
Gefter, Viacheslav Igrunov, Grigorii Iavlinskii and Gleb Pavlovskii, 1993
(Meduza).
From the standpoint of the late 1990s, Pavlovskii considered that Vek XX i mir
was defined by its status as a “bearer of the [unofficial] culture of the 1970s that
broke into the mainstream press.”971 The fluidity of this former dissident identity in
a rapidly evolving climate was reinforced by Fadin’s participation in both the state
and independent press during Perestroika. He was joined by other former Young
Socialists, such as Vladimir Pribylovskii, who first began his later successful career
in journalism in the independent publications, Khronograf and Panorama.972 As
editor of Club Perestroika’s monthly, Otkrytaia zona (Open Zone), Fadin attended a
meeting of editors of independent publications in Leningrad in October 1987, which
had the air of a post-dissident milieu as most of the participants had begun their
activities during the Brezhnev years. Joined by representatives from official
publications such as Literaturnaia gazeta and Izvestiia as well as the Komsomol, the
meeting’s speakers considered the place of the independent press in the new media
landscape.973 Fadin addressed the hall to recommend its organisation of a wider
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campaign to pressure for the guarantee of freedom of the press during the
approaching society-wide debate on the incoming “law on the press.”974
As an official press organ, Vek XX i mir was unique in giving a consistent voice
to rising semidesiatniki figures engaged in informal politics, while also featuring
shestidesiatniki status intellectuals, who as prominent supporters of Perestroika led
public discussions in Vek XX i mir and elsewhere around the early direction of the
reforms. This composition not only reflected the intellectual networks that these
former dissidents had cultivated, but also demonstrated the authority that the
shestidesiatniki continued to command in this post-dissident semidesiatniki milieu.
In 1988, the journal held two roundtables on the path of Perestroika that featured
the writers, Boris Mozhaev, Ales Adamovich, historians Leonid Batkin and Iurii
Afanas’ev, and sociologists Len Karpinskii and Dmitrii Furman, as well as the
neformaly leaders, Viacheslav Igrunov and Grigorii Pel’man.975 Vek XX i mir also
participated in the race to officially publish the literary works that had circulated in
samizdat during the Brezhnev years. As calls to publish Solzhenitsyn grew louder in
1988, the journal slated the emigre author’s “Live not by lies” for its December 1988
issue until it was stopped by a call from the Central Committee, before later
publishing the text in February 1989 – the first of the official press in Moscow to
feature Solzhenitsyn’s writing.976
In contrast to the limited influence that IMEMO’s high-ranking liberals had
on the course of Soviet foreign policy during the collapse of détente, under
Gorbachev the institute encountered a fleeting silver age as its researchers’ expertise
was channeled in unexpected directions.977 IMEMO’s specialists provided support
for Gorbachev’s foreign policy summits and were later advisors for the country’s
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transition to a market economy.978 Though more generally, the institute worked
towards revising Soviet understandings of international relations and its
conceptions of socialist and capitalist systems, in line with the new leadership’s
recognition that much had changed in the world since its hardened Marxist-Leninist
theoretical frameworks were originally developed.979 The arrival of “new thinking”
allowed the reformist institute to return to older projects that had been shelved
under Inozemtsev for fear of encroaching on the territory of the hardline party
ideologues.
IMEMO’s new director, Evgenii Primakov encouraged the overhaul of
methodology that prevented accurate forecasting and analysis of global
developments.980 Those among the wider circle of the former Young Socialists that
remained at IMEMO in the wake of the affair were active participants in this process.
Taking stock of the recent achievements of Soviet academic journals, in October
1988 Cherniaev noted in his diary that Viktor Sheinis’ article in the latest issue of
MEMO, taken with other publications, contributed to “the destruction of the dogmas
and principles with which we lived for two-thirds of the twentieth century.”981 As
Marxism-Leninism came to lose its standing as a political ideology in the eyes of most
of the Soviet public, its methodology was eliminated entirely in some fields of Soviet
academia.982 The disintegration of this interpretative framework, which occurred at
the same time as Soviet perceptions of the United States suddenly shifted from
imperialist enemy to future ally, virtually destroyed the field of American studies as
it had existed up to that point.983 Gorbachev’s reform socialism received determined
support from internationalist scholars: in 1988, Kiva Maidanik’s work Revolución de
las esperanzas (Revolution of Hopes) shone publicity on Perestroika’s progressive
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agenda in the Spanish-speaking world.984 Though as glasnost became radicalised,
these dedicated internationalists discovered that their beliefs were out of step with
the broader mood of society in the face of strong public criticism of the squandering
of Soviet resources in the Third World.985 The declining fortunes of ideologically
driven interventions and Soviet economic capabilities provided the authority for
IMEMO’s Third World specialists, Georgii Mirskii and Nodari Simoniia, to express to
a receptive audience of the CPSU international department in 1987 that Soviet
foreign policy in the Third World needed to be based on realities rather than
ideological wishes.986
The social environment of the institute was transformed as Perestroika
fostered an atmosphere of lively and open discussion with a record number of
foreign visitors, though this was balanced by the deterioration of its receptions as
shortages of food and basic necessities in the country became worse.987 Perestroika’s
high culture was given a spotlight in IMEMO’s assembly hall, where the institute’s
researchers enjoyed spectacles featuring famed artists, directors and musicians and
Primakov could often be found seated in the front row.988 Glasnost also made
possible the travel abroad of researchers, who had previously been considered
politically unreliable and were classified nevyezdnoi (banned from foreign travel
outside of socialist countries), including the scholars who had become entangled in
the affair of the Young Socialists.989 During the case’s fall out, Tatiana Vorozheikina
had been fired from IMEMO until she went to court to fight wrongful termination and
won, though it was only under the new director Aleksandr Iakovlev that she and Kiva
Maidanik’s spetskhran access was reinstated.990 Mirskii acted as Vorozheikina’s
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witness in court and like Maidanik was subjected to party discipline. 991 Though, in
the thawed conditions of 1988, Mirskii’s longtime nevyezdnoi status was finally lifted.
He realised, “All of my countless political statements over the decades no longer
mattered,” when following brief questioning on earlier interactions with foreigners,
the KGB cleared him for travel.992 Vorozheikina and Mirskii made their first trip
outside of the socialist countries as part of an IMEMO delegation. While Soviet
citizens who fulfilled their dreams of the first trip abroad during Perestroika usually
selected Europe or the West, these internationalist scholars travelled to Latin
America.993 After a twenty four hour flight that allowed for many plane refuellings,
they arrived in Argentina and went swimming at Mar del Plata and enjoyed the local
food. According to their romanticised recollections, Mirskii, who was a polyglot yet
did not include Spanish in his arsenal of languages, addressed a communist party
meeting in Buenos Aires on the theme of Stalin and Stalinism in Spanish in a lecture
whose anti-Stalinist direction deeply touched some of the elderly Argentine
communists.994

The Last of the Dissident Émigrés.
In 1981, some of the Young Socialists communicated their feelings of pathos
for dissidents who had gone into emigration, yet their perspectives included a sense
of disconnection that stemmed not only from the distances of the Cold War era, but
also because they were separated from them by a generation:
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Among political émigrés there are many people who deserve our
respect for their activities in the USSR. These people represent
yesterday’s democratic movement in our country. Unfortunately,
some emigrate not only because they are forced to, but also from a
feeling of their own powerlessness. Perhaps this is why we are bitterly
observing the transformation of Eastern European movements in
emigration into permanent émigré movements. The isolation of
émigrés from internal dissidentism is probably even more painful for
them than it is for us. Unfortunately, there is no real interaction
between us and those in emigration, we are even poorly informed
about the processes taking place there.995
The wave of emigration of the 1970s was the product of the Kremlin’s efforts to
balance its détente policy with the effective management of domestic dissent.996 This
cohort included long-term dissidents, who were stripped of Soviet citizenship and
physically forced onto a plane, as occurred in the cases of Vladimir Bukovskii and
Vladimir Borisov.997 Though the more typical profile was that of semi-dissident
Soviet Jewish intellectuals, who had encountered antisemitic obstacles in their
careers and social environment and no longer saw prospects for themselves or their
families, nor the likelihood of political improvements in the Soviet Union after
1968.998 The sociologist Vladimir Shlapentokh, who belonged to this category,
emigrated to the United States as one of more than 80,000 Soviet Jews who left the
Soviet Union during 1978-1979.999 He later outlined the serious professional
consequences and social ostracism that awaited those who permanently burned
their bridges with the Soviet state by applying for an exit visa.1000 From emigration,
many former dissidents remained connected to their previous lives and became
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active lobbyists on behalf of those still in the Soviet Union or participated in the
samizdat-tamizdat networks that were detailed in the previous chapter.1001
During their years of dissent, the Young Socialists had deliberately limited
the scope of their oppositional actions and used conspiratorial measures to protect
their promising careers and friendship networks. Emigration entered the minds of
most of the circle only in the wake of the consequences of their dissent, and for the
majority the idea did not take root. For those who chose to leave the Soviet Union –
Nikolai Ivanov, Mikhail Rivkin, Andrei Shilkov and Aleksei Sobchenko, the proximity
of Perestroika shaped an easier path to emigration and impacted the political context
of their new lives as Soviet liberalisation remade the international Cold War
landscape. Glasnost removed many of the negative consequences of seeking an exit
visa, which made these former dissidents part of the much larger final wave of Soviet
emigration. In 1988, Soviet newspapers reported that emigration applications had
nearly doubled while the rate of rejection by UVIR had drastically fallen.1002 The
initial hopes that the intelligentsia placed in Gorbachev’s reforms meant that those
who left during early-Perestroika were less likely to be motivated to emigrate for
political reasons than the wave of the 1970s.1003 When the economic reforms failed,
bringing devastation to the scientific and cultural fields, what had been a steady
trickle became a stream, as Soviet intellectuals perceived the risks of a descent into
Russian fascism and searched for work abroad to secure their own economic
wellbeing.1004 Despite being part of this larger, final wave of Soviet emigration that
spanned the years 1988 to 1993 and included 1.5 million people, the portraits of
those former Young Socialists who chose emigration contained distinctly familiar
strokes to the dissident émigrés of the 1970s.1005
The Belarusian historian, Ivanov, who had started a Polish family during his
scholarly postings to Wroclaw had registered for emigration from the Soviet Union
to Poland already in 1981, but his application had been derailed by the Young
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Socialists’ arrests. He was called in by the KGB as a witness to the investigation,
though Fadin and Ivanov’s letter to Solidarność and his authorship of the samizdat
journal Novaia nasha niva remained undiscovered, which saved him from being
moved to accused as he had feared.1006 He remembered that in the early-1980s “I
was absolutely sure that communism was forever.” The idea of leaving had gradually
registered with him as he observed the Soviet Jewish emigration of the 1970s. He
later explained, “I saw all the stupidity of this ideology,” yet felt that the communist
system had permeated Soviet society to the extent that nothing could be changed. In
his mind, a case in point was its overpowering of even familial bonds: “I could not
convince anybody [of my ideas] because I could not even convince my own
mother.”1007 The strength of Polish civil society that he observed during his academic
visits in the years before martial law made a great impression on him, while the
comparatively light sentences for political opposition encouraged his belief that
“repressions were not real” in Poland.

Nikolai Ivanov, 1980s (IPN).
Ivanov’s actively dissenting outlook that was first stimulated in Moscow by
the company of the Young Socialists received a boost from the freer political
conditions of Poland. He recalled, “My roots were in Russia, in the Young Socialists,
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but my roots blossomed in Poland.”1008 His permission to emigrate came with
Perestroika in 1985 and he joined his family and took up a professorship in political
science at the university in Wroclaw.1009 Upon arrival he continued his earlier
association with Polish opposition activist Kornel Morawiecki and intensified his
publishing in the Polish independent press. In the conditions of martial law,
Morawiecki had founded the underground conspiratorial Solidarność Walcząca
(Fighting Solidarity), that was modelled on the underground partisans of the Second
World War.1010 It was a radical splinter group of about 1500 activists from
Solidarność that aimed to overthrow communism – a proposition that took it out of
the mainstream in mid-1980s Poland – and replace it with a form of social democracy
that Morawiecki had developed called “Solidarism.”1011
As a participant in Solidarność Walcząca, Ivanov learned the more
sophisticated techniques of the Polish opposition that included largescale
independent publishing, effective countersurveillance of the security services and
transmission from underground radio stations.1012 By the late-1980s, the Polish
opposition had travelled further than virtually anybody had anticipated in its
struggle to wrest greater concessions from the Polish United Workers’ Party
(PUWP). Delegations of Soviet social democratic activists, including Fadin, Kudiukin
and Oleg Rumiantsev, made visits to Poland to learn from the experience of the Polish
opposition.1013 In the aftermath of the roundtable negotiations of 1989, Ivanov
greeted his former dissident friends at an unofficial conference, that included the
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participation of Jacek Kuron and Karol Modzelewski, which was intended to
introduce the Soviets to practices of the Polish opposition. As a facilitator of this
transfer, Ivanov’s actions were in marked continuity with the dissident émigrés of
the 1970s, who had channeled vital contacts, financial resources and access to
publishing houses to the domestic movement. Though his location inside the Eastern
Bloc put a unique spin on his support for Soviet dissent from afar and aided the
strengthening of transnational contacts between the national dissident movements
in the Eastern Bloc just as the bloc itself was dissolving. In the post-communist years,
Ivanov continued his commitment to the politics of his homeland and was a member
of the Belarusian editorial staff of Radio Liberty from 1989 to 2004.1014
In his first decade in emigration, Aleksei Sobchenko also took up a posting at
Radio Liberty, the institution that had been a critical pillar in the transnational
network of dissent. In April 1982, Sobchenko had run from the investigation of the
Young Socialists and spent time working construction. After the heat died down, he
returned to Moscow and worked as a translator for Roy Medvedev, who paid him
with the royalties he earned from the sales of his works in the West. Sobchenko typed
up translations of foreign literature in the older historians’ apartment until 1984.1015
He later worked as a receptionist, while attending meetings of Club Perestroika.
Though he was at first struck by optimism in response to Gorbachev’s reforms, he
also remembered in those years “Everyone wanted to emigrate.” Sobchenko married
an American woman, who was working as a nurse at the US embassy, and obtained
US citizenship.1016 Throughout the 1990s, he worked for Radio Liberty in Munich
and Prague. The following decade, the talented polyglot was able to fulfil his
potential through building the career that he had not been able to make in the Soviet
Union. He worked for the US State Department as a translator and interpreter,
returning periodically to Moscow on business trips.1017
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The almost spiritual connection that Mikhail Rivkin had felt for the human
rights movement from afar in his youth was transformed into a religious identity in
the camps. During his four year imprisonment, he formed a close connection to the
famous refusenik, Iosif Begun, through whom he discovered Judaism.1018 Rivkin
began to learn Hebrew and found solace in observing Jewish customs with other
prisoners.1019 He learned the Jewish holidays by copying a religious calendar that
Anatolii Shcharanskii (later Natan Sharanskii) had made during his own sentence
and dated several years ahead in anticipation of the needs of future prisoners.1020
Though the ultimate goals of the pravozashchitniki and those Soviet Jews seeking
aliyah diverged, there was a strong overlap between the participants, practices and
experiences of the two movements.1021 Rivkin’s spiritual transformation was
cemented by this blended culture being passed down to him in the camps. He joined
in hunger strikes together with other prisoners to demand news of Anatolii
Marchenko, following the veteran pravozashchitnik’s final hunger strike that
resulted in his death, tragically only a couple of months before Gorbachev’s general
amnesty of political prisoners.
When Rivkin returned to Moscow following his release in March 1987, he was
taken aback by the prominence of Fadin, Kudiukin and Kagarlitskii in the blossoming
informal political life of Perestroika.1022 Rivkin reconnected with Andrei Shilkov, the
Young Socialists’ former contact in Petrozavodsk, who had arrived in Moscow after
his own release from prison. By then Shilkov was a journalist for Glasnost, one of the
major informal publications that carried the mantle of the human rights movement
into Perestroika, which was published in Moscow, Paris and New York.1023 It was
Rivkin published a short memoir of his experiences in the camps: “Dva goda na
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edited by the long-time pravozashchitnik, Sergei Grigoriants, who had served part of
his last prison sentence with Shilkov in Perm and later Rivkin in Chistopol. 1024

Documentation of Mikhail Rivkin’s official pardon and release (Facebook).
Rivkin and Shilkov published an account of the affair of the Young Socialists
in Glasnost in 1989 that presented a highly unflattering portrait of Kagarlitskii,
Kudiukin and Fadin’s behaviour.1025 The returned prisoners concluded by linking
these past events to the former Young Socialist leaders’ increasing authority in the
present: “These are people who have already proven their absolute spiritual and
moral failure as potential leaders, but still continue to claim leadership
positions...And this, of course, is absolutely unacceptable.”1026 Their exposé, which
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circulated widely among the informal political movement. In its aftermath, there
were instances at informal meetings where Fadin and Kudiukin were publicly
charged by other informal participants with collaborating with the authorities,
which was regarded as a violation of dissident ethics, and they were criticised for
their unwitting role in Rivkin’s imprisonment. Reactions were divided where some
swiftly condemned them, whereas others adopted a more conciliatory attitude and
commented that almost none of their critics had dared to carry out dissident
activities in the Brezhnev years, and did not know how they would have behaved
under similar circumstances.1027

Andrei Shilkov’s Glasnost journal press ID (EzheWiki).
Rivkin and Shilkov’s exposé was a turning point on their own dissident
journeys. The two had found their way to the socialist dissident circle out of an
absence of connections to human rights activists. Their involvement in its practical
work occurred through the filter of conspiracy that eventually appeared childish to
these dissidents, who longed for opportunities to participate in collective open
opposition. The conspiratorial foundations of their contact with the circle, instead of
the everyday friendships that other members of the circle shared, obstructed their
access to the circle’s sense of cameraderie, which was so vital to other Young
Socialists’ memories. Yet Rivkin and Shilkov’s participation in the Young Socialists
that led to prison sentences paradoxically produced the connections to the
pravozashchitniki and spiritual engagement that they had originally been seeking.
According to the then-archivist and leader of the historical informal, Byloe (Past),
Yaroslav Leont’ev, one such occasion took place at the first meeting of the organising
committee of the political club, Moscow Tribune, in 1989, cited in “Ot poslednikh
dissidentov k pervym neformalam,” (From the Last Dissidents to the First Informals,”
Interview of Yaroslav Leont’ev by Aleksei Piatkovskii, Part Two:
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For Rivkin socialist dissent turned out to be a stumbling block on the path to finding
Jewish identity. In February 1989, this road took him to Israel.1028 He reflected at the
time, “Even after I put a kippah and began to learn Hebrew, I had no intention of
leaving here.” The transformations of Perestroika paved Rivkin’s new path: “I
wouldn't have left if I hadn't really been convinced when I was released, that life here
was completely different and that I was no longer as badly needed here as I used to
be.” 1029 In Israel, Rivkin trained and then practiced as a Rabbi. Four years later at the
tail end of the final wave of Soviet emigration, disillusioned by the wild capitalism of
the 1990s, Shilkov followed Rivkin to Israel.

Political Transformations.
Following Kagarlitskii’s release from prison, he worked as a lift operator
while dedicating himself to a manuscript that analysed recent developments among
the international Left and called for the unified pursuit of revolutionary
reformism.1030 From 1986, when Perestroika presented new possibilities for
autonomous action, he immediately returned to political life and became a leading
figure in successive socialist groupings and left-leaning alliances before becoming
part of the executive committee of the newly-established Socialist Party and a deputy
of the Moscow City Soviet in 1990.1031 Kagarlitskii recalled that in this new era,
“There were a lot of microphones and cameras, moreover Soviet ones.”1032 The
conditions of glasnost, which granted greater access to foreign reporters while
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transforming Soviet journalists’ coverage of previous zones of dissent, thrust the restyled new leftist with a talent for self-promotion into the spotlight.1033

Andrei Isaev, Vladimir Gurbolikov and Boris Kagarlitskii (right) at the
Conference of the Federation of Socialist Social Clubs (FSOK), January 1988
(Aleksandr Shubin).
Kagarlitskii’s entrance into Soviet public life was infused with the stigma of
his dissident record. His former mentor, Roy Medvedev, whose previously
unpublishable interpretation of Soviet history was entirely suited to the new
leadership’s anti-Stalinist mission, was regarded by the reformers as an ideal
political personality for the times and received their patronage.1034 But Kagarlitskii’s
early pursuit of politics from below with a critical orientation towards Perestroika
attracted the old charges of disloyalty in spite of the new conditions. In January 1988,
possibly at the direction of the KGB, Komsomol’skaia Pravda published an attack on
the informal movement, though the authors reserved the bulk of their fire for
Kagarlitskii personally. Turning the tables on his recent critiques of the
bureaucratism of the Soviet system, they charged: “in Kagarlitskii we see before us a
latter-day bureaucrat who is a parasite feeding off initiative, glasnost and
democratisation.“1035 His former Young Socialist collaborator, Vladimir Pribylovskii
came to his defense in a sharply worded letter to Komsomol’skaia Pravda and
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inquired, “Comrade editor, what were you doing in the period of stagnation?” and
upbraided them, “You are now being paid to do what Kagarlitskii was imprisoned for
a year in Lefortovo for – criticising this exact stagnation.”1036 In a sign of the changing
times, Kagarlitskii took on Komsoml’skaia Pravda and became the first former
dissident to win a libel case against a Soviet newspaper.1037 Less easy for him to
dispel was the effect of the Rivkin affair, which tainted his reputation among informal
political circles and followed him for years in the independent press.1038 In the
immediate wake of Rivkin and Shilkov’s published exposé, it became a weapon for
the growing liberal faction to challenge the socialists with in the Moscow Popular
Front, when they sent an open note to the organisation’s coordinating committee
demanding Kagarlitskii’s removal on the grounds of his alleged collaboration with
the KGB.1039
The Western Left’s sharp interest in the long-awaited democratisation taking
place in the Soviet Union occurred at the same time as Cold War borders were
disintegrating. In these transformed conditions, the loose international community
of the reformist Left that the Young Socialists had attempted to forge links with at
the beginning of the decade finally became accessible to the eager Kagarlitskii, who
in the words of a Western commentator, became the “unofficial spokesman of the
Soviet New Left.”1040 His dissident past, which was uncritically admired by foreign
reporters, contributed to his revolutionary reformist rhetoric making an unlikely
appearance in such prominent news outlets as The Washington Post and The New
York Times. But his major audience was likeminded leftists. In a delayed parallel with
the Eastern Bloc political emigres of the previous chapter, who had been interpreters
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for the dissident cause to Western publics in the 1970s, 1041 Kagarlitskii made sense
of Perestroika’s developments for the Western leftist reader directly from Moscow.
The Young Socialists’ earlier explorations made the now thirty year old Kagarlitskii
a canny commentator. Speaking to the British Marxist journal Critique in 1988, he
hyped up Soviet interest in Trotsky in the course of explaining the re-appraisal of the
past which was then underway in the Soviet Union, demonstrating sensitivity for an
audience who regarded the revolutionary thinker as an outstanding figure in the
Marxist canon.1042 Kagarlitskii’s newfound status as the leading light of the Soviet
New Left also resulted in some of his writings that were composed before his arrest
being translated into English and receiving international attention in a post-tamizdat
turn.1043 His history of the Soviet intelligentsia, The Thinking Reed, won the
Deutscher prize in memory of the famous Trotskyist historian in 1988, while
Western Marxist publications engaged with ideas contained in the work that had
first developed in the Young Socialists’ milieu.1044 Kagarlitskii’s view of the
continuity of his political activism across the 1985 divide found expression in his
deliberate titling of the bulletin of the Federation of Socialist Social Clubs (FSOK),
which he edited, with the name Levyi povorot.1045
What was new to Kagarlitskii’s politics in the Perestroika years was his selfstyling as a “new leftist.” This was initially an effort to distinguish his brand of
democratic socialism from the vision of the reformist leadership. After 1989, when
socialist positions were reviled by the wider democratic movement as unflatteringly
close to the authorities, the “new leftist” label emphasised association with the more
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palatable Western Left.1046 Later it became an identity to cling to when faced with
the fall of communism. By the final years of Perestroika, socialists were a fringe
element within the semidesiatniki. According to a foreign observer, the second
congress of the socialist party in March 1991 was attended by only roughly fifty
Soviet representatives, who were mostly under 40 years old. Though the
internationally facing element of this identity was underscored by the presence of
three foreign attendees from Austrian, Swedish and Norwegian left-socialist
parties.1047 Kagarlitskii’s unswerving dedication to socialism, even as the other
former Young Socialists came to favour market economy solutions, can be
understood to be the result of his close intellectual and affective identification with
the Western Left. Amid Soviet decline and collapse, in what was a highly unusual
development, Kagarlitskii’s internalisation of socialist and internationalist values
continued to receive sustenance from this alternative foundation. As the Soviet
Union was moving to a market economy, Kagarlitskii marshalled arguments about
the rampant inequality of capitalism and its exploitation of workers, which were not
only traditional Soviet talking points, but were also the reserve of the Western Left.
The programme of the socialist party in 1991 elaborated: “The crisis of the old
structures of power and the collapse of the system of authoritarian rule are forcing
the ruling circles to search for some way to escape the impasse by attacking the
rights of working people.”1048

Having absorbed the Young Socialists’ earlier

arguments about the low level of development that would define a Soviet capitalist
future, Kagarlitskii assured a Russian reporter, “We are not in danger of a bright
capitalist tomorrow,” and continued to see a place for a socialist party, even in
1991.1049
As Kagarlitskii evolved into a new leftist, he distanced himself from the
shestidesiatniki, whose influence had been so critical during his years of dissent. In
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an interview in 1988 with an American-based leftist journalist, he dismissed liberal
communists of this generation as “simply trying to say once again everything said
during the Khrushchev period” 1050 and in the New Left Review a year earlier claimed
that “the cultural mosaic of the ‘new protest’ is a great deal richer than anything the
aging ‘children of the Twentieth Party Congress’ can offer.1051 In contrast, as they
were drawn into political club life, Fadin, Kudiukin, Chernetskii and Khavkin, who all
occupied social democratic positions from the early years of Perestroika, continued
to rely on the shestidesiatniki as mentors and collaborators, even as they moved
beyond the reform socialist perspective transmitted by this generation.
In 1987, these former Young Socialists began to attend Club Perestroika
meetings and quickly came to occupy prominent roles, at a time when the
organisation was the main centre of informal political debate in Moscow. 1052 Club
Perestroika’s gatherings, which were held in the discussion hall of the Central
Economic-Mathematics Institute (TsEMI), benefitted from the patronage of TsEMI’s
liberal party committee, who also supervised the activities of the club and answered
to the Sevastopol party district committee.1053 This forum, which was located in an
area of Moscow dotted with research intitutes, attracted a young academic audience,
while the club’s roughly fifteen member sized aktiv (core working collective), which
included Kudiukin and Fadin, were almost uniformly semidesiatniki. Typically at club
meetings a specialist, who was usually a member of the Soviet liberal intelligentsia
of the shestidesiatniki generation, delivered a lecture on the political, economic, legal
or sociological problems of the day, before the floor opened to the discussion of
younger researchers.1054 The aktiv invited these more senior speakers to confer
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prestige on the club through its ability to attract big names.1055 Though some of its
more ambitious members took a longer view of the uses of this shestidesiatniki
expertise, which they saw as a valuable source for increasing the club’s scientific
level, in preparation for a future consultative role to party reformers.1056
From the autumn of 1987, Club Perestroika became increasingly divided by
its social democratic and liberal factions whose fault lines foremost resulted from
the two faction’s conflicting views on the club’s relationship to the authorities. This
division was a product of the club’s contested identity. It was at once a successor to
the dissident movement and its heritage within a transformed legal setting, and also
a reformist force from below that was linked to the intellectual establishment whose
members were determined to maintain its official recognition and gain greater
political influence. The club’s split led to the crystallisation of the two trends that had
precipitated its fracturing: the liberals gravitated towards activities associated with
traditional practices of dissent and formed Perestroika 88.1057 The reformists
founded Democratic Perestroika, where they solidified their social democratic
identity and gradually adopted a more openly critical attitude towards the party
elite. As this process took root in 1988-1989, the club’s activities shifted from an
emphasis on collaboration with the establishment reformers to the forging of
broader democratic alliances as upcoming elections reshaped the political
climate.1058
The discussions at a Democratic Perestroika meeting, which was billed to
focus on the problems associated with a transition from really existing socialism to
Rumiantsev: Politicheskii aktivizm za poslednie tridsat’ let,” (Oleg Rumiantsev: Political
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social democracy, reflected the expanding possibilities for political action by the end
of 1988.1059 According to the notes of an observing party official, the shestidesiatniki
specialists from INION and IMRD, B. Orlov, V.G. Vasin and G.B Ardaev at first outlined
the experiences of Western European social democratic states to an audience of 500
people.1060 In the course of the discussion that followed, animated semidesiatniki
speakers elaborated on a proposal for a movement from below, which would act as
a pressure group to help Gorbachev steer a course to democratic socialism, while
promoting the theoretical conceptions of social democracy.1061 Though the precise
nature of the proposed movement – a grassroots organisation or an emergent second
political party – remained ambiguous due to the continued political limitations that
inspired self-censorship at this juncture.
The speakers considered that social democratic ideas would have an
enriching effect on restructuring, while acting as a counterweight to Gorbachev’s
publicly espoused Leninist sources of democratic socialism, which for many in this
audience were inseparable from the first Soviet leader’s legacy of democratic
centralism and “end justifies the means” principles.1062 As Archie Brown has argued,
Gorbachev’s frequent invocations of Lenin, which were intended to legitimise
Perestroika’s policy turns, were filled with a strong emotional attachment to the
founding father, though his push toward democratisation determinedly departed
from Lenin’s doctrines.1063 But these complex twists and turns in Gorbachev’s
thinking were not outwardly discernable to this audience, who viewed his intentions
Leaflet for “Diskussiia ‘sotsial-demokratiia: proshloe, nastoiashchee, budushchee,”
(Discussion “Social Democracy, Past, Present, Future.), Democratic Perestroika meeting.
Collection of Andrei Fadin, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa.
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with skepticism. Democratic Perestroika’s chairman, Oleg Rumiantsev, expressed
this attitude in the then-current issue of the club’s publication: “The decisive and
enlightened new leadership makes no secret of the essence of the new course: a
gradual, cautious retreat from the exhausted totalitarian mechanisms toward an
authoritarian constitutional regime.”1064 He continued, “In essence our reforms
recall the Polish situation of the 1980s: a non-functional marketplace combined with
an all-powerful police.”1065 The responses of the meeting’s semidesiatniki speakers,
which included Kudiukin, all contained this critical attitude towards Gorbachev and
a perception that his goals differed from their own.
“The current decrepit and worn out totalitarianism is untenable” was a
refrain repeated in different forms at the meeting, which was attached to a broader
discourse then in circulation in Soviet society that characterised the communist
party’s rule as “totalitarian” and society under party rule as “abnormal.”1066 This
narrative, which was widespread within the intelligentsia after 1988, drastically reinterpreted the Soviet past and present as the illegal seizure of power by Lenin or
Stalin and a decades-long dictatorship of a brutal and corrupt minority over a
majority.1067 With this entirely changed understanding of Soviet reality, the reform
socialist solutions that had inspired sections of this milieu in the Brezhnev years
appeared in a new, retrograde light. One participant in the discussion noted: “The
CPSU is gradually moving to the position of Eurocommunism, but it [this ideology] is
losing influence in Europe, so it is better to develop social democratic goals.”1068 This
comment revealed the increased standing accorded to developed capitalist societies,
even in a leftist setting, following glasnost’s shattering of Soviet myths and the
accompanying loss of confidence that occurred. Despite its inherently reformist bent,
Eurocommunism remained a product of the communist world that emerged from
the October Revolution. To many in this audience, who had come to reject
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communism wholesale, social democracy appeared to offer the same egalitarian
values and concern for social justice without the legacy of revolutionary violence and
confrontation. As Perestroika wore on and economic conditions worsened, the social
democratic model increasingly gained in stature among those who remained on the
Left.
Kudiukin recalled that he, Fadin and Rumiantsev understood that their goal
was to establish a social democratic party as early as 1988.1069 The former Young
Socialists adopted social democratic views earlier than many other socialist
believers, who later made similar intellectual and spiritual journeys. 1070 Their
previous experience of independent political activity eased their adjustment to the
new conditions of legalised of politics from below, and made them more advanced
figures in Perestroika’s grassroots leftist milieu. Vladimir Kardail’skii, a translator by
profession and secretary of Democratic Perestroika recalled, “I advocated a return
to Leninism...for almost a year” until interactions with other club members, who
were well-informed young researchers from elite social sciences research institutes,
opened his eyes to “the criminality [of the regime] and failure of the very idea of the
total nationalisation of property.”1071 The former Young Socialists’ historical
education and their familiarity with samizdat and other forms of uncensored
knowledge had allowed them to arrive at similar conclusions already during the
years of their dissent. This earlier access to some of the information that came to
light during glasnost protected them from the scale of shock suffered by many of
their peers. They found it easier to maintain their leftist orientation because they did
not have to quickly incorporate the same scale of new information into their
worldviews.

Interview with Kudiukin, 1 December 2016, Moscow. Rumiantsev also later traced
their idea to form the social democratic party to 1988, “Interview with Oleg Rumiantsev,
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Yet their years of dissident explorations had inculcated a pragmatic approach
into their thinking, which had already taken them beyond a Marxist-Leninist
dominated framework to grapple with international variants of reform socialism.
The former Young Socialists’ detailed investigations of the Prague Spring and
Eurocommunism, which were consciously formulated by their reformist architects
as the refashioning of the Leninist model along democratic lines, had already opened
up these former dissidents’ minds to non-Soviet leftist alternatives. When examining
the Young Socialists’ intellectual development from the vantage point of Perestroika,
these reform socialist currents appear in a new light, as a middle ground between
these dissidents’ earliest notions of neo-Leninism and social democracy.
Their evolution to a social democratic identity constituted a further step
along the reformist path. It occurred when the revolutionary heritage was utterly
repudiated and Soviet socialism was visibly entering a terminal crisis. This was the
endpoint of the long Soviet decline, which began from the time that their generation
entered adulthood. The former Young Socialists’ highly critical attitude to the Soviet
state, which they retained from their years of dissent, caused them to doubt that the
high-ranking liberals, even from the position of the general secretaryship, could
overcome the morass of the party bureaucracy – a speculation that was confirmed
for them as a powerful conservative opposition in the party united against
Perestroika.1072 The more radical perspective that the party was an instrument of
totalitarianism, which they formed in the late-1980s, encouraged them to support
Boris Yeltsin, in spite of the overlapping social democratic perspectives that they
held in common with the Gorbachev’s reformers in the final years of Perestroika.1073
Social democratic ideas gradually entered the Soviet establishment with their
promotion by academic specialists and the cultivation of contacts with social
democratic parties abroad that occurred in the newly open international climate.
Andrei Fadin, “’Perestroika’ v poiskakh neobratimosti,” (Perestroika: in search of
irreversibility.) Vek XX i mir (June 1988), 36-37. Collection of Andrei Fadin,
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa.
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Although research clusters such as the Interdepartmental Council for Studies of
Social Democracy had already formed in the late-1970s,1074 the longstanding official
virulence towards the reformist tradition of social democracy, which began under
Lenin, created a dogmatically charged research environment that was only defused
when interest in reformism developed at the top.1075 In June 1989, CPSU delegates
were official observers for the first time at the Eighth Congress of the Socialist
International.1076 Gorbachev’s close personal relations with foreign leaders made it
possible for social democratic ideas to be conveyed directly to the general secretary.
The socialist Prime minister of Spain, Felipe Gonzalez held frank and influential
conversations with the Soviet leader on the humanist objections that social
democrats levelled at the communist tradition.1077
Part of the appeal of Bolshevism’s long estranged sibling for establishment
reformers was its rich array of left-wing democratic conceptions to sample from in
the quest to modernise the communist idea. In November 1990, the researchers of
the Institute of Marxism-Leninism, an erstwhile bastion of communist orthodoxy,
held a symposium with German scholars from the Friedrich Ebert Foundation. The
event was intended to be the beginning of a longer term collaboration directed at a
comparative analysis of the programmatic documents of the Social Democratic Party
of Germany (SPD) and the CPSU, which was accompanied on the Soviet side by the
supplementary goal of discovering ideological inspiration for the developing CPSU
programme.1078 The eventual draft that was approved in July 1991 envisaged a role
for the party, which was more readily associated with social democratic conceptions
than the communist model.1079 A no less important consideration for Soviet
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reformers was the prosperity of Western European social democratic states, which
powerfully beckoned to them as they became increasingly aware that the Soviet
economic model was systemically defective. In 1988, a group of high-ranking
economists, which included Abel Aganbegian and Leonid Abalkin, travelled to
Sweden to observe its government’s economic practices. A year later Swedish
economists were invited to Moscow to provide input into reforming the Soviet
economy’s tax system, its forms of ownership, pricing policy and other elements of
restructuring.1080
By 1990, the blurring of boundaries between the developing Soviet
conception of democratic socialism and social democracy had become apparent. It
was in these conditions that the February 1990 draft thesis for the Twenty-Eighth
Party Congress included the conciliatory statement, “The CPSU repudiates any
negative dogmatic stereotypes with regard to other parties of the working people,
including social democratic parties.”1081 At the party sponsored roundtable, which
was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the pro-rector of the Institute of
Social Sciences and one of the top Soviet specialists on social democracy, Aleksandr
Galkin’s hesitant reflections demonstrated the total reconceptualisation of the
communist identity that was underway among Gorbachev’s reformers at the end of
Perestroika:
What differentiates the CPSU’s conception of democratic socialism
from the democratic socialism of the social democratic party? This is a
problem, which demands serious theoretical and political
elaboration...We see the necessity for very serious progress in our
system of priorities, in democracy most of all. The fact is that social
democracy already spent a long time having satisfactorily worked out
the conception of democratic [bold in original] socialism, and its
importance. And our problem is to compare the details of our
conception of democratic socialism and social democracy’s conception
of democratic socialism. Honestly speaking, I am not entirely sure I am
prepared to answer this question.1082
In the same year, Gorbachev and his closest advisors were discussing plans to split
the party and announce their leadership of a social democratic faction, but as they
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delayed the August coup and the collapse of the party’s authority instead took place,
which made those actions impossible.1083 These shestidesiatniki found their way to
social democracy only towards the end of Perestroika.1084 Their slower conversion
was due to the difficulty of overcoming long-held ideals, which were formed in the
years that they witnessed the victory over fascism, the Soviet Union’s superpower
achievements and the excitement that socialism generated during the Thaw. The
shedding of Soviet illusions was much harder for these high-ranking liberals, who
were more attached to the communist identity. Moreover, as guardians of the party,
they went to great lengths to pacify their conservative opponents. This limited their
freedom to openly maneuver from traditional communist positions to the social
democratisation of the party and was one of the reasons that even the left-wing of
the democratic movement shifted its support to Yeltsin.1085
As the short twentieth century was drawing to a close, it was the former
Young Socialists – Fadin, Kudiukin, Khavkin and Chernetskii – and other members of
the semidesiatniki generation, who founded the Social Democratic Party of Russia
(SDPR).1086 Their initiative was not connected to the older generation’s originally
conceived project of modernising the communist idea, which had set Perestroika in
motion, but was borne of the determination to decisively move away from the
revolutionary tradition to committed reformism. The sharp split that occurred
between the revolutionary and reformist wings of social democracy at the onset of
World War One, as the more moderate European parties united behind their national
governments while the Bolsheviks promoted revolutionary radicalism, no longer
held relevance in the Soviet Union in the final decade of the twentieth century.1087
From the viewpoint of late-Perestroika, among most of what remained of the leftwing intelligentsia, the seventy years of the Soviet experiment had demonstrated the
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failure of the revolutionary tradition. From early-1989, Democratic Perestroika had
worked with other similarly oriented clubs to establish the union-wide Social
Democratic Association (SDA) – a realisation of earlier discussions about a broader
social democratic movement from below.1088 But instead of serving as a popular
reformist movement for Perestroika, SDA’s organising committee was by then filled
with greater ambition as they prepared to form their own political party. 1089 As the
Soviet Union moved to a multiparty system, the SDPR held its founding congress in
Moscow in May 1990.1090 By 1991, it had a membership of roughly 5000 – a figure
that simultaneously reflected its status as one of the most influential political parties
in early post-Soviet Russia, as well as the uniformly small size of newly formed
parties, when active political engagement continued to be an unusual choice into the
1990s.1091
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As could be deduced from the SDPR party programme’s prominent pledge of
support in 1990 for “the liberation of Russia from totalitarianism,” the party’s
relationship to left-wing traditions was visibly marked by its emergence in a society
where socialism had been wholly discredited.1092 An SDPR Pamphlet from 1992
designed to introduce voters to the party brought this reality into even sharper
relief:
Question: How do you relate to socialism? Answer: We take into
account that under the banner of socialism, the totalitarian regime,
where power belonged to the bureaucracy, was forced on people for
decades. Now is not the time to prove that there can be a different
socialism.1093
The SDPR fashioned itself in classically social democratic terms as “a party of
consistent reformism” oriented to “the constant improvement of social structures
with the aim of their humanisation, democratisation and the growth of their
effectiveness.”1094 Though as representatives of a political tradition that had
historically fought for the introduction of socialist policies into the capitalist system,
Russian social democrats faced an uphill battle for their identity as they advocated
for the transition from socialism to capitalism in 1990. In a description of the party’s
ideological influences, which included “European humanism and enlightenment,
Christianity and international social democracy,” these social democrats could not
bring themselves to name Marx and instead indirectly referred to him under the
umbrella of “thinkers who tried to learn the laws of social development.”1095
Kudiukin, who was one of SDPR’s three chairmen, recalled at the time of the
programme’s drafting that he had contemplated what non-Bolshevik Russian roots
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the party could claim,1096 which led to the inclusion of “the best features of Russian
liberalism, narodnichestvo and social democracy (Menshevism).”1097

SDPR rallying in 1991 with Vladimir Kardail’skii in the foreground (VK).
But even within the traditionally left-wing climate of social democratic
politics, the former Young Socialist leader found himself to be an increasingly lone
leftist advocate in an ocean of liberals. By 1990, a dominant liberal faction had
solidified in the SDPR, whose platform asserted, “Our goal is a civil society of social
democracy, but not ‘democratic socialism.’ Contemporary social democratic thought
reflects general universal values, and its socialist component is considered only as a
moral and ethical doctrine that has nothing in common with Marxism.”1098 This
perspective was remote from the experience of the former Young Socialists, who had
conscientiously studied different currents of Marxism during the years of their
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dissent. While addressing the SDPR’s second congress as party chairman in
November 1990, Kudiukin stepped in to defend left-wing political culture:
The political spectrum in our country is sliding sharply to the
right...[and] this is also reflected in our party. The process is
understandable in a country that is beginning to move away from a
totalitarianism that draped itself in left-wing political language to
cloak its essence. And yet, for a party that claims to be socialdemocratic, there must be certain limits to this process... Our party is
part of the general Democratic Movement, but we must not lose our
cultural identity in it. We must emphasise and develop [this identity],
which means not rushing to discard traditional social-democratic
political and cultural symbolism, including addressing each other as
“comrade.”1099
This commitment to traditional understandings of social democracy, which also
involved taking what remained usable from the left-wing element of the Soviet
legacy, did not have a great number of supporters in a party that generally associated
vocal leftism with the authoritative discourse of the Soviet past and viewed social
democracy distinctly as a means to turn toward a European future. Yet Kudiukin’s
steadfast leftism reaffirmed the paradoxical qualities of socialist dissent – as the
Soviet Union was making its retreat from the historical stage, this former
oppositionist remained more committed than many others to political ideas that had
first been transmitted in the Soviet ideological setting. The former dissident was
unafraid of embracing a left-wing identity, even as many other Russian social
democrats sought to distance themselves from its Soviet associations. This was
because according to his own experience, it was not only Soviet, but was shot
through with threads of foreign leftist thinking that the Young Socialists had first
encountered on their intellectual journey of late-Brezhnev era dissent.

Conclusion.
In the SDPR’s short course issued in late-1991, the circle of the Young
Socialists entered the party’s mythology as its predecessors, along with the
Mensheviks and their emigre formations and social democratic inclined
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underground groups of the post-Stalin era.1100 But the Young Socialists – Fadin,
Kudiukin, Khavkin and Chernetskii – occupied pride of place in the party’s prehistory as a direct link between reformism in the pre-Perestroika period and the
SDPR of the emergent post-Soviet era.1101 Despite the dissident circle’s multiplicity
of left-wing currents, their explorations had been foremost conceived as a reform
socialist project located in the communist world. But in the search for a viable past
for social democracy in the late-Soviet Union, the Young Socialists’ dissent was reimagined in a social democratic light.

Left to right (top row): Pavel Kudiukin, Viacheslav Igrunov, Andrei Fadin
(bottom row): Evgenii Krasnikov and Lev Sigal – all former participants in Club
Perestroika at the ten year reunion of the first neformaly meeting-dialog –
1997 (Facebook).
Kudiukin rose to become the leading exponent of the left tendency in the
SDPR in the 1990s. The connections to the international reformist left that the Young
Socialists had dreamed of making during their years of dissent became a reality as
the SDPR took up some of the relations with foreign social democratic parties that
had been lost in the collapse by Soviet reformers. In a sign of these new links,
Kudiukin was a prominent speaker at a joint conference held by the SDPR and the
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German social democratic Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Moscow in 1992. 1102 The
former Young Socialist leader’s post-Soviet political career flashed brightly, though
only momentarily – a characterisation that applied to all of those from the former
dissident circle who were active in politics in the 1990s. In November 1991,
Kudiukin became the first politician from the democratic movement to be appointed
to Yeltsin’s government when he was made deputy minister for labour, a post which
he held from 1991-1993.1103 Others in the Young Socialists’ wider orbit, such as
Viktor Sheinis and Oleg Rumiantsev, served as parliamentary deputies and played
major roles in drafting the Russian constitution.1104 Kagarlitskii was elected to the
Moscow City Soviet as part of the Democratic Russia bloc. He served as a deputy from
1990-1993 during which time he founded a “Moscow left” faction.1105 During the
Russian constitutional crisis, Kagarlitskii participated in the defense of the White
House and was briefly arrested and then released after international outcry from his
left-wing supporters.1106
As a consequence of Yeltsin’s prioritisation of economic transformation over
political reform, the outlook and background of those semidesiatniki who played
defining roles in the new Russian government was markedly different to that of the
former Young Socialists.1107 In contrast to the traditional dissident perception that
afforded primacy to political culture over economics – a trait that wholly applied to
the shestidesiatniki and also extended to the former Young Socialists’ milieu –
Yeltsin’s semidesiatniki experts were of an altogether different vintage.1108 After the
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spectacular failure of the shestidesiatniki economic thinking that accompanied
socialism with a human face, the Russian president had reached down to talented
economists and foreign policy experts – people such as Egor Gaidar and Andrei
Kozyrev – from the generation below.1109 These semidesiatniki accorded primary
importance to building a market economy and were inclined to view democracy and
other “abstract” political questions as secondary issues that even crossed into the
realm of “useless chatter” during the dire economic conditions of the early-1990s.1110
As the global neo-liberal turn that had been underway since the 1970s took
hold in Russia and the former communist world, the former Young Socialists
discovered that their leftist politics were even more out of time than they had been
in the late-Soviet Union.1111 Their disillusionment with the social cost of Gaidar’s
shock therapy and privatisation reforms and the events of the Russian constitutional
crisis saw their permanent return to opposition.1112 Kudiukin continued to play a
leading role in the SDPR throughout the decade, though Kagarlitskii opted for
academia and entered the Institute of Comparative Political Science of the Academy
of Sciences, where he was a researcher on the labour movement and its connections
to left-wing political parties.1113 Fadin headed the political department at the private
sector funded newspaper, Kommersant (Businessman) – a publication that was
credited with setting the tone for post-Soviet journalism.1114 He later published
award-winning reporting as a correspondent in Grozny during the first Chechen war,
before his life was tragically cut short by a motor accident on Kutuzovskii prospekt
in 1997.1115
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Conclusion and Epilogue.
Responding to the text of the 1982 Politburo discussion of the Young
Socialists’ case, from the distance of April 2020, the Russian writer Denis Dragunskii
remarked: “Perfect. The country was going to hell and these comrades were fighting
with Fadin and Kudiukin.”1116 This exchange on Pavel Kudiukin’s Facebook on the
anniversary of his arrest can be interpreted as an expression of the communicative
memory of Soviet dissent that exists within a community of semidesiatniki
intellectuals, now in their sixties.1117 As a younger generation in the socialist
underground, the Young Socialists were on the edges of the dissident movement
during the Brezhnev era. Yet after the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the
resurgence of authoritarianism in Russia, they became familiar faces in a community
united by memory of past opposition to the state.1118 In Poland, Nikolai Ivanov
established the Foundation “For Your Freedom and Ours” that celebrates the Day in
Memory of Natalia Gorbanevskaia in Wroclaw. This event, which annually draws
together two generations of former Soviet and Polish dissidents, was attended in
recent years by two of Gorbanevskaia’s fellow demonstrators at Red Square in 1968,
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Pavel Litvinov and Viktor Fainberg.1119 In Moscow, Kudiukin and Tatiana
Vorozheikina are regular roundtable speakers at the Sakharov Centre and Memorial,
an organisation that formed in the late-1980s to commemorate the victims of the
Stalin era, which continues to hold historical discussions and protest human rights
abuses.1120
Another, less obvious, institution for those that identify with the memory of
Soviet dissent is the Gorbachev Foundation. In the post-Soviet decades, shared
reflections on the Soviet past developed among some former dissidents and party
reformers, whose views once again drew closer together after being sharply
distanced during Perestroika. In contrast to the overriding narrative that
Gorbachev’s reforms unleashed economic catastrophe, which could be described as
the dominant memory of Perestroika among the Russian public, for both of these
sections of the intelligentsia, the period was defined by the failed project of building
Russian democracy.1121 This interpretation was reinforced in exchanges of
communicative memory at the foundation’s “Gorbachev Readings” a series of
conferences held in the 2000s that focused on reformist turning points in Soviet
history. The two sets of intellectuals did not come to the same views, but an
overlapping intellectual heritage and elements of shared historical experience were
felt. Those present at the Gorbachev Readings included the former high-ranking
liberals, Fedor Burlatskii, Anatolii Cherniaev and Nikolai Shmelev, and the former
dissidents, Kudiukin and Vorozheikina, Viktor Sheinis, Liudmila Alekseeva, Roy
Medvedev, Arsenii Roginskii, Aleksandr Daniel’ and Adam Michnik.1122
The former dissidents’ delayed conclusion that the party reformers had been
allies in their commitment to democracy – a view that most did not hold to the same
degree during Perestroika – developed only after the disappointments of Yeltsin’s
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rule in the 1990s. The Russian president’s appointment of a former KGB officer as
his successor and the country’s gradual slide back to authoritarianism strengthened
this interpretation and contributed to Vorozheikina’s reflection in 2009 that during
Perestroika, the politicised semidesiatniki “did not understand the meaning and
nature of the possibilities that then opened up and did not act in accordance with
them.”1123 The failure of the SDPR to find common cause with the social democratic
faction in the CPSU was also dwelt upon by Kudiukin at the roundtable in 2008: “The
political naivety of the democratic movement, of course, contributed to the fact that
it was not possible to find a common language with the in-system reformers,” though
traces of deference to Gorbachev should be detected in his comment.1124 The barriers
that had separated socialist dissidents from the in-system reformers were belatedly
bridged in the second post-Soviet decade when Kudiukin and Gorbachev, who had
been in attendance at the 1982 Politburo meeting that opened this conclusion,
participated together in the creation of the second SDPR in 2001.1125
These social democratic endings were a long way from the early-1970s, when
the future Young Socialists arrived at MGU still under the impression of the Leninist
influences of their younger years of schooling. These politically engaged youth
entered their formative years at the university more than half a century after the
revolution, at a time when society’s connections to October had already begun to
fade. Instead of storming new barricades, the leadership pursued a course of stability
that aimed to preserve their life achievements, which inevitably dissociated the
younger generation from a sense of active participation in an enduring revolutionary
project.1126 These matters did not weigh on the minds of most late socialist youth,
who were occupied by private lives that were stimulated by the postmodern,
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heterogeneous society that the Soviet Union had become.1127 Yet for a small minority,
the lost thread of the revolution and the signs of stalling socialist development that
they saw in the everyday life of the early-1970s constituted a distinct source of
alienation. Using a micro-historical approach to study a prominent left-wing
dissident circle, this thesis has explored the experiences of some of the individuals
that remained committed to socialism and opposed its stagnation through the
Brezhnev years. As we have seen, over the course of the 1970s, these young
intellectuals’ early attempts to stimulate change in their immediate environment
progressed in a determined, oppositional direction, that took on transnational forms
as the path of Soviet decline continued into the next decade.
As a contribution to new scholarship on the Brezhnev years, this study’s
continued emphasis on “stagnation” distinguishes it from other recent cultural
histories that have to different degrees challenged this older characterisation of the
period.1128 Indeed, stagnation, or zastoi, as a politically charged term used by the
Soviet leadership to justify the post-1985 break, fits more smoothly into
explanations for what was happening to the country’s septuagenarian leaders and
the economy than it does for the vibrant cultural life of the period. 1129 In a recent
collection, historians stressed that society’s embrace of post-collectivist values,
consumerism, innovative forms of leisure and the increasing number of possible
ways to live a Soviet life all suggested a quiet dynamism.1130 One of Donald Raleigh’s
Soviet baby boomers – who experienced late socialism from a similar standpoint in
the social strata to my own subjects – reflected, “The awareness of stagnation came
only when they began to call the period that.” 1131 This thesis has used the more
developed picture of the period’s social and cultural life that has been advanced by
recent scholarship to conceptualise the broader social climate that the politicised
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semidesiatniki moved about in. Yet its return to the “older” theme of dissent makes it
seemingly one of the more unusual new cultural histories of the period, where my
subjects’ close attention to Kremlin politics, the Soviet economy and the declining
environment of international communism all affirm the value of the stagnation
paradigm for understanding the topic under study.
As students at MGU in the early-1970s, some of these politicised
semidesiatniki sensed the stagnation of Soviet political culture. In their eyes, the
Soviet state displayed a declining revolutionary idealism that permeated its
propaganda and trickled down to influence the level of the everyday, where they saw
that socialist ideology was failing to mobilise the other students in their midst. They
felt the way that communist ideology was being presented through this uninspiring
propaganda was an essential factor for explaining the gap between their idealised
vision of socialism and the reality of their surroundings. They were frustrated by the
routinised activism of the Komsomol, which they viewed had become repurposed
into a career building factory. This disaffection from the stagnating political culture
at home was counterweighted by the inspiring power of the revolutionary wars and
foreign socialist experiments that were taking place in the Global South. The
entanglement with Third Worldism, which was so central to the protest cultures of
1968, belatedly links the politicised semidesiatniki at MGU in the early-1970s to this
transnational moment, although in this research I have chosen to emphasise the
specifically Soviet conditions that gave rise to this activism.1132 In juxtaposing Latin
America’s ability to fuel anti-capitalist discourses against the cultural escapism of the
imaginary West, this thesis has shown how the outside world was not only a supplier
of Western cultural trends that gave late socialist youth some of the tools for living
vnye. It could also provide critical stimulation for the development of diverse leftwing political identities containing critical hues that both challenged Soviet socialism
and countered the political disengagement of their peers.
Coming only five years after the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, the
overthrow of Salvador Allende in Chile was an event that resonated within the
critical student milieu of this generation.1133 It united like-minded semidesiatniki,
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who were drawn together by a shared sense of grief that was politically mobilising.
Nevertheless, the demise of this democratic socialist experiment affected a much
smaller community than the impact that the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia had
on an entire generation half a decade earlier. This much smaller scale was one of the
defining features of political engagement in the last Soviet generation. Moreover, it
is not coincidental that the case study addressed in this thesis was located within the
elite youth milieu in Moscow. This environment provided convenient access to the
intellectual and cultural resources that were preconditions for critical political
engagement. The party authorities in Moscow were much more permissive of
unorthodox behaviour than their provincial counterparts. Finally, the greater
propensity for political risk taking of children from the elite set them apart from
youth of less privileged backgrounds, and particularly students from the provinces
in Moscow, who were less likely to deviate politically out of fear reversing the
fortunes that they had worked hard to achieve. These findings broadly overlap with
the narratives related to the elite youth in Hungary and Poland that pursued critical
left-wing politics, which scholars have associated with the generation of 1968.1134
Recently Iurii Slezkine argued that communism foundered on the Bolsheviks’
inability to pass on their own revolutionary consciousness to their children.1135 By
contrast, in the case of the politicised semidesiatniki, we see that the transfer of
beliefs within families did occur among a small number and was the source for their
unusual leftism. A case in point was TMEFP activist, Georgii Schalike, who was from
a family of high-ranking German Comintern functionaries that settled in Moscow
after fleeing the Nazis.1136 However, the transfers of experience more often
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emphasised in this thesis were primarily not familial, but occurred across
intellectual contexts, where the reformist and internationalist discourses that had
been developed by the shestidesiatniki held considerable sway for these politically
engaged youth in the next generation. Though this reform socialist thinking was only
one of the ideological trends that existed within the wider number of political
currents that were in circulation after 1968. As we have seen, by no means were all
politically alert students oriented to socialism. The future Young Socialists rubbed
shoulders with nationalists, human rights sympathisers and even Stalinists in the
MGU Faculty of History in the early-1970s, and some of those currents could be
found within room 242 itself. Nevertheless, the ubiqitous presence of socialist
slogans and ideology in the Soviet landscape, especially in the education system,
made a “good” socialism at least the initial belief system that most politically engaged
semidesiatniki seized upon. The appeal of this ideology can also be put down to the
years of this generation’s upbringing coinciding with the Soviet Union’s rising
superpower status. Though the 1970s proved to be the turning point into decline,
this generation saw living standards improving at home and socialism spreading
globally during their childhood. They were part of a privileged section of society
during the most stable period of the Soviet state’s existence. For all of these reasons,
in the 1970s, socialism still retained the capacity to attract critical youth from the

elite.
The year after their graduation from MGU, Fadin and Kudiukin founded the
Young Socialists, while still caught up in the romantic revolutionary passions of their
student years. As we have seen, friendship, its associated element of trust, and the
access to wider networks that it brought, were all vital ingredients for this
endeavour. These bonds of friendship enabled Fadin and Kudiukin’s social circle to
push their own risk-taking friends in the dissidents’ direction. The Young Socialists
adopted the format of underground conspiracy not only to give their dissident
activities the chance to gain wider momentum, but also to preserve their chances for
conventional life paths. This return to the socialist underground in the 1970s
reflected the continuing pull of the state’s revolutionary propaganda, but it was also
based on these young intellectuals’ rejection of the path of the pravozashchitniki. The
Young Socialists’ shestidesiatniki mentors were those who had walked out of the
meetings at their academic institutes during the vote of support for the Soviet
invasion, not the dissidents who protested on Red Square in 1968.
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The blending of everyday life with conspiracy was a fundamental element of
the group’s lived experience of dissent. Vladimir Pribylovskii, who knew most of the
circle through everyday connections, later recalled the dynamic: “We met quite often
for work, for university, for catching up and drinking, and at the same time we
decided these [oppositional] questions.”1137 Yet at the same time Pribylovskii had
conspiratorial contact with Mikhail Rivkin, with whom he had a twice monthly
standing appointment at the statue of a muzhik with a grenade near
Krasnopresnenskaia metro to covertly exchange samizdat. The Young Socialists’
academic careers similarly intertwined with their dissent, as was shown earlier
through Andrei Danilov sharing the Soviet economic data that he encountered in his
research at IMEMO with Boris Kagarlitskii for inclusion in Sotsializm i budushchee.
Meanwhile, the relationships that the Young Socialists formed with their
shestidesiatniki mentors at IMEMO, Marat Cheshkov and Viktor Sheinis, transferred
elements of lived experience from these former socialist dissidents of the Thaw into
the consciousness of the second generation. Coming into contact with them as
middle aged, liberal intellectuals in the late-1970s, the Young Socialists were also
influenced by Sheinis and Cheshkov’s contributions as scholars to debates on
theories of development and Marxist perspectives on the Third World.1138 In
particular, the younger dissidents transferred Cheshkov’s concept of etakratiia from
the Third World to understand the class structure of the Soviet Union in their
samizdat. The transfer of this generation’s intellectual heritage was physically
embodied through Kudiukin’s borrowing of Kiva Maidanik’s heavily marked
collected works of Lenin, which he later used to aid Mikhail Gefter’s historical
explorations of the transition to the NEP.
The exploration of these intersecting currents of reform socialism and
dissent that occurred at the lower levels of the political-intellectual establishment
has produced a different picture of the reformist environment. The devotion to Lenin
was shared by Anatolii Cherniaev, who recorded in his diary in July 1977, “All day I
read Lenin, including The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautskii. If you
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ignore the historical specifics, he is still right and very relevant in his way of thinking
and internal logic. And what brilliance of thought and phrase! Sometimes I would
jump up and run around the room, chuckling with delight.1139 Though the younger
dissident and the in-system reformist were united by the unusual practice of
seriously reading Lenin at the end of the 1970s, this scene illustrates the degrees of
differentiation that existed within reformist culture. The Young Socialists, who
declared themselves as “socialist, Eurocommunists and social democrats” to the
French journal L’Alternative in 1981, had already adopted positions that were much
closer to Kautskii.
As the 1970s wore on, the politicised semidesiatniki’s sense of stagnation
grew more acute. The social democratic activist, Vladimir Kardail’skii later
remembered that he “literally cried” after the Twenty Fourth Party Congress in 1976
when Brezhnev did not retire. “And not only that, he remained at the next.”1140 As we
have seen, the Young Socialists viewed both the high-ranking liberals and the
pravozashchitniki as incapable of creating momentum for Soviet reform. They
instead calculated that an approaching economic crisis would generate the
conditions for the circle to agitate among the working class to build a popular
movement for reform. Yet while Soviet economic problems mounted but did not
reach breaking point, the romantic attitudes that had inspired the dissident circle’s
creation began to slowly drain away, as they increasingly felt that there was no
application for their activities. This growing sense of hopelessness echoed general
sentiments among both the dissident movement and in-system reformers in the final
Brezhnev years. Following Jonathan Bolton’s lead, I have not positioned my narrative
towards the collapse, but rather considered the Brezhnev years discretely, to
recreate the lesser known moments of the real sense of despondency and doubt that
existed among both dissidents and in-system reformers, when it was far from clear
that Perestroika was on the horizon.1141
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The Young Socialists’ countered their dampening hopes for Soviet reform by
rooting for left-wing and reformist movements abroad. As we have seen, the leftist
imaginings of Latin America as a location of renewed socialism from their student
years soon gave way to more nuanced scholarly assessments in their positions at
IMEMO. While Fadin and Vorozheikina’s emotional attachment to events on the
ground in Latin America continued – and here they were joined by their older
internationalist mentor Maidanik, Latin America became a field of study rather than
a model for socialist renewal. Instead, the Young Socialists’ dissident explorations
were re-focused on Europe as a location that offered more relevant reformist models
for the Soviet Union. The Young Socialists’ proximity to elite intellectual structures
that carried information on foreign affairs into the USSR, that included the research
setting of IMEMO and Moscow’s samizdat networks, allowed the dissident circle to
engage with foreign reformist currents through reading. The combination of the
dissident circle’s associations with foreign left-wing journalists and the participation
in Eastern Bloc scientific exchanges later enabled incipient transnational exchanges
that took the form of letters of support to Solidarność and the Italian Communist
Party.
One of the ambitions of this research has been to place socialist dissent in a
transnational context, to counter perceptions of its insularity, through locating its
development in the broader contexts of the overlapping histories of the international
Left and dissent across the Eastern Bloc in the 1970s and 1980s. Two decades after
the Twentieth Party Congress, the full force of its shocks had reshaped the landscape
of the European radical Left and cultivated Eurocommunism and other reformist left
movements that were critical of the Soviet experience. The Young Socialists saw
ideological continuities with their own thinking and an overlapping agenda in the
publications of the reformist Left that they read from Moscow. However, this reading
gave broad impressions that they aligned with their own idealistic internationalist
attitudes, rather than a nuanced understanding of the priorities and problems of the
reformist Left that influenced its international coherence. This loosely associated
movement that was unable to exercise real influence was much less oriented to
dissident affairs than the Young Socialists imagined. What also emerged was the
impression of ships passing in the night, where Soviet isolation was too great to
broker deeper understanding or more comprehensive exchange. This conclusion
echoes into the Eastern Bloc, where the desire for communication between the
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different national dissident movements was strong, but the state security measures
restricted dissidents to mainly to learning of each other’s views on the radio.
The experience of socialist dissent accelerated the former Young Socialists’
adoption of social democratic and new left identities during Perestroika. Their years
of dissident explorations had already taken them beyond a Marxist-Leninist
dominated framework to engage with different currents of reform socialism that
opened up these former dissidents’ minds to non-Soviet leftist alternatives. When
examining the Young Socialists’ intellectual development from the perspective of
Perestroika, these reform socialist currents appear in a new light, as a middle ground
between these dissidents’ earliest notions of neo-Leninism and social democracy.
The evolution to a social democratic identity marked the final step on the reformist
path. It occurred when the revolutionary heritage had been totally discredited and
Soviet socialism was visibly undergoing a terminal crisis. This was the endpoint of
the long Soviet decline, which began from the time that their generation entered
adulthood.
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